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AA129 Bias Stabilisi ng Diode

AA129 Bias Stabilising Diode

THE

rpiHE AA129
A A129 Mullard junction diode
diode is
is now
now being
being used
used in
in

the
latest portable radio sets
the latest
sets to
to provide
provide compensation
compensation
for changes
and operating
operating temperature.
temperature.
changes in battery voltage and
In portable receivers, the
the voltage
voltage of
of the
the batteries
batteries used
used will
will
decrease with life, and the performance
decrease
performance of
of the
the sets
sets will
will deteriordeteriorate with this fall in voltage
voltage because
because of
of an
an increase
increase in
in crossover
crossover
distortion. To ensure good battery
distortion.
battery life,
life, it
it is
is desirable
desirable that
that the
the
receivers should be designed to
to give
give acceptable
acceptable performance
performance
when the battery falls
falls to about
about 50%
50% of
of the
the nominal
nominal value.
value.
The effect
effect of decreasing bat·
·

tery, voltage is3 a0Cen
accentuated
as
d aS
Itemperature
?at?
,the operating
falls.
g
Ure
3
r Pe
?,low
Acceptable performance
performance
at
Acceptable
at
battery voltages
can bee achieva
a
^SOan
? types
•;
t
ed directly with
most
of
os
68
e
™
t
tOT
of
audio transistor for
temperaPe
T™?
„ J0re l5°C,
^
n ;
tures down
do
al
15 C, but
but
to about
at lower temperatures
crossoLi
Jk pewill
m become
Kre3 or03S
'
over aTt
distortion
ex10
eX
cessive at much higher battery"
voltages . At
instance,
vXTes
S 5°C,
5^1 for
l,r"n^
21,
, ofV battery·
'or lnstanoe,
the lower limit
volt1
at ery VOlt
^mrlLlS
lm^
r
'
age
for
acceptable
performance
0r
f=geusually about Sl
Sathe
^
is
80% of
IfnJlfX
AwtXi ' therefor~.
r
nominal. Obviously,
nonunal.
therefore,
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WHAT'S NEW IN
TH~ NEW SETS
WHAT'Q
Wf IIM I O

NPW
HCTV

IN
111

MClSf
OCTO
Ill t
NtW
vt I V
These artieles
articles describe the ·
latest Mullard developments
for entertainment equipment

to
to .. extend
extend the
the battery
battery life,
life,
temperature
61 8
compensation
of
ten®
"
compensation
of
j desirable.
some form
form is
desirP ble.
some
Iff the
the AA129
AA129 is
is incorporated
.corporated
in
the
base-bias
in the baSe bi ,s network
networ of
ofthe
the
output
stage
of
the
receiver,
output
stage
of
the
reoelvt
compensation,
tbe . necessary
the
· necessary compensation
can
o™ be
fo achieved.
achieved. With
With such
such an
an
arrangement,
the
battery
arrangement,, the battery voltvoltage
can fall well below the 50%
a!
can
fall well
the 60%
limit
withoqt
thebelow
performance
limlt without tlle performan0e
oftht3
°f1
^ receiver
receiverat
at extremely
eft emelj low
low
temperatures
falling
temperatures fall ng below
below an
an
acceptable
standard.
Furtheracceptable
standard.
Furthern
at
the
more>
aeteri0ratl0
more,
the deterioration
at the
higher temperatures
temperatures is
is also
also
higher
much
muc:l1 less.
le3s Use
Use of
of the Mullard
''he Mullard
bias
bias stabilising
stabilising diode
diode thus
thus enensures
variation in performsures less
less variation in performance with battery
ance
with batteryvoltage
voltagedecay
decay
at
all
a11 normally encountered
*
aormally encountered
temperatures,
and also
pcratures,and
alsoconsiderconsiderably
al iy prolongs
prolongs the
the useful
useful life
life of
of
the batteries ina
inaportableradio.
portable radio.

·MULL ARD TRIODES
FOR U.H.F. · TUNERS
MULLARD

FOR

TRIODES

U.H.F.

Mullard have recently introduced two important high-freduced
high-frequency triodes-the
triodes—the PC86 and
and
the PC88—which
PC88-which have been
the
developed specifically for
developed
for operation in Bands IV and V. The
The
PC88 is designed as aa u.h.f.
u.h.f r.f.
r.f.
amplifier, and the PC86 as aa
self-- oscillating
oscillating mixer. Both
self
Both
valves use frame grids: the
the
accuracy and rigidity of this
this
construction enables aa very
very
amall
small spacing to
to be used
used

TUNERS

between the anode and grid,
grid, so
that the necessary high value
value of
of
mutual conductance is achievachieved. To reduce grid-lead inducinductance, the grid of the PC88
is specially connected to
to five
five
base pins, and that of
of the
the
PC86 to three. To improve
improve
the stability of the PC88 furfurther, the valve capacitances
capacitances
are minimised by the use
use
of a single-sided electrode
structure.

,' M yv ,
1

, '
■ y nK
-r|; jrj
y

.E.H.T .
RECTI FIER
E.H.T.

RECTIFIER

TYPE DY36

TYPE

DY86

The Mullard DY86 will be encountered in many present-day
television receivers.
It is aa new
new
receivers. It
noval base.
base.
e.h.t. rectifier on aa noval
The heater voltage of the DY86
is 1.4V, which can be obtaine-d
obtained
from a single turn on the
the line
line
output transformer. The new
new
valve is capable of delivering
delivering aa
rectified current of 500:LA,
SOOnA, the
the
peak
cathode current
being 40mA.
peakcathodecu
rrentbeing40m
A.
This value of current is ample
ample
for modern picture tubes, and
and
results in excellent brilliance
brilliance
and contrast, even in daylight.
daylight.
The e.h.t. rectifier . of aa teletelevision
be safesafevision receiver must be
guarded from
fron the effects of
of overovervoltage in the e.h.t. winding
winding of
of
the line output transformer. The
The
maximum peak inverse voltage
voltage
of the DY86 is 22kV. An ample
ample
safety margin is thus provided
provided
for a design value of e.h.t. voltvoltage of 18kV.
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A Council for Research
A Council for Research

THE investigations of the
the Research
Research Committee
Committee of
of
Brit. IIJ~.E.
initiated
by
Earl
Mountbatten
and
.R.E. nitiated by Earl Mountbatten and
directed
the expansion
expansion and
and better
better organization
organization of
of
dj ected to the
radio and electronics
electronics research
research in
Great Brita
Britaini l:ave
have
i Great
now been completed. We
We have
have already
already commented
commented
(January 1962 and February
February 1963
1963 issues)
issues) on
on the
the
thiss work
work which
which is.
is.now
now fully
fully documented
documented
progress of tl
in the survey "Radio
" Radio and
and Electronics
Electronics Research
Research -n
in
Great Britain," dated
dated April
April 1963.
1963.
The
reiterates the
the main
main conclusions
conclusions of
of the
the
The survey reiterates
interim report of
of last
last autumn,
autumn, namely
namely that
that the
the
volume of research is
is gravely
gravely inadequate
inadequate and
and that
that
there is lack of
of fac
facility
for the
the exchange
exchange of
of ideas
ideas
y for
and tie
the co-ord
co-ordination
of effort
effort between
between the
the three
three
lation of
main categories of research—educational,
research-educational, industr
industrial
al
and defence. Four
Four possibilities
possibilities for
for remedying
remedying the
the
situation are re
reviewed
in some
some detail,
detail, (1)
(1) aa new
new cocoewed in
operative research organ
organization,
(2) expan;
expansion
of
:ation, (2)
on of
associations, (3)
(3) co-ord
co-ordination
and
existing research associations,
aation and
university
research and
and (4)
(4) entire
entire
expansion of ui
versity research
dependence on Government-controlled
Government-controlled research.
research.
The time-lag inevitable
inevitable in
in building
building adequate
adequate new
new
laboratories and difficulties
difficulties in
in rais
raising
the necessary
necessary
ig the
capital are considered
considered by
by the
the Committee
Committee to
to be
be factors
factors
the first
first two
two proposals.
proposals. The
The
m!litatmg
n litating against the
staffing of any large
large new
new laboratories
laboratories would
would also
also
for the
the services
services of
of those
those grades
grades
intensify competition for
of qualified scientists
scientists of
of wh
which
existing organ
organizations
h existing
ations
short supply.
supply. The
The Committee
Committee has
has
are already in short
found no desire, as
as aa pclitical
political issue,
to control
control
isue, to
through Government
Government mad
machinery
the co-ordination
co-ordination
nery the
and
application
of
research
in
radio
and
electronics,
and application of research in radio and electronics,
but it
it records
records the
the will
willingness
of Government
Government departdepartbut
igness of
ments to undertake research
research which
which twill
be of
of benefit
benefit
ill be
to industry
industry as
as well
well as
as to
to those
those defence
defence requirements
requirements
which are
are governed
governed by
by considerations
considerations of
of security.
security.
It endorses
endorses unequivocally
unequivocally the
the proposals
proposals for
for the
the
expansion of univers
university
research and
and in
in particular
particular
y research
any plans which
which will
will enable
enable the
the Government
Government to
to
entrust aa larger
larger proport'
proportion
of research
research pro'
proj~cts
to
m of
cts to
would prov
provide
much needed
needed
universities.
This would
le much
additional finance for the
the univers.
universities
and aa broader
broader
ies and
basis for
for post-graduate
post-graduate training.
training.
··
basis
But
all, the
the fundamental
fundamental requirement
requirement isis an
an
But above
move all,
agreed plan
plan for
for the
the co-ordination
co-ordination of
of industrial
industrial efforts
efforts
agreed
with
those of
of Government
Government so
so that
that expansion
expansion vwill
be
with those
11 be
more effective;
effective; The
The Committee
Committee strongly
strongly recomrecommends in
in the
the following
following terms
terms the
the formation
formation of:—
of:"The Radio and
and

Electronics Research
Research Council
Council
Electronics
Constitution.
constitution of
of such
such aa Council
Council isis
Constitution. The constitution
if really
really worthwhile
worthwhile decisions
decisions
of paramount importance if
are to
The Council
Council should
should compr
comprise
repreto be taken. The
e representatiyes
of top
top level
level management
management in
in the
the manufacturing
manufacturing
sentatives of
industry, Chief Scientists
Scientists of
of Government
Government departments
departments
controlling research establishments
establishments and
and of
of user
user MinisMinisWIRELESS
WORLD, June
}UNE 1963
1963
Wireless World,

the Defence
Defence Services,
Services, as
as well
well as
as reprereprettries
es including
icludihg the
sentatives from the Universities.
Universities.
- Rotation of Membership of
of Council.
Council. Careful
Careful planplana Council
ning would be required
required to
to prevent
prevent such
such ·a
Council bebecoming numerica
numerically7 unwieldy
unwieldy. Further,
Further, itit would
would be
be
essential to provide
provide for
for appropriate
appropriate rotation
rotation of
of membermembership if new thought is
is constantly
constantly to
to be
be introduced.
introduced.
Working Parties.
Parties. The
The Council
Council would
would be
be dependent
dependent
on Working Parties
Parties of
of experienced
experienced scientists
scientists and
and
engineers charged to report
report on
on specific
specific topics.
topics. Special
Special
arrangements for aa Working
Working Party
Party dealing
dealing with
with security
security
matters are proposed.
·
·
The Scope of Counc'
Council1 Activities.
Activities. The
The Council
Council should
should
not only
only to
to review
review the
the recommendations
recommendations
be in a position not
of the Work
Working
Parties but
but also
also to
to implement
implement their
their
ig Parties
to secure
secure that
that these
these Working
Working
recommendations, and to
Parties are constituted of
of the
the very
very best
best talent
talent in
in the
the
country.
In order to consider the
the most
most immediate
immediate way
way of
of secursecurof radm
radio and
and electronics
electronics research
research the
the
ing an expansion of
Council will require close
close liaison
liaison with
with existing
existing sponsorsponsorthe Un
University
Grants Committee,
Committee, the
the
ing bodies, namely the
versity Grants
Department of Scientific
Scientific and
and Industrial
Industrial Research,
Research, and
and
of Aviation.
Aviation.
the Ministry of
In the opinion of the
the Brit.
Brit. I.R.E.
I.R.E. Research
Research Committee,
Committee,
of the
the Council
Council should
should commence
commence with
with
the first enquiry of
lation of
an exam
examination
of the
the immediate
immediate results
results to
to be
be obtained
obtained
facilities."
utilization of
of University
University facilities."
from better utilization
We hope and expect
expect that
that this
this Council
Council will
will be
be
formed. It must
must not
not be
be allowed
allowed to
to degenerate
degenerate into
ito
.o
ne of those committees
committees of
of which
which itit has
has been
been said
said
one
that the members, though
though individually
individually incapable
incapable of
of
making
decision, are
are capable
capable collectively
collectively of
of
making any decision,
deciding that notl
nothing
can be
be done.
done. First
First and
and foreforetig can
most the success of
of the
the project
project wul
will depend
depend upon
upon
the Working
Working Parties.
Parties. If
If their
their output
output
the quality of the
is comparable with that
that of,
of, for
for example,
example, the
the Working
Working
Parties
within
European Broadcasting
Broadcasting Union,
Union, the
the
Par es w>
hin the European
Council
be well served.
served.
Counc'l will be
Of the proposed Council
Council itself
itself we
we have
have one
one comcomment to make. While
While acknowledging
acknowledging the
the virtue
virtue of
of
flexibility in its constitution
constitution we
we question
question rotation
rotation
as the best means of
of making
making changes.
changes. It
It would
would be
be
disastrous if, after
after forming
forming aa Council
Council of
of acknowacknowledged authoi
authority
and good
good judgment,
judgment, 'it should
should be
be
ty and
the sake
sake of
of giving
giving equality
equality of
of
changed merely for the
individual firms
firms or
or departments.
departments. Equality
Equality
prestige to individual
of participation will be
be achieved
achieved and
and unw;
unwieldiness
Idiness
avoided if the members of
of the
the Counc
Council are
are selected
selected
by the votes of their compeers
compeers on
on the
the basis
basis of
of their
their
known ability · (which
(which will,
will, of
of course,
course, include
include aa
continuous new
new thought).
thought). New
New ideas—
ideascapacity for continuous
the results of ·inspiration
or enthusiasm—will
enthusiasm-will no
no
inspiration , . or
to them
them from
from all
all quarters
quarters in
in
doubt be supplied to
The Council's
Council's contr:
contribution
must
copious measure. The
iution must
be aa unique
unique and
and sound
sound assessment
assessment of
of value,
value, and
and
be
the power to get things
things done.
done.
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WE
now. at the stage where signals are prof? E are now
pro-.. · shown last month can now be explained. The aimW,
vided for the deflection of the spot in · both direcless-looking 100k0
lOOkO resistor connected from P8 to
tions, but the horizontal signal needs amplification. . earth is now seen to be the " bottom " part of the
minter of fact, the output of the "No. 11"
As a matter
" timex shift chain. In future timebase units this resistor
base unit would normally be sufficient ·to drive the · will be replaced by a calibrated variable resistor to
tube directly. Future timebase units, however, will
show time.
·
show
produce a much smaller output and will
:will need ampliThe long-tailed pair type of amplifier has one
fication; the output of the present ·unit
unit is therefore
feature which has not yet been fully exploited,
attenuated to ""fit
"
the
amplifier.
fit"
namely, that if the input is more than the amplifier
The amplifier used is of,
of . the .same type as the
can take, it overloads cleanly at each ""end
end " and the
"No. 1" y amplifier—a
Two
amplifier-a long-tailed pair.
part of the signal between the overload points is
EF184's are used to give sufficient gain at a wide
reproduced without distortion as in Fig,
Fig. 1. This
bandwidth, and shift and gain controls are as before.
process is known as "windowing," and it enables
A rather puzzling feature of the timebase circuit
us to make an expanded timebase 'without going to
to

INPUT TO X-AMPLIFIER

OVERLOAD LEVELS OF
AMPLIFIER

X

)
./

~
Fig. I. . Windowing in x amplifier provides
provides expandedtrace working. Overloading at ends of trace are outside screen area and cause no trouble.

OUTPUT TO X-PLATEL
AT
minimum X-GAIM
Fig. 2. Complete diagram of x amplifier.
Crosses show lead-through insulators.
insufators.

...

OUTPUT TO X-PLATES
AT MAXIMUM X-GAIN
(FIVE TIMES
JlMES EXPANSION)
EXPMSION)
X
X AMPLIFIER COMPONENT LIST
LIS'T

10kO
±10% 1W
R 1 ' 10k0
R2
470
„
!W
,,
R3
15k0
15kQ
„
3W
,
R4
6.8k0
6.8kO
„
3W
,
R5
15k0
15kO
„
2W
,
R6
470
„
,
!W
R7
15k0
,
15kO
„
3W
R8
10k0
lOkO
„
1W
,
R9
2.2MO
„
^
,
!W
R 10 2.2MO
2.2M.Q.
„
^
,
tW
R 11 (in Timebase Unit)
VRi
linear (mounted on case)
VR 1 lOkO
VR
1MO
linear (mounted on case)
VR22 1MO
Ci . 0.1
/xF
350V
C1
O.lJLF
C2
0.1/xF
350V
0.1JLF
C3
0.1/xF
350V (mounted on case)
C3
0.1JLF
VI
EF 184
Vl
V2 ■ EF 184
1
1 Miniature tagboard, 9-way (Radiospares)
11 Tag Strip, 28-way (Radiospares)
4 Type P491 Domina connectors (Bulgin)
Lead through insulators " Lektrokit "
Lead.
All components specified should be
obtained through retailers. It is inconvenient for manufacturers to supply single
items.
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X
X

STABILIZED
4+3ooV
+
300V

INSULATOR
INSUlATOR

lEAD-THROUGHS
LEAD-THROUGHS

Rs

R9

l~k

2.·zM

EXTERNAL

TIMEBASE
TlM~BASE

.......

"I
>—*
•

.

I
I

I

r
TO !I
TIME BASE 1
timebase!

1/
F-X—f--

la
EF 1841

SHIFT

I

R

;i'

S
t-----~---1\f'f.l
(.'\f\!---·~---_...
VvWv--^
VR|
VR1 10k
IOk
GAIN

:R6 1
.47 a
C3T

I

ON
TIMEBASE
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the trouble of kinking the sweep waveform or
function of trigger selector. Swb selects the trigor using
using
triga separate circuit. The expansion control is
is merely
merely - gering source, while SSwa
determine s the polarity.
polarity.
wa determines
the counterpa
counterpart
rt of the y gain control and
To define this more clearly, consider Fig. 5, which
and has
has no
no
connection with the sweep generator. With
is a drawing of the front panel control. In the posiWith the
the
gain control at maximum,
maximum , the timebase is
tion marked "HF," the y signal is taken straight
is expanded
expanded
straight
about five times.
from the anode of V33bb to the timebase, where
where
Direct coupling is used, as slow sweeps of
synchroniz
of about
about
ing takes place. This is for use with
synchronizing
with
10 seconds are used . in timebases
time bases to be described
signals of about 1.5Mc/s upwards, where control
described
control
later. The input of the x amplifier is
is only
only slightly
slightly
of triggering level is not required.
required. (To make
make the
the
·above
above earth potential, so that ·. external inputs will
Schmitt work faster than 1.5 Mc/s would entail
will
entail
not require a blocking capacitor.
capacitor. In an article
article to
to
greater expense, and it was decided not to
to try.)
try.)
appear later, the use of the external.x input
input for
The next two positions are for use with external
for frefreexternal
quency measurement,
measurem ent, etc., will be described. · R,
R 2 and
signals, so that the timebase
and
tirhebase is triggered by an
an outoutR 66 in Fig.
Fig. 2 are negative feedback resistors, inserted
inserted
side source, and the last two positions are
are for
for normal
normal
to allow the use of high value anode resistors,
resistors, while
use, that is, for signals derived from · the
while
the yy · input
input
still retaining a sufficiently wide bandwidth.
bandwidth .
up to about 1.5Mc/s. The output to the
timebase
the timebase
generator is taken from either anode of the trigger
trigger
stage, V4,, the appropriate
appropriat e one being selected
selected by
Trigger Stage
by
SSwa.
wa·
Mter the rectangular
After
waveform has been
rectangula
r
To synchronize
synchroniz e or trigger the timebase
time base generator,
generator, ·it
it
differentia
ted by C99 and R2S
differentiated
2 5,, the resulting spikes are
is necessary to inject a signal from
from the y amplifier,
decapitate
d by Du
decapitated
D,, which lets only the negativepreferably at a selected level. · This is
is easier
and
easier an.d
going spike through to the timebase
tiinebase generator.
generator. VR,
VR 3
more definite in operation if, instead of relying on
on
is the "Trig.
"Trig, level" control, and to avoid
having
avoid
having
the y signal itself to synchroniz
synchronizee the timebase,
timebase; it
it is
is
long grid leads, it is inserted at the
bottom" end
the ""bottom"
end
first converted into constant width, sharp pulses.
pulses.
of the chain.
In a triggered sweep, it is almost essential
essential to
to do
do this
this
of
"
firing,"
to . avoid small changes in the point
point of "firing,"
being exactly
exactly .Power Supply
which result in successive traces not
not being
superimp
osed-i.e.
superimposed—i.e. jitter.
The ·simplest
simplest ·way
way of
The requirements
requireme nts of the main power supply
supply are
are that
that
arranging this is to use the ubiquitous Schmitt
Schmitt
it should provide stabilized and unstabilized
unstabilize d h.t.
h.t.
trigger circuit, fed with the amplified y signal.
signal. A
A
and
for the other sections, a stabilized negative
negative line
line and
general diagram is shown in Fig. 3. · Starting condicondiheater supplies. Extra-high tension for the
the cathodecathodetions can be assumed
V2 conductassurned as VI cut off and V2
conductray tube is obtained from aa stabilized
stabilized oscillator
oscillator
ing fully. VI grid is now taken in
in aa positive
positive direcdirec- . which will be described in next month's
month's final
final oscilosciltion by the input and as it approaches
approache s the
the voltage
voltage on
on
loscope constructional
constructio nal article.
^\
the common cathode, VI begins to conduct.
conduct. Its
Its
· All supplies are derived from a single transformer.
transforme r.
anode voltage decreases and drives V2 grid
grid in
in aa To take the negative line first, this
this is
is taken
taken from
from
negative direction, cutting off V2. The common
common
one half of the centre-tapped
centre-tap ped h.t. secondary winding,
winding,
cathode voltage falls, driving VI further into
into concon- half-wave rectified and
and· RC-smoothed.
RC-smoot hed. The
The output
output
duction, and V2 further into the negative
grid
region,
negative.
region, is then held at 108V by the neon
stabilizer
-108V
neon shunt
shunt stabilizer
and this trigger action ends with VI anode low,
low, V2
V2
VS
V8 in Fig. 7. The Brimistor B
Bj1 is
is needed
needed to
to limit
limit
anode high. The circuit is bi-stable, which means
means · the initial surge of current through
through V8
VS when
when the
the
that this state of affairs continues until the
the reverse
reverse instrumen
instrumentt is first switched on.
on. The positive lines
lines
situation is dictated by the input
input grid. ComparaCompara- are taken from a thermionic rectifier, which
which takes
takes aa
tively slow rises and falls of the input signal
signal have
have
now been converted into sudden steps, which
which are
are
ideal for shaping into pulses. VR,
VR 1 adjusts
adjusts the
the level
level
at which the trigger action takes place
''+3ooV
+300V
place and
and is
is theretherefore called "TRIG. LEVEL." Q
C 1 is
is included
included to
to
avoid attenuatio
attenuation
n of the high-frequencies
high-frequ encies contained
contained
in the step:
step : it is almost always found
found in
in directly
directly
coupled toggles and flip-flops and is variously called
called
h.f. compensa
compensation"
a " speed-up " or ""h.f.
tion" capacitor.
capacitor.
Some rather vulgar people have been known
known to
to use
use
the term "
fiddle C," because in high-frequency
"fiddle
high-frequ ency
FROM
toggles (more than about lOMc/s
IOMC:/s input) it
it is
is aa
Y-AMPLIFIER
y-AMPLiFIER
trimmer capacitor.
Turning to the circuit diagram (Fig. 4)
4) it
it is
is seen
seen
that two more stages are included. V3a
rAWAVi
V3a is
is cathode
cathode
y
wurmji
follower, or to use Short's* term, "bootstrap
"bootstrap folfollower," which is solely a buffer stage
stage to
to prevent
prevent
feedback of switching transients from the
the trigger
trigger
circuit to the y deflection plates. This valve
valve being
being
half a double triode, there is
is now
now aa spare
spare triode
triode and
and
Rz
V3b
y3b is used to give a little extra gain to the trigger
trigger
input. The timebase will synchronize
synchroniz e with
with aa screen
screen
deflection of less than half one screen division.
division.
Some explanation
explanatio n is required of the two
two switches
switches
Swb
and
Sw<> which are ganged and perform the
SWb
Swa
the
Fig. 3. Simplified diagram of
of trigger stage.
stage.
** The "Bootstrap Follower" G. W. Short. January 1961.

•
•

"Bootstrap Follower" G . W . Short. January 1961.
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Fig. 4. Final circuit of trigger. Switches are mounted outside
outside main
main chassis,
chassis, and
and will
will be
be shown
shown when
when main
main frame
frame isis
described. Crosses indicate lead-throughs.
described:
ST
COMPO NENT LI
TRIGGER STAGE COMPONENT
LIST

±10°/
+1 0%i

R12 470k '
150Q
R13 1500
15kQ
R14 15k0
Q
680k0
R1s 680k
15011
R16 · 1500
2.2k Q
R i 7 2.2k0
150k 11
R1s 150k0
150k£2
R19 150k0
2.2k0
Rzo 2.2k£2
2.2k£2
R21 2.2k0
lOOkO
Rz2 lookn
15k£2
R23 15k0

"
"
"
"

~'

"
"
"
"
"
"

.-

·Rz4
R25
VR3
c4
Cs
c6
c7
Cs
c9
Dl
v3 ·
v4

iW

iW
1W
iW
iW
-~W

tW
iW
iW
tW
~-W

1W

^EXT
I
<-EXT-,
e+
•+

68k 11
± 10% iW
±10%
68k0
iW
,
6.8k0
6.8k£l
100k0
lOOkH · linear (mounted on case)
350V
0.1f.LF
O.lnF
1f.LF
IpF
250V
25V
50/^F
50f.LF
30pF il:)~ 5% 350V Salford Type PF
30pF±5%
± 5 % 350V Salford Type PF
30pF
+ 5% 350V Salford Type PF
100pF
100pF4;5%
OA81
ECC81 or 12AT7
ECC81 or 12AT7

-~
• INT

•

•

H. F.

+.\

Type P491 Domina
connectors (Bulgin)
Miniature tag panel 18
way-(Radiospares)
way—(Radiospares)
2-pole, 5-way, "" Maka(Radiospares)
"
switch
switch"
(mounted on case)
All components specified
should be obtained through
retailers. It is inconvenient for manufacturers to
supply single items.
4

_ FROM
SMOOTHING

+ 3007
1+300V
I
I
I

CIRCUIT
CIRCUIT

Rz

I
I

jL+ol
I

~
Fig. 5. View of trigger selector legend.

I
I
I
I
I
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R3
Fig. 6.
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Essentials of stabilizer.
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little time to warm up, during which time the voltage
across V8 is not dropped sufficiently by
by R32 and
and
R33. As the valves begin to take current, Bj
B 1 heats
heats
up, its resistance decreases and V8 works normally.
normally.
The positive line at 300V is stabilized by
by the
the
combinati
on of V6 and V7, in Fig. 7. The circuit
combination
is shown diagrammatically
diagramm atically in Fig. 6. · The 300V
300V h.t.
h.t.
supply is stabilized against both mains
mains and
and load
load
changes and the ripple voltage is extremely low.
The operation is quite easy to follow, and neglecting
side issues goes as follows. Imagine that
that the
the load
load
demands more current.
In the absence of
of aa
stabilizer, the increased current would drop
drop more
more
volts across the smoothing circuit,
circuit,. rectifier and
and
transforme
transformerr resistance and the output voltage would
would
series
fall. What is needed is a variable resistor,
resistor, in
in series
could
with the output. A dedicated gremlin
gremlin could then
then
be trained to vary the resistance to exactly
exactly the
the right
right
_value
value to keep the output voltage constant In
spite
in spite

of load variations.
vanatwns. Gremlins being what they are,
are,
it has been found a little more reliable to use
use valves,
valves,
and in the diagram VI
Vl is the variable resistor, while
while
the gremlin's function is taken over by V2. If
If the
the
output tries to fall, this fall is fed, via the potentiometer R22,, Rg
R 3 to V2 grid. The current through V2
V2
decreases, the anode voltage increases, and so
so does
does
the grid voltage of VI,
which thereby decreases in
Vl, :which
in
resistance. The output voltage cannot be kept absolutely constant by this means, as there must
be aa
must be
slight variation to enable the amplifier V2 to work,
work,
but the variation can be such that if the
the whole
whole
stabilizer were replaced by a fixed resistor, the value
would be only aa ·fraction of an ohm. As regards
mains input variation, it is usual to express the
the
stability in terms of the ratio percentage
perce~tage mains
mains
variation/ percentag e output variation. Figures
variation/percentage
Figures of
of
several hundred to one are commonplace,
1,000:1
comnionpl ace, and
and 1,000:1
extraordin ary.
is not · extraordinary.

!

I
STABILIZED
■< —
+300V
+30oV

53
S3 5
S:r'!
53Y)—"

!SOmA

Rz6
100
R3s
:330k

F !OOmA

f, 100
mA
<:
+
300v~::l.---C>--<1..J\/Vv'-----4--'\Aiv-___..J
+300VXUNSTABILIZED

Rzs
300

Sz &S2YSi &SIYD

6-3V 2-5A
TO TUBE
B—

0

RR32
12k

l4

'-

-loaY03
SD 9I0A

R33

12k

A.
A

Fig. A
7.
F'g-

02
SD9I0A

diagram .
Power supply circuit diagram.

POWER UNIT COMPONENT
COMPONE NT LIST
LIST

R2o
1^26
R27
R2s
R28
R29
Rao
R30
Ral
R3I
Ra2
R32
Raa
R33
Ra4
R34
Ras
R35
RaG
R36
Ra7
R37
Ras
R38
R3
R399

260

lOOQ
100O
470
47 O
3000
300
O
2.2MO
2.2MQ
2.2MO
2.2MQ
2k0
2k
O
12k0
12kf2
12k0
12kf2
3.5kQ
3.5k
lOOD
100O
l.SMO
1.5MQ
220k0
220k
330k0
330kO
330k0
330k
O

± 10%
±10%
"5555
"
"5555
"55
"
"5555
"
"5555
''
"5555
"
"5555

"

2W
tiW
W
3W
iW
!W
iW
tW
10W
low
10W
low
10W
low
5W
lW
1W
iw
tW
tw
W
~-W
w
~-W
m

± 10%
±
linear
16 + 16,.F
16/zF 500V
16+

220kQ
Cl
R4o 220k
VR 4 50kQ
50kf2

g::~

cC1a12
c14

32+32~-tF 500V
32+32/xF

tW

.
16p.F
16/zF
500V (insulated
(ins
mounting)
8fxF
50<3V
500V
C15 8p.F
soav
0.1/xF
350V
C1s 0.1p.F
8fxF
500V
soov
C17 8p.F
V
Vo6 EZ81
V6
EL34
v6
V7 ECC83 or 12AX7
V7
V8
OB2
· Va

D2

SD910A (International
(International
Rectifier)
D3 SD910A
"Heavy Duty Mains Transformer "-(Radios
"—(Radiospares)
or
pares)
equivalent 350-0-350V at 150mA,
6.3V 2A, 6.3V 2.5A, 6.3V 3A.
Panel Neon Indicator (Radiospares)
All components
components specified should
be obtained through retailers. It
inconvenient
is inconvenie
nt for manufacturers
manufacturers
to supply single items.
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OR' NG
DRILLING

0

..I6s.w.q.
16s.w.g. ALUMINIUM
AL~:-IINIUH
OVERALL BLANK SIZE

A-

153/4"
87/a"
[53/4" Xx 87/8"

TAGBOARD

AA

TAGBOARD

DRILLING

II

11

F-

3/16

••

G-

5/32.'-

II

H-

'Ia" •

B

DIAGRAM

Turning now
now to
to the
the complete
complete circuit
circuit diagram,
diagram,
Turning
need explanation.
explanation. The
The
Fig. 7, several
several variations
variations need
shunt amplifier V7 is
is transformed
transformed into
into aa cascode
cascode
employing no
no more
more comcomamplifier, which, while employing
higher gain
gain than
than the
the pentode
pentode
ponents, gives a much higher
which
used in
this application.
application. C
C161 ., isis
which is normally used
n this
connected across the
the "top"
" top " part
part of
of· the
the potentiopotentiometer feed to V7 grid
grid in
in order
order to
to provide
provide aa lower
lower
impedance path for ra]
rapid
fluctuations
of
the
output.
d fluctuations of the output.
The stabilizer then helps
helps to
to remove
remove ripple
ripple and
and noise
noise
well as
as slow
slow variations.
variations. C
C1717 isis
from the output as well
where the
the
additional smoothing which
which takes
takes over
over where
at aa ·few
kilocycles. R34
RH isis aa bybystabilizer finishes at
few kilocycles.
WIRELESS
WORLD, June
jUNE 1963
1963
Wireless World,

P/16' DIA •

3f4'
C- 5/a" ''
D- 3/a" , .
E-1/4' II
B-

across the
the series
series valve
valve V
V66,, its
its function
function
pass resistor across
current in
in excess
excess of
of the
the abilities
abilities of
of V
VB6. •
being to pass current
The provision
provi~ion of
of this resistor
resistor means
means aa slight
slight reduction
reduction
but this
this is still
still adequate.
adequate. A
A separate,
separate,
in regulation, but
300V supply
supply iss taken
taken off
off before
before V
V86 to
to
unstabilized 300V
the trigge
trigger stage
stage and
and e.h.t.
e.h. t. unit,
unit, neither
neither of
of
feed the
requires stable
stable supplies.
supplies.
which requires
In all
all these
these circuits,
circuits, the
the dotted
dotted leads
leads are
are external
external
and ·will
be shown
shown fully
fully in1 the
the final
final
to the unit, and
will be
part.
In next
next month's
month's article,
article, we
we whl
will deal
deal with
with the
the
and construction
constructiDn of
of the
the e.h.t.
e.h.t. and
and tube
tube circuit,
circuit,
design and
final assembly
assembly and
a~d calibration,'
calibration. ·
·
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WORLD OJF WJ[R:ELESS
Radio Show
Show 1964
1964

Radio

THE date of the thirtieth British National Radio and
Television Exhibition has now been announced. It will
be held at Earls Court, London, from August 26th to
:
1964. The organizers, Rad
Radio
September 5th, 1964.
T Industry
Ltd., also announce that it will
will again be an
Exhibitions Ltd.,
annual event and that they have reservec
re~erved accommodation
accommodation
will be noted that
at Earls Court for several years. It wil]
national " despite
the exhibition still carries the title " national"
the overtures both from manufacturers in this country
and from the Continent for reciprocal ""international
international""
shows.

Technician
Engineers
Technician Engineers
THIS term has been used by the
the I.E.E. in sa report of
the Joint Committee on Practira.
Practical Training in the
Electrical Engineering Industry. The term has been
accepted by the Conference of Engineering Societies of
Western Europe & the U.S.A. and the Commonwealth
Engineering Conference and
and · iss used in
n the report to
describe those ""skilled
skilled in the application of engineering
techniques
field"" as opposed to the proprotechniques' in a specific field
fessional engineer who "applies the scientific method in
a wider context." In other words the technician engineer comes between the craftsman and the professional
engineer. The I.E.E. report, which costs Is, is intended
engineer
to serve as a guide to those who are concerned with the
training
engineers.
education and tr
ning of electrical technician engineers.
organization
At present there is no organizat
in which caters specifically for the increasingly
icreasingly large number of men in this
category and while the I.E.E. itself cannot take them
them
under its wing it is apparently prepared
prepar·e d to foster their
recognition as engineers provided that the term
term is
appropriately qualified.

1\'aval Ofj.cer
Officer Entrants
Entrants

N wal

AS a result of the growing complexity of apparatus,
new entry regulations for electrical and electronic
specialists are being introduced for qualified men between
21 and 39 years of age.
age. Officer entrants will be
be given
o~eniority
credits " on entry based on their previous
«enio:
ty " credits"
seniority
experience in outside industry and additional seniority
for thei
ications. As an example, a man
t:heir academic qua]
qualifications.
man
who qualifies for no ""credits"
credits" will enter as a SubLieutenant and will remain so for 18 months. An officer
qualifies
who qua!
ies on entry for the maximum 8-years'
""credits"
credits " will come into the Navy as a Lieutenant with
6t
6^ years' seniority.
. Under the
~e new
new. scheme for Electrical Specialization,
tiOn, candidates
cand1dates will
w1ll be accepted provided that
that they
have one of three bas:
ba~ic qualifications; a degree or degree
electrical
engineering-or in science with
equivalent in electr
:al engineering—or
suitabli
n| nee ng subjects; graduate membership of
suitable engineering
of
-if I.E.E. or of the Bi
i.R.E.; or possession of a
the
Brit.I.R.E.;
Hi
her National Diploma or equivalent in elearical
Higher
electrical
subjects.
subjec:s. Before
~~fore joining the Fleet
~leet they will do up to
to
trammg at Naval Electrical
'ac ]years
ar's training
Electncal Schools. Lieutenants
Lieutenants
will bbe eligible for promotion to Lieutenant Commander
on gaining 8-12 years' seniority (for which the
the new
" credit" system
syste~ of
of. outside experience will count).
promotiOn will
w1ll be by selection.
Further promotion

Model of the new
BBirmingham
irm ingham 500ft
radio tower. It is
to be built in Lionel
forms
Street and forms
part of Post Office
development;
bounded by Newhall Street, and
Lionel Street. The
design of the tower
is the work of the
Chief Architect's
Division of the
ofPublic
Ministry of
Public
Building and
Works. Work is
to begin this summer and it is expected to be
completed by the
end of 1965.

trunk circuits and
and television programmes, and will be
be
able to handle about 150,000 simultaneous telephone
conversa
ons or 40 television channels. The tower
conversations
tower
will be used to relay programmes between the studios,
studios
control centres and transmitters
trammitters in the Birmingham
Birmingha~
area and as an inter-city
titer-city link.
Four circular galleries, of 40ft diameter, are sited at
the top of the tower allowing aerials to be oriented in
reel m. Vertical waveguides from the aerials are
any cdirection.
brought to a branch'^",
branching chamber, 40ft square,
square immeimmeddiately
ately below the galleries where they are distributed
di~tributed
through ducts to the 24 equipment floors below
below. The
tower, which has aa total weight of 6,000 tons,
tons is to be
. ""L"
. f arced concrete
'
constructed .in
m
-s h ape d reinforced
rem
constructed
L "-shaped
segIS to rest on a truncated pyramidal base,
ments and is
base,
some
some. 90ft square. A model of the proposed tower is
d1splay at the Royal Academy's Summer Exhibition.
on display

Mobile 623-line
625-line TV
TV Test
Test Station
Station

Mobile

TO give dealers and
apd the general public in areas outside
the range of ppresent
;sent B.B
C. u.hi.
B.B.C.
u.h.f. test transmissions
transmissions an
opportunity
opportui
ty off sa
sfying themselves that the dualsatisfying
standard
stand_ard receivers
r.eceivers now on sale " will actually receive
receive "
625-lin'
u.h.f., Pye have equipped a mobile
625-lm~ pictures
p1ctures on 'l:l.h.f.,
mobile
transmitter from which
wh1ch test transmissions of about a
week's dutati
n will be made (under G.P.O. licence) in
duration
a number
jv is in the Midlands and the North.
number of towns
The u.h.f. (625-line signal) will be on Channel 39
(614-622 Mc/s) and will
ill have a power of 100
100 watts.
The articulated vehicle contains in addition to the
transrn
ter a small studio from which live talks may
transmitter
be L-ven,
given, using a small.
small industrial camera chain.

Bir1ninghatn Radio
Radio Tower
Tower

Birmingham

\ NEW 500ft radio tower is to
A
t<;> be erected in
in Birminga; i, to replace the 170ft lattice
ham,
latuce mast on the roof of
Tt
ephone House. It will be the focal point in BirmTelephone
.ingham for microwave links carrying public telephone
262

Thi
The next radio amateurs' examination has now been
c
fixed for
)r 13th
l~th December.
Decem~er. Particulars may be obtained
from the Ci
ar d G
Ids of London Institute, 76 PortC1ty and
Gmlds
W.l.
land Place, London, W.l
WIRELESS World,
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of
Lucerne of
in Lucerne
meeting in
of aa meeting
result of
EUROCAE.—As
EUROCAE. -As a result
elecaviation
civil
of
s.
manufacturer
European manufacturers of civil aviation elecsome 30 European
the
as the
known as
be known
to be
association, to
an association,
equipment an
tronic equipment
Electronics,
Aviation Electronics,
Civil Aviation
for Civil
Organization for
European Organization
interan interon an
study on
the study
include the
aims include
Its aims
has been formed. Its
and
users and
facing users
problems facing
" technical problems
national level
level of "technical
aviation"
civil aviation
for civil
equipment for
electronic equipment
manufacturers
"
manufacturer s of electronic
of
establishment of
the establishment
in the
·; . in
assist .. V.
and assist
to "advise and
and'to
and·
will
international standards.
organization will
the organization
of the
work of
The work
standards. The
there
which there
on which
committee on
steering committee
by aa steering
be controlled by
(MarO'Kane (MarJ. O'Kane
B. J.
representativ es-Or. B.
are three U.K. representatives—Dr.
M.
and M.
(G.E:C.) and
Bell (G.E.C.)
A. Bell
C. A.
chairman, C.
coni's), who is chairman,
are
members are
founder members
23 founder
the 23
of the
Ten of
(S.T.C.). Ten
Settelen (S.T.C.).
U.K. companies.
" -

of
Institutions of
Standards.-T he Institutions
I.E.E. Educational Standards.—The
Engineers
Municipal Engineers
and Municipal
Civil and
Mechanical, Civil
Electrical, Mechanical,
for
requirements for
educational requirements
the educational
that the
have announced that
The
raised. The
be raised.
to be
are to
membership are
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A.
A B. METAL PRODUCTS (280)

Among the turret tuners on show is
one for the uh.f.
u .h.f. television bands.
The design requirements for receivers
been
for Bands IV and V have also beei
borne in mind in the new range of
slider system switches. Also to be
seen is the company's range of rotary
push-button, and lever switches;
Clarostat potentiometers;
pot·entiometers; and composition and wirewound resistors.
Smart & Brown connectors and a
new version of the Trolex switch are
. [501
(501
also on show.
A.B. Metal Products Ltd., North
West House, Marylebone Road,
N .W .I.
London, N.W.I.
A.E.I. (3M)
(314)

The stand is shared by the Electronic
Apparatus and the Telecommunications Divisions, who both exhibit a
wide selection of equipment. Ser
Semiiconductors on view include a complete range of silicon controlled rectifiers
tihers of from 4 to 100 amp rating,
and what is claimed to be the first
R-eprecontrolled avalanche rectifier. Representative of components are transistor stabilized power supplies, a
sealed, low-current switching relay,
and a new telephone handset. [502
Associated Electrical Industries
Ltd., Crown House, Aldwych, W.C.2.
A.K.
A.K FANS (352)

A comprehensive range of
of"
Airmax""
" Airmax
miniature fans, from lin diameter upwards, are on show. These are
available for operation from 400c/s,
50c/s or d.c. supplies. New models
include a 400c/s, 2in fan (only l^in
1tin
deep) and an inexpen^ve
inexpensive 50c/s
model, with either a 4in or 6in diameter fan for use in commercial instruments.
(503
[503
A.K. Fans Ltd., 20 Upper Park
Road, Hampstead, London, N.W
3.
N.W.3.

to

the

Stands

They have also introduced a fine
wire splicing device, capable of splicing
' ig wires as fine as 47 s.w.g. and up
to 450 splices per hour.
[505
Aircraft-Marine
(Great
A rcraf, Marine Products (Grea
Britain)
oritain) Ltd., Amplo House, 87-89
Saffron Hill, London, E.C.I.
E.C.l.

)y changing one
setting is effected by
of the
.ne ttiming
ng gear wheels.
[508
of
wheels.
Alben
Albericee Meters Ltd., 87/89 Sterte
Ster.te
Avenue, Poole, Dorset.
ALMA COMPONENTS (201)

Metal film resistors, with a long-term
stability of ±0.1% and a temperature coefficient
coefikient of 0.002% per 0oC,
C,
AERIALITE (367)
being
shown. Thi
This, new Type
are
As well as the established range of
Band I/III aerials, types designed M range is encapsulated in resin
for u.h.f./v.h.f. reception are shown. tubes. Another range (MB) has a
I.e. of x
0.005% per °C
±0.005%
oc and a
Accessories include
iclude coaxial plugs, t.c.
of
+0.3%
for
the
first 1,000
stability
±
0.3%
sockets, d
diplexers,
plexers, triplexers and
hours'
use.
Alma
are
also
showshow..;
matching ui
units.
Television
signal
ts.
gnal
distribution equipment suitable for ing a new range of subminiature
tin
most requirements may be examined.
examined. wirewound resistors measuring ^in
diameter
and
|in
long
and
having
in
iin
splayed
Among the coaxial cables cdisplayed
;wo axial
axial lead-outs
lead-nuts at one end to
is one designed for u.h.f. transmis- two
printed
circuit
board
facilitate
sions. On the communication side,
rions.
[509
mounting.
telethere is a display of cables for .teleAlma Components Ltd., Park
Ai.na
circuits ;
(506
phone and signal circuits.
[506
Aerialite
Aerialite Ltd., Castle Works, Staly- Road, Diss, Norfolk.
bridge, Cheshire.
·
ALSTON CAPACITORS (201)
AIR CONTROL (113)

A selection of their axial and centrifugal blowers with impeller diameters from l|in
1tin to Sin
8in and
miniature filters, which have been
specially designed for the electronics
industry, are on show.
[507
(507
Air
A
'.r Control Installations Ltd., Victor a Road, Ruislip, Middx.
toria
ALBERICE METERS (363)

Two Alberice television slotmeters
show-the Varimeter
Varimeter and the
are on show—the
Fixed Tari
Tarifff Meter. The Varimeter
led in
n an insulated plastic
is reta.
retained
case and is adjustable from 55
minutes to 12 hours (72 settings).
The fixed meter gives timing rates
The
between 30 minutes and 2 hours; the

Silvered-mica capacitoj
capacitorss are featured
by th
thiss subsidiary
supsidiary of · Alma Components.
They are also showing
development samples of subminia[510
ture ceramic capacitors.
Alstor Capacitors Ltd., Park Road,
(llston
Dtss, Norfolk.
Diss,
AMPHENOL-BORG (320)

A full range of connectors is on
rsing identical contacts which
show, using
ire cr
imped to their leads before
are
crimped
insertion intc
into the sockets. Contact
10C 175 per square inch
densities of 100-175
btained. Other components
can be obtained.
shown include precision, miniature
resistors
potentiometers and trimmer resistors,
[511
and coaxial switches.
[5Il
mp..snol-Borg Ltd., Thanet Way
Way,
Amphenol-Borg
Whitstable, Kent.
'

A.M.F. (455)

They are exhibiting their ""Potter
Potter
& Brumfield " series of power,
general purpose, and special purpose
relays.
[504
A.M.F. Ltd., 25-28 Old Burlington Street, London, W.l.
A-MP
A-MR (165)

Three new products, together
together with a
representative
selection
representa ve select
n from their
n?Is and Conterminals
conrange of A-MP terr
ner t rs, are on show. These
These are:
nectors,
are :
A-MP Termashield ferrules, test
probe receptacles—with
receptacles-with two or three
igs—and miniature edge
leg mounl
mountings-and
connectors for printed circuit boards.
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Turret tuner fei
for the uu.h.f.
h.f.
television bands (A.B. Metal
Products).

Plug-in relay by Arrow Electric Switches with an 8-pin
international octal base.
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ANCILLARY DEVELOPMENTS (464)

.. Precision potentiometers and trimmer
resistors constitute the main part of
the exhibit, a notable example of the
range of potentiometers being the
type with a torque of
of 1gm/cm
Igm/cm and
linearity of 0.1%.
0.1 %. One of the smallest tr
trimmer
timer resistors in production is
shown, which is fully sealed and is
able to operate over the range -- 40 0oC
C
o
to 150
150oC.
C. High stability over a wide
range of temperatures, combined
with high values of resistance is
obtained by ·the
the use of metal oxide
[512
in another range of trimmers.
Ancillary
Developments
Ltd.,
Surrey.
Surrey Avenue, Camberley, Surrey.

Strip connector for printed circuits by B.I.C.C.-Burndy.
contacts are inserted separately.

ANTIFERENCE (169)
The advent of u.h.f. television transmissions has called for the introduction of a completely new range of
aerials for recep
reception
B. B. C.
an of the B.B.C.
Second Programme.
Single and
stacked arrays vwith
choicee of
th a wide cho
mounting equipment are shown.
Aerials and their associated accessories for use with Bands I, II
II and
III transmissions
transmission~ are displayed to- ·
·car radio aerials.
[513
gether with car
Antiference Ltd., Bicester Road,
Aylesbury, Bucks.
ARDENTE (482)

Miniature
multi-purpose
rotary
switches with Ministry qualification
approval are on show together with
their associated assembly kits. Other
items of interest include miniature
push-:-button switches
illuminated push-button
(with up to 4-changeovers), a comprehensive range of miniature transformers, rotary edge-operated miniature
potentiometers (with and without
internal switches), transistor subassemblies and heaiing
hearing aids.
[514
Ardente
Acoustic
Laboratories
Ltd., 8-12 Minerva Road, North
N.W.lO.
Acton, London, N.IF.IO.
ARIEL PRESSINGS
PRESS! NGS (229)

Coaxial plugs, sockets and line couplers are on show together with their
extensive range of components. New
items this year include telescopic
aerials, slider switches, moulded
leads for coaxial and mains terminations, fully insulated
isulated coaxial sockets,
and bulkhead line connectors. Other
items on show include a hew
new type of
switch, w
with
h up to 100 positions,
which will give multi-circuit selection in a single unit. '
[515
Ariel Pressings Ltd., Wollaton
Nottingha11'!. .
Road, Beeston, Nottingham.

v1s1on aerials, component parts and
vision
communal television equipment. [516
_ Arrell Electrical Accessories Ltd.,
Brookfield Road, Cheadle, Cheshire.
ARROW (281)
A selection of Post Office Type 3000
relays are on display together with
A1so shown .s
is
the Arrow relay kit. Also
a selection of gear boxes and wheels
for use in small mechanisms. · [517
Arrow Ltd., Hideway, Welwyn
Garden City, Herts.

.

ARROW ELECTRIC SWITCHES (488)
A comprehensive selection of their
wide range of control gear and
switches is
is on show, with particular
emphasis on a 'range of insulated
toggle sw
switches·
ches,, plug-in relays, and
rotary cubicle door isolators.
[518
Electric · Switches Ltd.,
Arrow · Electro'
Brent Road, Southall, Middx.

ASHBURTON RESISTANCE (358)
Precision wirewound potentiometers,
with
wil h ratings from 0.1 to 2 watts, are
theirr comprehensive
featured in the.
ranges of wirewound resistors.
Among other items on show there is
· a selection of fixed vitreous emranging
bedded resistors rang:
g from 6 to
heavy~duty fixed
and
180 watts, · heavy-duty
semi-adjustable
sem adjustable resistors, and rotary
potentiometers
rheostats and poten'
ometers ranging from 25 to 200 watts.
[519
Ashburton Resistance Co. Ltd., 72
Brewery Road, London, N.7.
AVDEL (407)
Component assembling equipment,
including the Chobert . and Avex
A vex
beipg
riveters, are be
ig demonstrated. The
company also produces parts for use
in the assembly of components. [520
Industrial Fasteners Ltd.,
Avdel Industrial,
Welwyn Garden City, Herts.
·

ARRELL (207) ·
AVO (158)
Arrell Electrical are showing a sim- Avo are exnibiting
exhibiting a comprehensive
unit, built range of electrical, electronic and
ple transistor amplifier uni.,
into the insulator of the driven eleele- nucleonic instruments including a
ment of an aerial. This amplifier number of
of new products shown for
has been produced to improve
uprove re- the first time at a national exhibition.
ception <of television
television programmes in . Among the items on show there is a
gainn of approxi- transistorized multimeter, a Douglas
poor areas and has a gr
. mately 14dB. Arrell Electrical are programmed multi-winder (a stanalso showing their full range of tele- dard coil winding machine to which
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Crimped.
Crimped

an electronic programme unit has
been added), a new Avo radiation
monitor, an in-situ transistor tester
and a Zener diode selector.
[521
Avo Ltd., 92-96 Vauxhall Bridge
Road, London, S.1F.1.
S.W.l.
B.C.C. (278)
Brit h Communications Corporation
British
are exhibiting their new v.h.f. portable radiotelephone, the B.C.C. 40/
45. This unit iss fully transistorized,
4tlb and its dimensions are
weighs
wi
ghs 4ilb
a mere 8 X 5 X l^in.
2tin. Features of this
set include the choice of either phase
or amplitude modulated operation
and provision for five or six channels
wit n any of the v.h.f. bands. The
within
radiated power of the transmitter is
in the order of 350 to 400mW. [522
B1·itish Communica
Communications
British
ons CorporaN easden Lane, London,
tion Ltd., Neasden
N.W.IO.
N.1F.10.

B.I.C.C. (167)
Among a wide range of cables and
connectors, several new developments
are to be seen. B.I.C.C.-Burndy have
their new connectors for r.f. and
power applications which employ
compression-jointing
compression-joir :ing techniques, in
particular the PC printed-circuit edge
connector which has removable
crimped contacts for high-speed
assembly and easier quality control.
Recently introduced are miniature
coaxial cables with a p.t.f.e. extruded
sheath which is impervious to
[523
liquids ·and gases.
British
Insulated
Callender's
Cables Ltd., 21, Bloomsbury Street,
London, W.C.l.
1F.C.1,
B.P.L. (491)
In addition to the standard range of
component testing equipment and
moving-coil meters a number of new
instruments can be seen. These include an electrolytic capacitance
bridge, a breakdown and insulation
tester and a digital voltmeter. The
bridge has a capacitance measuring
·range
22,000,u.F. The
range from 0.2 to 22,000/iF.
polarizing voltage may be varied
between 0 and 800V. The digital voltmeter is aa two-digit (1%) d.c.
d. c. voltmeter reading with
W-ith multipliers from
0 to l,OOOV
1,000V in ten ranges. The input resistance is 100,000 ohms/volt.

267 -.

shown
also shown
Sullivan instruments are also
[524
on this stand.
[524
Laboratories,
British
Physical
Laboratories,
Radlett, Herts.
BSR (313)

there
Among the new items on show there
3-i
deck-I f , 3f
three-:speed tape deck—If,
is a three-speed
retract7-tin/sec, a ""Gardisk"
and 7fin/sec,
Gardisk " retractcartstereo cartable cradle, a ceramic stereo
combination
ridge, and a 4-track combination
record/
head, which incorporates record/
A.
P . A.
facilities . · P.
replay and erase facilities.
Ltd.,
Heads Ltd.,
Marriott and Tape Heads
recording
makers of magnetic tape recording
this
heads, are . also represented on this
[525
·
stand.
[525
BSR Ltd., Monarch Works, Old
Hill, Staffs.
BAKELITE (450)

Compression and injection moulding
and
rod and
materials; laminated sheet, rod
epoxide
tube; phenolic, polyester and epoxide
extrusion
resins and adhesives; p.v.c. extrusion
elastoand elastomaterials; p.v.c. rigid and
resins
meric sheet and polyethylene resins
variety of appliand compounds in a variety
special
Of special
cations are to be seen. Of
of
interest is an entirely new . grade of
Bakelite laminate surfaced with
is
which is
styrene/butadiene rubber, which
discs.
sealing discs.
used for capacitor sealing
glass
new low-loss glass
There is also a new
low
with aa low
fabric laminated material with
temperature// permittivity coefficient.
temperature
on
based on
Copper-clad laminates based
and
phenolic or epoxide paper and
[526
·epoxide
epoxide glass are also featured. [526
Grosvenor
12-18 Grosvenor
Ltd., 12-18
Bakelite Ltd.,
S.W.l.
Gardens, London, 5.1T.1.
BARLOW-WHITNEY (468)

in
use in
Process heating equipment for use
comof comthe manufacture and testing of
stand.
this stand.
ponents is featured on this
is
shown is
Among the equipment shown
plant, aa
vacuum impregnation
plant,
refrigerawith refrigerahumidity test cabinet with
of
types of
tion, furnaces and various types
for
vacuum oven for
oven including a vacuum
production and experimental process
temunder vacua to 50 microns and tem[527
a C.
peratures to 300 "C.
[527
Barlow-Whitney Ltd., Coombe
N .W.10.
London, N.W.10.
Road, Neasden, London,
BECK (221)
subminiature solidA wide range of subminiature
which
dielectric variable capacitors, which
type's
of types
can be fitted with a variety of
[528
of drive, is being shown.
[528
L . Beck (GB) Ltd., 414, Chiswick
L.
W.4.
High Road, London, WA.
BECKMAN (401)

wireHelipot wireA complete range of Helipot
and
wound precision potentiometers and
includDuodial turns-counting dials, includon display.
type, are on
ing a precision type/are
of
standard range of
ad~ition to the standard
In addition
potentiometers, many special versions
concentric
are on show, including a concentric
with
use with
shaft potentiometer for use
[529
· . [529
coaxial dials.
Ltd., GlenBeckman Instruments Ltd.,
Fife.
rothes, Fife.
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BELCLERE (469)

comprehenThey are showing their comprehenand
sive ranges of subminiature and
and fine
microminiature transformers and
s.w.g.
windings-up to 54 s.w.g.
wire windings—up
comOther items on show include a comaids
hearing aids
p~ete
plete range of Belclere hearing
inentirely infits entirely
(inCluding
(including one which fits
audiometers,
Belclere audiometers,
side the ear), Belclere
mouldinjection mouldminiature plastic injection
resin-encapsuings, and a range of resin-encapsuetc.)
lated circuits (delay lines, filters, etc.)
[530
and components.
[530
171
Ltd., 171
The Belclere Co. Ltd.,
Oxford.
Cowley Road, Oxford.
BELLING-LEE (310)

Cyldon
The established range of Cyldon
tele-·
and telecapacitors and
tuners, variable capacitors
(534
scopic aerials are included.
[534
Ltd
& Sons Ltd.,
Sydney S. Bird &
.,
Middx.
Gm·dens, Enfield, Middx.
Palace Gardens,
(481A)
BOARD OF TRADE (48IA)
informaan informaThis .stand is primarily an
tion bureau where literature is availGovernment
able on the services Government
embassies
departments and British embassies
U.K.
the U.K.
offer the
and posts abroad can offer
(535
exporter.
[535
of Trade, Export Services
Board of
Old
35 Old
Branch, Hillgate House, . 35
E.C .4.
Bailey, London, E.CA.

differ1,000 differwell over 1,000
In a range of well
.· . BONN ELLA (454)
are
Belling-Lee are
ent components, Belling-Lee
A
wide
range of switches is shown
including
items
new
several
showing
including
the
uniters, including micro-switches with the
a cable cover for miniature uniters,
miniature
" rock-wipe" action and miniature
Securex "rock-wipe"
the Securex
a plug-in version of the
and
trigger and
sl~de, trigger
of types with lever, .slide,
range of
miniature circuit breakers, aa range
[536
[536
blocks push-button actuators. · . ·
two-way unbreakable terminal blocks
Ltd. West
& Son Ltd.,
D . H. Bonnella &
D.
cominiature cowith captive screws, miniature
'
Hoddesdon, Herts.
circuit Hill, Hcddesdon,
printed circuit
axial bridging links, printed
at
rated at
components and terminals rated
new
15A. Other items include aa new
BRADLEY, G. & E. (483)
to
conforming to
range of components, conforming
have been
Belling- A number of additions have
. the Continental standards. Bellingprecision
of
made
to
their
range
of
precision
their ""PrestLee are also displaying their
Prestare
These
instruments.
These
are
laboratory
press,
incert
incert"" kit, comprising bench press,
demonstrated
being
and
include
aa
is
kit is
This kit
tools and components. This
electronic
·
battery-driven
solid-state
electronic
battery.:driven
are
rivets are
of particular interest as the rivets
CT471B-and a
multimeter-Type CT471B—and
one multimeter—Type
in one
self punching and are fixed in
bridge-Type
universal
impedance
bridge—Type
preliminary
operation without the preliminary
showing aa
·
131.
They
are
also
showing
piercing of the mount.
comcoaxial
range
of
microwave
and
coaxial
comare
Belling-Lee are
On the aerial side Belling-Lee
of
ponents
together
with
a
number
of
and
showing three u.h.f. aerials (3, 55 and
multipliers.
frequency
multipliers.
solid-state
signal
u.h.f.
a
also
and
element)
10
demonstrainterest There is also a working demonstrastrength meter which is of interest
which
tion
of
one
of
their
ruby
lasers,
which
.
field.
erection field.
aerial erection
to those in the aerial
available.
double are now commercially available.
They also have a broadside double
the
Bradley's are responsible for the
has aa
u .h.f. aerial, which has
10-element u.h.f.
industrial
in
the
electronic
industrial
sales
Bellinggain of the order of lOdB. Bellingdevices
is markets, of semiconductor devices
equipment is
Lee signal distribution equipment
Ltd.
manufactured
by
Joseph
Lucas
Ltd.
also on show.
controlled
They
are
showing
Lucas
controlled
interest
particular interest
Another item of particular
rectifiers
modu- avalanche rectifiers, silicon rectifiers,
of moduis a screened compartment of
voltag~
high-voltage
transistors,
and
voltage
of
type of
new type
lar construction with a new
(537
regulators.
[537
tester,
weld tester,
~so on show is aa weld
door. Also
Electral
& E. Bradley Ltd., Electral
G. &
(531
continuity. [531
m testing r.f. continuity.
for use in
London,
& Lee Ltd., Great Cam- House, Neasden Lane, London,
Belling &
.lO.
.W
N
N.W.10.
.
Middx
bridge Road, Enfield, Middx.
BERCO

(218)
The new Bercotrol universal power
a.c.
regulator, which gives regulated a.c.
a.c.
standard a.c.
or d.c. outputs
output-s from the standard
Berea
addition Berco
supply, is shown. In addition
wide
their wide
are exhibiting examples of their
and
potentiometers and
range of resistors, potentiometers
variablewith variablestud switches, together with
(533
ratio auto-transformers.
[533
Co.
Resistance Co.
British Electric Resistance
Middx.
Ltd., Queensway, Enfield, Middx.

BRAYHEAD (51)

organizaThe electronics side of this organizaby
conducted by
is conducted
tion's activities is
Components
Electronic Components
Brayhead Electronic
produce
They produce
Ltd.,_ of Derbyshire. They
Ltd.,
and
multi-channel d.c. amplifiers and
multt-channel
trade
the trade
power supply units under the
also
name ""Experitron."
Experitron."
They also
r.f.
and r.f.
manufacture i.f. transformers and
company,
coils.
The associated company,
Ascot,
of Ascot,
Ltd., of
Brayhead (Ascot) Ltd.,
of
production of
~pecialize in the production
Berks., specialize
exsprings, exmechanical
mechamcal assemblies, springs,
and
truded cans, valve holders and
[538
[538
switches.
Brayhead
Electronic Components
Bray head ·Electronic
Ltd., Green Lane, Dronfield, DerbyDerbyLt~.,
shtre.
shire.

BIRD (258)
and
tuner and
A combined v.h.f./u.h.f. tuner
introduced.
selector mechanism is introduced.
from aa
Both tuners are manipulated from
allowing
control allowing
common pre-set control
III,
selection
selection of channels in Bands I, III,
tuner
V. A Cyldon u.h.f. tuner
IV and V.
mechanic- · BRIBOND PRINTED CIRCUITS (496)
using two transistors, but mechanicwith
cabinet · with
version The main feature is a cabinet
valve version
ally similar to the valve
chassis
show. standard racking for modular chassis
on show.
referred to above, is also on
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(Cathodeon).
Storage tube Type 990A (Cdthodeon).

on
Also on
boards. Also
circuit boards.
and printed circuit
tinning
roller tinning
Elite roller
the Elite
is · the
show is'
produccircuit producmachine for printed circuh
~achine
~D
· [539
tion
_
noo.
InLtd., InCircuits Ltd.,
Bribond Printed Circuits
Road
Terminus Road,
dustrial Estate, Terminus
'
Chichester, Sussex.
(460)
BRITANNIA TOOL (460)
selection
showing aa selection
company is showing
This company
with
together with
parts together
piece parts
of precision piece
small
and small
prototypes and
examples of prototypes
manufactur ed
parts, manufactured
precision parts,
batch precision
elecand elecinstrument and
the instrument
for use in the
[540
tronics
[540
fie~ds.
troni~s fields.
Bodmin •
Company, Bodmin
Britannia
Brztannta Tool Company,
Warwicks.
Coventry, ·Warwicks.
Road, Wyken, Coventry,

BRUSH (164)

acoustic
ceramic, acoustic
piezoelectri c ceramic,
The piezoelectric
semiconand semiconcrystal and
element, quartz crystal
on
represented on
are represented
ductor divisions are
include aa
products include
New products
this stand. New
designed
transistors designed
silicon transistors
range of silicon
range
These
s.
application
chopping
for
applications.
These
or
matched ppairs
in matched
can be supplied in
firs or
semiconduc tor
Other semiconductor
quadruples.
Other
quadruples .
tranplanar tranepitaxial planar
ranges include epitaxial
p-n-p:-n
and p-n-p-n
diodes and
sistors, Zener diodes
range
wide range
in aa wide
diodes in
four-layer diodes
basic
Three
voltages.
of switching
Three basic
lead zirconate/
on lead
filter types based on
rconate/
demonare demonmaterial are
ceramic material
titanate ceramic
requir-transfilters, requh
strated along with transfilters,
subsequent adjustor subsequent
initial or
ing no initial
ustciri.f. cirminiature
in mir
use in
ment; for use
ment,"
iature i.f.
[541
transistors.
.
cuits with transistors.
[541
H.ythe,
Ltd., Hythe,
Co. Ltd.,
Brush Crystal Co.
Southampton.
Southampt on.
BULGIN (304)
the
at the
items at
new items
There are several new
the
added to
been , added
have been
show which have
:o the
conwhich conrange which
Bulgin range
well-known Bulgin
comelectronic com10,000 electronic
over. 10,000
of . over
sists of,
new
the new
Among the
ponent varieties. Among
actuators,
switches, actuators,
items there are switches,
strips,
tag strips,
miniature tag
flexible
~exible couplers, miniature
battery conholders, battery
s1gnal lamps, holders,
signal
m[543
holders. [543
fuse holders.
and fuse
nection blocks, and
Pass
Bye Pass
Ltd., Bye
Co. Ltd.,
& Co.
A. F. Bulgin &
..
Essex. .
Barking, Essex.
Road, Barking,
(457)
BURGESS PRODUCTS (457)

both
switches, both
actuated switches,
·Manually
Manually actuated
push-butto n
illuminated push-button
plain and illuminated
several
the several
among the
types, are featured among
on
switches on
micro switches
Burgess micro
hundred Burgess
[544
[544
show.
Micro
Ltd., Micro
Co. Ltd.,
Burgess
Burgess Products Co.
T earn
Way, . Team
Dukes Way,
Switch Division, Dukes
11.
Gates head 11.
Valley, Gateshead
(410)
BURNDEPT-VIDOR
BURNDEPT -VIDOR (410)
sealed
miniature
of m
A new range of
liature sealed
accurechargeab le accunickel-cadmium
nickel-cadmi.'um rechargeable
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from
ranging from
outputs ranging
mulators, with outputs
show. ■
on show.
are on
2.5A-hr are
50mA-hr
SOmA-hr to ·2.5A-hr
complete
theirr complete
showing the
They are also showing
batteries.
primary batteries.
and primary
cells and
range of cells
include aa
show include
on show
Other items on
frequency
meter-hav ing
power meter—hav
ig aa frequency
and
1,000Mc/s and
to l,000Mc/s
1kc/s to
coverage of Ike/s
watts
1.5 watts
to 1.5
up to
measuring up
capable of measuring
weighpacemaker, " weighCardiac " pacemaker,"
with
cleaner with
ultrasonic cleaner
power-an ultrasonic
of power—an
containing
and containing
I00 grams and
ingonly
100grams
only
ing
and
tank, and
half-gallon tank,
steel half-gallon
a stainless steel
generator
pulse generator
a transistor pulse
:
sockets. [545
and sockets.
a range of plugs and
45
cells. ■
Mallory cells.
four .Mallory
powered by four.
High
Riversite High
Ltd., Riversite,
Burndept Ltd.,
potting.
Araldite potting.
An example of Araldite
'
Kent.
Street, Erith, Kent.
Erith,
Street, Erith,
Ltd., West Street,
· Vidor Ltd.,
terminals,
insulated terminals,
variety
of
of insulated
Kent.
knobs
collet knobs
formers, collet
handles, coil formers,
ter-■
the te
Of the
C.C.L. (456)
boards. Of
and terminal boards.
ceramic
one ceramic
available, one
the minal boards available,
in the
specializes in
The company specializes
to
adaptable to
particularly adaptable
v~riety, is particularly
capacitors variety,
electrolytic capacitors
manufacture
manufactur e of electrolytic
[549
s.
application
e
temperatur
high
temperature
applications,
[549
h1gh
In
electrodes.
with aluminium electrodes.
In
Ltd.,
Products Ltd.,
Cambion Electronic
Electronic Products
Gambian
aluminium
in aiumin
range in
the range
addition to the
im
Sheffield.
Castleton, Sheffield.
Camb'on Works, Castleton,
lin Gambian
from gin
size from
in size
varying in
containers, varying
also
are also
they are
diameter, they
in diameter,
2-!-in in
to 2Vm
CANNON (403)
plastic-case d
of plastic-cased
showing a range of
purconceivable purevery conceivable
for every
Connectors
range Conn~ctors for
voltages range
Working voltages
capacitors. Working
electronics
and
electrical
m
pose
in
the
electrical
and
electronics
[546
d.c.
SOOV d.c.
from 6 to 500V
[546
particular inOf particular
nLane, field are on show. Of
Hanworth Lane,
Ltd., Hanworth
C.C.L. Ltd,
are
products are
new products
terest amongst the new
Surrey.
Chertsey, Surrey.
Cannon ""D"
the Cannon
to the
the extensions to
D"
introductio n
the introduction
CIBA (253)
and the
miniature range and
environmen tal-tested
the of the fully environmental-tested
display isis the
the d'-play
of the
theme1 of
The main them'
[550
connectors.
"
D
"
miniature
connectors.
[550
.
elecpotting
for potting elecresins for
?f epoxy resin
use of
Britain)
(Great Britain)
sub-assem- . Cannon Electric (Great
and sub-assemcomponent s and
tronic
tromc components
London,
Street, London,
Old Street,
E-Pak Ltd., 168/172 Old
Araldite E-Pak
new Araldite
blies.
The new
E.C.l.
E.C.l
and
cases
moulded cases ana
of moulded
system consists of
resin
epoxy / · resin
of epoxy
pellets of
preformed
pre~ormed pellets
(306)
'-ARR ·FASTENER (306)
CARR
which
and wf
cured and
which
ch, '
wh1ch are not fully cured
of
series
"
Greenline
The
Cinch
"
Greenline"
sei
es of
th~
fill
heat,
of heat, fill the
influence of.
under the influence
printed
for printed
connectors for
the moulded edge connectors
containing the
housing containing
moulded housing
are
They are
show ~1 They
on show.
are on
· circuit boards are
component s.
components.
sive
comprehen
their
also
displaying
theit
comprehensive
is
potting
of
the examples of potting is
One of the
includcomponent s, includby range of Cinch components,
made by
pa-c emaker " made
" pacemaker".
c~rdiac *
a cardiac
switches
micro
sockets,
ing
plugs
and
sockets,
micro
sw.tches,
HosGeorge's HosSt. George's
for St.
Devices
Dev1ces Ltd. for
valveholders~
and valveholders.
implanting transistor clips and
for implanting
is for
and is
pital, London, and
their
include their
show include
[547 Other items on show
·[547
in the body.
and
metal
in
devices
fastening
devices
in
metal
and
special
Duxjord
Ltd., Duxford,
· CIBA (A.R.L.) Ltd.,
[551
plastic.
[551
'
.
Cambridge
Cambridge.
Pinjold
Ltd., Pinfold
Carr Fastener Co. Ltd.,
Notts.
Lane,
Stapleford,
Notts.
C. & N. (406)
by
produced by
designs produced
Based on designs
(liS)
ON (115)
CATHODEON
CATHODE
aluminium
of aluminium
range of
wide range
R.A.E., a wide
emall emtube,
storage
Three
types
of
storage
tube,
all
displayed,
are displayed,
cases are
alloy instrument cases
structure,
storage
same
ploying
the
same
storage
structure,
panels.
front panels.
matching front
complete with matching
mesh
a fine metal mesh
with
go w
to go
chassiss to
constructio n chash consisting of a fine metal
Unit construction
the
on
film
dielectric
coated
with
a
dielectric
film
on
the
with
·
together wwith
shown, together
the cases are also shown,
ith
are
gun
writing
the
side
facing
the
writing
gun
are
deelectronic defirm's electronic
the firm's
examples of the
C990
the
In
.
Cathodeon.
featured
featured
by
Cathodeon.
In
the
C990
processes.
manufactur ing processes.
sign and manufacturing
read-out
and read-out
writing and
magnetic: writing
[548 (with maghe
writic writ(electrostat
guns)
and
C992
(electrostatic
The
N. (Electrical) •Ltd.,
& N.
C. &
.td.. The
the
tubes
read-out)
magnetic
and
ing
read-out) tubes the
Rants.
Green, Gosport, Hants.
standard
on a standard
based on
is based
read-out gun is
operates
and operates
gun and
orthicon gun
3iri
3in image orthicon
PRODUCTS
ELECTRON IC PRODUCTS
CAMBION ELECTRONIC
and
coils, and
(412)
orthicon coils,
in standard image orthicon
from
taken
canbe
signal
output
an
the
output
signal
can
be
taken
from
at
time
first
the
for
Exhibiting
the first time at an
image
an image
in an
as in
multiplier
;r as
is the electron multip
display is
the display
exhibition the
R.E.C.M.F.
R.E.C.M.F . exhibition
guns
both
C991
the
In
orthicon.
In
;he
C991
both
guns
The
nature. The
hardware nature.
mostly of a hardware
electrostati c
all electrostatic
high-resolu tion all
large are high-resolution
include aa large
products shown include
269

and no electron multiplier is incorporated, and the output signal is
taken from the collector mesh. [552
Cathodeon Ltd., Church Street,
Cambridge.
& CO. (157)
CLARKE, H., &
Insulating materials in general, and
"Pirtoid"
" Pirtoid " laminated sheets, rods and
tubes in particular are shown on this
stand. Fabricated formers, plastic
cable trunking and polyester and
epoxy glass fabric mouldings are included in the wide range of products
.
of this firm.
[553
& Co.
Co. (Manchester)
H. Clarke &
Ltd., Atlas Works, Patricroft, Nr.
Manchester.

COLVERN (213)

Colvern are exhibiting some 40 basic
types of wirewound potentiometers
this year. Their standard range includes 11 to 15-watt rated potentiometers. They also manufacture sealed
meters.
units to the specification DEF 5121
and also a comprehensive range of
multi-turn helical potentiometers.
Items of particular interest include
a miniature wirewound potentiometer
(0.5in diameter) and a 10-turn helical potentiometer incorporating aa
watchface dial.
[554
Colvern Ltd., Spring Gardens,
Romford, Essex.
(175A)
CONCORDIA (I75A)
\Yires and cables of every descripWires
tiOn for the radio and electronics intion
dustry are shown by Concordia.
Their range includes American (B. &
S.) and metric sizes as well as British
s.w.g.
[555
Concordia Electric Wire &
& Cable
Co. Ltd., Long Eaton, Nottingham.

CONNOLLYS (321)
A comprehensive range of winding
wires and strips are on show, and
the Cable Division are displaying
paper and plastic mains cables, numbered-core control cable, telephone
and self-supporting aerial cables.
Plastic slides containing information
on winding wire will be supplied
from the stand.
[556
Connollys (Blackley) Ltd., Kirkby
Industrial Estate, Liverpool.
CONTINENTAL CONNECTOR (54)
This firm is exhibiting a comprehensive selection of precisionmade connectors in three basic
ranges-miniature, subminiature and
ranges—miniature,
microminiature.
These connectors
possess high dielectric and mechanical
strength and have machined goldgold.:.
plated floating pin and socket contacts. Other items on show include
circuit connectors, high
printed circuit
accuracy mouldings · in Melamine,
Melamine
terminal
termin~l blocks (up to 60-way), and
pomt connectors.
test point
[557
Continental Connector Ltd., InCo'l!-tinental
dustnal Estate, Long Drive,
dustrial
Drive Greenford, Middx.
'
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COSMOCORD (228)

Among the microphones and pickup arms demonstrated by this
company, two new microphones are
introduced. The Mic 60 is a crystal
u&e
hand microphone intended for use
with high quality domestic recorders.
The Mic 55 is a small lapel microphone of similar electrical specification
cype 60.
.
to the type
[558
Cosmocord Ltd., Eleanor Cross
Road, Waltham Cross, Herts.
CURRIE & MILL (175)

The chemical ·etching
etching of components
cupro-riickel, backed with a thin
on cupro-nickel,
layer of fibre-glass on an aluminium
base, and · the production of printed
circuits is the particular interest of
this company.
[559
Currie &
& Mill Ltd., Abbots Factory, Galashiels, Scotland.
DAGNALL ELECTRONICS (206)
A feature of the display is a comprehensive range of transformers for use
in transistor circuitry. Among the
other items there are many examples
of their wirewound components inrpains and output transcluding . mains
formers, solenoid coils, pulse transformers, radar e.h.t. units and television timebase components.
[560
(Cranfield)
Dagnall Electronics (Cranfield)
Ltd., Cranfield, Nr. Bletchley, Bucks.

in the wide range of "Davu"
" Davu" wires
stand.
and cables on this stand.
[564
'].
& Co. (Derby Works)
J. Day &
Works) Ltd.,
Ltd:,
and . L.P.S.
L.P.S . . Electrical Co. Ltd.,
Harrow Manorway, Abbey Wood,
London, S.E.2.
DIAL ENGINEERING (102)
Clamps, shrouds, end frames and
allied transformer parts are on show.
Of
special interest is a range of
0~ _special
miniature
C " core
mm1~ture "
"_C"
c;:ore clamps. . .[565
Dial
Dtal Engineering
Engmeerzng Co. Ltd., Kingston Street, Chestergate, Stockport.
Stockport.
DIAMOND H CONTROLS (254)
Hermetically-sealed relays and timedelay units form the basis of this
display. Typical examples of the
display.
relays are the Series BR and BS 4pole change-over types, which are
used for aircraft and guided-weapon
applications. Time-delay units are
ranae 50msec
available to cover the range
to 15 minutes with various
vario~s mountings.
ings. Toggle switches, neon indicators and a range of heavy-duty
heavy-dutv rotary
rotarv
switches are also exhibited. · [566
H Controls Ltd., GunDiamond H
{1 venue, London, WA.
nersbury Avenue,
W.4.

DERRITRON GROUP (150)
(ISO)
of six companies in the Derritron
ntron group are to be found on this
stand. A complete range of electromagnetic vibrators is manufactured
by Derritron Electronic Vibrators for
vibration testing systems. The stanDARWINS
dard series of vibrators
DARWIN
S (226)
vibra·t ors covers thrusts
40lb to 3,0001b.
3,000lb. The instruTwo additions have been made to from 401b
ments
shown
by Derritron InstruIns.rruDarwins range of ceramic permanent
related to component
me:t?-ts are all !e~ated
magnet materials. These are Feroba ments
testmg. New items
1tems include a digital
II, an anisotropic version of the well- testing.
known Feroba I, and Feroba C, a Wheatstone bridge (Model E3378)
ins,tant digital readout and
rigid plastic-bonded material in which with an instant
a
limit
bridge
(E3381) for resistor
magnets can be produced to close
tolerances without machining.
[561 batch testing. High-power amplifiers
Darwins Ltd., Fitzwilliam Works, for vibration testing systems are the
main product of Derritron UltraTinsley, Sheffield 9.
sonics.
Derritron
Transformers
are
ar~ showing
s~owing examples of some special
wmdmgs. The other two companies
DATUM (273)
windings.
An entirely new range of instru- are Berne Telecommunications, which
ment racks is being shown on this produces encapsulated components,
whos·e exhibits are
stand. Known as the E-type, they · and Reslosound whose
[567
are available in a choice of five dealt with separately.
Derritron Group, 24 Upper Brook
heights and three depths and as single
or multi-bay assemblies.
[562 Street, London, W.l.
Datum Metal Products Ltd., Colne
DUBILIER (274)
DUBIL1ER
Way Trading Estate, Watford, Herts.
Capacitors, fixed and variable resistors, suppressors and pulse-forming
pulse-forming,>
DAWE INSTRUMENTS (256)
networks are displayed. The range
of capacitors includes tantalum elec~hey are displaying a comprehenThey
sive range of test and measuring in- trolytic, foil-paper and metallizedstrum~nts.
struments.
These include examples paper types, some of them intended
[568
pri~~ed-circuit use.
the1r stroboscopes, sound level in- for printed-circuit
of their
Dubtlter Condenser Co. (1925)
Dubilier
dicators, ultrasonic
ultrasoni·c cleaning equipW.3. .
ment and a storage oscilloscope. [563
[563 Ltd., Victoria Road, London, W3.
Dawe Instruments Ltd., Western
DURATUBE AND WIRE (225)
Avenue, London, W.3.
A large range of Durawires and
J?uracables
Duracables are shown, they include
DAY, J. & CO.
smgle and multicore, solid or flexisingle
L.P.S. Electrical (222)
ble conductors.
The insulations
Coaxial
C?axial cable for use at 600Mc/s and available include p.v.c., polythene and
microphone leads employing lapscreening are items of special interest
(Continued on page 271)
Products
~roducts
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and
p.t.f.e.
In addition to wires and
and
sleeving
g
insulatin
cables, p.t.f.e. insulating
and
tapes
p.t.f.e. coated glass fibre, lacing tapes
[569
exhibite d .
and cords are exhibited.
[569
Duratube
and
Wire
Ltd.,
Central
e
Duratub
M£ddx.
Feltham , Middx.
Way, Faggs Road, Feltham,

v.h.f./u. h.f. receiver having
with any v.h.f./u.h.f.
es in the range
intermediate
frequences
diate frequenc
interme
5-60Mc/s.
5-60Mc /s. The EP.15 is intended
intermed iate frefor receivers
receiver s having intermediate
'for
In
100-800 kc/s. In
quencies of the order 100-800kc/s.
for
provisio n is made for
both units, provision
suitmountin g and both are suitcamera mounting
mountin g in a standard 19-in
able for mounting
[573
·
rack.
rack.
[573
Eddy$to ne
Stratton and Co. Ltd., Eddystone
Birming Alvechu rch Road, BirmingWorks, Alvechurch
ham 31.

E.M.!.
E.M.I. (482)
which
compon ents which
electron ic components
Two electronic
availoniy recently been made availhave only
pushof pushtype of
industr y-a new type
able to industry—a
button switch (with up to 12 changeto
up to
and up
over contacts per button and
EGEN (259)
and aa
frame) and
14 buttons in a single frame)
comof comensive
compreh
A
comprehensive
range of
capacit orshigh-rel iability capacitors—
range of high-reliability
teleand telec
domesti
ponents
for
domestic
radio
and
Other
are on show for the first time. Other
with
together
s,
receiver
receivers,
with
re- vision
magneti c reitems on show include magnetic
electrica l
custom- built electrical
examples
example s of custom-built
and
valves
cording heads, various
and equipme nt and small repetition
repetitio n
scientific equipment
industri al and scientific
tubes for industrial
es,
assembli
l
electro-mechanical
assemblies,
are on
echanica
electro-m
applications—including
applicat ions-inc luding a new vidi- show. Their range of .compon
ents
components
faceplate
con tube with a fibre optic faceplate
nd
wirewou
carbon
and
wirewound
includes
case
Creeth " case
—and
-and a selection of " Creeth"
.
switches
potentiometers
and
mains
switches.
meters
insulato rs. potentio
stand-of f insulators.
assemblies
assembli es and stand-off
exhibiti ng a v.h.f./
They are also exhibiting
Emitape,
Emitape , a product of EMI Tape u.h.f. aerial isolation unit, which proproare
There are
Ltd., is also on show. There
vides
full
aerial
isolation
for
a.c./d.c.
to vides
four grades and six spool sizes to
[574
television
[574
receivers .
televisio n receivers.
tape
the
of
ents
requirem
suit the requirements
the tape
t InCharfiee
Egen
Electric
Ltd.,
Charfleet
manufac recorder and tape record manufacEssex.
dustrial Estate, Canvey Island, Essex.
compute r .dustrial
turer, and also a grade for computer
two
(in two
purpose s (in
instrum entation purposes
and instrumentation
ELAC (209)
ELAC
to
thicknesses
thicknes ses and lengths up to
showIndustri es are showAcomtic
Electro
Acoustic
Industries
EMI
of
7,200ft).
EMI
7;200ft). Other products
of
compreh ensive range of
(a . ing their comprehensive
Tape Ltd. include Emifilm (a
tomers
transfor
and
kers
transformers toloudspea
Emi- loudspeakers
), Emirecordin g medium
sprocketed
medium),
sprocket ed recording
Emidisc
recordin g, and Emidisc
tape for video recording,
recordin g blanks.
lacquer recording
[570
Hayes,
Ltd., Hayes,
Electronics Ltd.,
E .M.I. Electronics
E.M.I.
Middx.
Middx .
E.R.A. (100)
field s
in fields
Associat ion's research in
The Association's
inelectron ics inaffecting the radio and electronics
example s
illustrate d. The examples
dustry is illustrated.
imon iminclude the results of life tests on
and
capacito rs and
pregnated
pregnate d plastic film capacitors
resistors .
performance
perform ance data on fixed resistors.
the
ronics
icroelect
m
of
field
the
In
microelectronics the
program me
Association
ion has outlined a programme
Associat
backgro und
providin g basic background
aimed at providing
turers
manufac
information
for
manufacturers
for the
tion
informa
thin
compon ents and thin
production
product ion of components
[571
film devices.
[571
Associa tion,
Researc h Association,
Electrical
Electrical Research
Surre y. .
Leather head, Surrey.
Cleeve Road, Leatherhead,
ECLIPSE (203)
measuri ng
Permanent
Perman ent magnets for measuring
isolator.s;
wavegui de isolators;
ents and waveguide
instruments
instrum
plastics
c
magnetic
strip
and
sheet,
in
plastics
magneti
and
Feroba) ; and
and rubber (bonded Feroba);
televisio n magnets
loudspeaker
loudspea ker and television
is
compan y is
The company
displaye d.
are displayed.
tooledfeaturing
featurin g magnets of standard tooledassembl ed
be assembled
up designs, which can be
[572
ces.
pole-pie
limitless
with
pole-pieces.
[572
Ltd.,
(Sheffield) Ltd.,
& Co. (Sheffield)
James
]ames Neill &
Napier Street, Sheffield 11.
(151)
EDDYSTONE
EDDYST ONE (15!)
stand
the stand
Among the new items on the
units,
panoram ic display units,
are two panoramic
former
The former
types EP.14 and EP.15. The
operated
mains operated
is a general purpose mains
with
use with
display unit intended for use
commun ications
770 " range of communications
th.e " 770"
the
used
be used
Howeve r, it can be
receivers.
receivers. However,

One of Elac's
two new loud(Bin)
speakers (Sin)
which has a
ceramic mag- net and a
metallized
metall ized
plastic
pI as tic film
cone.
tweeter cone.

coil
televisio n receiver coil
gether with television
frame
includin g line and frame
es including
assemblies
assembli
[57 4
transfor mers.
output transformers.
[574
Ltd.,
Industri es Ltd.,
Electro Acoustic Industries
TotWor.ks, Broad Lane, TotStamford
Stamfor d Works,
N.IS.
London , N.15.
tenham, London,
ELCOM (485)

comelectron ic fader unit and comAn electronic
and
broadca st and
plete mixer systems for broadcast
principa l
recording
recordin g studios are the principal
[576
products of this firm.
[576
Ltd.,
(Northa mpton)
Elcom
(Northampton)
Ltd.,
Bleam
Industri al Estate,
Weedon Road, Industrial
Northampton.
Northam pton.
METHOD S (353)
ELECTRO METHODS
wide
connecto rs and aa wide
Printed circuit connectors
and
sockets
plugs,
e
miniatur
of
range
miniature
and
the
constitu te the
connecto rs constitute
multi-way
multi-w ay connectors
{577
main part of the exhibit.
[577
Method s Ltd., Electrica
Electro Methods
Electricall
Street,
Division , Hitchin Street,
or Division,
Connector
Connect
Bedfordshire.
Biggleswade,
Biggleswade, Bedfordshire.

(Ill)
ELECTROLUBE
ELECTR OLUBE (III)
Electrol ube
The standard range of Electrolube
ts and
lubrican
c
products,
synthetic
lubricants
syntheti
,
products
Technic al data
grease, is on display. Technical
on an Aerosol grease which is to be
introduced
introduc ed later in the year is available.
[578
A venue,
Electrol ube Ltd., Oxford Avenue,
· Electrolube
Slough, Bucks.
CONTR OL
MACHIN E CONTROL
ELECTRONIC
ON·IC MACHINE
ELECTR
(460)

solid-sta te a.c.
Samples of their new solid-state
Quantro l are being
switching
switchin g device Quantrol
demonstrated.
demons trated. They are also showindustri al control
ing a selection of industrial
equipment
includin g high and low
equipme nt including
in
speed counters and batch counters in
i terns on show
various forms. Other items
continuo us
include a Contimitor
Contimi tor continuous
Proximi tor capacitlevel indicator,
indicato r, Proximitor
Pulsimi tor elecance operated relay, Pulsimitor
increme ntal
Incremi tor incremental
tronic switch, Incremitor
transisto rProxitra n transistorcapacity meter, Proxitran
ized level control switch, and a
proximi ty
Limitor
transistorized
proximity
transisto rized
(579
··
switch. · ·
[579
Electronic
Electron ic Machine Control Ltd.,
Thornto n Heath,
Mayday Road, Thornton
Surrey.
Surrey . .
ELECTROSIL
ELECTR OSIL (275)
The Electrosil
Electros il display is devoted to
resistors ,
their range of metal oxide resistors,
with the introduction
introduc tion of triple ratings
being the main feature. The rating
system allows the same resistor to be
semi-pre cision, highused either for semi-precision,
stability or general-purpose
general-purpo&e applications, according
accordin g to the rating applied.
extende d,
The ohmic range has been extended,
spirallin g techby employing
employi ng new spiralling
niques, and their range of NJ60 tW
and
1- W resistors has been innnd CJ20 iW
creased to 10L-470kn
10D-470kD and their NJ60
to
extende d to
4W
series
has been extended
~W
1ML.
1MD. Other items on show include
insulated
insuiate d power resistors (up to 7
Multifo rm glass piece
watts) and Multiform
parts suitable for a variety of insulating roles
roks where high voltages and
temperatures
[580
tempera tures are present.
By-Pass,
Colnbro ok By-Pass,
Electrosil
Electrosil Ltd., Colnbrook
Colnbrook,
Colnbro ok, Slough, Bucks.
ELECTROTHERMAL
OTHERM AL (204)
ELECTR

(G 101)
The company's
compan y's new series (G101)
wirewou nd
precisio n wirewound
all-moulded
all-mou lded precision
resistors,
resistors , which have a stability of
better than ±0.03
% and are available
± 0.03%
tag
with either axial, radial or tag
terminations
terminat ions have pride of place.
environm ental
They are also showing environmental
range
their range
chambe rs as well as their
test chambers
[581
accessories.
of component
[581
compon ent accessories.
ring
Enginee
Electrothermal
Engineering
Ltd.,
hermal
Electrot
London , E.7.
270 Neville Road, London,
(172\
ELLIOTT-AUTOMATION
ELLIOTT -AUTOM ATION (I72<
compani es
Elliott-A utomatio n companies
Three Elliott-Automation
stand:
exhibiti ng on this stand:
are jointly exhibiting
P.
C. P.
(London ) Ltd.; C.
Bros. (London)
Elliott Bros.
Ltd.
Elliott-L itton
Clare
Ltd.;
Elliott-Li
tton Ltd.
Among the new items there are aa
(half
element s (half
range of Minilog logic elements
up
element s and up
the size of earlier elements
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to five times faster), associated power
supply units (capable of driving up
to 18 Minilog logic elements), a
direct-reading wavemeter covering
the range 8.2Gc/s to 12.4Gc/s, a
"Farite"
" Farite" conductive plastic track
potentiometer, a magnetic-tape instrumentation system, and magnetictape loop mechanisms.
[582
[S82
Elliott-Automation Ltd., 34 PortW.I.
land Place, London, W.l.
ENALON (317)

Small injection mouldings, machined
and stamped parts and fibre-glass
reinforced instrument cabinets are on
show.
[583
Enalon Plastics
Ltd., South
Premier Works, Drayton Road, Tonbridge, Kent.
ENGINEERING ENTERPRISES (467)
New items this year include a range
of " D-type"
D-type " handles designed to
meet the requirements of the electronic instrument industry.
industry.
Engineering Enterprises are manufacturers and stockists of all types of
metal, plastic and rubber components
used in the TV, radio and audio
fields. They also handle cabinet and
case . components, and continuous
hinges (up to 72in long).
Their trim section includes several
hundred patterns.
[584
Engineering Enterprises (London)
Ltd., 144-5 Shoreditch High Street,
E.I.
·
London, E.l.
ENGLISH

ELECTRIC

VALVE

(311)

Components for transmission rather
than reception are produced by
E.E.
V. Of special interest is a new
E.E.V.
series of 40-ampere · high-voltage
vacuum variable capacitors with tunable capacitances within the range 55
to 750pF, together with other types
having capacitances up to 2000pF.
A new magnetron (M514)
(MS14) for marine
radar equipment, having a peak outpo.wer of up to 20kW, is introput pOjWer
duced at the show. High-power
klystrons, and 25kW
2SkW tubes specially
developed for Bands IV and V, are
featured with a range of associated
accessories. Television camera tubes
include the 4i-inch
4t-inch and 3-inch image
orthicons and 1-inch
l-inch vidicons. [585
English Electric Valve Co. Ltd.,
. Chelmsford, Essex.
ENTHOVEN (267)

ERG (262)

FERRANTI (309)

Among the newly introduced components is the AB1434 miniature reed
relay. It is intended for applications
where encapsulation is not used, for
instance when the very high surface
resistance of the glass must be
15
realized. 1015
0 open-circuit resistn
ance can then be obtained. In the
range of precision and power resistors
are encapsulated precision wire resistors and subminiature · types
designed to NATO specifications.
Transformers are well represented,
and an
an engineer is available to answer
questions.
[587
ERG Industrial Corporation Ltd.,
Luton Road, Dunstable, Bedfordshire.

Several complete integrated circuits
are shown which consist of transistors
and resistors contained in a shortened
version of a normal TO-5
T0-5 transistor
package. Broadly, two types of circuit are available, linear amplifiers
and logic circuitry. · Field-effect
transistors and silicon strain gauges
can be seen, and a · range of microwave components is displayed. [592
Ferranti Ltd., Hollinwood, Lanca·
shire.

. ERIE

(205)
A number of new components are
included among the exhibits.
exhibits~ "
"MicroMicrocap"
cer~mic capacitors available in
cap " ceramic
four values,
l,OOOpF, 2,200pF,
l,000pF,
4,700pF and 10,0G0pF
lO,OOOpF with a work:-40oC
ing temperature range of —
40 "C to
+85oC
and a working voltage of 30
+ 85°C and
may be . seen. Other new types include silvered-mica plate capacitors,
subminiature axial-lead capacitors
and ""Transcap"
Transcap " capacitors. These
latter types employ a barrier layer
technique to achieve a high capacitance, small size and low working
voltages required for transistor applications. Metal-oxide, high-stability
resistors, developed to DEF5114
DEFS114
specification, form part of the
display.
[588
Erie Resistor Ltd., South Dene,
~orfolk.
Great Yarmouth,
J(armouth, Norfolk.

FLOFORM (260)

Items of particular interest in the
Floform range of brazed steel and
copper assemblies supplied to the
electroniCs
electronics industry at this year's
show include rectifier studs made
from zirconium o.f.h.c. copper and
power transistor bases in oxygen-free
high conductivity copper.
[593
Works ..
Floform Parts Ltd., Lion Works,
Pool Road, Newtown,
~ewtown, Mont.
FORMICA (316)

A new Formica glass/epoxy
glass/ epoxy copperclad laminate,
laminate, C.G.E.70, is on show ·
for the first time. Features of this
new material include greater retention of mechanical properties at very
high temperature, high level of bond
strength between foil and laminate
after thermal shock, and its suitability for plating with the precious
metals used in printed circuitry.
Paper and glass based copper-clad
laminates are · also on display. [594
Formica Ltd., De La Rue House,
84/86 Regent Street, London, W.l.
W.\.

EVER READY (101)

They are showing their comprehensive range of batteries for use with
all devices utilizing transistors. Berec
International Ltd., who cover the export side, are represented on the
stand.
[589
Co. (G.B.) Ltd., HerEver Ready Co.
cules Place, Holloway, London, N.7.
~.7.
EVERSHED & VIGNOLES (107)

Examples from some two thousand
different types of servo motors, motor
generators, generators and geared
units are on display. Other examples
on show include semiconductor
amplifiers with outputs from .8
8 to 100
watts, valve amplifiers, power packs
and the Evershed range of " Megger "
test instruments.
·
[590
Ltd.;
Evershed and Vignoles
Ltd.,
Devonshire Works, Dukes Avenue,
London, W.4
WA..

FORTIPHONE (354)

In addition to their range of typeapproved miniature transformers and
2-pole and 4-pole relays, Fortiphone
are exhibiting the bone conduction
transducer which they are supplying
to the Admiralty for a diver-to-diyer
diver-to-diver
communication system.
[595
Fortiphone Ltd., 125-9 Middlesex
E.I.
Street, London, E.l.
FOX (351)

Toroidal variable resistors on ceramic formers, in ratings from 10 to
1,000 watts, and a wide range of
helical and precision potentiometers
are displayed. _
[596
X . Fox Ltd., Hawksworth Road,
P. X.
J(orks .
Horsforth, Yorks.

A range of activated resin-cored
G.E.C. (161)
solders in strip and wire form, fluxes
and solder paints are to be seen. A
Examples of their wide range of elecFANE (356)
FANE
(356)
tro-mechanical . equipment is . on .
demonstration is provided of the use
of solid and flux-cored solder pre- Ceramic-type
Ceramic-type magnets are . employed show. Items of particular interest
forms designed for specific produc- in a new range of 12in, 15in
I Sin and 18in include a ""Both-way
Uniselector"
Both-way Uniselector
"
tion requirements. A display panel heavy-duty loudspeakers introduced (which will step in either direction
shows the use of solder preforms as at the show. Also on show is the by either self-cycling or · impulse
semiconductor heat sinks, and the standard range of "domestic" .· drive), a high-speed miniature Uninew Thermacon strip for the fabrica- speakers (from 2in to 8 x Sin) in selector, and a comparatively small
tion of heat sink preforms.
[586 which a new system of ·magnet con- and inexpensive ratchet relay. [597
Enthoven Solders Ltd., Dominion . struction is employed.
The General Electric Co. Ltd.,
[591
Buildings, South Place, London,
Fane Acoustics Ltd., Hick Lane, Telephone Works, Coventry, WarE .C.2.
wickshire.
E.C.2.
Batley, Yorks.
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e.h.t.
cast e.h.t.
Below : Resin cast
Below:
8.5 xx
transformer measuring 8.5
40kV
for 40kV
/2 in high for
7.5 x 12
d.c. working (Gardners).
d.c,

(260)
GEORGE GOODMAN (260)
comprehensive
exhibiting
They are exhibiL
ig aa comprehensive
all
in all
moulded in
components moulded
range of components
including
materials, including
thermoplastic materials,
and
polypropylene and
Delrin, nylon, polypropylene
is aa
featured is
Also featured
polycarbonate. Also
diealloy diezinc alloy
miniature zinc
selection of miniature
unique
Insulgrip, aa unique
cast products and Insulgrip,
the
fasten ig device for use
with the
use with
fastening
sheet
used sheet
commonly used
majority of commonly
[603
materials.
[603
Robbin
Ltd., Rohhin
Goodmaft Ltd.,
George Goodman
Green;'·BirmingHood Lane, Hall
1 rmingHall Green,*
ham 28.

Interior of Ferranti "Micro"Microlinear
integrated linear
fin" silicon integrated
lin"
shortin shortamplifer, contained in
amplifier,
can.
T05 can.
ened JEDEC 705
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range.
Erie range.
from the Erie
Resistors from
(260)
G.K.N. (260).

G.K.N.
of G.K.N.
selection of
A representative selection
show.
on show.
are on
screws and fasteners are
company,
subsidiary company,
Ionk Plating, aa subsidiary
Ionic
plating.
of plating.
examples of
are showing examples
includes aa
The company's service includes
metal
precious metal
equipped precious
specially equipped
handle
to handle
able to
department able
plating department
compoelectronic
the most delicate electroi
"c comporhodium.
and rhodium.
silver and
nents in gold, silver
Haddon
company, Haddon
associated company,
Another associated
prothe proin the
specialize
& Stokes, who spec
ilize in
screws
machine screws
head machine
duction of rolled head
are
parts, are
pattern parts,
and cold-headed pattern
[598
participating.
also participating.
1598
Ltd.,
Fasteners Ltd.,
& Fasteners
Screzcs &
G.K.N. Screivs
BirmingStreet, BirmingP.O. Box 24, Heath Street,
ham 18.
GARDNERS (472)
transe.h.t. tran*resin-cast e.h.t.
A new range of resin-casi.
the
than the
smaller than
are smaller
formers, which are
have
type, have
oil-filled type,
conventional oil-filled
Known
Gardners. Known
by Gardners.
been introduced by
workfor workare for
they ure
series they
as the Forest series
The
d.c. The
SOkV d.c.
to 50kV
of up to
ing
ng voltages of
law-power
showing low-power
company are also showing
saturable
controlling saturable
(SOW-1kW) controlling
.(50W-lkW)
ranges
standard ranges
reactors. The two standard
]oad
series I parallel load
each incorporate series/parallel
coils.
of
range of
new range
Two versions of aa new
microphone and audio 1'line-matching
.e-matching
the
One, the
show. One,
on show.
ere on
transformers are
input
amplifier input
octal-based plug-in amplifier
for
is for
transformer, is
and line matching transformer,
broadcastand broadcastprofessional recording and
which
other, which
the other,
and the
ing equipment and
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of
makes of
known makes
produced for all
au · known
(602
pickup.
pickup.
[602
Co.
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Co.
Goldring
High
486-488 High
Ltd., 486-488
(Great Britain) Ltd.,
E.ll.
Road, London, £.11.

or
base or
B7G base
is available with aa B7G
non-profor nonis for
bush, is
B.S.F. fixing bush,
i^o[599
equipment.
fessional · audio equipment.
[59?
Ltd.,
Gardners · Transformers
Ltd.,
Hants.
Somerford,
Somerjord, Christchurch, Hants.
GARRARD (50)
pickchangers, pickRecord players and changers,
motors
ups and fractional-horsepower motors
inmost inthe most
of the
one of
are all shown, one
AT.6
the AT.6
being the
teresting exhibits being
A
changer.
high-quality record change].
A
transcriptionand transcr
heavy turntable and
jtionstylus
the stylus
and the
used, and
quality pickup is used,
there isis
that there
so that
adjusted so
pressure is adjusted
record.
last record.
to last
first to
no variation from first
inshow, inon show,
are on
Various tape decks are
comfor comdeck for
cluding an automatic deck
answering
telephone answer
mentaries or telephone
ig
[600
.
purposes.
[600
Manufac& ManufacGarrard Engineering &
Street,
Newcastle Street,
turing Co. Ltd., Newcastle
Swindon, Wiltshire.
(408)
CONTROLS (408)
GENERAL CONTROLS
potentiometers,
Precision wirewound potentiometers,
winding,
of wind:
types of
of types
in a variety of
ig,
wireminiature wireand miniature
digital counters and
and
of 22 and
ratings of
(with ratings
wound controls (with
size)
lin in
3W although less than liu
n size)
compoof compoare among a wide range of
arc
[601
parts.
nents and parts.
[601
13/15
Ltd., 13/15
General Controls Ltd.,
Road,
Honywood Road,
Bowlers Croft, Honywood
Basildon, Essex.

COLORING
GOLDRING (221)
cartridge
ceramic pickup
A stereo ceramic
pickup cartridge
resfrequency reswith a frequency
(Model CS90), with
been
has been
c/s, has
20,000 c/s,
ponse up to 20,000
crystal,
of crystal,
range of
added to Goldring's range
for
cartridges
ceramic cart
magnetic; and ceramic
magnet
dges for
Replacement
both mono and stereo. Replacement
also
are also
styli are
sapphire and diamond styli

GOODMANS INDUSTRIES (223)
generators
vibration generators
A selection of vibration
drivassociated drivthe associated
by the
accompanied bv
is
equipment is
monitoring equipment
ing and monitoring
divithe vibrator
by the
demonstrated by
jrator di
ihas aa
Mark 11 has
VG.1K, Mark
sion. The VG.1K,
lb
1,000 lb
over 1,000
of over
maximum thrust of
loudThe loudO.Sin. The
and an excursion of 0.5in.
selecshowing aa selecis showing
division is
speaker division
radio
the radio
by the
tion of ur
ts as
used by
as used
units
public
and
television
industry,
industry, public
high-fidelity
and hign-fidelity
address reproducers and
[604
loudspeakers.
[604
Axiom
Ltd., Axiom
Goodmans Industries Ltd.,
Middx.
Works, Wembley, Middx.
GREENCOAT (413)

battery-operaof battery-operarange of
An extensive range
6-pole
and 6-pole
3- and
and 3players and
ted record players
items
New items
show. New
on show.
d.c. motors are on
changer
record changer
three-speed record
nclude a three-speed
include
[605
player. [60S
and a three-sneed
record player.
three-speed record
118
Ltd., 118
Industries Ltd.,
Greencoat Industries
S.E.l.
London, S.E.I
Southwark Street, London,
GREENPAR (109)
speciality
the speciality
are the
connectors are
Coaxial connectors
variety
wide variety
of this company and aa wide
[606
shown.
of types and sizes is shown.
[606
Station
Ltd., Station
Greenpar Engineering Ltd.,
Harlow,
Road, Harlow,
Works, Cambridge Road,
·
Essex.
GRESHAM TRANSFORMERS (462)
transof transrange of
wide range
to a wide
In addition to
enof enexamples of
2kVA, examples
formers up to 2kVA,
are
networks are
resistor networks
capsulated resistor
proalso prois also
shown. The company is
magmulti-track magof multi-track
ducing a range of
specifithe specifito the
heads to
netic recording heads
I.R.I.G.
and I.R.I.G.
S.B.A.C. and
cations of the S.E.A.C.
Instruments
Inter-Range Instruments
(American Inter-Range
[607
Group).
[607
Lion
Ltd., Lion
Gresham Transformers Ltd.,
Estate,
Trading Estate,
Works, Hanworth Trading
Feltham, Middx.
(411)
GULTON INDUSTRIES (411)
based
is based
components is
of components
The range of
thin
extremely thin
of extremely
on the application of
Components
materials. Components
sheet ceramic materials.
include
employing these materials
materials include
transducers,
ultras<)nic transducers,
capacitors and ultrasonic
in
being in
latter being
the latter,
one example of the
five-inch
one-piece five-i
the form of aa one-piece
ca
hole.
access hole.
small access
one small
sphere with one
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High-permittivity and temperaturecompensating capacitors are shown,
and a complete range of thermistors
is displayed. Also on show are ranges
of low-noise cables and connectors,
vibrationand lightweight airborne vibr?
nonanalysis equipment.
[608
Gulton Industries (Britain) Ltd., 52
Regent Street, Brighton, Sussex.

Helical u.h.f. serial
)-Beam. No inby J-Beam.
sulators are used to
support the radiating
system and the whole
aerial is at d.c.
d.c. earth
potential.

HALLAH, SLEIGH & CHESTON (231)
HALLAM.
Makers of the Widney Dorlec system
of metal cabinet construction using
including .
. standardized components, including
a range of · telescopic s]slides,
des, from
any
which equipment housing to any.
quickly
specification
can
be
qu
:kly
assembled.
[609
Hallam, Sleigh and Cheston Ltd.,
HINCHLEY (279)
Widney Works, Bagot Street, Birmingham 44.
Examples from their full range of
commercial transformers for the elec:
trical and electronics industries, in^HARWIN (300)
:
special1 mount
mountings
cluding some with sped:
ngs
A new digital indicator is shown, for printed circuit applicat:
applications,
ns, are
which uses twelve optical display on show. Constant-voltage transforJ IS midget mers and new types of portable isoplates directly edge lit by J/S
bulbs. Advantages claimed over in- lating transformers in robust steel
dicators using bent plates are in- cases are also featured together witi
with
creases in brightness and sharpness a number ·of small d.c. power units
of the display.
[610
chargers .
and battery chargers.
[613
Harwin Engineers Ltd., Rodney
Hinchley Engineering Co. Ltd.,
Rants.
·
Road, Portsmouth, Hants.
Wiltshire.
Pans Lane, Devizes, Wiltshire.

HASSETT & HARPER (57)

Specialists in the design and manucabinets
facture of desks, cab
lets and consoles in enamelled steel to customers'
A,v standard range is
requirements. A
also available.
[611
& Harper Ltd., Regent
Hassett &
Place, Birmingham 2.
HELLERHANN (153)
HELLERMANN

The Hellermann
HeUermann group of companies
products and
are showing several new products
a number of these are demonstrated.
demonstrated.
HeUermann Electric Ltd. are exhibitHellermann
ing their range of sleeves and cable
markers together with their new
cabh! strapping " Helastrap"
Helastrap " and
cable
new Sleevemaster and rotary wire
HeUermann
stripper
machines.
Hellermann
Ltd. are showing their exTerminals Ltd.
tended range of terminals and hand,
and bench mounted, compression
HeUertools together with their new Hellermann Malco wire wrap system for
putting stand-off posts into printed
prinred
circuit boards.
They are also
demonstrating,
demonstra
ng, for the first time,
their new portable electro-hydraulic
crimping
unit-the Auto Crimp.
crimi
ig unit—the
Hellermann Plastics Ltd. are displayng their range of cabinets and coming
ponents together with a wide range
of plastic extrusions and handles.
Hellermann Equipment Ltd. are
showing the latest model in their
range of Dymo Tapewriters—the
Tapewriters-the
MSS. Hellermann
HeUermann Deutsch
Dymo M55.
ILtd.,
d., are exhibiting their comprehenBambi, H.A.N.
sive range of Bambi.
H .A.N. and
Deutsch standard, miniature and subminiature connectors.
[612
H ellermann Ltd., Gatzoick
Hellermann
Gatwick Read,
Road,
Crawley, Sussex.
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(1 63 )
HUNTS (163)
Capacitors for most electronic applications are shown. As
As well as the
the
caf'ons
more established electrolytics, tantalum types of foil and slug constructtion
on may be seen. The new developments include samples of the Hunt
"Dipseal"
"
E pseal" range which are resin imresin
pregnated and res
n cased, all with
o
IOOcC
rating. The metallized
a 100
C rating.
lO,,.F
lacquer capacitors from 0.5 to 10//F
represent, in
n the op:
., in of
opinion
of the
manufacturers, the present optimum
in miniaturizat
in consistent with
miniaturization
high performance.
[616
A. H. Hunt (Capacitors)
(Ca pacitors) Ltd.,
Ber,
don
Valley,
Garratt
Lane,
Bendon
Wandsworth, London,
Londo n, 5.WM8.
S. W.l8.

HIRST ELECTRONIC (477)
their
Hirst Electronic are showing their
miniature
mi j^ture and microminiature weldI.C.I. (487)
f.C.I.
with
ing heads together w
h ancillary
equipment
equ:
jment including a battery-oper- The
.'he Plastics Division of I.C.I,
I.C.I. are
cyck counter, glove boxes, and
and displaying a w
ated cycle
wide
le range of their plasplasa self-contained clean air box. Other tic materials for the radio and elecitems of interest include capacitor tronics industries.
These
These include
magnetizing
equipment,
discharge magneti
ng eqi
pment, Perspex acryfte
sheeting,
Darvic rigid
acrylic
sheeting,
transistor d.c. power amplifiers rated 1· p.v.c. sheeting and Melinex polyethysuppres-- lene terephthalate film.
at 20 and 100 watts, a surge suppres
[617
sion indicator (a test instrument to
Imperial Chemical .Industi
is Ltd.,
.Industries
determine the optimum values of Plastics Division, Bessemer Road,
capacitance
capac
'ance and resistance required Welwyn Garden City, Herts.
to suppress switching transients in
IMHOF (156)
semiconductor
sem
onductor circuits), and samples
of resin casting and encapsulation of Prominent among the standard range
circuits and components.
[614 of racks, consoles, cases and accesH -st Electronic Ltd., Gatwi'ck
Hirst
Gatwick sories, is3 the Imkit sectional chassis
Road, Crawley, Sussex
Sussex.
system-a
system—a completely new system
system
offering
versatility
offe
ng versat
ty in chassis design
design
and layout.
[618
(618
HUGHES INTERNATIONAL (489)
Ashley Works,
Alfred Imhof Ltd., Ashley
A wide range of planar devices, in- Cowley Mill Road, Uxbridge, Middx.
cluding their current series of diodes,
p-n-p and n-p-n complementary
INSlJ.LATING COMPONENTS &
INSU-LATING
(493)
MATERIALS (49j>)
transistors are on show together with
working demonstrations of comple- One of the new acti
ities of this comactivities
mentary
nentary transistors. Other exhibits pany is in the manufacture of polyinclude a display of gold-bonded and ester shrink sleeving (Synshrink).
silicon computer diodes, examples of There is an extensive display of their
microelectronics
(modules
made industrial plastic components rangusing the Hughes welding system and ing from commercial
commer·cial paper base
miniature components) and laminate stampings to hlgh-temperastandard rmniature
high-temperaseveral forms of thin film applica- ture glass reinforced machinings and
tions. They are also showing a new mouldings.
[619
range of solid-state constant-current
Insulating
Components
&
&
regulator devices, which have a cur- Materials Ltd.,
10-18 Sandgate
rent 'limiting
rent
mi ing action comparable to Street, Peckham, London, S.E.I5.
S.E.15.
the voltage limiting action of Zener
fixe
INSULOID (451)
diodes.
[615
Ltd., The firm's cradleclips and miniature
Hughes International (U.K.) Ltd.,
mrmature
(Glenrothes, Fife
Fife.
plastic and
cradleclips together with plast
WIRELESS World,
WORLD, June
}UNE 1963
Wireless

Other
shown. Other
are shown.
clips are
nylon cable clips
adjusttheir adjustinclude their
items on show include
nylon
ties, nylon
cable ties,
saddles, Insulok cable
able saddles,
Flexiguard
and Flexiguard
ring lock bushes and
[620
cable protectors.
[620
Ltd.,
Co. Ltd.,
Insuloid Manufacturing Co.
Sharston Works, Leestone
Road,
Leestone . Road,
Wythenshazue, Manchester.
Manchester.
Wythenshawe,
(480)
ELECTRONICS (480)
INTERNATIONAL
IN TERNATIONAL ELECTRONICS

introduced
Among the power units introduced
stability
high stability
very high
the very
at the ·show is the
output
an output
has an
which has
reference unit ·which
voltage in the region
100V and
and isis
of .lOOV
region of
voh:age
capable of supplying
the
of the
currents of
supplying currents
order of 100mA.
bench
the bench
and.the
This and
lOOmA. This
outan outhas an
whi·.ch has
power supply unit, which
to
from 00 to
variable from
continuously variable
put continuously
conmodular conof modular
O.Samp, are of
SOV
50V at 0.5amp,
struction.
[621
[621
132Ltd., 132Electronics Ltd.,
International Electronics
S .W.l.
London, S.W.I.
Street, London,
135 Sloane Street,
J. B. (268)
The whole range of
variable
J.B. variable
of J.B.
insulastand-off insulacapacitors, drives,
drives , stand-off
terminal
insulated terminal
tors and ceramic insulated
components
New components
strips can be seen. New
epicyclic
drive, epicyclic
bail drive,
are a dual-ratio ball
air-dielecminiature air-dieleccord drives and miniature
on aa 4Mn
tric trimmer capacitors
in
capacitors on
The
base. The
ceramic base.
square siliconed ceramic
inspired
were inspired
drives were
dual-ratio ball drives
slow-motion
small slow-motion
by the need for small
television
u.h.f. television
drives for tuning u.h.f.
[623
[623
tuners.
Ltd.,
(London) Ltd.,
Jackson Brothers
Brothers (London)
Surrey.
Kingsway, Waddon, Surrey.

LEWCOS (214)
used
be used
can be
waves can
cularly polarized waves
polarized A comprehensive range
plane polarized
for the reception of plane
intheir inof their
range of
frequen- sulated wires and strips,
for frequensuitable for
signals, is most suitable
enamelled
strips, enamelled
band- ~res,
wires,
high-temperature
has aa bandwinding
Me/ s, has
cies above 300 Mc/s,
high-temperawre winding
wires, and superfine
6.-ont-to-back wues,
and aa front-to-back
self-fluxing
1.4: 1 and
superfine self-fluxing
width of 1.4:1
De- wires are displayed. .
ratio of the order of
[631
20dB. De[631
of 20dB.
of
area of
service area
Comthe service
London Electric Wire Com. The London
signed to increase the
Road,
Church Road,
radio pany &
Ltd., Church
the base station in
mobile radio
& Smiths Ltd.,
in aa mobile
E.IO.
ton, London, E.10.
Leyton,
co-linear Ley
omni-directional co-linear
system the omni-directional
radiating
of radiating
number of
array employs aa number
The
stack. The
vertical stack.
members in a vertical
LEWIS SPRINGS (110)
synthetic Exhibits include
in aa synthetic
supported in
elements are supported
coil
high-quality coil
include high-quality
and springs, flat metal
sleeve and
resin bonded fibreglass sleeve
clips,
pressings, clips,
metal pressings,
enclosed transistor mounting
the connections to
are enclosed
them are
to them
heat
and heat
clips and
mounting clips
(625 sinks, electrical contacts
in ■·polythene.
polythene. ·
[625
light
and light
contacts and
W estonia, metal assemblies.
Ltd., Westonia,
J.:.Beam Aerials Ltd.,
' J-Beam
[632
[632
Weston
on Favell, Northampton.
·west
Lewis Spring Co.
Redditch
Ltd.; Redditch
Co. Ltd.,
Wares.
Worcs.
(52)
K.G.M. ELECTRONICS (52)
wide
firm's wide
the firm's
of the
Exhibits indicative of
mechanical
include mechanical
range of interests include
v.h.f./u.h.f.
counters, v.h.f./u.h.f.
and electronic counters,
conspeed conmotor speed
test equipment, aa motor
illuof illurange of
wide range
and aa wide
trol . unit and
mimic
and mimic
panels· and
indicator panels
minated indicator
[626
[626
diagrams.
BarLtd., BarK.G.M. Electronics Ltd.,
Surrey.
Richmond, Surrey.
dolph Road, Richmond,
LABGEAR (115)

of
range of
their range
showing their
Labgear are showing
with
together with
resistors together
wire wound resistors
and
aerials and
of aerials
range of
their wide range
partiof partiItems of
equipment. Items
associated equipment.
subminiature
cular interest include aa subminiature
with
complete with
radio microphone complete
public
for aa public
receiver attachment for
lc / stransistorized Ic/saddress system, aa transistorized
and aa
generator, and
pulse generator,
IMc/s double pulse
lMc/s
[628
meter.
strength meter.
u.h.f. signal strength
[628
Road,
Cromwell Road,
Ltd., Cromwell
Labgear Ltd.,
Cambridge.
(IJS)
LANGHAM THOMPSON (133)

drive.
}. B. epicyclic reduction drive.
J.
(461)
ENGINEERS (461)
JJ.. & S. ENGINEERS

the
with the
concerned with
The exhibit is concerned
components
and components
fixing of terminals and
Insulating
laminates. Insulating
to chassis or laminates.
etc.,
components, etc.,
solder-tags, components,
bushes, solder-tags,
base
the base
into the
directly into
are punched directly
themselves
components themselves
material, the components
is
process is
The process
acting as punches. The
inthe infor the
is for
JAST AC, and is
termed JASTAC,
relatively
into relatively
material into
sertion of hard material
process,
different process,
A different
soft sheet.
A
instance,
for instance,
JASFLO, is used when, for
into aa
punched into
be punched
a nylon bush is to be
[624
steel sheet.
[624
Lon!A, LonLtd., 1A,
& S. Engineers Ltd.,
]. &
J.
Kent.
don Road, Crayford, Kent.
J-BEAM AERIALS (174)
and
arrays and
A helical aerial, co-linear
co-linear arrays
the
are the
whip are
th wave mobile-radio whip
i|th
of
range of
wide range
the wide
to the
latest additions to
aerials
" professional" aerials
domestic and "professional"
helical
The helical
}-Beam. The
produced by J-Beam.
for
designed for
although designed
aerial, which although
the transmission or
cirof cirreception of
or reception
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semiconductor
of semiconductor
The latest range of
new
of new
range of
and aa range
strain gauges and
gauges
these gauges
transducers embodying these
load
pressure, load
of pressure,
for the measurement of
They
show. They
on show.
and tensile force are on
for
transducers for
exhibiting transducers
are also exhibiting
a-cceleration,
of acceleration,
the measurement of
disand disforce and
pressure, force
vibration, pressure,
inassorted inwith assorted
placement, together with
amplifiers, aa
including amplifiers,
strumentation, including
and
indicators and
units, indicators
range of balance units,
miniaof miniarange of
new range
A new
controllers. A
pre-set
both pre-set
units, both
supply units,
ture power supply
together
show together
and variable, are on show
voltage
transistor voltage
with a range of transistor
[629
regulators.
[629
Park
Ltd., Park
]. Langham Thompson Ltd.,
J.
Herts.
Bushey, Herts.
Avenue, Bushey,
LEMCO (219)

their
of their
range of
full range
In addition to the full
silincludes silwhich includes
own capacitors, which
mica,
ceramic, mica,
silvered ceramic,
vered mica, silvered
capacipolystyrene capacipolyester, and polystyrene
showing aa
also showing
tors, Lemco are also
miniature
and miniature
subminiature and
range of subminiature
subfrom aa subcapacitors from
electrolytic capacitors
Capacitor
Universal Capacitor
sidiary, the Universal
(630
[630
Company.
lVIanufacturing
London Electrical Manufacturing
Parsons
Place, Parsons
Bridges Place,
Co.
Co. Ltd., Bridges
S.W.6.
Green Lane, London, S.W.6.

LINTON & HIRST (492)
grades
all grades
in all
Transformer laminations
laminations in
material
oriented material
of silicon iron, grain oriented
show.
on show.
are on
alloys are
and nickel iron alloys
exhibiting
also exhibiting
is also
The company is
toroidal cores and " C
The
Cores. The
C "" Cores.
Ltd.,
Redpoint Ltd.,
company, Redpoint
associated company,
[633
[633
is also represented.
Parsonage
Ltd., Parsonage
Linton and Hirst Ltd.,
SwinMargaret, SwinRoad, Stratton St. Margaret,
Wilts.
don, Wills.
(315)
LABORATORIES
LIVINGSTON LABORATORIES
(315)
electronic
for electronic
Equipment designed for
testing ·
component testing
measurement and component
Hewlett
Tektronix, Hewlett
manufactured by Tektronix,
Ampex,
Research, Ampex,
Packard, HCD Research,
Roband
Electronics, Roband
Avo, Levell Electronics,
Telequipand TelequipServomex and
Electronics, Servomex
Mullard
demonstrated.
ment is demonstrated.
Mullard
elements
" Combi" and ""Norbit"
Norbit " elements
equipis equipshow is
on show
Also on
are exhibited. Also
Livingston
by Livingston
manufactured by
ment manufactured
of
division of
manufacturing division
Control-a
Control—a manufacturing
[634
Livingston Laboratories.
[634
Laboratories.
31
Ltd., 31
Laboratories Ltd.,
Livingston Laboratories
N.W.l.
London, N.VF.l.
Camden Road, London,
LONG & HAMBLY (227)

and
silicone and
rubber, silicone
Specialists in rubber,
the
for the
mouldings for
polyurethane mouldings
industries.
electronics industries.
radio and electronics
sulphur-free
special sulphur-free
Products include special
rubber-tobonded rubber-toalso bonded
rubbers and also
(635
metal work.
[635
Slater
Ltd., Slater
Long and Hambly Ltd.,
Bucks.
Street, High Wycombe, Bucks.
LUSTRAPHONE (266)
radio
approved radio
G.P.O. approved
The new G.P.O.
associated
its associated
with its
microphone with
new
Other new
exhibited. Other
equipment is exhibited.
cheek
miniature cheek
include a miniature
products include
microphone
electromagnetic microphone
or throat electromagnetic
ribbon
sub-miniature
and
a
sub-miniature
ribbon
adjustwith adjustmicrophone with
"Lavalier"
" Lavalier " microphone
applispecialized appliable neck halter for specialized
studios
recording studios
theatres, recording
cations .in theatres,
(637
and lecture halls.
[637
George's
St. George's
Ltd., St.
Lustraplwne Ltd.,
Lustraphone
London,
Road, London,
Works, Regent's Park Road,
N.W.l.
N.W.I.
M.C.P. ELECTRONICS (475)

of
range of
their range
exhibiting their
They are exhibiting
applications,
computer applications,
diodes for computer
germanium
of germanium
series of
including their series
275

gold-bonded
gold-bonde d types. Other exhibits
their
demonstrat ions of their
include demonstrations
nfra-red emitting
gallium arsenide infra-red
devices together with their indium
Hall
antimonide and indium arsenide .3all
[638
effect devices.
[638
Station
Lt.d., Station
M.C.P. Electronics Ltd.,
Wharf Works, Alperton, Middx.
M-0 VALVE (161)
M-O
Four new double-gun cathode-ray
oscilloscope
tubes, for high-grade osc
scope
half-wave
work, and two mixed-gas half-wave
voltage
with
rectifiers w
ith a peak inverse voltage
Show.
the Show.
at the
of 13kV are introduced at
the
.Among
. Among the very wide range of the
shown are aa
company's products shown
intubes, intravelling-w ave tubes,
number of travelling-wave
1800-cluding the E3025 for use in 180
communica tion
6,000-Mc/ s communication
channel 6,000-Mc/s
an celectrosystems. The Ophitron, an
jctrobackward-w ave
statically
st atically focused backward-wave
[639
demonstrat ed.
oscillator, is demonstrated.
Green
Brook Green
M-0 Valve Co. Ltd., Brook
Works, London, W.6.

McMURDO (217)
comtheir comNumerous examples from their
and
of plugs and
prehensive range ol
crystal
sockets,
valve
holders,
crystal
are
transistor sockets, etc., are
sockets, transistoi
indisplayed. New items this year ^
.and
microconne ctors and
clude
elude several microconnectors
valveholders.
[640
valveholder s.
Co.
Instrument Co.
McMurdo instrument
The McMurdo
Portsmouth,
Road, Portsmouth,
Ltd., Rodney Road,
flarzts.
Hants.

MALLORY BATTERIES (361)
In addition to the range ■ofF mercury
is
which is
smallest of which
batteries, the smallest
the
tablet,
about the size of an aspirin ta
let, the
new
exhibit contains examples of aa new
batrange, the manganese alkaline battery. These are made in five internal.SV sizes, and are intended
tional 1.5V
heavy-curr ent duties or applicafor heavy-current
continutions where long periods of continu[643
ous use are required.
[643
Batteries Ltd., Gatwick
Mallory Battertcs
Road, Crawley, Sussex.

injection-m oulded highcoloured injection-moulded
nameplates .
impact plastic nameplates.
[647
Markovits Ltd., 34, Stronsa
1. Markov.ts
I.
Road, London, W.12.

(265)
MANSOL (26S)
This company, and its associated
Sintered Glass to Metal Seal Co., are
showing sintered glass preforms for
relay
use with transistor headers, relay
[644
bases, etc.
Ltd.,
Britain) Ltd.,
(Great hntain)
Manso! {Great
Mansol
Suffolk.
Hollands Road, Haverhill, Suffolk.

INSTRUME NTS (PULLIN)
MEASURING
MEASURIN G INSTRUMENTS
(53)
con- .
exhibit■ con-,
Instrument s' exhib
Measuring instruments'
sists of a range of Cirscale meters up
edge-readin g
to 6in diameter, new edge-reading
orie with a
including
s, incluc
in't
ruments,
tig one
instrument
ure
sub-miniat
rotating dial, and a sub-n
ature
Pullini
i-in scale. R. B. Pull
type with
with a |-in
are showing
showing. examples from their
transistor
and transistor
motors and
of motors
ranges · of
[650
amplifiers.
[650
Instrument s (Pullin)
.. Measuring Instruments
Winchester
l\l'orks, Winchester
Electrin. Works,
Ltd., Electrin
W'.3.
Street, Acton, London, W3.
Phamix
& Co. Ltd., Phoenix
R. B. Pullin &
Works, Great West Road, Brentford.
·
Middlesex.

MARCONI
INSTRUME NTS (166)
MARCONI INSTRUMENTS
The accent on this stand isi on the
ic
telenew series "2000" range of te'eequipmeasureme nt ei
communications
upcommunica tions measurement
instrument s include
ment.,
New instruments
ment.
covering
oscillators and attenuators covei
ig
m.f. ranges. These cona.f. and mi.
anti ,.size
size enabform to a fixed shape and
by
side by
u11its to be fitted side
ling ·three units
All
case.
mounting
rack
a
into
side
All
Two
separately. Two
units can be used separately.
transoscilloscopes, a television transnew oscilloscopes,
comanalyser, two committer sideband analyse'
ponent bridges and a valve voltmeter
instrument s
complete the list of new instruments
[645
on show.
[645
St.
Ltd., St.
Instrument s Ltd.,
Marconi Instruments
Albans, Herts.

MAGNESIUM
MAGNESIU M ELEKTRON (470)
various
the various
The display illustrates the
magnesium ,
fabricating
methods of fabricate
g magnesium,
die-casting
including castings, press die-casting
MARCONI'S W/T (495)
[641
and wrought work.
[641
are
Bridge- Marconi's Wireless Telegraph are
Magnesium Elektron Ltd., Bridgetheir
from
selection
a
full
1
Dm
th<
r
exhibiting
London,
water
ouater House, St. James's, London,
three
component s, including three
, range of components,
.
S.W.l.
S.W.I.
m
low-mediu
developme nts-a lownew developments—a
medium
loads,
·and
and a high power waveguide loads,
MAGNETIC DEVICES (366)
the
calorimeter . Among the
control equipment and a water calorimeter.
Electro-magnetic
Electro-ma gnetic contrc
sive range
comprehen
exhibits
is
a
comprehensive
company.
this company.
is the speciality of this
isolators, crystal filters,
Among the new items at the exhibi- of ferrite
[646
ovens.
delay
lines
and
crystal ovens,
'646
timet's, Varicon
tion are sequence timers,
Wireless
Mar
con
>
W
reless
Telegraph
Co.
Marconi's
duty
heavy duty
printed circuit connectors, heavy
.
Chelmsford
House,
Ltd.,
Marconi
Chelmsford.
"
safe
" intrinsically safe"
relays and an "intrinsically

speciGovernmen t specirelay unit meeting Government
ethylene
fications covering pentane, ethylem
[642
and hydrogen classes.
[642
NewMagnetic Devices
Devices Ltd., Newmarket, Suffolk.

MARKOVITS
MARKOVIT S (58)
Filigree cut-out nameplates finished
exin gilt or chromium plate are extwo-tone
hibited. New lines include two-tone

■/>«

af sigMarconi Instruments aj
nal source Type TF 2000.

•s-

■ •

CATHERAL L (474)
MARRISON
HARRISON & CATHERALL
Examples from the wide range of
firm
this3 firn
permanent magnets made by tf
ted
grain-orien
are shown.
Also gn
n-orientec
transforme r cores of
silicon-iron transformer
" E," ""C"
C " and toroidal types. [649
'649
"E,"
Ltd., Forge
Catherall
& Gather
Mar
son &
all Led.,
Marrison
Sheffield.
Killamarsh, Sheffield
Lane, Killamarsh,

MET
WAY (466)
METWAY
Terminal block connectors in p.v.c.,
nylon, polythene, rubber, Bakelite
and porcelain, rated from 55 to 100
amps, and in .a variety . of types of
connections are shown. Blocks are
connection s but
4P to 12 connections
available for up
built up into
several types can be bmi
. [651
mul
-way connectors.
multi-way
Metway
cal Industries Ltd.,
Electrical
JWetway Elect
Canning Street, Brighton, 7.
MICANITI; (272)
MICA & MICANITE
fabricated
Stamped, machined and fab
icated
resin-bond ed lamiparts in various resin-bonaed
" Ashnates ur-ver
under the trade names "Ash"Lamalac, " and mouldlam" and "Lamalac,"
ings in polyester resin fibreglass are
displayed, together with laminates in
sheets, rods, tubes, etc.
[652
Micanite
Mica &
at te Supplies Ltd.,
& M
Mica House, Barnsbury Square, London, N.l.
DEVELOPM ENT (114A)
MICROPONENT
MICROPON ENT DEVELOPMENT
company is
formed
recently
This
photo-etch ing
specializing in the photo-etch
ig of
which
- wl
Etchineeri ng" —
metals —
ch
- " Etchineering"
can be used for the production of
wiring.
printed circuits or wir
ig. It is also
thin
making
applicable to the ma
ng of tl
.n flat
[653
component parts in metal.
[653
D eve l o pm en t
Microponent
Development
Microponent
Limited, 55 Alcester Street, Birmingham 12.

MIDLAND SILICONES (312)
ng materials exencapsulatiing
New encapsuls
silicone
hibited include a flexible smcone
resin, a self-healing dielectric gel
which permits the insertion
■nsert.on of test
probes, ·and
and one-liquid cold-curing
Equipment used in
silicone rubber. Eqi~pme.it

page 277)
(Continued on page
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Frequency 0 to 50Mc/s- Time or Period. 1 microsecond to over 3 years
Frequency 0 to 50Mc/s -

Time or Period, 1

microsecond to over 3 years

The Airmec High Speed Counter Type 298 is a basically
new, fully-transistorised
fully-transisto rised instrument, covering the frequency
range d.c. to
50 Me/ s without the complication
quency ranged.c.
to over
overSOMc/swithoutthe
of additional plug-in units
or external accessories. It offers
ofadditional
unltsorexternal
in one compact unit a unique combination of facilities
for time and period measurements
measurements,, and for frequency
measurement either by direct or inverse methods. The
Indicator
indicator is a large 8-figure in-line display unit showing
point,
both the units of measurement and the decimal point,
combined with a 5-digit resettable electro-mecha
electro-mechanical
nical
counter. For permanent records of readings, there are
facilities for operating an Airmec Printer Type 316 from
the Counter.
The High Speed Counter Type 298 Is
is part of the comcomprehensive range of high quality electronic instruments
produced by Airmec for use in laboratories and
workshops.

SPECIFICATION
D.C.
D.C. to 50
50 U/cs
M/cs
12
figure digital read-out
12figure
Automatic indication of
of decimal
deci mal
point and units of measurement
measurement
MEASURES
MEASURES
Frequency, Time, Period
Frequency,
Period
COUNTS
COUNTS
Pulse or
or Sinewave
Sinewave Inputs
Pulse
Inputs

PROVIDES
.
Standard
Standard Frequency Outputs
Outputs at
at
11 and
and 10
10 Mc/s
Mc/s
1
Divider
Facilities
10to
10DividerFacilities 10 to 10 8

Connection for
for external frequency
sta·n dard · '.· · standard
Alrme.c.PrinterTyp
Output .to
to Airmec.Printer
Typee 316
316
· -for
for digital
digital print-out.
prinf-atit ·'
< ·Self-checking facilities
facilities
All these features are
buiit-in, and
are.built-in,
and
are provided by the Counter
Counter without
witllout
the need for external 'accessories.
accessories.

Airm ec for peak ·perfon;nance consisten_tly

Airmec for pea", performance consistently

LABORATO
RY INSTRUMEN
LABORATORY
INSTRUMENTS
DIVISION - High Speed Counters, Signal Generators,
Generators,
TS DIVI$10NOscilloscopes
Oscilloscopes,, Wave Analysers, Phase Meters, Ohnitiiefers,
Ohmmeters, Valve Voltmeters, etc
etc..
·'

..-

AIRMEC LIMITED HIGH WYCOMBE BUCKS ENGLAND
ENGLAND
TELEPHON
E HIGH WYCOMBE 2501 (10 LINES)
TELEPHONE

...

~

.'

.

~

AP263A
AP26SA.
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changer dust
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stylus pressure

J & stylus pressure
.

'

gauge
gauge

replace~
Acos continue to advance and be recognised. Recognised as the finest range of replace-

Acos continue to advance and be recognised. Recognised as the finest range of
ment
styli now
now available.
av~ilable. Diamond
Diamoncl and
and sapphire,
sapphire, mono
mono· and
and stereo,
stereo, there
there are
are now
now over
over
ment styli
150
types of
of Acos
x500 styli,
styli, to
to fit
fit all
all makes
makes of
of pick-ups
pick-ups and
and cartridges.
cartridges. 1There
is one
one to
to
150 types
Kcos x500
lere is
fit
your equipment.
equipment. All
All Acos.xSOO
Acos.x500 styii
styli are
are individually
individually tested
tested at
at 500-times
500-times magnification,
magnification,
fit your
in the
the characteristic
characteristic pack.
pack.
for Acos
Acos styli
styli in
yet they
they cost
cost no
rio more
more than
than other
other makes.
makes. Look
Look for
yet
Accesspries
after the
the fact
fact :·Don't
overlook the
the Acos
Acos Changer
Changer Dust
Dust Bug
Bug that
that sweeps
sweeps all
aU
Accessor
es after
Don't overlook
before. i;,
it~ and
and the
the Acos
Acos Stylus
Stylus Pressure
Pressure Gauge
Gauge which
which stops
stops pick-ups
pick-ups from
fro.m throwing
throwing their
their
before
weight
abo11 t.. ·
weight about.
Other
Acos products:
products: mono
mono and
and stereo
stereo pick-ups,
pick-ups, cartridges,
cartridges,.microphones.
microphories.
Other Acos
ARE
DOING THINGS
THINGS IN
IN STYLI
STYLI
ARE DOING
See us at the R.E.C.M.F. Exhibition,
Exhibition, Stand
Stand No.
No. 228
228
COSMOCORD LTD, WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.
HERTS . TEL:
TEL: WALTHAM CROSS
CROSS 27331
27331

aircraft and missiles demonstrate the
range of application of the ·company's
variety of new and established encapsulants.
[654
Midland
Silicones
Ltd.,
68,
6S,
Knightsbridge, London,
L ondon, S.lV.l.
S.n~'. l.

A*

.,

*

M.INIATURE
MINIATURE ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS (114)

IImproved
mproved miniaturization is introduced by M.E.C.
M .E.C. in their wirewound
trimmer potentiometers with a saving
of 40% of the volume. Types
Types 031
and 015, available for from 10 ohms
to.
measure: |in
tin long and have a
to 20k, measure
max. power rating
!lJ.aX.
rati-9g ;pf
of 1.25W. Miniature single
single-pole
pule changeover
hangeover toggle ,
ari overall diameter
diameter of .
switches with an
tin and projecting only |in
tin behind .
i'm
~e panel
p_ar;tel are introduced,
introduced.
[655
the
Mim
iturc Electron,
Mzmature
Electronicc Components
Ltd., St. Johns, Waking,
Surrey .
Woking, Surrey.
MINING &
& CHEMICAL PRODUCTS (475)

Bismuth Telluride modules are on
display together with a selection of
their raw materials, which
wl .ch includes
samples of vacuum baked indium,
antimonyzone refined arsenic and antimony—
with purities better than 99.999%
99.999%..
[656
Mining & Chemical Products Ltd.,
86 Strand, London,
London, W.C.2
W.C.2.. '·
MI
NISTRY , OF
MINISTRY

AVIATION

(3 18)
(318)

The theme of the ·exhibit
exhibit is the
design and production of electronic
equipment capable "of
·of w
withstanding
hstanding
an
alh· extremes of use under the widely
different conditions met in the field.
hy
Examples of tests on components by
the manufacturers are demonstrated
by members of
of· the trade Associaby
tions (R.E.C.M.F., E.E.A. and
V.A.S.C.A.).
[657
V.A.S.C.A.)
Ministry of Aviation, Strand,
W .C.2 .
London, W.C.2.
MINNESOTA (463) ·

The "Scotch" range of insulating
tapes, magnetic recording tapes and
epoxy resins are displayed. The recording tapes include those for
instrumentation, video and audio.
The " Scotchcast 260" fast-curing
epoxy resin for insulation and
moisture proofing is being demonstrated.
(658
[658
Minnesota Mining &
& Manufactur31Vf House, Wigmore
ing Co. Ltd., 3M
Street, London, W.l.
W .l.
MORGANITE (210)
(2 10)

Their
Their full range of components
including potentiometers, linear and
non-linear resistors of different types,
and high-stability resistors is displayed. Two new additions have
been made to the range. These are
""Filmet"
Filmet" metal-film resistors and
new miniature
m1mature carbon potentiometers. The high power absorbing
"Termilode"
material "
Termilode" is also on
show.
[659
show.
Morganite Resistors Ltd., Bede
Trading Estate, Jarrow,
]arrow, Co. Durham.
WIRELESS
JUNE
Wireless WORLD,
World, June

1963

■f'

• i
j

1°^ mp
B Tr\. fiss -.
N.S.F. Oak switch from the
"MF" range.

Two miniature
i
carbon potentiometers from the
Morgi
Morganite range.

MOULDED FASTENERS (365)
5)
plied
In addition to the products implied
variety
by the firm's name a wide var
ety
ty of
small precision mouldings for use
ise in
micro switches, record players, cord
drives, etc., are shown.
[660
Moulded Fasteners Ltd., 165-7
165-7
Kent,
Kent.
Beckenham Road, Beckenham, Kent,

MUREX (208)
Sintered permanent magnets and
soft-iron
main·
soft
ron pole pieces form the mainpart of the exhibit. Internal magnet
assemblies are much improved by
Siricomax " techthe use of the " Sincomax"
nique, in which magnetic material
and iron powder are pressed and sintered together to form magnet and
Highpole-pieces in one mass.
MULLARD (308)
reluctance
gaps
are
thereby
avoided.
Mention
:w of reluctance gaps are thereby avoided.
Ment:'
n can be made of but a few
A molybdenum furnace is shown,
an<j
the 40 or more new products and
which employs tungsten elements,
□be
techniques covering valves, tubes,
an
used for
for very
very high
high temperatemperad is. used
semiconductors
s em. conductors and other com- and
1
ture
vacuum work.
[663
jqew -·
ponents which are displayed. New
Murex
Ltd.,
Rainham,
Essex.
iode
Murex Ltd., Ralnham, Essex.
valves include the low-noise triode,
PC88,
PCS 8, and complementary triode
mixer, PC86, for u.h.f. receivers. A
N.S.F. (269)
lightweight magnetron and a klystron for airborne X-band (7-llGc/s) A full range of the company's proicludes
radar and a rugged miniature C-band ducts is exhibited. This includes
"Cutler-Hammer"
" Oak "
and
"
Cutler-Hammer
(4-7Gc/s) magnetron for radar "Oak"
switches,'"
switches, " Ledex " rotary solenoids
beacons are introduced.
In the semiconductor field there and circuit selectors, " Union " miniand
" Centralab"
are new germanium and silicon ature relays
power transistors (with operating carbon-track potentiometers. New
voltages up to 100V
lOOV and currents up products on show are ·ai flexible 24" Oak " switch, a 12to 30A), silicon planar transistors and position rotary "Oak"
diodes giving even lower leakage position ceramic section switch and
1
currents than pre
previously
ously found with a miniature rotary relay with 10-amp
[664
silicon devices, and german
germanium
um and contact rating. .
N.S .F. Ltd.,
Ltd., 31-32 Alfred Place,
N.S.F.
with
silicon S, X & Q-band mixers v
:h
W.C.I.
improved noise factors
factors. There is a London, W.C.l.
new vidicon tube with JrW
tW cathode
for transistor cameras, a cold-cathode
NEWMARKET TRANSISTORS (115)
counting . tube for operation up to
counting.
50,000 p.p.s.
p.p .s. and a 2.5A xenon thyra- In addition to a comprehensive range
tron for ignitron firing.
firing.
[661 of transistors, including n-p-n geraJ. types, matching
lVIullard
Mullard Ltd., Mullard House, manium alloy a,f.
standard p-n-p types, this Pye comTorrington Place, London, W
.C.l.
W.C.I.
of"" packaged
pany is showing a range of
MULTICORE (301)
circuits."
The range includes
icludes a
A new Ersin solder, containing less general purpose 125mW audio ampli(PC1), using complementary
than half the usual percentage of fier (PCI),
flux and particularly suitable for the symmetry p-n-p/n-p-n circuits, and ·
330mW.
soldering of miniature components, is three others with outputs of 330mW.
introduced at the Show. To promote A semi-automatic tester for the pro
tran~
the extra rapid spread of the smaller duction testing and grading of tran[665
quantity of.
of Type 362P flux and to sistors is also on view.
Newmarket Transistors Ltd., Exndeodorize the resin base'
base an agent,
" Pentacol," has been incorporated in ing Road, Newmarket.
the flux. Multicore are also showing
a new automatic solder
soldering
ig machine
(360\
NEWPORT INSTRUMENTS (360>
for . repetition work, which is priSamples
chokc:s,
of
ferrite
cores,
chokes,
marily for single joints, but models
can be supplied to make two solder pulse transformers, transfluxors and
show. · Other propro:.
[662 matrixes are on show.joints per operation.
lviulticore Solders Ltd., Maylands ducts of this company include speciaMulticore
scientist~,
Avenue, Hemel
Heme! Hemp
Hempstead,
Herts . list instruments for nuclear scientists.
Avenue.
stead. Herts.
277

and
brakes ar
electromagnetic clutches, brakes
d
electroq1agnetic
[666
reversing gear boxes.
[666
v
(Scientific
Newport Instruments (Scie
tifc
Road,
&
& Mobile) Ltd., Crawley Road,
Bucks.
Pagnell, Bucks.
Newport Pagnell,
•-

(484)
CONTRO L (484)
OLIVER PELL CONTROL
magneticc
Platt/Stearn
The Platt/
Stearn range of magnet
toshow toate on slun
brakes and clutches are
Variey miniagether with a range of Varle;
reed
ture plug-in relays and pplug-in
ig 'n reed
printed
for printed
relays which are suitable for
products
Other products
applications. Other
·■ circuit applications.
wirewound iresistors,
on show include wirewouiid
stoi ,
shaded-pole
permanent magnets, . shade
i-pole
gearboxes,
motors complete with gearb
xes,
Both
solenoids and various ccoils.
Is.
loth
Steel
Sheffield Sted
Platt Brothers and Sheffield
this
on this
represented · on
· · Products are · represented'
[667
.[667
stand. ··
Ltd., CamamOliver Pell Control Ltd.,
WoolRoad, WoolBurrage
bridge Row, Burr
age Road,
S.E.l8.
1>
wich, London, S.F
HartLtd.,. HartCo.. Ltd.,
& C
· Platt Brothers &
Lanes.
Oldham,
ford Works, Oldh
.m, Lanes.
r
Sheffield Steel Products Ltd.,
Ad.,
9,
Sheffield
Works,
Templebrough
Shefjield 9,
Yorks
Yorks..

Aluminium Mark 6
Aiuminium
from
connector from
Plessey

fr

(Pye
switch (Pye
*
" Zero Plus " type micro switch
Switches).
Switches).

rotation.
shaft rotation.
tion resulting · from shafL
PAINTON (224)
inshow indevelopments on show
their Other new developments,
A comprehensive · selection of .their
step-by-step
resolver
clude
a
resolver
and
a
step-by-step
products, which includes connectors,
;
use in
designed
"ned for use
are motor, both des
switches, faders and attenuators, are
[671
equipment. [671
remote
indicating
equipment.
range
new range
on show, together with a new
Friars
3
Lid.,
Instruments
Parrish
Instrument:
Ltd.,
3
Friars
circuit
printed ci
of edge connectors for printe
cu t
Surrey.
include . Lane, Richmond, Surrey.
exhibits include
applications. Other exhibits
Trimpot
Bourns . Trimpot
their range of Bourns
PARTRIDGE: (277)
PARTRIDGE
(668
potentiometers.
trimmer potentiometers.
[668
of
\ range
-, transformers, including
Co .. Ltd., Bembridge · A
Painton and Co.
power
types, power
high-quality
audio types,
Northampton.
Kingsthorp.e, · Northampton.
Drive, Kingsthorpe,
to
up to
ratings up
transformers with ratings
PANAX EQUIPMENT (460)
tran2kVA and miniature types
fypes for tranfeais feaapplications,
ons, is
in- sistor circuit applicau
nucleonic i»An extensive range .of nucleonic
displaying
show. tured. Partridge are also displaying
struments and equipment is on show.
rectifier
their saturable reactors, rectifier
tems included are a liquid phosphor
IItems
[672
inverters.
" [672
low units, and invertors.
very low
scintillation counter, aa very
Ltd.,
Partridge
Transformers
Ltd.,
anti,..coincideilce countbackground anti-coincidence
Surrey.
scin- Roebuck Road, Chessington, Surrey.
flow scinliquid flow
ing assembly, and a liquid
also
are also
tillation counter. There are
PERMANOID (207)
of
several new portable instruments of
A
new
range
of high-temperature
physics
health
the
in
interest to those
physics
flexibles and
md
[669 p.v.c. insulated wires, flexibles
monitoring
and radiation monitong fields. [669
exhibits
Holme- sleevings, is on show. Other exhibits
Panax Equipment Ltd., Holmecables,
coaxial cables,
Redhill, include television coaxial
horpe Industrial Estate, Redhill,
high-frequency cables, and glass-fibre
Surrey.
[673
sleevings.
and p.v.c. sleevings.
[673
PARMEKO (154)
Permanoid Ltd., New Islington,
Par- Manchester 44.
of ParA representative selection of
meko transformers and transductors
PERMARK (473)
on
products on
display. New products
are on display,
include aa Identification sleeving
time include
show for the first time
vanous
in various
sleeving in
transfor- materials (p.v.c., Neoprene, silicone
constant-voltage transforseries of constant-voltage
trans- rubber, etc.) and a wide range of
mers, a range of low-cost transof
of sizes-from
formers and several examples of
internal
O.Smm to 25mm internal
sizes—from 0.5mm
encapsula- diameter-are
components and circuit encapsulaare
They are
diameter—are displayed. They
include aa also showing the new
show include
tion. Other items on show
portable
new pox
table ""PerPe:
Parmeko's matik"
representative selection of Parmeko's
unit;
sleeving
matik " · identification slee
ng ua
field, which utilizes a pneumatically operafictivities in the electronics field,
activities
operamodules and ted expanding tool.
which covers circuit modules
[674
[67
trigger
rectifier trigger
silicon-controlled rectifier
Cranleigh,
Permark Service Ltd., C^anleigh,
automatic Surrey.
·
units to d.c. amplifiers, automatic
a.c. and
stabilized a.c.
voltage regulators, stabulied
PICTORIAL MACHINERY (409)
[670
d.c. power units, etc.
[670
which
The
company, wh
:h is <a subsidiary
tub: d ary
AyleRoad, AyleParmeko Ltd., Percy Road,
is
of the Monotype Corporation, is
stone Park, Leicester.
photo-:mechanifeaturing a range of pluu
mechaniJNSTRUMENTS (281)
PARRISH INSTRUMENTS
of
production of
cal equipment for the production
items
their"
main items
They are displaying their
" Digitiser,"
circuits. The two main
printed circuits.
stepsystem are the Lithoprintex jun'
junior
an . electro-mechanical servo system
)r " stepthe produciriforma- and-repeat"
and-repeat " machine for the
used for producing digital ihfofma-
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A,

from
" Thimble " blower from
of blowers
the Plannair range of
forced cooling
for forced
designed for
electronic apparatus.
posior posinegatives
multi-image
tion of mull
image nega
ves or
expoan expoglass. and an
tives on film or glass,
negaof negasure cabinet for the printing of
copper-clad
sensitized
tives on to sent
: i zed copper-clad
[67.5
laminates.
[675
Kelvin
Ltd., Kelvin
Pictorial Machinery Ltd.,
Sussex.
Royal, Crawley, Sussex.
Way, Manor Royal,
PILKINGTON & CHANCE (479)
is
display
empha sis of the di
The main emphasis
play is
component
tube component
upon television tube
implosion
parts. A
A. new spherical implosion
guard is on show, made in ""ArmourArmourcomponents
glass. Float glass components
plate"
plate
" glass.
disare distubes are
23 .:.in tubes
for 19-in and 23-in
tube
played, as are several camera tube
tubes
parts, notably image orthicon tubes
have
Brothers have
18in long. Chance Brothers
1.4mm
lead-glass transistor tubing ini 1.4mm
show
and show
o.d. sizes and
and 2.4mm o.d.
comtransistor comfini shed transistor
examples of finished
[676
ponents.
[676
S t.
Brothers Ltd., St.
Pilkington Brothers
Lancashire.
Helens, Lancashire.
PLAN NAI.R (220)
PLANNAIR
temperaA comprehensive range of temperathe
used in the
ture control equipment used
toelectronics industry is on show tothe
products; the
gether with two new products;
six-s·tage axial
Thimble blower and a six-stage
blower
Thimble
blower. The T1
flow blower.
tnble blower
arid 11.14in
1.6in long and
is only 1.6in
14in
minper mindiameter, produces 4 cu ft per
O.linjwater
of O.lin/water
ute at a pressure of
The
at lin. The
1J cu ft per minute at
and 1!
six-stage blower only occupies about
shr-stage
of -80
capacity of
150
150 cu in and has
las aa: capacity
80
Plannair
cu ft per minute at 2in. · Plannair
r
representative
exhibiting
aare
e also exhibi
ing a representative

}UNE 1963
Wireless
WORLD, June
WIRELESS World,

selection from their standard
standard range
range
[677
of blowers.
[677
Plannair Ltd., Windfield
Windfield House,
House,
Epsom Road, Leatherhead,
Leatherhead, Surrey.
Surrey.
PLESSEY (160)
A novel
novel space-saving technique
A
technique has
has
been introduced in
in Plessey's
Plessey's ne\V
new
range of air-dielectric
air-dielectric variable
variable capacapacitors, by inserting plastic
plas ic pips
pips in
in
both the stator and rotor
rotor vanes.
vanes. A
A
new high-K ceramic solid-dielectric
solid-dielectric
capacitor, having stator
stator vanes
vanes metalmetallized directly
airectly Qn
on the
the ceramic,
ceramic, is
is shown.
shown.
Two tuners ·are
are'· on show
show for
for the
the
One is
first time.
ime.
is aa u.h.f.
u.h.f. type,
type,
covering Bands IV
IV &
& V
V and
and it
it uses
uses
the same puSh-hutton
push-l itton mechanism
mechanism as
as
in the . recently . introduced
introduced v.h.f.
vdi.f. 55button TV tuner. The
The other
other is
is an
an
entirely new push-button car
car radio
radio
tuner.
.
Among the neYv
new components
components from
from
aircraft equipment
the aircraft
equipment group
group are
are aa
;
H·in ai
axial
IJin
al blower for
for .cooling
cooling miniami nature electronic equipment,
equipment, aa range
range
of 1high-temperature
gh-temperature magnetic
magnetic drum
drum
indicators, and a new
new 50
50 c/s
c/s servoservoamplifier incorporating
incorporating silicon
silicon concentrolled
tre
lied rectifiers. Latest
Latest in
in the
the range
range
of static inverters is
is a 700
700 VA
VA unit.
unit.
Altogether several thousand
thousand differdifferent components . are
a re on
on display.
display.
Established Plessey ranges
ranges at
at the
the
exhibition include i.f.
i.f. transformers,
transformers,
interference
suppressors,
filters,
interference
suppressors,
loudspeakers, valveholders,
valveholders, memory
memory
cores and complete
complete systems,
systems, TV
TV
scanning coils and
and line
line output
output transtransformers, rotary
rotary and slider
slider switches,
switches,
aerial rods and r.f.
r.f. transformers,
transformers, inindustrial paper capacitors,
capacitors, ferrite
ferrite pot
pot
core assemblies, relays,
relays, synchros
synchros and
and
resolvers.
[678
[678
The Plessey Company (U.K.)
(U.K.) Ltd.,
Ltd.,
Ilfor d, Essex.
Ilford,
PRECISION
PRECIStON ELECTRONIC
ELECTRONIC
TERMINATIONS (410)

A wide range of coaxial
A
coaxial terminaterminations for cables having
ha^ ng 0.060in
0.060in to
to
4.5ina diameters are on show.
4.5
show. Thev
They
h. t.
are displaying their
their r.f.
r.f. and
and e.
e.h.t,
connectors having rating's
ratings up
up to
to
lOOkW and IOOkV
lOOkV respectively.
respectively. [679
[679
Precision Electronic
Electronic Terminations
Term tatiom
Ltd., Riversite W
Works,
Erith, Kent.
Kent.
arks, Erith,
PRESSAC (350)

Recent examples of
of Pressac
Pressac diediestamped printed circuits
circuits are
are on
on show
show
together with other examples
examples of
of their
their

products, which include
include connectors,
connectors,
fuse and
md lamp holders,
holders, switches,
switches,
mouldings
mould:
gs and pressings.
pressings.
[680
[680
Pressac Ltd., Leopold Street, Long
Long
Nottingham.
Eaton, Not.
ngham.

REJAFIX (359)
Machines designed for
for the
the marking
marking
radio components
components
of electronic and radio
are exhibited. The
The five
five machines
machines
shown are designed for
for printing
printing on
on
articles,
cylindrical
transistors,
flat
transistors,
fiat
.■ PRINTED CIRCUITS (214)
(214)
capacitors, components
components with
with coaxial
coaxial
Flexible and rigid
rigid Plasmet
Plasmet coppercopper- wire
vr e leads and the Model
Model 555
555 rotary
rotary
etched wiring circuits-both
circuits—both single
single high-speed printing machine
machine which
which
and double sided-for
sided—for both
both domestic
domestic can mark suitable components
components at
at aa
and industrial applications-are
apphcat ms—are on
on rate of 8,000 per hour.
hour.
[685
[685
show. Strain gauges, cable
cable forms,
forms,
Rejafix Ltd., Harlequin
Rejufix
Harlequin Avenue,
Avenv i,
heating elements and code
code discs
discs are
are Great West Road, Brentford,
Brentford, Middx.
M ddx.
·
also displayed.
[681
[681
Printed Circuits Ltd.,
Primed
Ltd., Stirling
Staling
RELIANCE CONTROLS (55)
(55)
Corner, Barnet B.y-Pass,
Comer,
By-Pass, Herts.
Herts.
Emphasis is ., being given
given to
to the
the
.
PYE SWITCHES (115)
new SYN 11-00 series of
cf multi-turn
multi-turn
especially applicable
applicable
Their. new range of
Their:
of large
large gap
gap (up
(up potentiometers especially
and control
control syssysZero Plus
to -. 3mm) · miniature
miniature ""Zero
Plus"
" to servo equipment and
where very
very low
low
micro switches, · which
wl ch comply
comply with
with tems in general where
response are
are essenessenthe specifications of
of the
the International
International inertia and quick response
is wound
wound from
from
Commission on Rules
Rules for
for the
the ApAp- tial. The element is
prec aus metal wire
wire and
and is
is
proval of Electrical Equipment
Equipment are
are bare precious
bonded into aa rigid
rigid spiral.
spiral.
[686
[686
on show. Two examples
examples of
of the
the "joy" joy- bonaed
Reliance Controls Ltd., Sutherland
Sutherland
stick " controller for
for remote
remote TV
TV
camera operation, developed
developed in
in colcol- Road, London, E.17.
laboration with the B.B.C.,
B.B.C., are
are shown
shown
and a new miniature
miniature "" joystick
joystick"
"
RENDAR INSTRUMENTS (270)
(270)
controller is introduced.
itroduced.
[682 Several new components
(682
components are
are ininPye Switches Ltd., Otehall
Pve
Otehall W
Works,
arks, cluded in the display.
display. Three
Three pushpusnBurgess Hill, Sussex.
Sussex.
button switches with various
various types
types of
of
action are claimed to
to be
be among
among the
the
RADIOHM
RADIO
HM (400)
smallest marketed. · The
The body
body is
is
Several variations on normal
normal practice
practice
0.36in
and the
the switch
switch
in
diameter
and
in the potentiometer
potentiometer field
field are
are
fsin from the push
is 1
1-rein
push button
button to
to the
the
Tab-fixing
exhibited.
Tab-fi: ing types
types are
are pins.
I as. Other new products
products shown
shown are
are
produced, and for printed-board
printed-board use,
use,
double-pole
change-over
the
change-over
switch
switch
which enables
enables the
the
a bracket is shown which
for microphones with aa contact
contact resistresistpotentiometer to be soldered
soldered in
in posiposiof
about
6mD,
ance
6mO.
and
side-entry
and
side-entry
tion. A
non-conductive
spindle
can
A non-conductive spindle can
jack plugs, both
both screened
screened and
and
be obtained which is
is detachable;
detachable, ·
unscreened.
[687
[687
affording greater convenience
convenience during
during
Rendar Instruments
Instruments Ltd., Victoria
Render
Victoria
set manufacture.
[683
[683
Road,
Burgess
Hill,
Sussex.
Hill,
Sussex.
. East Grinstead Electronic
Electronic ComComponents Ltd., Imberhorne
Imberhorne Industrial
Industrial
REPRODUCERS AND AMPLIFIERS
AMPLIFIERS (212)
(212)
Estate, East Grinstead,
Grinstead, Sussex.
Sussex.
A number of completely new
new loudloudRATHDOWN INDUSTRIES (106)
(106)
speakers are introduced.
introduced.
These
These
They are showing examples
examples of
of their
their include a "" compact
" range
compact"
range with
with circirtorsion, tension and
and compression
compression cular (Bin
(3in dia) and elliptical
elliptical (6in
(6in XX 4in)
4in)
springs, which
wh :h they
they manufacture
manufacture to
to types.
Standard voice-coil
vc.ce-coil impedimpedcustomers' requirements,
requirements, together
together ances in this range are
are 3,
3, 15
15 and
and
with
v
th a comprehensive range
range of
of tag
tag 25ohms.
Modifications
Modifications to
to estabestabpanels, solder pins
pins and
and aluminium
aluminium lished
1 shed "types
types such as the
the fidelity
fidelity dual
dual
screening
screer
ng cans.
[684 cone units consist
(684
consist of
of treatment
treatment by
by
Rathdown Industries
Industr s Ltd.,
Ltd., GoodGood- plastic impregnation to
to the
the main
main
wood Works, 17 London Road,
Road, Ascot,
Ascot, cone surround and the
the provision
provision of
of
Berks.
polyurethane foam pads
pads to
to the
the edge
edge
of the supplementary
supplementary cones.
cones.
[688
[688
Reproducers and Amplifiers
Amplifiers Ltd.,
Ltd.,
Frederick
Frede
ick Street, Wolverhamp.ton.
Wolverhampton.
RESLOSOUND (ISO)
(150)
New products of this
this .. . Derritron
Derritron
company include the "" Studio"
Studio " ribribbon microphone (SRI)
(SRI) and
and the
the
extended frequency
frequency range
range ribbonribbontype VRT. Also
Alsi shown
shown are
are new
new
versions of line source loudspeakers
loudspeakers
and examples from
from the
the company's
company's
wide range of domestic
domestic and
and ""proprofessional" equipment.
[689
. [689
Reslosound Ltd., 24 Upper
Upper Brook
Brook
Street, London, W.l.
W.l.

It

Tab-fixing potentiometer
potentiometer from
from Radiohm.
Radiohm.
WIRELESS WORLD,
Wireless
World, ]UNE
June 1963
1963

Reproducers and Amplifiers wide range
range Bin
Sin
dual cone speaker.

RICHARD ALLAN RADIO (200)
(200)

· Their complete range
range of
of domestic
domestic
c ommercial loudspeakers
and ·commercial
loudspeakers is
is on
on
279

~now together with examples of their
snow
..
packaged"" hi-fi kits. Other items
ite!lls
" packaged
on· show include new short-period
short-penod
on"
process timers and a selection of
[690
audio and mains transformers. [690
Richard Allan Radio Ltd., Taylor
Street, Batley, Yorkshire.
RIVLIN INSTRUMENTS (251)
Components shown include precision
wirewound resistors, four-terminal
resistors, temperature-sensitive resistors, miniature preset potentiometers
and resistance standards. Of particular interest are the low-value resistors
of the four-terminal type. This form
of construction is . used to reduce
terminal resistance to maintain accurmanuf8ctured range
acy. The values manufactured
O.OOHl to lOOH.
IOOD.
[691
from 0.0010
Rivlin Instruments Ltd., Doman
Road, Camberley, Surrey.
. ROLA CELESTION (230)
A representative selection of their
the~r
comprehensive ranges of domestic
corumercial loudspeakers are on
and conunercial
show. New models include speakers
in the 33 to 4in range, specially
to meet the requirements
designed to
" handbag " transistor
of the latest "handbag"
receivers, and at the other end of the
scale 12in to !Sin
15in models, for electronic organ and guitar amplifier
manufacturers. Features of the !Sin
15in
model include a 2in diameter voice
[692
coil and a ceramic magnet.
Fen·y Works,
Rola Celestion Ltd., Ferry
Thames Ditton, Surrey.

SGS-FAIRCHILD (494)
Five display sections covering micrologic integrated circuits, planar
transistors, diodes, special products
(including multi-chip devices) and a
full selection of literature are on
show.
[696
SGS-Fairchild Ltd., . Stonefield
Way, Victoria Road, South Ruislip,
A1iddx.
Aliddx.
S.T.C. (162)
The six divisions of the components
group of S.T.C. are showing a number of new products at this year's
show, including the Ministac
Minista,c technique of assembling conventional and
miniature components to give high
packinq; ·density.
packing
density. New items in the
semiconductor field include a range
of Miniflake caseless planar epitaxial
silicon transistors, germanium .power
transistors dissipating up to 40 watts,
and silicon avalanche rectifiers. Other
newly developed items include silicon solar cells and silicon controlled
whkh are on show for the
rectifiers, which
first time. S.T.C. are demonstrating
a new light-emitting gallium arsenide
diode and details of their laser experiments are available. Other items of
interest include a range of thin film
circuits, a new travelling-wave tube,
a ceramic-enveloped hydrogen thyratron, a range of crystals, filters and
frequency standards, and samples
of their Permalloy and Stanferite
magnetic materials and recording
heads.
[710
& Cables
Standard Telephones &
Ltd., Connaught House, 63 Aldwych,
London, W.C.2.

ROSS, COURTNEY (481)
terminals- and closing
clQsing tools,
Wire end terminals
solder tags, eyelets and crimping terSALFORD (161)
minals which include their new range
"Sta-Kon"
of "
Sta-Kon" pressure terminals Included on the stand are quartz
with hand and power operated in- crystal units, ferrite components,
stalling tools are on show. Other miniature polystyrene capacitors and
items on show include pillar ter- a number of thermoelectric comminals, brass and copper cable soc- ponents. In addition to components,
kets, steel cable clips, nylon cable · a number of multirange test sets are
straps and ties, and grounding exhibited.
[697
sheath connectors.
.
[693
Salford Electrical Instruments Ltd.,
Ross, Courtney and Co. Ltd., Ash- Peel Works, Silk Street, Salford 3.
brook Road, London, N.19.
N.l9.
SALTER (365)
ROYAL WORCESTER (104)
Newly developed spring fasteners for
A comprehensive range of ceramic use in radio and electronic equipment
components
manufactured
from are shown in situ on parts loaned by
" Regalox " and · "Electrox"
" Electrox " alumina other manufacturers. Examples of
bodies are on display together with their range of retaining rings, includexamples of the recently introduced ing " E " and " Crescent"
Crescent " rings, are
pure alumina manufactured under also shown.
[[698
698
the trade name of ""Nobalox."
Nobalox." [694
Geo. Salter &
& .Co. Ltd., West
Worcester
Royal
Industrial Bromwich, Staffs.
Ceramics
Ceramics Ltd., Tonyrefail, Glam.
Glom.
SANDERS ELECTRONICS (281)
RUSTRAK INSTRUMENTS (411)
A cross-section of their wide range of
They are exhibiting their range of microwave components, suitable for
miniaturized recording output use in measuring systems, is on dismeters. Eleven chart speeds ranging play. They have several items of
from £t to 60in per hour are available equipment working, including their
with their standard instruments and new sensitive microwave power
special instruments with speeds up to meter, restyled Mk. Ill
III v.s.w.r. indi450in per
pet hour are also available. cator and Mk. IV low-voltage klysNew instruments -include
include a controller tron power unit.
Among the
recorder, a two point recorder and a industrial electronics exhibits, which
wattmeter recorder.
[695 · include servo modules,
modules; magnetic
Rustrak Instruments, The Hyde, proximity switches, magnetic to
Brighton 7, Sussex.
transistor logic converters, there is a
280

working demonstration of a low
ripple constant voltage source using
The
a S.C.R. power amplifier.
audio division of Sanders is showing
the '62 battery-operated 33/45 r.p.m.
chang~r
record changer
unit.
Stevenage
this ·
Relays Ltd. are represented on this
stand.
[699
W. H. Sanders (Electronics) Ltd.,
Gunnels Wood Road, Stevenage, .
Herts.
SCOTT & CO. (402)
This company, which specializes in
the production of laminations and
cores, is offering three new grades of
of
electrical steels for "stampings—Stan·~tampings-Stan
Dynis 32 and 27 and Extra 200. All
are
of low-carbon (non-silicon)
grades. Stampings in the first two are
recommended for fractional horsepower motors. Scotts now provide
epoxy coated toroidal and bobbin
[700
cores.
Geo. L. Scott &
& Co. Ltd., Cromwell Road, Ellesmere Port, Cheshire.
Cheshire .

SEALECTRO (486)
In addition to the .range
range of Sealectro
connectors and terminals, the new
so:ket is
" Cloverleaf" ·. junction socket
demonstrated. This is part of the
press-fit range, and is intended to
enable dip-soldering to bebe · carried
out when metal chassis are used. ·
The
Sealectroboard
programme
board is now developed into a system
and is demonstrated.
[701
f701
Sealectro Corporation, Hersharn
H ersham
Factory Estate, Walton-on-Thames,
Surrey.
SELLOTAPE (452)
Sellotape Products are showing their
current range of tapes. Items of particular interest include their
theh copperclad polyester film, new extra thin
polyester tape (0.0005in) and new
conductive aluminium foil tape.
Other items on show include poly- ·
thene electrical tapes and creped
tapes .
paper electrical tapes.
[702
Sellotape Products Ltd., Sellotape
House, 54-58 High Street, Edgware,
Middx.
SIFAM (405)
(4G5)
Electrical measuring instruments up
to 4|in
4tin body diameter in round,
square and rectangular cases are
shown. These include volume level
indicators, time meters, decibel
meters and relay switchboard instruments.
In the pyrometric field,
panel-mounted indicators from 2in to
6in body diameters and differing
scale sizes are exhibited. The new
products are a Sin edgewise indicator, and ranges of electrical measuring instruments with new styling
("
Harmony " and ""Clarity").
Clarity ").
[703
("Harmony"
Sifam Electrical Instrument Co.
Ltd., Woodland Road, Torquay,
Devon.
i=. D. (490)
SIMS, f.
Examples of Sims · insulated highhi&hconductivity copper wires and strips
stnps
(Continued on page 281)
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QUARTZ STABILITY
QUARTZ

Sl

ABILirr

CRYSTA
L OVENS
CRYSTAL
OVENS
The
Marconi 'change of state'
he Marcon
state' oven
oven employs
employs no
no thermomet
thermometer
er
switc.h
switch and
and has
has a switching differential
differential of
of 0.0014°C.
0.0014oC.
Orthodox crystal
Orthodox
crystal ovens, using thermostat
thermostats
or thermomet
thermometer
s or
er
switches,
switches, are available where
where wider
wider temperatur
temperature
variations
e variations
are
acceptable
are acceptable..

CRYSTA
L FILTERS
CRYSTAL
FILTERS
Standard crystal
Standard
crystal filters
filters with
with SSB
SSB or
or bandpass
bandpass characteris
characteristics
tics
are available
available for 100 kc/
are
kc/s
operation, and
and I.Uf.
filters for
for 455
455 kc/s.
kc/s.
s operation,
F. filters
Many
special filters are available
Many special
available for
for frequencies
frequencies up
up to
to
20 Mc/s; and new designs can
20
can be
be produced
produced to
to meet
meet
specific
specific requiremen
requirements.
ts .
Th
e Specialized Components
The
Componenis Catalogue
Catalogue lists
lists over
over 110
110 Marcon
Marconi
i
Components
Components,, the design and manufacture
manufacture of
of which
which is
is undertaken
undertaken only
only
when no suitable alternative is
is available,
available, and
and in
in almost
almost every
every case
case
Marconi components are designed
designed {or
for higher
higher performance
performance and
and are
are
made to closer tolerance than
than any
any available
available alternative.
alternative.

MA RCO NI
MARCONI

SPECIA
LIZED COMPO
SPECIALIZED
COMPONENTS
NENTS
Please address your
your enquiries to:
to: SPECIALI
SPECiAi-iZEO
COMPONENTS
DIVISION
ZED COMPONEN
TS DIVISION
MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAP
TELEGRAPH.
COMPANY LIMITED,
LIMITED, CHELMSFO
CHELMSFORD,
ESSEX, ENGLAND
ENGLAND
H COMPANY
RD, ESSEX;
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PANEL METERS

ETERS

PANEL

maximum
and maximum
readability and
easy readability
design, easy
meter design,
panel meter
compact panel
Take aa compact,
to see
METERS to
VISTA
TAYLOR VIS
new TAYLOR
the new
take the
short, take
performanc~-in short,
performance,—in
A ....METERS
see
incorrange incorVista range
The Vista
be. The
can be.
panel reading
precise panel
clear precise
how clear
just how
reading can
reputation
their hhigh
porates all the features thai
gh reputation
that have given Taylor Meters their
shock-proof
the shock-proof
pivots, the
diameter pivots,
large diameter
the large
sensitivity: the
and sensitivity:
reliability and
for reliability
of
and, of
durability and,
incredible durability
springs of
hair springs
the hair
bearings, the
sapphire bearings,
of incredible
have
that have
movements-fac tors that
pole movements—factors
centre pole
developed centre
highly
course, the hi;
ily developed
meters.
finest meters.
world's finest
the world's
of the
some of
produce some
enabled Taylor to produce
enaoled
VISTA
TAYLOR

MINI

EDGEWISE
EDGEWISE

designed
specially designed
•.1eters specially
i.ieters

for
for

compact
compact

fit
meters fit
tiny meters
These tiny
counts. These
inch counts.
every inch
equipm~nt where every
electronic equipment
Yet
machine. Yet
cigarette machine.
into aa cigarette
slips into
half-crown slips
as aa half-crown
into
Into place as neatly as
that
features that
performance
high pe
the high
all the
have all
Meters have
Mini Meters
these new Mini
formanee features
pole
centre pole
shielded centre
famous :-magnetically shielded
make Taylor Instruments famous;—magnetically
maximum
microamps: maximum
SO microamps:
from 50
sensitivities from
of sensitivities
movement: wide range of
masterare masterMeters are
Taylor Meters
These Taylor
space ~ These
panel space.
readability in minimum panel
pieces in miniature.

M

M

M.

MINI—EDGEWISE
MINI-EDGEWISE

INSTRUMENTS

^INSTRUMENTS

is
price, is
low price,
at aa low
performance at
high performance
for high
·. The TAYLOR 127A., unequalled for
field.
in :its
equipment in
of equipment
piece of
finest piece
the finest
recoj
lised throu
hout industry as the
ts field.
throughout
recognised
D.C.
o.p.v. D.C.
20,000 o.p.v.
of 20,000
sensitivity of
has aa sensitivity
lb., has
only iI lb.,
The instrument, weighing only
The
easily
as easily
pocket as
the pocket
into the
slips into
it slips
megohms-yet it
and resistance ranges up to 20 megohms—yet
of
overloads of
take overloads
can take
bakelite, can
shock-proof bakelite,
in shock-proof
cased in
A., cased
as a wallet. The 127
I27A.,
internal
own internal
its own
with its
meter with
range meter
26 range
tough-as-they-c ome, 26
up to 10,000%. This tough-as-they-come,
~ ).
G.P.O
the G
by the
(adopted by
batteries is ideal for bench and field work (adopted
P.O.).
127A

an
with an
I 00 A.
MULTI METER 100
achievement:- the MULTIMETER
Another unique TAYLOR achievement:—the
A. with
world.
the world.
in the
sensitive in
most sensitive
· the most
D.c.o.p.v. D.C.—the
ultra-hi
ultra-highh sensitivity of 100,000 o.p.v.
remarkable
third remarkable
and its
megohms and
of200
range of
resistance range
It has a self-contained resistance
200 megohms
ts third
device.
protection device.
overload protection
mechanical overload
feature is the newly patented mechanical
featuTe

worth
catalogues-th ey're
Taylor catalogues—they
for the
write for
data, write
the Taylor
re worth
For full technical data,
multimeters.
and mult
panel and
of panel
~II types of
having as reference for all
meters.
delivery
prompt delivery
of prompt
sure of
be sure
can be
you can
Taylor you
And when you order from Taylor
meters.
their meters.
as their
good as
as good
is as
—their service is
-their

*

on
and instruments
meters and
panel meters
Taylor panel
of Taylor
^ See the full range of
nstruments on
Show
R.E.C.M.F.
170
No.
R.E C.M.F. Show
Stand No.

SLOUGH
TAY Ll NS slough
"""", taylins
01381 •·cables!
SLOUGH 21381.
Tol' slough
ENGLAND. Tel:
TAYLOR
SLOUGH, England.
AV ., slough,
MONTROSE av.,
TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD. montrose

L"'f.../

" U?. *
'

l

11
x,
' ., £
7 ♦»
i ^'

i'i

Sifam " Clarity " meter.
meter.

a .

SUFLEX (307)
.

Press-fit junction
junction by Sealectro,
Sealectro, for
for dip-soldering.
dip-soldering.
-

are on
,insulations availavailan show. The insulations
include 'several types
types of
of enamels,
enamels,
:aable
ble include'several
and combined
combined
cotton, paper, glass, and
coverings -of
with either
either cotcotcoverings,
of enamel with
ton or glass. Other
Other products
products include
include
wires and
and insuinsuinsulated resistance wires
latea
wires.
[704
lated ·.aluminium
aluminium wife
s.
[704
.. F. D. Sims Ltd.
Ltd., Hazelhun;
Hazelhurst
W
arks, Ramsbottom, Nr.
Nr. Bury,
Bury,
Works,
:
Lanes. ,

•
Ha
^

(

SMART & BROWN (280)

Their new range of
of connectors
connectors PatPatspecification DEF.5325,
DEF.5325,
tern 104, to specification
with their
their range
range
is on show together with
of M4 connectors, to
to specification
specifi·cation
"intermateRCS.321; these are fully "intermateable." Other exhibits
exhibits include
include their
their
miniature American multipole
multipole conconnectors and coa:
coaxial
connectors. [7^8
[748
al connectors.
& Brown (Connectors) Ltd:,
Ltd:,
Smart &
North-West House, 119-127
119-127 MaryleMaryleNqrth-West
bo.
ne Road, London, N.UJ'.l.
N.W.l.
bdne
SMITH, S., & SONS (319)

High-alumina
ceramics are
are featured
featured
High-alurr na ceramics
this year with a comprehensive
comprehensive range
range
of K.L.G. plain and sealed
sealed terminals,
terminals,
stand-offs. They
They are
are
bushings and stand-offs.
the applications
applications of
of
also showing the
valve enveenvemetallized Lodge Sintox valve
. lopes, which provide
pro\:ide qquicker
heat
acker heat
conventional
dissipation than the conventional
glass envelopes.
(705
[705
S. Smith &
& Sons (England)
(England) Ltd.,
Ltd.,
Road, Rugby,
RzAgby, WarwickWarwickSt. Peter's Road,
shire.
shire.
SOUTH LONDON ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT (453)

Micro spot welding apparatus
apparatus capacapawires down
down to
to
ble of welding wires
O.OOOSin diameter and
and sheet
sheet O.OOOlin
O.OOOlin
G.0005in
together with
with
thickness is on show together
general-purpose welding
welding equipment.
equipment.
equipment
show includes
includes
Other eqi
pment on show
low-temperature refrigerator
refrigerator and
and clicliand high
high
cabinets, and
matic simulation cabinets,
vacuum ovens.
ovens .
[706
[706
South London Electrical
Electrical EquipEquipment Co. Ltd.,
Ltd._, Lanier
Lanier Works, Hither
Hither
Green Lane, London, 5.F.13.
S.E.l3.
SPEAR ENGINEERING (215)
(215)

The company's complete
complete. range
range of
of
manufacturing and servicing
servicing aids,
aids, inin•. ciuding
eluding pin aligning tools,
tools, wiring
wiring jigs
jigs,
du mal shunt clamps and
and trimming
trimming
thermal
toois, is displayed, together
tools,
together with
with aa
variety of plugs and sockets.
sockets. New
New
WIRBLESS World,
WORLD, June
]UNE 1963
1963
Wireless

STOCKQ (322)
STOCKO

I hey are displaying their
They
their standard
standard
ranges off eyelets, tags
tags and
and end
end caps.
caps.
"show include
Other Stocko items on
ori ·'Show
include
a representative selection
selection of
of small
small
including
steel precision pressings,
pressings, including
bandolier form.
form.
[712
pressings in bandolier
[712
Stocko
(Metal
Works)
Ltd.,
Ltd.,
Queensway, Ponders
Ponders End,
End, Enfield,
Enfield,
Middx.

Suflex 30V plastic film
film capacitors.
capacitors.
items
include printed
printed circuit
circuit servr
servici ems mclude
ing racks.
[707
[707
Co. Ltd.,
Ltd.;
Spear Engineering Co.
Rd., Warlingham,
W arlingham, Surrey.
Surrey.
Limpsfield Rd..
STABILITY CAPACITORS (257)
the display
display is
is aa
The main feature of the
range of components
components intended
intended for
for
tuners. A
A notable
notable
u.h.f. television tuners.
example is a pi-section
pi-section filter
filter feedfeedprovides greater
greater
through unit, which provides
attenuation than aa single
single feedfeedthrough capacitor over the
the whole
whole
necessary inductinductu .h.f. band. The necessary
u.h.f.
ance is achieved with the
the help
help of
of aa
ferrite
Ceramic, silvered-mica
silvered-mica
ferr' e bead. Ceramic,
and polyester capacitors are
are shown,
shown,
range.
[708
including
including a new 400V range.
[708
Stability
Ltd., Crane*
Cranes
Stab, ity Capacitors Ltd.,
Essex.
Farm Road, Basildon, Essex.

Items from the range
range of
of insulating
insulating
and capacitors
capacitors
sleeves, lacing cords and
Sleeving in
in glass,
glass,
are displayed.
Sleeving
Terylene, rayon, etc.,
etc., is
is provided
provided
;h a vai
iety of finishes,
with
variety
finishes, an
an example
example
Pe: glas ", which
which is
is aa plastic
plastic
being ""Periglas
braid.
There is
is also
also aa ·
coated glass br
d, There
rrnge of single and
range
and double-ended
double-ended
capacitors includes
includes the
the
plastic film capacitors
new 30-V series of
of polystyrene
polystyrene capacapawith
values up
up to
to 0.01y.F.
0.01,uF. [713
[713
citors w
h values
Sufiex
Bilton House,
House, 54-58,
54-58,
Suflex Ltd., EUton
Uxbridge
W .5.
Uxb, idge Road, London, W.S.
COMPONENTS (105)
( lOS)
SURREY STEEL COMPONENTS

Sheet metal work for the
the electronics
electronics
1 and radio industries
industries includes
includes chassis,
chassis,
P metal cases and many
many types
types of
of press
press-transformer clamps
clamps and
and
j work such as transformer
shrouds.
[714
shrouds.
[714
Surrey Steel Components
Components Ltd.,
Ltd.,
Trinity Road, Richmond,
Richmond, Surrey.
Surrey.
SYLVANIA·THORN
(152)
SYLVANIA-THORN (152)

Sylvania-Thorn are sharing
sharing the
the
Thorn-AEI stand, and are
are showing
showing
range of
of highhigha selection from their range
sensitivity
post-deflection
spiral
post-deflection
An
accelerator oscilloscope
oscilloscope tubes.
tubes. An
is the
the 4-inch
4-inch
interesting example is
double-gun SE4/2B which,
which, in
in addiaddition to small spot size
size (0.4mm),
(0.4mm), proprovides for anode modulation
modulation or
or beam
beam
potential, and
and elecelecblanking at anode potential^
alignment.
[715
trostatic beam alignment.
[715
Sylvania--Thorn
Thorn Colour Television
Television
Sylvani
Laboratories Ltd., Gt.
Gt. Cambridge
Cambridge
Middx.
Road, Enfield, Middx.
T.C.C. (264).

- ' '

STEATITE & PORCELAIN
PRODUCTS (155)

A very wide range of
of capacitors,
capacitors of
of
Eleci:rolytics
all types is exhibited. '· ·Electrdlytu
s
new selection
selection of
of
are represented by aa new
pola'rized·
tantalum capacitors, ·both
both polarized
and non-polarized, some
some being
being suitsuit,;.
0
able for operation at
a~ 125
125oC
A subsub<
A
miniature
component for
for
mii
iature type of component
trans ;tor use is
is also
transistor
also shown.
shown. . High
High
insulation resistance
by
resista'p.ce _. is afforded^
affordecJ:,, ·by
the ""Metamold"
range . of
of m
metalMetamold" binge
;aldielectric. capacitors,
capaCitors,
1lized-polyester
zed-polyester dielectric
which are also
also notable
notable for
for their
their
small size.
[716
' [716
T ele
graph Condenser
T
elegrliph
C,ondenser Co.
Co. Ltd.,
Ltd.,
W.3.
North Acton, London, W.2.

pressings, extruextruLow-loss ceramic pressings,
ground products
products
sions and precision ground
the new
new materials
materials
are shown. Among the
is Alumina 961, aa 96%
96% alumina
alumina
ceramic. S. &
& P.P.
P.P. are also
alsQ showing
showing
nickel-metallized terminal
terminal
a range of nickel-metallized
seals.
[711
[711
Steatite &
& Porcelain
Porcelain Products
Products
Limited,
Bewdley Road,
Road, StourportStourportI
m'ted, Bewdley
on-Severn, Worcs.
Wares.

T.M~c: · (56)
(56)
T.M.G.
Of the various types of
of . capacitor
capacitor.
with
dielec~rics
of .papep,
papef; film
fi}m
shown, w.
h die
ctrics of
Jiaps^
foil and metallized film foil,
foi!, jje
J?erpapsh
the most interesting are
are the.
the_ paper
paper
correction types
types capable
capable1'
power-factor correction
temperature range
range
of working in the temperature
.:_
25 a to +80
+ 80ooC
C and the
the metallized
metallized
— 25°
terephthalate models.
models.
polyethylene terephthalate

STANDARD INSULATOR (202)

Moulded rubber masks
masks for c.r.
c.r. tubes
tubes
are specially featured. Other
Other items
items
natural and
and synthetic
synthetic
shown include natural
moulded rubber grommets
grommets and
and inindustrial rubber · mouldings,
mouldings, battery
battery
charging and test clips
clips and
and moulded
moulded
rubber insulating
[709
nsulating hoods.
[709
The Standard Insulator Co. Ltd.,
Ltd.,
Surrey.
Bridge Road, Camberley, Surrey

is_

281

Solid state circuit
circuit elements—oscillaelements-oscillator,
amplifier and
and dede- ·
tor, modulator, · amplifier
modulator-are also being shown
shown by
by
modulator—are
T .M.C.
T.M.C.
[717
[717
Telephone Manufacturing Co.
Co.
Ltd., Martell ·Road,
Road, West Dulzvich,
Dulwich,
S .E.21.
London, S.E.21.

Teledictor are
are also
also
is on show. . Teledictor
demonstrating a new model
model of
of their
their
comparator and
and
portable electronic comparator
flaw detector.
[723
[723
T
eledictor Ltd., Groveland
Groveland Road
Road
Teledictor
Tipton, Staffs.
TELEQUIPMENT (471)

TAYLOR (170)

their ranges
Taylor are showing their
ranges of
of
equipment and panel
panel meters.
meters.
test equipment
Among the new items there
there is
is aa rear
rear
mounting panel meter.
This
This is
is
known as the Model 55,
55, has
has aa 4in
4in
scale and is available with
with aa SO/aA
50,uA
movement.
[719
[719
Taylor Electrical Instruments
Instruments Ltd.,
Ltd.,
Montrose Avenue, Slough,
Slough; Bucks.
Bucks.
. TECHNOGRAPH (459)
the new
new developdevelopIncluded among the
oircuit ·motor
ments are a ·printed
printed circuit
motor
and multi-layer circuits. These
These latter
latter
alternate layers
items consist of alternate
layers of
of
insulated material and conductor
conductor patpatconnections
terns with inter-circuit connections
·made
plated through
through the
made by holes plated
the
Other printed
circuit where required. Other
printed
and etched-foil exhibits include
include preprecision resistors, strain gauges,
gauges, inducinductors, thermal de-icing
de-icing elements,
elements,
temperature sensing
switches . and temperature
sensing
elements.
[720
[720
Technograph Electronic Products
Products
Ltd., Fleet, Aldershot,
Aldershot, Hants.
Hants.
I NDUSTR IAL PRINTERS
TECTONIC INDUSTRIAL
PRI NTERS
(362)
All the processes
processes of printed
printed circuit
circuit
production,
including
including protective
protective
illustrated together
treatments, are illustrated
together
with examples of the applications
applications of
of
flexbile circuits.
[721
[721
Tectanic
Printers Ltd.,
Tectonic Industrial Printers
Ltd.,
Cirtec Works, Oxford Road,
Road, WakWokingham,
ing
ham, Berks.

TELCON (159)

The Telcon Metals group
group of
of comcomthis stand.
stand. Telpanies are sharing this
Tel'con
con Metals are showing examples
examples of
of
permeability magmagits range of high permeability
thermostatic bi-metals
netic alloys, thermostatic
bi-metals
and beryllium copper. Examples
Examples of
of
ultra-thin foil (down to 0.00015in)
0.00015in) in
in
a variety of alloys is now
now available.
available.
Electrical Alloys
Magnetic and Electrical
Alloys
specialize in laminations and
and are
are disdisplaying examples in
in various
various grades
grades
of cold reduced silicon
silicon steel
steel (oriented
(oriented
and non-oriented) and
and high
high permepermeability nickel-iron alloys.
alloys.
" Telmag " strip-wound
"Telmag"
strip-wound cores,
cores, inincluding " C"
C " cores,
cores, in
in graingrainoriented silicon iron are
are featured
featured by
by
Telcon-Magnetic Cores. Electrical
Electrical
resistance wires for all
all types
types of
of fixed
fixed
and variable resistors are
are shown
shown by
by
Temco and examples of tools
tools and
and
machinery produced by
by Toolpro
Toolpro are
are
illustrated.
[722
[722
Telcon
T
elcon Metals Ltd.,
Ltd., Manor
Manor Royal,
Royal,
Cmwley,
Crawley, Sussex.
TELED ICT OR (357)
TELEDICTOR
A representative selection
selection of
of their
their
transformers, chokes,
chokes, solenoids,
solenoids, loudloudspeakers, photoelectric
photoelectric devices,
devices, etc.,
etc.,

282

Continuing the trend towards
towards rerenew oscilloscope,
placeable units, a new
oscillo ~tope,
the D.43, is announced.
announced. · A
A 4-in
4-in
double-gun tube is used, operating
operating at
at
triggering and
4kV, and all the usual triggering
and
provided.
synchronizing modes are , provided.
Three amplifiers are available,
available, .for
for
general and specialized
specialized duties.
duties. The
The
bandwidth of
Type A possesses a bandwidth
of
15 Mc/s at lOOmV/cm,
lOOmV /em, while
while the
the
Type B is a differential-input
differential-input device
device
with a common-mode rejection ratio
ratio
of 80dB. Type C,
C, Intended
intended for
for
acoustic and recording work,
work, proprovides a sensitivity of
of 100/xV/cm
lOO,uV /em from
from
3c/s
[724
3cjs to 75kc/s.
[724
T
elequipment Ltd.,
Ltd., Chase Road,
Road,
Telequipment
Southgate, London, N.14.
N .l4.
TELERECTION (271)

Scaled-down versions of Telerection's
Telerection's
aerial arrays for Bands
Bands I,
I, II,
II, III
III and
and
IV, correct in every
every detail,
detail, are
are disdisplayed. In the u.h.f.
u .h.f. range
range they
they are
are
showing a 12- and 24-element
24-element plane
plane
grid Yagi's and a corner
corner reflector
reflector
type with bow-tie dipoles.
dipoles . These
These
three aerials are shown in their
their polypolythene cocooning, which Telerection
Telerection
feel to be essential
essential for maintaining
maintaining
efficient u.h.f. reception.
reception. Their
Their new
new
car aerial range is also on
on show.
show. [725
[725
Telerection Ltd.,
Ltd., Antenna
Antenna Works,
Lynch Lane, Weymouth, Dorset.
Dorset.
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS (303)
They are showing their
their ranges
ranges of
of
transistors, diodes and rectifiers
rectifiers totoselection of
of integrated
gether with a selection
integrated
circuits using planar
planar multi-diodes
multi-diodes
and multi-transistors.
multi-transistors. Among
Among the
the
working exhibits there
there 1' is
is aa comcommunications link using aa Texas
Texas
SNXlOO
SNX100 gallium arsenide infra-red
infra-red
binary-to-decimal decoding
diode, a binary-to-decimal
decoding
matrix, a transistorized
u·ansistorized closed-circuit
closed-circuit
television network, and
and aa television
television
tuner using a Texas
Texas germanium
germanium
mesa transistor.
[726
[726
Texas Instruments Ltd.,
Ltd., Manton
Manton
Lane, Bedford.
THERM IONIC PRODUCTS (278)
THERMIONIC
The Thermionic
TDR4 four-speed
Therm~onic ·TDR4
tape transport
tr!lnsport and Thermionic
Thermionic TLS2
TLS2
loop store are on show. Other
Other items
items
of interest · ·include
include ·a
a range
range of
of
recording heads
heads
multi-track magnetic recording
together with direct and
and f.m.
f.m. carcarrier modules . for -. · instrumentation
instrumentation
recorders.
[727
[727
Thermionic Products
Products (Electronics)
Ltd., Hythe, Southampton, Hants.
Hants.
THORN-A.E.I . (152)
THORN-A.E.I.
Three valve and c.r.t. brand
brand names—
namesBrimar, Mazda, and Ediswan—are
Ediswan-are
to be seen on this stand.
stand. Of
Of special
special
Brimar valves
interest among the Brimar
valves are
are

the ECC 807, a low-noise doubledoubletrio:ie with " the highest
highest mu
triode
mu in
in the
the
E88CC, aa " special
special
world," and the E88CC,
quality"" double triode with
quality
with low
low cathcathode interface impedance.
impedance. Mazda's
Mazda's
new TV valve 30C18
30C18 (PCF805),
(PCFSOS),
which was introduced at
at this
this year's
year's
Components Show
Show in
International Components
in
Paris, is a triode frame-grid
frame-grid variablevariablemu pentode for use mainly
mainly as
as aa v.h.f.
v.h.f.
frequency changer, but
hut itit can
can serve
serve aa
in a u.h.f.
u.h.f. receiver
double purpose in
receiver as
as
an extra ii.
i.f. · stage
stage when
when the
the u.h.f.
u.h.f.
tuner is in use. Mazda
lvlazda are
are also
alw showshowing their 19- and 23-in
23-in all-glass
all-glass twintwinpanel c.r. tubes.
tubes. The
The Ediswan
Edi swan trade
trade
name is used solely overseas
overseas in
in place
place
of Mazda.
[728
.
·
[728
Thorn A.E.I.
A .E.I. Radio.
Radio . Valves
Val?;es &
&
Tubes Ltd.,
Ltd., 155 Charing Cross
Cross Road,
Road,
London, W.C.2.
W.C.2 .
·
THORN ELECTRICAL (171)
th e use
use of electroluminExamples of the
electroluminescent.
~scent materials
materials for
fo r the
the lighting
lighting of
of
instrument
m strument panels
panel s and for
for clock
clock faces,
faces,
telephone dials,
dials, switch surrounds,
surrounds,
etc.,
etc., are on show.
show. Other
Other items
items on
on
di splay include aa representative
display
representative range
range
of connectors, relays, tantalum
tantalum capacapa[729
citors, and indicator lamps.
lamps.
l729
Thorn Electrical
Electrical Industries
I ndustries Ltd.,
Ltd.
Gt.
Cambridge
Enfeld,
Cambridge Road,
R oad
En r;cla'
Middx.
'
'' '
(278 )
TRUVOX (278)
In addition to the ""S
Series
eries 80
80 "" tape
taoe
decks and units,
Data
units, the
th e new
new ""Da.ta
Decks"
Decks " are shown. All
All decks
decks are
are
push-button controlled and
and suitable
suitable
for horizontal or
or vertical
vertical operation.
operation.
Replay pre-amplifiers and
and record
record
amplifiers with integral
integral erase,
erase, bias
bias
and power supplv
supply are available
available for
for
the "Series
[730
" Series 80 ""decks.
" decks .
[730
Truvox Ltd.,
Ltd., Neasden
N easden Lane,
Lane, LonLondon, N.W.10.
N .W.lO.
TUCKER EYELET (211)

A representative selection
selection of
of the
the comcompany's
pany' s wide range of eyelets,
eyelets, solder
solder
tags, washers and other metal
metal presspressings .is_
is displayed. A
A new
riew range
range of
of
aluminium cans for subminiature
alummmm
subminiature
electrolyti-c capacitors has
electrolytic
has been
been introintroduced.
In addition to
duce~.
to supplying
supplying
machinery
machmery for the insertion
insertion of
of their
their
own products
products in equipment
equipment the
the comcompany has also developed machines
machines for
for
the insertion of components
components into
irito
board s.
printed wiring boards.
[731
·
[731
Geo. Tucker Eyelet Co. Ltd.,
Ltd., WalWalsall Road,
Road, Birmingham,
Birminghmh, 22B.
22B.
20TH CENTURY ELECTRONICS
ELECTRONIC "i (112
(112
Exhibits include
inelude an ultrasonic
ultrasonic camera
camera
radiation detectube and solid state .radiation
detectors suitable for contamination
contamination monimonitoring, low · background
background counting,
counting,
alpha particle and proton
proton · spectrospectroscopy, and charged . particle
particle mass
mass
identification. Vidicon
identification.
Vidicon camera
camera tubes,
tubes,
storage
sto.rage tubes and aa pulse
pul se height
height
analyser Model .1363D
,1363D (a
(a 100-channel
100-channel
instrument) are also
[732
also shown.
shown.
[732
20th Century Electronics Ltd.,
Ltd.,
Centronics Works,
Cer:tronics
Work s, King
King Henry's
Henry's
Drive,
Dnve, New Addington,
Addington, Surrey.
Surrey.
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(404)
UNION CARBIDE (404)
comprehensive selection
selection of
of solid
solid
A comprehensive
and non-polar
tantalum polar and
non-polar capacicapacitors are on show.
show. Other
Other exhibits
exhibits inir.J.clude their standard
standard range
range of
of Variuir
Vaiium
··
·
[733
getters.
[733
Union Carbide
Cat·bide Ltd.,
Ltd., Kemet
Kemet DiviDiviStreet, London,
London, W.\.
W.l.
sion, 8 Grafton Street,
T
VACTITE
VACTI
E (214)
_
(Vacrom) _and
and cuprocuproNickel-chrome (Vacrom)
n_ickel (Eureka) resistance
nickel
resistance wires,
Wires,
and tapes
tapes are
are on
on show
show with
with
strands and
Vaoctite
range of
of ·molybdenum
molybdenum
the V
ac te range.
wires and tapes.
tapes.
[734
rods, wires,
[734
Vactite Wire Co.
Co. Ltd.,
Ltd., Linacre
Linacre
Bootle 20, Lanes.
Lane, Bootle
Lanes.

VENNER (476)
all-transistor portable
portable frefreA new all-transistor
quency meter with
with aa range
range up
up to
to
1.1 Mc/s is displayed
displayed with
with their
their
standard range of
of equipment,
equipment, which
which
measuring equipequipincludes frequency measuring
ment, printers,
printers, aa digital
digital voltmeter,
voltmeter,
and aa variable
variable rise
rise time
time
digital clock, and
pulse generator.
'
[735
[735
Venner Electron
Electronics
Ltd., Kingston
Kingston
xs Ltd.,
Malden, Surrey.
By-Pass, New Maiden,
Surrey.
VERO ELECTRONICSELECTRONICS- (364)
(364)
"Veroboard" system
system of
of circuit
circuit
The "Veroboard"
. wiring is illustrated
illustrated on
on this
this stand
stand totoaccessories such
gether with accessories
such as
as
assembly stands and
and pin-inserting
pin-inserting
units for
for 19in
19in
tools. ""Verorack"
Verorack" units
up to
to 28
28 cards,
cards are
are
cabinets, holding up
also shown.
[736
[736
Vera
Ltd., South
South Mill
Mill
Vero Electronics Ltd.,
Park, Southampton,
Southampton,
Road, Regent's Park,
Hants . '·
Hants.
WANDLESIDE (176)
WANDLESIOE
The three cable companies
companies in
in the
the
Wand~eside Group
Group are
Wand(eside
are exhibiting
exhibiting
this stand,
jointly on this
stand, and
and are
are disdisplaying
comprehensive range
play
ig a comprehensive
range of
of
cables, insulated
insulated in
in rubrul::lwires and cables,
ber, p.v.^.,
p.v.c., H
Hitem,
and p.t.f.e.
p.t.f.e. · [737
[737
em, and
Ltd., 106
106
Wandleside Cable Works Ltd.,
Garratt Lane,
Lane, London,
London, 5.1F.18.S.W.l8 ..

WEGO CONDENSER (252)
(252)
their■ range
range of
of lowlowExamples of the
for rapid
rapid disdisinductance capacitors, for
applicati·ons, are
are on
on show
show with
with
charge applications,

oscilloscope
Double-gun Telequipment oscilloscope
Type D.43. Plug-in amplifiers
amplifiers are
are used.
used.
WIRELESS World,
WoRLD , June
JUNE 1963
1963
Wireless

comprehensive select'
selection
of their
their
a comprehensive
in of
mica, paper,
paper, and
and plastic
plastic
ranges of mica,
film capacitors.
[738
(738
Wego Condenser Co. Ltd.,
Ltd., BideBidePerivale, Middx.
Middx.
ford Avenue, Perivale,

scanning coils,
coils, scanning
coils, oscillators
oscillators and
and
amplifiers. The
The company
company are
are
audio amplifiers.
showing a wide
also showing
wide variety
variety of
of mismiscomponents, printed
cellaneous components,
printed circircuits and moulded parts
parts and
and aa selecselection · of test and
tioB
and measuring
measuring equipequipment.
[742
[742
Whiteley Electrical Radio
Radio Co.
Co. Ltd.,
Ltd.,
Victoria Street, Mansfield,
Mansfield, Notts.
Notts .

WELWYN (255)
their well-known
well-known range
In addition to their
range
potentiometers Welof resistors and potentiometers
Welmetal film
film resistors
wyn are showing metal
resistors
and a range of
of integrated
integrated networks
networks WINGROVE AND
AND
ROGERS
(276)
ROGERS
(276)
on ceramic
ceramic substrates.
of components on
substrates. Polar gang capacitors
capacitors are.
are. the
the main
main
to their
their normal
Other additions to
normal exhibit. Praci.
Practically
;ally all
all the
the ganged
ganged
include aa series
series of
of moulded
moulded varieties shown can be supplied with
ranges include
can be supplied with
insulated
high-stability carbon
carbon resisresis- gear and pinion drive.
nsulated high-stability
drive. A
A miniature
miniature
of "" Metox
Metox " power
tors and a range of
power - air-dielectf
air-dielectricc variable
variable capacitor
capacitor less
less
oxide resistors.
[739
resistors .
(739 than h
lina cube
cube may
may be
be examined.
examined.
Electric Ltd.,
Ltd., Bedlington,
Bedlington, This
Welwyn Electric
with the
the .77 gang
gang types
types
This contrasts with
N orthu1nberland.
Northumberland.
manufactured
for communications
communications
mar
lactured for
equipment. Some
Some new
new trimmers
trimmers of
of
WESTINGHOUSE
WESTING
HO USE (305)
the
compression
.
type
are
shown.
type
are
shown.
The exhibit consists
consists of
of examples
examples from
Thie
from
for printed
printed board
board
semiconductors and
the range of semiconductors
and These are designed for
Other exhibits
exhibits include
include
selenium devices.
devices. An
An illuminated
illuminated mounting. Other
pinion drives,
cyclic ball
drives, ep
epicyclic
ball
is used
used to
to demonstrate
demonstrate gear and pinion
display panel is
terminal
drives,
terminal
strips
and
stand-off
strips
and
stand-off
silicon controlled
controlled rectifiers,
the use of silicon
rectifiers,
insulators.
[7 43
[743
controllers and drivers
drivers in
in complete
complete insulators.'
Wingrove and Rogers
R ogers Ltd.,
Ltd., DomDamThe display
display itself
itself
control systems. The
Mill Lane,
Lane, Liverpool
Liverpool 13.
13.
SCR-controlled. Si
Silicon
diodes ville Road, Mill
is SCR-controlled.
con diodes
inverse ratings
ratings of
of up
up to
to ·
with peak inverse
WIRE PRODUCTS (103)
(103)
1800 volts are to
to be
be seen,
seen, together
together
They
are
showing
a
comprehensive
a
comprehensive
with
crystal-aligned selenium
selenium rectiv "th crystal-aligned
recti·of precision
precision pins,
pins, cut
cut wires
wires and
and
applications where
where high*
high\' range -of
fiers for applications
special rivets together
together with
with glass-toglass-topower /volume ratios,
ratios, high
high current
power/volume
current special
hermeti·c seals.
seals. Wire
Wire Products
Products
densities and high
high temperatures
temperatures are
are metal hermetic
cap and
and lead
lead assemassemneeded.
[740
[740 also manufacture cap
resistor trade.
trade.
[744
[744
Westinghouse Brake
Brake and
and Signal
Signal blies for the resistor
Wire Products,
Products and
and Mach'
Machine
Dete DeCo. Ltd.,
Ltd., 82 York Way, London,
London, N.l.
N .l.
Kingsbw·y Works,
Works, Bridge
Bridge
sign Ltd., Kingsbury
Haywards Heath,
WEYMOUTH RADIO .(261)
(261)
Road, Haywdrds
Heath, Sussex.
Sussex.
In addition to the
the standard
standard rangt
range of
of
WODEN (302)
Weyrad components
components they
they have
have introintrocomprehensive range
range of
of high
high
show aa series
series of
of ·10.7
10.7 Their comprehensive
duced at the show
quality
transformers and
:y transformers
and chokes
chokes are
are
Me/ s i.f. transformers
transformers and
and aa trantran- qua
Mc/s
display. Features
Features of
of the
the display
display
sistor i.f. strip
strip incorporating
incorporating these.
these. on display.
cast-resin and
and hermetically
hermetically
A printed circuit
circuit transistor
transistor receiver
receiver include cast-resii.
components using
using " C"
C" and
and
developed to
to facilifacili- sealed components
chassis has been developed
cores. Other
Other Woden
Woden proprotate the production
production of
of sets
sets in
in overover- toroidal cores.
precision relays
relays and
and
seas countries.
countries.
[741 ducts include precision
[741
[745
[745
Weymouth Radio Mfg.
Mfg. Co.
Co. Ltd.,
Ltd., torque-motors.
Woden Transformer
Transformer Co.
Co. Ltd.,
Ltd.,
Factory, . Weymouth, Dorset.
Regent Factory,.
Dorset.
Street, Bilston,
Oxford Street,
Bilston, Staffs.
Staffs.
WHITELEY (173)
WOLSEY ELECTRONICS (216)
(216)
known for
for their
their Stentorian
Stentorian
Well known
range of
of induct
inductive
outlet
'e outlet
associated equiploudspeakers and associated
equip- Their new range
units and
and associated
associated splitter
splitter
featuring
ment, Whiteley are featui
ig epoxyepoxy- boxes, tee units
and TV
TV distribution
polythene encapsulated
distribution
encapsulated units for sound and
resin and polythene
on show
show together
together with
sub-'assemblies, inwith
in- systems are on
components and sub-assemblies,
cluding e.h.t. transformers,
of resistive
resistive units.
units. The
transformers, search
The
search their range of
of aerials
aerials for
for Bands
Bands
Wolsey range of
distribution amplifiers
amplifiers for
for
I-V and distribution
Bands I-TTI
I-III are also
also on
on show.
show. [746
[746
Wolsey
Electronics Ltd.,
Ltd., North
North
Wolsey Electronics
West House, 119/127
119/127 Marylebone
Marylebone
Road, London, N.W.I.
N .W.l.

Wingrove and Rogers
Rogers C7922
C7922
gang capacitor.

ZEN ITH ELECTRIC (282)
(282)
ZENITH
of Variac
Variac trtransformers,
Their range of
isformers,
wirewound vitreous
Ceramite wirewound
vitreous emembedded resistors are
are on
on show
show together
together
new range
range of
of Zenohm
Zenohm
with their new
rotary vitreous
vitreous enamelled
enamelled poten
potentiorotary
'oOther Zenith
Zenith products
products ininmeters. Other
rheostats, insulation
insulation
clude adjustable rheostats,
equipment and
and phase
phase
flash testing equipment
transformers.
[7 4 7
shifting transformers.
[747
Zenith Electric
Electric Co.
Co. Ltd.,
Ltd., Zei
Zenith
ith
Road, Willesden
Willesden
Works, Villiers Road,
Green, London, N.W.2.
N.W.2.
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News from ·Industry
News

from

Industry

NaviAgreement.-The Decca NaviAnglo-American Loran Agreement.—-The
United
the United
of the
gator Company and the Norden Division of
associated
be associated
to be
are to
Aircraft Corporation of America, are
navigation
of navigation
in the development and manufacture of
applications.
commercial applications.
and commercial
equipment for military and
equip~
sell Loran "C"
Norden will manufacture and selTLoran
"C" equipUnited
the United
in the
ment developed by Decca, as their licensee in
to
assistance. to
States. Decca will provide technical assistance
equipment
Norden in the design and manufacture of the equipment
conexchange information
will exchange
companies will
two companies
the two
and the
information ·condevelopment. ··
marketing development.
and marketing
cerning future product and

Ltd~,
EMIHUS Ltd.,
Anglo ... Ameri<::~m company, EMIHUS
11ew Anglo-American
A new
A

IndusMusical Indushas been jointly formed by Electric & Musical
Caliof CaliCompany of
Aircraft Company
tries Ltd. and the Hughes Aircraft
to
is to
owned, is
equally owned,
is equally
faria.
foria. The new company, which
which is
develop
to develop
combine British and American " know-how "" to
the
Initially the
equipment. Initially
military equipment.
and manufacture military
digital
computers, digital
digital computers,
cover digital
types of equipment will cover
instrumentaairborne instrumentaradar, airborne
airborne radar,
test equipment, airborne
tion, and airborne navigation and control systems.
in
situated in
offices situated
EMIHUS will be British based with offices
be
to be
is to
equipment is
and equipment
Middx., and
Hayes, Middx.,
Blyth Road, Hayes,
Ltd.
Electronics Ltd.
E.M.I . Electronics
manufactured in this country by E.M.I.
& Howell Company of Chicago have reThe Bell &
riew
of aa new
formation of
grouped their U.K. interests by the formation
British company, Bell & Howell Ltd. Consolidated
Electrodynamics Corporation (U.K.) Ltd., which
in
started business at 14 Commercial Road, Woking, in
the Autumn of 1961, now becomes the Consolidated
Electrodynamics Division of the new company and conHampshire.
tinues in its present factory at Mytchett, Hampshire.
Racal Electronics Ltd. group net profit (before taxation) for the year ending 31st January amounted to
£309,000, compared with £231,000 · for the previous
year. The company became public in October 1961.

for
BSR Limited group net profit (before taxation) for
1962 was £2,170,724 (£1,815,421 previous year). BSR
have formed a new subsidiary, Rapier Tools Ltd. to
administer the sales of their engineers' cutting tools.
The whole of the issued share capital of Park Wireless Ltd. has been acquired, for a consideration of
£750,000, by the Rank Organization. Park Wireless
will continue to operate under the same name. It has
five wholly owned subsidiaries trading from 31 retail
outlets in the Manchester area, and the shops will form
part of the Top Rank Home and Leisure Service
Division of The Rank Organisation.
Elliott-Automation group profits (before deductions)
in 1962 was £3,923,563; an increase of £975,000 over
year. After all deductions, including tax,
the previous year.
£ 1,513,780, against £1,159,793
there was a net profit of £1,513,780,
in 1961.
Relay Exchanges, the television and radio relay and
rental chain, group trading profit increased, from
£4,155,346 in 1961 to £4,796,648 last year. The net
profit for 1962 after all charges, including depreciation
of £3.4M, was £1,183,115 (£951,646).

.

.

By special arrangement with the American Heath
Company, Daystrom are now able to accept orders for
any of the wide range of American Heathkit models for
direct delivery to customers in the U.K. Copies of
the latest available American catalogue (costing Is) and
full details of the scheme are available from Daystrom
Ltd., Gloucester.
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J. E.
Old.-On May 2nd 1883, J.
S.T.C.
.C. is 80 Years Old.—On
S.T
Kingsbury, a Londoner, opened an office in Moorgate,
London, for the sale of telephone instruments made by
.the Western Electric Company of the U.S.A. and thus laid
the foundations of the S.T.C. organization in Britain.
With the rearrangement of Western Electric overseas
interests in 1925 S.T.C. emerged as the British company
within the International Telephone and Telegraph CorS.T .C. now has 20 factories employing some
poration.
poration. S.T.C.
'
30,000. .
Thorn-A.E.I.. Radio Valves & Tubes Ltd. has acThorn-A.E.I
quired the industrial cathode ray tube business of
Associated Electrical Industries (Woolwich) Ltd., and
has taken over the responsibility for . production and
sales. All outstanding orders will be fulfilled and continuity of supplies assured. In August, 1961, it was
A.E.I. interests in valves and c.r.
announced that all A.E.I,
tubes for the domestic market would be transferred
Thorn-A.E .I.
to Thorn-A.E.I.

T horn Electronics Ltd. has been
company, Thorn
A new company.
formed by Thorn Electrical Industries to co-ordinate
the electronics activities of the group. The new comG~
pany is headed by A. Deutsch, G. J. Strowger .and
and G.
M icroThompsqn, the Micro& Thompson,
Gibson, and embraces Nash &
ndustrial Control
wave Components Division, and the IIndustrial
Systems Division.
Mullard Ltd. has formed a new division to handle
its microwave tubes, transmitting valves, and vacuum
devices. It
I t is to be called the Transmitting and Microwave Division and will operate from their premises at
Queensway, Waddon, Surrey.
Advance Components Ltd. have completed their
20,000 sq ft two-storey extension of their Hainault
factory. The new extension is being fitted out to
cater for the expansion of manufacturing capacity plus
new test and inspection departments and additional
office accommodation.
The new £250,000 research laboratories and factory
Dalkeith; Scotland, were recently
of Ferranti Ltd.,
L td., at Dalkeith,
T his
opened by Lord
L ord Home, the Foreign Secretary. This
is the first plant of its kind in Western Europe to be
laid down specifically for the development and manufacture of numerical control equipment and has a floor
area of 70,000 sq. ft.
Associated Electrical Industries Ltd. are to install
three of their high resolution EM6 electron microscopes in the new £1.5M biology building at the
University of Birmingham.
Eastern European Production.—According
Production.-According to east
qzechoslovakia, , east Germany, Poland,
Berlin reports, Czechoslovakia,,
Bulgana and the U.S.S.R. plan to co-ordinate
Hungary, Bulgaria
their domestic radio receiver production in order to
reduce costs and to integrate exports and imports. At
present they ..are producing some 125 different models
·· ·
them.
between them.
R.C.A. Great Britain Ltd. have asked us to point out
that the " Student"
Student " twin-track tape recorder referred to
on page 168 of our April issue forms part of the
language laboratory
equipment manufactured . by
l~boratory
country.
Cedamel which
wh1ch they are marketing in this country.
Manufacturing rights of WAL
W AL products have been
sold by the widow of Rot
Roy N. Wellington, founder of
Wellington Acoustic Laboratories Ltd., of Farnham,
Surrey, to A. C. Farnell Ltd., of Leeds.
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1st, manufacture
manufacture and
and distribution
distribution of
As from May 1st,
of the
the
public address
address amplifiers,
complete Chapman range of public
amplifiers,
microphone
loudspeakers and
and accessories,
accessories,
m
rophone mixers, loudspeakers
hitherto undertaken by
by Derritron
Derritron Ultrasonics
Ultrasonics Ltd.,
Ltd., will
will
Reslosound Ltd.,
Ltd., their
their associated
associated combe transferred to Reslosound
comin the Derritron Group.
pany in
Group. The Chapman
Chapman range
range of
of
hi-fi domestic amplifiers, together
together with
with a.m./f.m.
a.m./f.m. radio
radio
continue to be
tuners, will continue
be produced
produced by
by Derritron
Derritron UltraUltrasonics Ltd.
High fidelity components disitributed
diSJtributed under
under the
the
H.M.V. trade mark will now
now carry
carry the
the "C.S.I.
"C.S.I. Sound"
Sound"
emblem. The
The equipment,
equipment, which
which had
had its
its first
first public
public
showing with the new emblem
emblem at
at the
the Audio
Audio Fair,
Fair, concontinues to be marketed by
by the
the Clarke
Clarke and
and Smith
Smith ManuManufacturing Company of
of Wallington,
Wallington, Surrey.
Surrey.
The Ministry of A
iation 'has
.as placed
Aviation
placed orders
orders worth
worth
over £900,000 with
with the
the airborne radio
radio and
and radar
radar dividivision of Elliott-Automation for sonobuoy
sonobuoy anti-submarine
anti-submarine
detec
on equipment for R.A.F.
detection
R.A.F. Coastal
Coastal Command.
Command. The
The
contracts, which were the subject
subject of
of competitive
competitive tenders
tenders
by a number of fims,
firms, are the
the first
first to
to be
be placed
placed with
with
Elliotlt-Automation for this type
Elliott-Automation
type of equipment.
equipment. Deliveries
Deliveries
are due to start next
next year.
year.
An order for 30 " Autoplex"
Autoplex " solid-state
solid-state terminals
terminals
(automatic
(aut.
matic error detecting and
and correcting
correcting telegraph
telegraph
recently been
equipment) has recently
been received
received by
by Marconi's
Marconi's
W /T
T Company from the British
British General
General Post
Post Office.
Office.
This order includes
icludes a,
a. full range
range of
of auxiliary
auxiliary items
.items such
such
units,
sub-dividers and
and start/stop
start/ stop conas telex un.
;, channel sub-dividers
convertors, etc.
verters,
Airtech Ltd.,
Ltd., Haddenham, Bucks.,
Bucks., have
have received
received aa
substantial order from the
the Ministry
Ministry of
of Aviation
Aviation for
for
. h.f. portable radio stations.
stations. These
These are
are built
built up
up from
from
" manportable" modules, each contained
contained in
in fibreglass
fibreglass
protective cases.

(U.K.) Ltd.
Ltd. have
Hughes ·International
International (U.K.)
have been
been
appointed exclusive sales
sales distributors
distributors for
for Fansteel
Fansteel
tantalum capacitors in the U.K.
U.K. and
and Eire.
Eire. Enquiries
Enquiries
should be
3e addressed to Hughes International
International (U.K.)
(U.K.)
Ltd., Kershaw House, Great
Great West
West Road,
Road, Hounslow,
Hounslow,
Middlesex.
Microwave Electronics
Sperry Microwave
Electronics Ltd.,
Ltd., · of
of Florida,
Florida,
U.S.A., have appointed Roberts
Roberts Electronics
Electronics Ltd.,
Ltd., of
of
theirr U.K. agents. Roberts
Hitchin, as the
Roberts have
have also
also been
been
appointed agents,
agents. for
for P.R.D.
P.R.D. Electronics
Electronics Incorporated,
Incorporated,
York.
of New York.
Bracknell, have
Racal, of Bracknell,
have obtained
obtained from
from Tracor
Tracor Inc.,
Inc.,
of Austin, Texas, the sole marketing
marketing rights
rights of
of their
their
the world
world except
except North
Textran equipment throughout the
North
America. One of the
the principal
principal Textran
Textran equipments
equipments
is the all-solid-state v.l.f. tracking
tracking receiver
receiver (599CS),
(599CS),
use as
as an
an aircraft
aircraft navigational
which is in widespread use
navigational
aid and as a tracking receiver in
in space
space satellite
satellite research
research
programmes.
Sakae Tsushin Kogyc
Kogyo Co,
Co. Ltd.,
Ltd., of
of Tokyo,
Tokyo, have
have
appointed Electro Mechanisms
Mechanisms Ltd.,
Ltd., of
of Slough,
Slough, to
to
precision wirewound
wirewound potentiomarket their range of precision
potentiometers and multi-dials.
Fisher Radio Corporation of New
New York,
York, manufacmanufachigh-quality
audio equipment
equipment have
have appointed
appointed
turers of high-qual
.y audio
Street, London,
London, as
as their
Imhof's of New Oxford Street,
their U.K.
U.K.
representatives.

Direct TV group of companies, which
which includes
includes Beulah
Beulah
have moved
Electronics, have
moved from Lewisham
Lewisham to
to 126
126 HamilHamilton Road, West.
West Norwood,
Norwood~ S.E.27
S.E.27 (Tel.:
(Tel.: Gypsy
Gypsy Hill
Hill
6166).
.
61661
the well-known
well-known component
component supHenry's Radio Ltd., the
supHarrow Road
Road to
to 303
pliers, have moved from Harrow
303 Edgware
Edgware
Road, London, W.2.
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the .manufucture
Slices of n-type doped silicon for the
manufucture of
of silicon
silicon
controlled rectifiers, being prepared
prepared for
for lapping
lapping in
in aa Lapmaster
l:..apmaster
International) at
machine (Payne Products International)
at the
the Lincoln
Lincoln factory
factory
of A.E.I.
A.£.1.
"· ■

A.T. &
& E. (Bridgnorth) LH.
Ltd. have
have received
A.T
received an
an order
order
for v.h.f. equipment for
for aa 100-mile
lOO~mile radio
radio "link
between
fcr
nk between
Aviation radio
radio stations
stations at
at Rhu
Rhu Stafnish
Stafnish
the Ministry of Aviation
A repeater
repeater ,sta
and Tiree in
n the Hebrides. A
on will
.station
will be
be
radio link
link will
will carry
carry audio
audio and
and
sited at Kilchiaran. The radio
· switd
switching
modulation and
and control
control of
of the
the
ng signals
ignals for the modulation
Tiree,
and for rece
receivers
in the
the return
return ■
transmitters at T
ee, and
ers in
direction . .. In addition a two-way supervisory
supervisory circu
circuit isis
direction.
provided.
will lead
lead to
An agreement which will
to the
the manufacture
manufacture
multiplexing equipment
equipment in
in · the
the
of British-designed . multiplexing
.U.S.A.
i.ww in
in force between
between Automatic
Automatic Telephone
Telephone
,U.S
A. is now
Ltd. and the
the Stromberg-Carlson
Stromberg-Carlson
and Electric Company Ltd.
Division of the General Dynamics
Dynamics Corporation.
Corporation. At
At
· present the arrangement is limited
limited to
to the
the distribution
distribution
but it
it is
is expected
expected that
that producproducof A.T. & E. equipment, but
will soon
soon begin.
begin.
tion to A.T. & E. designs will

NEWS
EXPORT NEWS

EXPORT

The General Electric Company
Company has
has secured
secured an
an order
order
all rthe
multiplex equipment
equipment for
for aa m
microwave
to supply all
he multiplex
xowave
link between Montreal
Montreal and Vancouver.
Vancouver. The
The system,
system,
link
jointly constructed
constructed by
by Canadian
Canadian Na
National
which is being jointly
onal
Telecommunications and Canadian
Canadian Pacific
Pacific TelecomTelecommunication s, will have G.E.C.
G.E.C. transistorized
multiplex
munications,
transistorized multiplex
32 terminal locations.
locations. Altogether
Altogether
equipment installed at 32
600 speech
speech circuits
circuits and
and at
at the
the
the system will consist of 600
extensive use \will
be made
made of
of
intermediate terminals extensive
11 be
supergroup derivation filters to
to. avoid
avoid demodulating
demodulating the
the
connecting Montreal
l'vlontreal and
and
supergroups
directly
connecting
Vancouver.
training equipment division
division of
of Philco
Philco
The electronic training
Ltd. have recently
recently received,
received, via
via aa EuroEuroInternational Ltd.
assoc~ate company, an
an order
order to
to supply
supply training
training
pean associate
of military
military establishments
establishments having
having
equipment to a number of
commitments.
This order
order includes
equipN.A.T.O. comn
;ments. This
ncludes equiptelecommunications, radar
radar and
and automatic
automatic
ment in the telecommunications,
control fields.
Solartron Ebctronic Group
Group have
have been
been awarded
awarded
The Soiartron
by V-O
V-0 Mashpriborgintorg,
Mashpriborgintorg, the
the
a contract for £60,000 by
organization, for
for digital
digital voltvoltSoviet State purchasing organization,
meters, oscilloscopes and
and general
general instrumentation
instrumentation
equipment.
A. N. Clark (Engineers) Ltd., of
of "Binstead,
Isle of
of
Binstead, Isle
for 125
125 30-feet
30-feet high
high
Wight, have secured an order for
the Danish
Danish Army
Army through
through
portable aerial masts for the
their agents, Glaus
Claus Kettel
Ket.tel of Copenhagen.
Copenhagen.
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Personalities
Personalities

Air
R.A.F. Air
the R.A.F.
of the
Wing Commander K. B. Crosby, of
with
association with
long association
his long
in his
who in
Traffic Control Branch, who
subject
the subject
into the
research into
A.T.C. has done considerable research
elected
been elected
has been
particularly latterly at R.R.E., Malvern, has
The
Officers. The
Control Officers.
Master of the Guild of Air Traffic Control
and
safety and
the safety
further the
Guild was formed in 1951 to further
of
~ogether of
working together
the working
progress of aviation through the
the
of the
offic1als of
and officials
civil and military control office and
aviation industry.
B.Sc.(Eng.),
Peathey-John s, M.B.E., B.Sc.(Eng.),
Colonel F. R. Peathey-Johns,
director
assistant director
umil recently assistant
M.Brit.I.R.E. , until
M.I.RE.,
M.I.E.E., M.Brit.I.R.E.,
(Electronics)
Engineering (Electronics)
of Electrical and Mechanical Engineering
Electronics
Lion Electronics
Gresham Lion
at the War Office, has joined Gresham
development
the development
Ltd., where he will be concerned with the
Services
with Services
those with
pa11ticularly those
of electronic products, particularly
was
50, · was
is 50,
PeS!they-John s, who is
applications. Colonel Peathey-Johns,
Encommissioned in 1938 as an Ordnance Mechanical Enin
gineer and transferred to R.E.M.E. on its formation in
WorkBase Work1942. He later commanded the Electronics Base
Leicester,
Nr. Leicester,
t he British Army at Old Dudley, Nr.
shop of •the
Office.
been in the War Office.
and since 1957 has been
M.I.E.E.,
B.Sc.(Eng.), M.I.E.E.,
Sta.n ton, M.B.E., Ph.D., B.Sc.(Eng.),
E. P. Stanton,
Plessey
the Plessey
of the
who has been appointed chief inspector of
chief
deputy chief
Company (U.K.) Ltd., joined Plessey as deputy
18
inspector in 1957. Dr. Stanton previously served for 18
Ministry
the Ministry
years with the Royal Corps of Signals and the
the
in the
years in
12 years
of Supply, before which he was for 12
war
Aflter the war
Engineering Department of the G.P.O. After
Signals
the Signals
at the
he was appointed technical staff officer at
he
When he
Establishmen t. When
Research and Development Establishment.
assistant
was assistant
left the Government service in 1957 he was
Inspection
director
direotor (electronics) in the Engineering Inspection
is aa
Stanton is
Directorate of the Ministry of Supply. Dr. Stanton
Engineering
of
Institution
the
of
member
council
of Engineering
Inspection.
BlackJ. A. F. van Dijk, M.Sc., who joined Mullard Blackhas
burn Works in 1948 as chief valve engineer and has
been manager of the valve division since 1953, has been
responappointed plant director. He will have overall responworksBlackburn works—
sibility for all four divisions of the Blackburn
its
wire-and for its
valves, components, glass and wire—and
and
Lytham and
" feeder" units at Southport, Fleetwood, Lytham
"feeder"
Rawtenstall. Mr. van Dijk, who is 46, studied at the
Holland.
Technological
Technologica l University of Delft, Holland.
his
Hector V. Slade, M.B.E., T.D., has relinquished his
Enappointment as managing director of the Garrard Enan
as an
Manufacturin g Co. which he joined as
gineering and Manufacturing
is
He is
apprentice in 1935, but remains on the board. He
succeeded, as managing director, by T. H. Pritchard,
is aa
who joined the Plessey Group, of which Garrard is
subsidiary, in 1951, and for the past year has been
production director of Garrard. The company's technical director is A. W. Say.
Leonard Stone, who founded Electric
ducers Ltd. in 1953, has resigned from
rthe company which
directorship of the
acquired by Perdio Electronics Ltd.

ReproAudio Repromanaging
the managing
recently
was recently

B. J. Austin, who writes in this issue on impedance
functions, is engaged in research in theoretical solid state
for
physics at the Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge, for
come
has come
and has
his Ph.D. degree. He is a New Zealander and
of
to this country under a fellowship of the University of
of
New Zealand. He is a graduate of the University of
physics.
Otago where he studied mathematics and physics.
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few
past few
the past
for the
S. B. Marsh, B.Sc.(Eng.), A.M.I.E.E., for
DepartWeapons DepartGuided Weapons
the Guided
superintenden t in the
years a superintendent
has
Malvern, has
Establishmen t, Malvern,
ment of the Royal Radar · Establishment,
and
officer
scientific
chief
deputy
to
promoted
been
officer and
career
His career
Group. His
Radar Group.
also head of the Airborne Radar
Research
G.P.O. Research
the G.P.O.
in the
in the Civil Service began in
in
trainee in
as aa trainee
Dellis Hill which he joined as
Station at Dollis
University
the University
at the
degree at
1940. He gained an honours degree
to
Offi·ce to
Post Office
the Post
left the
1949 left
in 1949
and in
of London in 1945 and
EstablishDevelopment
and
Research
Radar
the
join
Development EstablishR.R.E.
of R.R.E.
ment, which in 1953 became part of
InstiLondon Instiof London
Guilds of
~nd Guilds
The council of the City and
TecJ:Iin TechAward in
Insignia Award
tute confers each year the Insignia
m
persons in
selected persons
on selected
causa on
·nology
nology (C.G.I.A.) honoris causa
distincachieved distinchave achieved
"who have
each of several industries "who
electrical
year's electrical
This year's
tion in their chosen field."
T.D.,
Lawrence, T.D.,
A. Lawrence,
J. A.
conferred on J.
industries award is conferred
Electronic
Telephone Electronic
s:taff engineer of the Telephone
M.I.E.E., staff
Post
the Post
of the
Exchange Systems Development Branch .of
Office
Post Office
the Post
joined the
Mr. Lawrence, who is 55, joined
Office. Mr.
the
of the
member of
is aa member
He is
youth-in-train ing in 1927. He
as a youth-in-training
coto coup to
set up
Joint Electronic Research Committee set
manufacturer s
·the efforts of the Post Office and manufacturers
ordinate the
exchanges.
in the field of electronic telephone exchanges.
of
manager of
R. L. Beurle, B.Sc.(Eng.), A.M.I.E.E., manager
of
department
research
tube
image
and
the camera tube
research department of
ha~
1957, has
since 1957,
Company since
the English Electric Valve Company
engineering
electronic engineering
been appointed to the new chair in electronic
joining
established at Nottingham University. Before joining
lecturer
and lecturer
fellow and
E.E.V. Mr. Beurle was a research fellow
in physics at Imperial College, London.
is
P. J. B. Clarricoats, B.Sc.(Eng.), Ph.D., A.C.G.I., is
the
in the
appointed professor of electronic engineering in
University
Department of Electrical Engineering at the University
Dr.
1st. Dr.
July 1st.
on July
of Leeds and takes up his duties on
research
Clarricoats was engaged in microwave ferrite research
when
1959, when
until 1959,
Eleotric Company until
with the General Electric
electrical
light electrical
in light
he was appointed to a lectureship in
engineering at Queen's University, Belfast.
Ltd.
N.S.F. Ltd.
of N.S.F.
K. G. Smith, deputy managing director of
companies
subsidiary companies
and a director of several of the subsidiary
the
in the
(including Dawe, Cawkell and British Centralab) in
the
of the
board of
the board
Simms Group, has been appointed to the
Corporaparent company, Simms Motor & Electronics Corporayears
14 years
for 14
tion. Born in Cape Town in 1908, he was for
which
of which
S.T.C., of
Kolster-Brand es division of S.T.C.,
with the Kolster-Brandes
1940.
in 1940.
N.S.F. in
joined N.S.F.
engineer. He joined
he became chief engineer.
and
Mr. Smith is a council member of the R.E.C.M.F. and
is chairman of its technical committee.
Control
Vaotric Control
joined Vaotric
J. Hughes, B.Sc., Ph.D., has joined
J.
in
graduating in
Equipment Ltd. as chief scientist. After graduating
joined
he
1943
in
Liverpool
of
University
the
at
he joined
physics
LaboraAlamos LaboraD.S.I.R., and spent two years at the Los Alamos
research
as research
tory, U.S.A. He returned to the University as
was
Hughes was
fellow and obtained his Ph.D. In 1953 Dr. Hughes
Philoappointed lecturer in the Department of Natural Philo1956
since 1956
sophy at the University of Edinburgh, and since
two
past two
has been with the Rank Organization, for the past
Ltd.
years as chief scientist to Rank Xerox Ltd.
Control
M. F. Osmaston, M.A., recently joined Vactric Control
Equipment Ltd. as a project engineer. After graduatdegree
Universin:y with an engineering degree
ing from Oxford University
Newcastle,
he furthered his studies at King's College, Newcastle,
after which he took up an appointment with the Mullard
joined VickersResearch Laboratories. In 1952 he joined
Armstrong
Arms,trong (Aircraft) Ltd., where he was responsible
for co-ordinating guided weapons systems.
Ltd.
J. L. Woollett has been appointed by Aerialite Ltd.
division,
general manager of its aerial and electronic division,
Faotory.
Congleton Factory.
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LEITE s 0 THE EDIIOR
The Editor does not necessarily endorse opmwns
opinions expressed .b
by
his correspondents
correspondents
y his

Phase
Splitters
Phase Splitters
ON

I HAVE read with interest Mr. Bailey's reply, published
in the March issue, to my letter which appeared in the
January issue.
II do, of course, agree with Mr. · Bailey that it is
unrealistic to ignore completely the effects of overload,
but provided these are comparatively mild compared
with the "fit
" fit of hysterics lasting several seconds
seconds"
" to
which he refers, I do not see that their exact nature is
of any real importance in a loudspeaker amplifier, since
such an amplifier, in a_
a good system, has a sufficient output rating to avoid the ,occurrence
occurrence of overloading completely. · Even if the vplume
volume control were turned up a
little beyond the point at which
whieh overloading commenced,
the overloading which would occur with most types of
programme material would be of such momentary duration that there would not be time for appreciable back
biasing of the output valves to take place. Indeed, the
B.B.C. allow such short-duration overloads to occur, and
find the modulation depth of their transmitters can be
usefully increased in this way without causing noticeable
distortion. The 2.5 millisecond charging time-constant
in their peak programme meters is intentionally chosen
to allow short-duration overloads to occur without being
registered .on
on the meter.
However, Mr. Bailey's comments have caused me to
iiwestigate
investigate the overload behaviour of my 5-watt amplifier in a more quantitative way than I did at the time
of the original design, and the results may be of i!J.terest.
interest.
The · first test, done with a IS-ohm
15-ohm resistance load
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Fig. B.

Fig. A

connected to the amplifier output, was to measure the
variation in the d.c. voltages between the output valve
cathodes and earth as the sine-wave input to the amplifier was increased up to and well beyond overload. The
results are given in Fig. A. It will be seen that the output valve fed from the cathode -of
of the phase splitter is
initially biased back more than the other one, just as
predicted by Mr. Bailey, but that, at even greater overloads, the situation becomes more complicated.
It
should be pointed out that the maximum input used,
10V
IOV r.m.s., would produce, if overload did not occur, an
output power of just over 30 watts. The amplifier
appears to be none the worse for this treatment, I am
say!!
glad to say
Some further tests were done with the help of a d.c.
amplifier feeding a moving-coil waveform recorder,
whose frequency response extends up to about 60 c/
c/s.
s.
This apparatus was initially arranged to record the
variation in the d.c. voltage between the output valve
cathodes in the
the 5-watt amplifier, as a 1,000 c/s sine-wave
signal was switched on and off at 2-second intervals.
Fig. B(i) shows the voltage waveform between the
cathodes for an input of 4V r.m.s., producing an output
of 55 watts. (The actual voltage contains a large 1,000 c/
c/ss
component, but this was filtered out by a simple C-R
filter and, in any case, the recorder would not respond
to it.) Figs. B(ii) and B(iii) are for inputs of 6
6V
V and 8V
r.m.s. respectively.
At the level used for the Fig. B(iii) test,
test, Fig. A shO\;.'s
shows
that the cathode currents,
currents; on a sustained overload,
recover approximate equality, but it is clear from Fig.
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may
it may
same, it
-they are, in fact, unusually wide. All the same,
nevertheles s · —they
disturbance s nevertheless
B(iii) that quite large transient disturbances
the
of
g
shortcomin
a
as
think,
I
properly be regarded,
shortcoming of the
off.
turned off.
is turned
signal is
particularly when the input signal
occur, patticularly
fed
·
type
of
phase
splitter
used.
was
system
recording
the recording system was fed
For the remaining tests, the
quite
is quite
valve, is
The concertina phase splitter, using a valve,
frequency
signal frequency
from the 15-ohm output terminals, the signal
note
to
interesting
is
it
but
trouble,
above
free from the
to note
respond
to respond
recorder to
being reduced to 60 c/s to allow the recorder
of
that,
when
a
transistor
is
used
in
it,
the
possibility
of
_
satisfactorily.
satisfactorily.
under
inversion, under
8V
an 8V
when an
passing on the signal without phase inversion,
output when
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will be
It will
off. It
and off.
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r.m.s. sine-wave input is switched on
As
concertina phase splitter using an n-p-n transistor. As
cessathe
after
visible
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·
transient
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seen that a
after the cessacollector
it
B(iii), it
Fig. B(iii),
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with Fig.
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is left
voltage is
by
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being severely
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between
them.
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no
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transforme
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effect of
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from
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transistor
three
all
DisThus
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junction diode.
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it again
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reproduction . -ED .
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(Continued on page 289)
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quency. (This demonstration could be repeated.) The
rea.sons for using power - rather than amplitude ratios
reasons
are:are:
—
(a) Amplitude is ambiguous for a complex signal.
(b) Powers of uncorrelated signals can be added,
amplitudes must be root-mean-squared!
(c) Ratios of powers in dB can be obtained by
addition and subtraction.
. We accept Mr. Scroggie's point that the reason we
gave for stating that a two-tone test can measure lower
levels of distortion
a single-tone test was not valid
distonion than a
for second order distortion, but _we do not accept
a_ccept that
the conclusion was incorrect, or that the fair comparison
between multi-tone and single-tone testing is on the
basis of signals which can never exceed a specified
maximum amplitude. This not only excludes white
noise
noise testing,
testing, but also the playing of concerted music.
(3) The ramifications of frequency-dependent transfer
characteristics are interesting and complex, but will not
shake the conclusions of the paper that the dominant
effect of distortion on a complex signal is to produce
noise in the form of intermodulation products, and that
the distortion of a system can effectively be measured
by means of a slotted white noise signal.
Finally,
~inal~y, we
w~ would like to refer to Mr. Scroggie's
article
Wireless World, July 1953. This gives a
artiCle in
m Wzreless
detailed description of the methods of measurement for
audio systems proposed at that time, and includes a
plea for a better method involving " a physical measurement to which audible distortion is as nearly as possible
proportional."
This is what we believe we have
described.
described.
J. S. MURRAY.
J. M. RICHARDS.
J.
RICHARDS .

Intuition
and Instability
Intuition and
Instability
ENGINEERS should not let Mr. Donaldson make them
forget
for~et that
t.h.at it is only a short step from the crystal balls
of intuition
mtmt10n to the golden balls of insolvency. In the
first example intuition is said to work, but many of us
find it difficult
~ifficult to accept intuitivity that with an openloop gain
gam of, say, _55 and an open-loop phase shift of
170°° (or 10° if A is —5),
170
-5), the system is stable. It was
not until the work of Black and Nyquist became familiar
that we began to think this was common sense. Readers
may care to make themselves dizzy by considering the
reasoning given by Mr. Donaldson for his Fig. 2 when
applied to the accompanying Fig.
Fig. A, which has an open-

what we mean by zero frequency.
frequency . . Suppose that we
wish to plot the open-loop behaviour. We measure the
gain and phase at a set of points. To simplify matters
we take these points at equal intervals in the scale of
periodic times, so that /fnn =
= l/nr
1 I nr00 .• Zero frequency becomes a point of accumulation. (Readers who wish to
to
go further will find chapters I and IV of G. H. Hardy,
"A Course of Pure Mathematics," C.U.P., very stimulatn~oo we have /u11—>-0,
ing.) As n—we
~0, but we also have the
problem that our integrators will have been integrating
from time immemorial.
On this rock intuition is
wrecked.
To draw the Nyquist diagram let us make our integra tors imperfect, so that we use elements
elem_e n ts giving 1l/(p
I (p +
+ 5).
o).
grators
we then draw Fig. B. Part of the ·characteristic
we
characteristic is shown

Fi.g.B
. as broken lines, and this is the part in which|p|and
which !P !and 8o are
o~O this part is traversed in
of the same order. As 5—^0
the infinity of very small frequencies at the point of
accumulation.
Now we see that we are dealing only with a special
case of conditional stability. It is essentially the same
as the plot of Fig.
Fig. C, except that the point B has vanished

B

FREQUENCYl INCREASING

Fig.C
up Mr. Donaldson's sleeve. All we really need is a
physical argument to explain conditional stability. Probably we
we might
might say that growing oscillations at frequency
ably
B imply
imply aa sideband
sideband term at A which then grows to give
B
aa cancelling
cancelling sideband
sideband at
at B.
B. II -prefer
to accept contour
prefer to
integration.
.
The trouble
trouble with
with intuition
intuition is
is that it often gives us a
The
result which
which is
is not
not not
not closed
closed but
but chopped
chopped off before the
result
right answer
answer is
is reached.
reached. Intuitively
Intuitively the
the system
system of
of Fig.
Fig.
right
D
is surely
surely stable,
stable, for
for any
any amplifier
amplifier output
output at
at frequency
frequency
D is

Fig. A
loop gain characteristic suitable for oscillator applications.
When we turn to the three integrators and the adder
of Fig. 3 I cannot show easily by Nyquist criterion that
the system is unstable if A<1.
A < l. Before my intuition is
brought to bear on the problem I must ·sketch
sketch the openloop characteristic
charact·eristic given as Fig. 4. Finally my intuition
begins to stick on the question of A=0,
A=O, a value which is
< 1.
certainly <1.
The three integrators offer a problem of very great
interest, because they force us to examine rather closely
WIRELESS World,
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+ 5.o. Such a system
f produces only an input at another /f +
would have great advantages in four-wire, two-wire
fals·e.
connections but, alas, intuition plays us false.
G. EDWIN.

Switches ''
as Switches"
"Transistors
~' Transistors as
MR. D. A. Smith's comprehensive article in the April
issue leaves us all without any excuse for blowing up
switching transistors, or even contacts.
But some electromechanical devices resent the mechanical damping implicit in electrical damping. It can
upset the timing in such things as teleprinters and highspeed relays; and in developing a motor system using a
modified M-motor with switched coils and a permanent
W . Arndt and Mr. A. R.
rotort (with Dr. U. W.
magnet rotorf
Long at the Davy Faraday Research Laboratory of the
Royal
Royal. Institution) we found that plain suppression
stalling
diodes, as in Mr. Smith's Fig. 6, cut our off-load stalling
speed in a particular case from 12,000 to 6,000 r.p.m.
of
The way round this is to use a transistor capable of
withstanding large voltage surges. This may ultimately
be as cheap as it is simple.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
F. B. JONES.
Newcastle-upon-T yne.
International Research & Development Co. Ltd.
N .R.D.C.
tf Patent applied for by N.R.D.C.

183),
p. 183),
MR. Smith's interesting
interesting circuits (April issue, p.
rather. subtle nature.
unfortunately, have a weakness of a rather
same
the same
Due to the collector current of the p-n-p being the
necesof necesis of
it is
as the base current of the n-p-n transistor it
p-n-p 0/3
the p-n-p
on the
effect on
sity (a) low and (b) variable. The effect
its
on its
impose on
to impose
(b) to
is (a) to very much reduce it and (b)
to
due to
own production variability aa further variation due
/3.
n-p-n 0.
the production variability of the n-p-n
are
transistors are
most transistors
In addition, as a practical point, most
less.
or less.
lOO,uA or
not controlled for currents of 100/xA
Similar arguments apply as regards the frequency
fT.
determining parameter fx.
supply
and supply
resistor and
extra resistor
one extra
is one
The simple solution is

RR

p-n-p

KiM..
INPUT

5Ri

. OUTPUT

as indicated in the accompanying diagram, and the cirfrom
cuits are then suitable ,for production when, from
experience of similar configurations, they are to be
commended.
commended.
Harlow.
A. SANDMAN.

Standard
TV Standard
625/525
625/525 TV
it
WITH reference to the editorial in your April issue, it
Group
is perhaps worth pointing out that the Television Group
Committee of the British Institution of Radio Engineers,
in their report to the Pilkington Committee published
"If aa
in May 1961 (Section 5), recommended that: "If
this
change were made to the 625-line standard in this
country very
v~ry little technical difficulty would be experienced in broadcasting and receiving on the same system,
290

using
recordings which have originated in the countries using
to
the 525-line standard. . .. ." . The report went on to
point out that the proposals would necessitate precautions being taken in the design of receivers, i.e., better
smoothing, etc., for asynchronous operation and that
further field tests were necesary to establish the practicability of the proposal.
Apart from a switch between the line and field
repetition rates, in such a system the other parameters .
of the 625 system would be retained, i.e., vision-sound
carrier spacing, etc. It would appear that 625/525
however!!
colour would be impracticable, however
D. W. HEIGHTMAN.
HEIGHTMAN.
(Member of Brit.I.R.E. Television Group Committee.)
Asynchronous
Working
Asynchronous Working
I NOTE with interest that in your May issue you state
that the B.B.C. has adopted asynchronous operation for
25th .
television trade test transmissions from March 25th.
. I would like to point out that due to the fact that the
Northern Ireland electricity grid is not locked to the
British mainland grid, whenever we here in Ulster
radiate network programmes we are invariably working
asynchronously, and we have been doing this since our
first " on air " date almost four years ago, and I might
add that we have received very few complaints because
of this from any of our viewers.
F. A. BRADY.
. Belfast.
Technical Controller, Ulster Television Ltd.

Systems
Landing Systems
Blind Landing
Blind
system,
landing system,
In your description of the Miles blind landing
most
This most
· you refer to this as being a new approach. This
certainly is not so, for during the last year of World War
II I worked out and submitted to the then head of Radio
R.A.E. Farnborough, a2 scheme exactly as described in
your write-up. I still hold the original papers together
of
with Dr. Gates' polite letter of thanks and rejection of
the scheme.
While it may well be that the limited sophistication of
servo-mechanism and computers in that day would not
have allowed for easy development I still hold the
opinion that it was a practical scheme. Additionally I
had considered to what extent a servo-controlled variable
focal length might be employed to ease perspective difficulties. That part of the device which comprised the
camera and airfield model I dubbed " Scannerdrome."
In discussion (this is not in the papers I hold) II had gone
over the value of using a form of coded secondary radar
for securing a really exclusive lock-on in the face of high
target density and interference.
While I am nowadays only concerned with how people
can be given telephone service and have no direct interest
in blind landing systems, I wish Messrs. Miles every
success in their endeavours and hope they will lead to
safer air travel.
SEARCH.
CHRISTOPHER SEARCH.
Hurstpierpoint, Sussex.
Citizens'
Radio
Citizens' Radio
MR. Conhaim's article in your March issue on the
history and present state of Citizens Band Radio in the
U.S.A. is a valuable comment on the debatable value of
introducing a service of this kind in Britain. In reviewing this service it should be borne in mind that the
situation in this country in regard to such a service would
not be the same as in the U.S.A.
First, the allocations of frequencies to the professional
mobile services is much more generous in the U.S.A.
eil!tire band 25-50 Mc/s (or 1,250 20-kc/s
Almost the entire
single frequency channels) is available for such services
which, unlike the Citizens Band, are of unquestionable
value to the community. Frequencies in this band have
always been precluded from mobile allocation for reasons
therefore,
that have never been very satisfying. It is, therefore.
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surely in the national interest that the allocation of fresurely.
U .K. be reviewed in
quencies below 40 Mc/s in the U.K.
favour of mobile services in general before any decision
on a Citizens Band Radio is made.
The demand for
f~r mobile .radio services is potentially
1s generally realized in this country.
country.
far greater than is
Although our development level, corresponding to 0.5
per cent of all vehicles is high on the list of national
comparisons, it is well below the U.S.A. (2 per cent) and
New Zealand (3 per cent) where mobile services are
still growing vigorously.
Recently the German Federal Republic has added
10 Mc/s between 145-155 Mc/s for mobile services.
2~ kc/s channelling this represents 500 chanBased on 20
nels and will make a very substantial increase in the
efficie_ncy
~f distribution services in that country. Transefficiency of
port in
m this
th1s country must surely be given comparable
communication facilities.
·
A seco11d
second point to be borne in mind about the Citizens
Band is that nearly 25 per cent of our population lives
in the Greater London conurbation where propagation
~ou~d be very poor and interference
~~terference chaotic. In prowould
vmclal
vincial and rural areas Citizens Band operation might,
emergencies. .
·
however, be useful, particularly in emergencies.
J. R. BRINKLEY.
Cambridge.
J.
Pye Telecommunications Ltd.

""Stylus
Stylus Mass
Mass and
and Distortion"
Distortion "
I WISH to point out to your readers that I omitted to
(Wireless
have published the fact that the above article (Wireless
World, April 1963)
1963) was based upon work which was first
reported in a paper to the 1962
1962-October
October Convention of
the Audio Engineering Society of America.
·
London, N.W.6. .
J. WALTON.

The
lndusistor
Tha indusistor
IN a letter published in the January 1963 issue of Wireless
World, Mr. S. C. Dutta Roy is of opinion that with a
distributed RC network it is not possible to compensate
the barrier capacitance of the collector junction (circuit
repeated in Fig. 1) because the effect of the shunt arm
in the equivalent tt
7T circuit of the distributed RC network
had not been considered. A demonstration is given in his
letter that between the points A and B the distributed
RC network is never inductive.
It is true that in my letter of June 1962 I overlooked
the shunt arm of the equivalent -n7T circuit of the distributed
RC network. This is taken into account in the complete
theory of the device. It may be shown using even the
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(a)
(b)
(b)
formulae given by Mr. Dutta
form.uhe
Dutt:l Roy in his letter that for
relatively
r~lat~vely low frequencies the equivalent circuit of the
d1stnbuted
distributed RC network is that of Fig. 2, where C is the
The
total (electrostatic)
(electro~tatic) capacitance of the network.
complete equivalent
eqmvalent circuit of the indusistor is shown in
Fig. 3, from which it may be clearly seen that the negative

.

' cC

.>0.
capacitance —- - may
may really compensate Cj
C b((c>O.

6

There-

fore
for~ the
t~e part
pa!t (b) of the scheme of Fig. 3 has the properties
exammed
m my letter of June 1962 and has an inductive
examined in
behaviour (Fig. 4). The question is .now if the part (a)
of the scheme may not destroy the inductive effect of the
part (b). With respect to this question the remark of
Mr. Dutta Roy is justified, but the theoretical analysis
th~re is a large
lar:ge domain of frequency where
has shown that
t.hat there
the overall inductive
mduct1ve behaviour
beha:vwur remains.
With respect to the
t.he demonstration of Mr. Dutta Roy
that between the points
pomts A and B of Fig. 11 the distributed
RC network is never inductive, this is
is· true in the condidemons~r:ated in his letter of January 1963, but one
tions demonstrated
conditions (the B
end of the network is considered
of these cond1t1ons
Bend
short-circuited) does not apply to the device of Fig. 11
s~en from
fr?m the equivalent scheme of Fig. 3.
as may be seen
Also from
fr?m Fig.
F1g. 2 it
1t may be seen that if the arm BE is
short-circuited then the capacitance presented between

the points A and B will be
be~
^
>0, therefore
always
22 _g
.
66
positive. But this is not the case for the device of Fig. 1,
1.
Rumania.
M. DRAGANESCU. .
Department of Electronics,
Bucharest.
Polytechnic Institute of Bucharest.
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The reply-paid forms have proved to be very
helpful to professional readers, judging by the
number of forms returned to us. This Wireless
World service is therefore being continued.
The forms are on the last two pages of the
issue, inside the back cover, and are designed so
that .inform~ti?n
information about advertised products can be
readrly
readily obta1ned
obtained merely by ringing the appropriate
advertisement code numbers. Code numbers are
also provided for requesting more particulars
about products mentioned editorially on pages
315 •
264-283 (inclusive), and pages 304, 314 and 315.
-· ·
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SILICO
N, the second most common element of
k/ ILICON,
earth's crust (26% by weight^
weight), is used as
as the
the
basic material for most integrated circuits
circuits bebecause . of its electrical
electrical properties and fabrication
fabrication
advantage
s. Silicon crystal can have either aa preadvantages.
predominance of p type (positivedly
(positivedl y charged) carriers,
carriers,
or n type (negatively charged) carriers by
by the
the introintroduction of suitable impurities.
impurities . Controlled amounts
amounts
of impurity may be introduced into
into the
the melt
melt when
when
the ingot is grown, or later into the
the crystal
crystal by
by diffudiffusion or alloying. The type of a region of
of q:ystal
crystal can
can
be changed by
opposite
type
by"" over-doping
over-dopi ng"" with
with an
an opposite type
impurity, and a p-n junction is formed where
where the
the
in concentration.
two types of impurities are equal in
concentrat ion.
This is illustrated in Fig. 1.
concentrat ion gradients and geometry of
Impurity concentration
of

Fabricat ion
Fabrication

1

Fig. I. Diagram illustrating
the impurity concentration
concentration
in the vicinity of a p-n junction.
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INCREASING
INCREAS
ING DISTANCE FROM SURFACE
SURFACE ---")OF ORIGINAL
OR IGINAL MATERIAL

diffused regions determine
determine,, to a large extent, the
the
electrical characteristics
semiconductor
devices
characteris tics of semicondu
ctor devices
and integrated circuits.
circuits ~ This article describes the
the
technology used during their fabrication.
fabrication .
A semicondu
semiconductor
ctor integrated circuit is
is one in
in which
which
the "individual"
"individu al" components
componen ts have been fabricated
fabricated
and suitably interconnected
interconne cted in one piece of
of singlecrystal semicondu
semiconductor.
forms
ctor. (There are other allied
allied forms
construction
which include
include
of microminiature
micromini ature circuit constructi
on which
fabrication of the circuit in two or more pieces
of
pieces of
silicon-"
silicon—"multi-chip"
circuits—and
multi-chip " circuits-a
nd hybrid
hybrid circuits
circuits
with evaporated or sputtered components).
componen ts).
Types of electronic circuits which may be
he made
made at
::H
present in semicondu
semiconductor
ctor integrated form
form are
are mainly
mainly
*Royal Radar Establishment,
Establishmen t, Malvern.
Malvern.
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restricted by the difficulties ·of
of providing adequate
adequate
heat dissipation,
high-frequency
dissipation , and obtaining high-frequ
ency operaoperavalues of
tion. There is also a limitation on die
the values
of
(Maximum
the diffused resistors and capacitors.
capadtors . (Maximum
practical values are abbut
about lOOkO
lOOkQ and O.lP,-F
O.luF cm
cm22 .)
.)
The practical design of an integrated circuit
circuit must
must
opportunities
and limitations
limitations
take into account the opportunit
ies and
presented by the fabrication techniques,
techniques , in addition
addition
mechanicall and other
considerations.
to electrical, mechanica
other considerat
ions.
Principal factors to which attention must
are
must given
given are
choice of resistivity and type of starting material, .
geometry and diffusion parameters
parameter s of
of the
the device
device ,
regions, junction biasing conditions,
inter-capacitconditions , inter-capa
citance of components,
componen ts, and prevention of
of current
current
saturation
saturation.. Inductive and transforming
transformi ng effects are
achieved by circuit means.

Diffusion of suitable impurities into selected regions
regions
of
of a silicon crystal slice to
to form
form combinations
combinatio ns of
n
n-n
+,3 P-P+
p-p + or
or p-n
p-n junctions
junctions produces diodes, re;"n +
sistors, capacitors or transistors.
transistors . Suitable interconnection of these regions in the bulk material
or by
material or
by
evaporated aluminium tracks on the surface results
results
in completed circuits or circuit
circuit functions.
functions. Alloy,
Alloy,
diffused-m
esa or planar fabrication techniques can
diffused-mesa
be used, but the latter, having the
the advantages
advantage s of
of
oxide surface passivation,
passivation , control of
of circuit geometry
geometry
and top contact availability is now almost
almost univeruniversally employed, and is described here.
An oxide, to be used as aa diffusion
diffusion masking
masking
medium, is thermally grown on the polished
surface
polished surface
by photoof a silicon slice and selectively removed
removed by
photolithograph
lithography.
This produces an exposed silicon
silicon
y.
pattern corresponding
correspond ing to the plan shape of
of the
the comcomponents, and through which the impurity is
diffused
is diffused
to a controlled depth and concentration.
concentrat ion. CombinaCombinations of components
simultaneously
componen ts can be produced simultaneo
usly
in a single piece of silicon and
and are
are then
then suitably
suitably
interconne
interconnected
sected to form a circuit. Up to
to three
three sequential diffusions may be required to give
the
give the
necessary junction structures. Each
silicon slice
slice
Each silicon
produces an array of similar circuits. These
are then
These are
then
cut from the slice (diced) and mounted individuall
individually.
y.
The above processes are usualy done
done in
in special
special
rooms or areas where control of atmospheric
atmospher ic cleanliness, temperature
temperatu re and humidity is maintained.
ness,
maintained . Great
slices during
during
care is taken to avoid contamination
contamina tion of
of slices
and between process stages. Inter-stag
Inter-stage
cleaning
e cleaning
of
is done with vapour degreasers,
degreasers , ultrasonic baths
baths of
de-ionized water or de-ionized water recirculators.
recirculato rs.

Planar Technique
Planar
Techniqu e Processes
Processe s
Fig. 2 shows the main processes required to
to
the type of structure shown in Fig. 3.
3. This
This

produce
produce
particuparticu-
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lar configuration may not form a
practical circuit, but has the
merit of
of simplicity. Fig. 4 illus. trates the various stages in the
fabrication of part of a planar
circuit. A single-junction
single-juncti on device
is used for · simplicity.

CRYSTAL
GROWTH

SLICE
f-+-- PREPARAT
JON
PREPARATION

f-+-

OXIDE
GROW TH

:......_

PHOTOPHOTO
LITHOGRAPHY

~

f-+--

IMPURITY
DIFFUSION

CONTACT
Silicon Crystal Growth:—Silicon
MOUNTING
Growth:-Sil icon
~
PHOTOEVAPORATION
PHOTO
TESTING
DICING
~ AND LEAD f-.-4-~
for semiconductor
semiconduct or device appliAND
ATTACHMENT
liTHOGRAPHY
LITHOGRAPHY
INTERCONNECTION
cations is usually obtained by
chemical reduction of its halides
Fig.
process chart for planar semiconductor devices.
or hydrides. This form of silicon
F'S' 2. Simplified
^
is, however, polycrystallipe
polycrystallin e and
contains unacceptably high levels of unwanted
on a
slice
There may be up to several thousand on
a slke
impurities.
having widths down to O.OOlin.
single-crysta l silicon ingot is generally grown
A single-crystal
on a seed crystal either by pulling it from aa crucible
crucible
Etch-resistan t Masking
Etch-resistant
of molten silicon, or by causing a molten zone
zone to
to
A thin layer of photo-sensitive
is spun
spun
photo-sensiti ve emulsion is
pass along a polycrystalline
polycrystallin e silicon rod which is
is
onto
the
oxide-coated
slice
(Fig.
4(c)).
The
photo(Fig. 4(c) ).
photoseeded at one end. An r.f. heater, concentric with
sensitized slice is then mounted on an alignment rig
the rod, is used for this purpose. During these proproand exposed to ultra-violet light through the photocesses, unwanted impurities are removed and those
mask
(Fig. 4(d)).
4(d) ). Development
Developmen t of the exposed
required introduced. Ingots of monocrystalline
monocrystall ine siliemulsion
r~moves
removes
the
soft areas which were under
con of p and n type are produced in aa wide
wide range
range
the
black
portions
of
the
photomask (Fig. 4(e)).
The
portiom;
4(e) ). The
of resistivity.
emulsion pattern remaining is then baked, after
Slice Preparation:—Silicon
0.5in-2.0in diaPreparation :-Silicon ingots of O.Sin-2.0in
diawhich it is etch-resistant
etch-resistan t and has good adhesion to
to
meter are sliced, usually by diamond wheel, to
to about
about
the silicon oxide.
0.010in-0.020
0.010in-0.020in
Thesee slices are then
in thickness. Thes·
lapped smooth with an extra-fine grain alumina
Oxide Etching
abrasive to prepare for polishing. The slices are
are
The unprotected oxide is
is. etched away with aa
finally etch-polished using a 95
95%HN03/5%HF
%HNOj5% HF
hydrofluoric
hydrofluoric
acid
etchant,
and
finally the etch-resisetchant which produces a fine mirror finish. Slice
tant emulsion is removed with methylene chloride
thickness is then about 0.006in. Mechanical methods
(Fig. 4(f)
).
4(f)).
can also,
also. be used for the polishing stage.

r.-

Oxide Growth:—Surface
Growth:-Su rface oxidation of the polished
polished Impurity Diffusion:—Impurity
Diffusion:-I mpurity diffusion is usually
slice (Fig.
(Fig. 4 (b)) produces a
a masking medium which,
done in a similar furnace to that used for oxide
when selectively removed by photolithography,
photolithogra phy,
growing, and at the same temperature range.
range.
enables impurity diffusion to take place in a predeVacuum and closed-box furnaces are also sometimes
termined pattern into the silicon. Oxide growing is
is
used. In the ·furnace
furnace tube the impurity source is
generally carried out in an open-tube furnace having
vaporized and passed over the slice by a carrier
liner. The
slices
a recrystallized alumina or quartz liner.
The slices
gas.
gas. Boron (p-type) and phosphorous (n-type) in
are placed in an oxidizing atmosphere (steam, oxygen
B 2 0 3 and P22O
the forms of BoOj
0 s5 are commonly used
between
or wet nitrogen) at temperatures usually between
impurity
sources.
Accurate
control of atmospheres,
lOOOoC
1000°C and 1250oC
1250oC for times up to two or three
temperatures and carrier-gas flow rates is necessary
hours, depending on the required oxide thickness,
for quality and repeatability of diffusion runs. The
temperature and atmosphere. Oxide thicknesses in
in
impurity concentration and junction depth in a slice
the region of 0.5 micron are usually needed
needed and
and
are determined by the impurity source, slice temperthese films produce the brilliant interference colours
ature, and the method and duration of the diffusion,
characteristic of planar
semiconduct
or devices.
semiconductor
E
EXTERNAL
Photolithogr aphy : —
Photolithography:
leadsAL
- DiffLEADS
usion masking patterns are
DIODE OR
TRANSISTOR
RESISTOR
produced in oxide on a
CAPACITOR
produced
transistor
silicon slice by photolithography. A particular device
j
or Circuit may require up
[
to six interelated patterns.
\ •ir%:
——-——
The process of photolitho\
p-TYPE ORIGINAL
ORIG INAL SLICE
graphy may be divided
/
into three stages.
Photo-Mask Production
p + regio/acilitates
p
+REGION
p+
REGION FACILITATES
ALUMINIUM
G00D
GOOD BONDING
GOOD
Original device patterns
bonding TO
to MOUNTS
mounts
l1st
st DIFFUSION
D! FFUS I ON
up to 100 times full size
2nd
2 nd
»>"
are .photographically
photographic ally re3rd
3 rd
""
OX IDE
OXIDE
duced and stepped-andstepped-and:..
repeated to form multipatterned , exact-sized
patterned,
Fig. 3. Integrated semiconductor
semicondi
components. Note that the first diffusion forms isolating
negatives of the devices. pockets for each component.
negatives
WIRELESS World,
WORLD, June
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but
hours but
~hich can vary from 10 minutes to many hours
which
hours.
two
than
less
usually
IS
is
repeated
are repeated
stages are
Photolithographi c and diffusion stages
Photolithographic
required,
is required,
formation is
where successive junction formation
diffusion
each diffusion
as in the structure Fig. 3. During each
ready
areas ready
run oxide is regrown over the diffused areas
4(g) ).
(Fig. 4(g)).
stage (Fig.
photolithographi c stage
for the next photolithographic

SILICON
SILl CO~
~/~~x
_-1-____jl

(d.)}'--

(b)

proAttachment:-T he proDicing, Mounting and Lead Attachment:—The
ultraby
indivi~ual circuits
cyt into individual
cessed
ultraces~ed slice is cut
Wire saw, or diamond stylus scribesonic cutter, wire
some
or
dice or
and-break methods.
These individual dice,
'
multi-pin
to
1
usua ly gold-bonded
"" chips,"
ch'IJ?S, " are usually
transistor headers and fine gold wire (0.0005in0.002in diameter) connections made to the header
Thermopins from the contact areas on the dice. Thermofor
employed
are
compression bonding machines
attachment.
this form of mounting and lead

{d)

Developments
Future Developments
and Future
Present and
have
circuits have
Equipments produced using integrated circuits
about
maximum component packing densities of about
~ecause of their small size, weight
1200/cu.
cu. in. Because
1200/
equipin equipreqmrements, the incorporation in
and power requirements,
increase
to increase
ments of redundant parts (or circuits) to
reliBasic relireliability is an attractive proposition. Basic
very
ability
individ~al circuits promises to be very
a?ility of individual
conof conhigh compared with conventional methods of
h1gh
and
struction, because of the reduced number and
construcof construcinterconnections , simplicity of
method of interconnections,
tion, purity of materials used, tight process control
addiIn addiand oxide passivation of junction surfaces. In
to
tion,
ti<:m, because of their small mass, their ability to
enis enwithstand mechanical shock and vibration is
hanced.
operAt _Present
present integrated circuits are normally oper+ 125
to +125°C
-55
m the temperature range of —
ated in
550C to
as
but as
Mcjs, but
rat~d in frequency up to 5 Mc/s,
~re rated
and are
exceeded.
be exceeded.
Improve this limit should be
techniques
techmques improve
fabricaof fabricaResort is made to the multi-chip method of
tion to overcome this frequency restriction, and

oc
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SILICON OXIDE

furEvaporation:-A furInterconnection and Contact Evaporation:—A
confrom conoxide from
photolithographi c stage removes oxide
ther photolithographic
in aa
placed in
tact areas on the slice. The slice is then placed
—55 mm
I0vacuum evaporator at a pressure of about 10
mm
in
micron in
0.5 micron
about 0.5
Hg and a film of aluminium about
completely
slice, completely
the slice,
thickness is evaporated onto the
A
areas. A
covering the oxide and exposed contact areas.
the
etches the
selectively etches
photolithographi c stage selectively
final photolithographic
aluminium to form the required interconnection
to
vacuum to
pattern. The slice is then heated in vacuum
0
contact
the contact
on the
600°C.
about 600
C. causing the aluminium on
to
remainder to
the remainder
and the
silicon and
areas to alloy into the silicon
electrical
bond to the oxide. The oxide provides electrical
isolation, where necessary, for the interconnections.
depossometimes deposis sometimes
~
A gold film about 0.25 micron is
facilitate
to facilitate
slice to
the slice
Ited onto the underside of the
ited
mounting the devices.

cirmounted cirthe mounted
of the
Testing:-Prior to final testing of
Testing:—Prior
done
is done
examination is
cuits, electrical and microscopic examination
between
~etw~en fabrication stages. Electrical properties of
the
to the
junctions
Ju.nctwn.s are observed by making contact to
micro-manipulat ors.
wlth probes mounted on micro-manipulators.
slices
shces with
Quality of polishing, oxides and photolithography
magof magare
as~essed using metallurgical microscopes of
a~e assessed
unsatisfactory
nifications
mficatwns up to 1500. Rejection of unsatisfactory
stage.
slices can thus be made at any stage.

DEVELOPED

PHOTO-EMULSION

r~'{\~~

-EMUL510tl
PHOTO
PHOTO-EMULSION
REMOVED
REMOVED

OXIDE ETCHED
0XI0E

.E~(f)
t\\V3

PHOTOSENSITIVE
EMULSION

I/

(c)

A ivvvvj

REGROWN
OXIDE
0X10E

/

~(g)

MASK
PHOTO-MASK
PHOTO·

'\.

U.V. LIGHT
U.V.LIGHT

tt~t.i:!.ti tft~~~~~t~ION

HARDENED
)T0-EMULSI0N
tfjdiiiitft PHOTO

r:-"4

DIFFUSED
IMPURITY

sea/e) illustrating stages in the
Fig. 4.
~· . Cross-sections (not to scale)
fabrication
fabncatton of a semiconductor planar single-junction device.

obtainare obtainoperation are
Mc/s operation
circuits capable of 100 Mc/s
additional
of
expense of additional
the expense
at the
able by this means, but at
bonded wire connections.
Semiconductor planar circuits which are now
and
digital and
available in this country include both digital
distrilinear types. Circuits involving integrated distribatsolar batdevices, solar
buted R-C networks, field-effect devices,
consideraunder consideraare under
elements are
teries and other novel elements
tion in research laboratories.
present,
at present,
high at
relatively high
is relatively
The cost of circuits is
considerbe considershould be
and as production increases this should
three
as three
such as
circuits such
" simple" circuits
ably reduced, but "simple"
quantity
in quantity,
bought in
if bought
dio::ies
diodes in one dice of silicon, if
separ~
the separthan the
can now be obtained more cheaply than
.
ately encapsulated components.
Increasing demands for reliable equipments of
military
for military
mainly for
extremely small size and weight, mainly
developthe developstimulated the
have stimulated
and space applications, have
planar
The planar
ment of microminiature techniques. The
fabrication method is probably the most important
years
few years
next few
the next
during the
and during
of these techniques, and
development
the development
on the
should have a large influence on
of electronics in general.
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SOME THOUGHTS ON IMPEDANCE FUNCTIONS
SOME

THOUGHTS

OH

IMPEDAKCE

FUHCTIOHS

By B.
B. J.
J. AUSTIN*
AUSTIN *
P ROVIDING us with food for thought is our
J.
old friend, the two-terminal black box (Fig.
(Fig. 1(a)).
1(a)).
The box is passive, i.e., it may contain any (linear)
circuit elements (e.g., R's, L's, C's) but no sources
of energy.
energy. This article sets out to examine some of
the simpler properties that must be possessed by
the impedance of such a network.
network. For all but the
most trivial cases we will have to write the impedance
as Z(s), i.e., as a function of complex frequency
S =
a + jw.
=a+
jw.
Regular Wireless World readers, and especially
0
0

Z(•l~:=o

X

X

X

5
X

(a)

(b)

Fig. I (a) AA ,passive
Fig.
passive "black box" and (b) its pole-zero
diagram.
" Cathode Ray " fans, will know that we can
characterize an impedance function, apart from a
multiplying constant, by giving the ·positions
positions of
all its poles and zeros. We will keep this correspondence between Z(s) and its pole-zero diagram
well -to
to the fore, and in particular we will try to find
what arrangements of noughts and crosses are
allowed. Our first thoughts would lean towards
the view that practically any function Z(s) is possible,
if networks of sufficient complication can be manufactured. Hence Fig. 1(b) might well be a valid
pole-zero plot.
plot.
Second thoughts counsel caution.
caution. For instance
a negative resistance ' is not a passive
passive impedance.
· ·We
We see then, that restrictions on the form of Z(s)
must exist and we can reasonably expect to see
something of these restrictions reflected in the
diagram.
pole-zero diagram.
First, let us use a rather insignificant scrap of
information-viz., a real voltage must always produce
information—viz.,
current-to show that Z(s) has a certain kind
a real current—to
. of symmetry. Of course, you protest, the current
always turns out to be real because we take only the
Ht
real part when we have finished all that ee•t
business.
This is true enough but it obscures the underlying
st
reasoning. A voltage Ve
is not real (i.e., physical
Ve•t
and to get a physical voltage we have to add the
8t
complex conjugate Ve
.
Using the Superposition
Ve•-t.
Theorem, we find the total current to be
st
8t
Ve•t/Z(s)
Ve~t;z(s).
ye
/Z(s) + Ve
/Z(s).
If this is real for
for all values of t the second term must
be the complex
comple~ conjugate
conj,ugate of the first.
:. Z(s) =■
= Z(s) · ..
.-.
..
..
.. (1)
Hence, .if Z has a pole at s, .it has a pole at s,
and similarly for zeros. We can say that the bottom

+
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half of the pole-zero diagram must be the mirror
m1rror
image of the top half in the real axis (Fig.
(Fig. 2). (N.B.
s is obtained from s by reflection in the real axis.)
If s =
= jj (o
w (ordinary frequencies) we get two further
equations by splitting (1) into real and imaginary
parts.
R(j«o) =
R(jw)
= R(—jw)!
R( - jw)}
(2)
X(ja,)=
••
••
•• (2)
X(jw) = -X(-j")J
-X( -jw)

s

These equations are summarized by saying that
R is an even and X an odd function of jw.
j w. These
names arise because an even function, if it is a
polynomial, will contain only even powers of the
argument (jw)(j w). In general, R(jw)
R(j w) is the ratio of
two even polynomials while X(jw)
X(j w) is
is· the ratio of
an even polynomial and an odd .one. Most functions, however, cannot be classified as either even
or odd, just as most complex numbers are neither
purely real nor purely imaginary. But we can
always split Z(s) into two parts, of which one is
even and the other odd. We define
Ev[Z(s)] =
= MZ(s)
UZ(s) + Z(—s)]
Z( - s)]
. Od[Z(s)] =
= MZ(s)-Z(-.s)]
UZ(s) -Z( -s)]
These are obviously even and odd respectively,
and their sum is Z(s). (The process is very similar
to that ·for
for separating a complex number into real
and imaginary · parts.)

+

X

X

O

X

O

X

Fig. 22 The lower half
is the reflection of
the
ofthe
upper half.
X

X

Fig. 3 . A
A simple circuit.

IF

lll.

Let us now consider the simple, if impractical,
circuit of Fig. 3. The impedance is given by:—
by:(3)
= 1/(1
Z(s) =
1/(1 +
(3)
+ s) .
.-. Ev[Z(s)] =
1}
= 1/(1—s
1/(1 -s22))
r4.
(4)
w
= -s/(l
-s/(1-s
Od[Z(s)] -s22) J · • •
For comparison, the real and imaginary parts . are:
Re Z

:a;; w2)

[ (s)] =
I
Re[Z(s)]
= (1+a)i
(1 ' .t*
+ »» t

(5)

(5)

+~!~

ji m[Z(s)]=(1+
( 1 -r+awJ
2
iImrZ(s)H
A number of remarks can be made about these
(4) are somewhat simequations. First, equations (4)
(5). . Secondly, for real frequenpler than equation (5).
= 0, s =
= jw)
j w) the two pairs are identical.
cies (a =
* Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge.
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w = Re[Z(jw)] =
R(jw)
Ev[Z(jw)] }1
ment imposed on Z(s) by the latter condition
R(j
) — Re[Z(ja>)] = Ev[Z(ja>)]
condition is
is
(6) Re[Z]>O
jX(jw)
= jIm[Z(j«)]
jim[Z(jw)] =
iX(i
at) =
co)] j
•• w
= Od[Z(j
Od[Z(jw)r
Re[Z]>0 for a>O.
cti>0. However, a passive network
network
Put in another way, Ev[Z] at all frequencies can
conclusion s apply
apply to
to
can must be causal and so all our conclusions
be obtained from the resistance at real frequencies passive networks.)
A number of other theorems about Z(s)
merely by substituting
substitutin g s/j
a>. A similar remark
s/j for ·w.
Z(s) can
can also
also
be
proved (using passivity) but, lacking a
obviously holds for Od[Z]. One should avoid the
a good
good deal
deal
the
mathemati cs, we will have to be content with
trap of identifying Re[Z] as the resistance and
with one
one
and of mathematics,
further
Im[Z] as the reactance when arx 4=0.
example.
It
turns
out,
not
surprisingly,
For instance,
surprising ly, that
=I= 0.
that
instance,
when s is pure real, so is Z (see eqn. (1)),
interconne cted.
(I)), even
even for
for aa Ev[Z] and Od[Z] are curiously interconnected.
Thinking of real frequencies
network containing no resistances!
frequencie s for the moment, this
resistances!
this
means ·that R(jw)
R(j w) and X(j <o)
Returning to our main theme, we now make aa
w) are not independent
independe nt
very important deduction from the fact
fact that
that our
can
our functions. We find that a .constant resistance can
black box is passive. We know already that
poles
R(j w) without affecting X(j of,
w), but
but not
that poles be added to R(jw)
not
in the impedance function give rise to terms
the only
terms in
only
in the
the an arbitrary resistance function. Similarly, the
free response of the network. In other words,
upsetting
X(j w) without upsetting
words, if
if change that can be made to X(jaj)
R(jai)
is
the
addition
of
a
lossless
network
R(j
we apply some sort of impulse to the circuit,
w)
the
network in
circuit, the
in series
series
spt
(this
response will contain terms like eesPt,
introduces
poles
and
zeros
into
Z
down
the
, where Sp
is
Sp is
the
j
w
the position of the poles. If Sp
the
left
of
jw
axis).
Thus,
our
freedom
of
choice
has
been
Sp lies to
to the left of
has been
the imaginary axis, this is a sinusoid of decreasing drastically curtailed.
amplitude , but, if Sp
To illustrate this, let us suppose we have
amplitude,
Sp lies to the right, the amplitude
have been
been
increases with time. This second state of affairs given only the first of equations (5) (and
(and only
only for
for
= j w) and let us try to find an odd function
cannot possibly · occur with a
a· passive network,
function X(ja>)
network,- s —jai)
X(j w)
which by definition contains no sources of
Z(ja>)=R(ja>)+jX(ja>)
w) = R(j w) + jX(j w) is the impedance
impedance of
of energy.
energy. so that Z(j
of
But worse is to come. If we do the maths,
maths. correctly
set ourselves
correctly a passive network. (We have really set
ourselves
we find that the response after the impulse
impulse contains
contains the problem of finding Od[Z] given Ev[Z].)
terms from the left half plane, and, before the impulse
As a ·first
first (and rather stupid) attempt take
impulse
take
as applied, the response is not
Z(s)=I/(
Od[Z] = 0.
Then Z(s)
= 1/(1 I-s
— s22),
not zero,
zero, but
), which has poles
but consists
consists Od[Z]=O.
of terms arising from the poles in
s = ±1.
± 1. From our discussion above, we
in the
the right
right half
half at s=
we conclude
conclude
plane. These terms are exponentially
acceptable , because of the
exponentia lly increasing,
increasing , that this is not acceptable,
the pole
pole at
at
but this doesn't really count as they get
= +1.
+ 1. We now see, however, that Od[Z] must
get off
off to
to aa s =
must be
he
very modest start at t =
= -a. What irks
irks· us
us is
is that
that chosen so as to cancel out this pole. We can
can rewrite
rewrite
the network has responded at all before the
the impulse
impulse Ev[Z] as
was applied to it. Such a system would
nonwould be
be ""non1
Ev[Z(s)] = it (-L
Ev[Z(s)]=
causal."
(- - +
+ -JA
I- )
·
I-s
1 +s
\1—
s
1+sJ
If we restrict ourselves to causal networks
networks we
we
must exclude the possibility of poles in
each pole.
pole.
in Z(s)
Z(s) to
to the
the in a form which gives a separate term from each
Then
Od[Z],
right of the imaginary axis. In the left half
when written similarly, must have a
a
half plane
plane
we can have any array of poles (subject to
the
s-»s
to the s~s term-t _ I_
term — J• To make Od[Z] an odd function,
I-s.
1—s.
X
X
I
XX
this must be paired with +|—-—
and any further
+t - I
11+s,
0
+s,
terms must also be in pairs, corresponding
correspond ing to poles
Fig. 4 The final resultsi,
at
^Sj-,
say.
One
pole
of
each
such pair must be
be in
in
poles and
and zeros
x
o
%-S
poles
zeros of
of aa
the
the
right
half
plane,
and
cannot
be
accepted,
unless
causal network.
network.
si
Sj is pure imagining. Stich
Such poles arise from networks
without resistances.
resistances . Thus, we conclude that, apart
x
from the addition of a lossless network in
in series
series

~urther

±

symmetry)
symmetry).. Just what happens on the imaginary
axis is not so obvious.
obviou s. A little mathematics,
mathemati cs, which
we will have to dodge, shows that passive networks
networks
may have only simple poles on the ja>
j ,,~ axis (e.g.
(e.,g. an
an
undamped LC circuit).
We can quickly see that exactly the same restrictions apply to the zeros of Z(s). Just as we cannot
decide whether the chicken or the egg came first,
first, so
so
we cannot be sure whether the voltage is the excitaexcitation and the current the response, or vice versa.
versa.
This means -that
that all the arguments put forward for
for
Z(s) apply equally to Y(s)=l/Z(s).
Y(s) = 1/Z(s) . . Since a pole
pole in
in
correspond s to a zero in Z(s), neither poles nor
Y(s) corresponds
nor
zeros in Z(s) are permitted in the right half plane
(a>O), and poles and zeros on the jjw
(a>0),
to axis must
must be
be
simple (see Fig.
Fig . . 4). This is quite a remarkable
remarkabl e
conclusion to draw merely from passivity.
(A careful reader will note that we have really
really
used the fact that the network is causal, not
not the
the
slightly stronger condition of passivity.
passivity. The requirerequire296

Od[Z(s)] =t( - rVry-i^
I_!_ + _I I ) = 1-s 2
od[z(s)]=i(-s
-s
-s
Thus we arrive at the second of equations (4)
(4) merely
by demanding that Z(s) has no pole with a>0.
by
a>O.
We could carry out much the same procedure in
in
reverse to find Ev[Z] given Od[Z] (or jX(jw)).
We would see that Ev[Z] is fixed uniquely, apart
from a positive constant.
Complex variable theory can be used to get a pair .
of equations connecting R(j a>)
of
w) and X(j a>).
w). These are
called dispersion relations (because of their use in
in
other branches of science) and give R(ja>)
R(j w) as an
an
infinite integral involving X(ja>)
X(j w) and vice versa.
A detailed discussion is out of place here.
It is
is
more important to notice how, in requiring that our
our
black box be passive, we have surrendered
surrendere d some
(about half) of our control over its characteristics,
characteris tics.
We can specify Z(s) to some extent, but all the res'
res · ·
is done for us by passivity. Whether this should be
be
taken as a comfort or as a warning is left to the
discretion of the reader.
WIRELESS World,
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JUDGING
by the
the . new
new equipments
equipments shown
shown and
and
(3
UDGING by
demonstrated at the 1963 festival, it seems clear that
pre-ampli~ers
pre-amp
fiers and power amplifiers, using thermionic valves, can be considered to have reached
their zenith. Apart from modifications to established types there . was .very
tie new in this field.
.very 1little
The response tc
to the challenge of
of transistors is so
far not very evident; only two manufacturers,
manufac::turers, Pye
and Radford, were showing integrated transistor
amplifiers as finished products. The picture presented by ·. the input and output transducers · was,
however, very much different. ' Many new microphones were introduced, and at the output end ithere
here
was a trend to what is somewhat contradictorily
called "silent listening." This, apparently, is the
in place of loudspeakers for
use of headphones, .n
listening.
private listen
ng. This development will, no doubt,
bring joy
oy to the "
non-hi-fi " community in densely
"non-hi-fi
populated areas.
There were more exhibitors from overseas .· this
0
year. Particularly
ar cularly no
ceable was the styling of
noticeable
of the
Japanese Trio and American Sherwood and Scott
equipments.

Microphones
Microphones
The recently G.P.O.-approved radio microphone
manufactured · by Lustraphone was demonstrated.
manufactured"
system . consists of . a transistor
The "Radiomic" system
crystal-controlled
crys d-controlled f.m. transmitter measuring slightly
3± x 2^
2-!- x lin and weighing only 6oz comless than 3^
battery~ a crystal-controlled
plete with battery,
crystal-controlled transistor
receiver and a microphone with adjustable neck
halter (commonly called a " lava
cr " microphone
lavalier
from the French lavalliere, a loose neck-tie).
Of the new units introduced by S.T.C. the Type
4114 moving co
coill microphone should appeal to
amateur sound recordists. Very reasonably priced,
it has a nominal impedance of 2000, thus dispensing
with the need for an input transformer
transformer when feeding
transistor input stages. The shape of the case is
suitable for holding iini the hand or standing -on
on a
table. Also, a threaded insert
.usert in the base enables
the microphone to be
be fitted to a standard camera
tripod stand. ·
Shure Electronics · took advantage of the Show to
introduce four new microphones. Of these, the slim
appearance of Models 576 and 578 caught the eye.
These were only Jin
tin in diameter.

S.T.C. Type 4114
S.T.C,
microphone.

Audio Pioneer SHI00
SHIOO
pickup
arm
and
headset.
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Cosmocord demonstrated their new MIC55. This

~s a small lapel microphone incorporating .a
is
a crystal

msert.
insert.

Headphone Listening
Listening
Headphone
A number of manufacturers,
maimfacturers, including
including_ A.K.G. and
S.T.C., exhibited headphones suitable for highquality two-channel listening. · ·
·
Unusual, but pleasantly surprising, is probably the
description
best desc
ption of the Audio Pioneer exhibit. This
consisted of a turntable to which was fitted the
Pioneer fpickup
Audio F'oneer
ckup arm. There is no electrical
amplification and the stylus drives two sound boxes
which are arranged to separate the two channels
of a stereo record. Two lengths of tubing (1 metre
length recommended) convey the sound to a stethoscope-type headset. The claim that frequencies
from lOOc/s to lOkc/s
lOkcjs may be heard seemed well
founded.
Amplifiers
Amplifiers
previously
mentioned, two commercally
commercially produced
As pre
.iously men^oned,
transistor amplifiers were shown. In the Mullard
demonstration room, however, three transistor
were. compared with each other and with
amplifiers were
"5-10
'' valve amplifier. The semithe now famous "
5-10 "
with
conductor amplifiers v
th Class A (5W +
+ 5W),
SW), Class

F.m. transmitter and microphone of Lustraphone "Radiomic. "
f.m.

(lOW +f 10W)
lOW) and Class
Class B (10W
(lOW +f 10W)
AB (10W
lOW) output
output
stages, with their low-distortion, noise-free outputs
outputs
and correspondingly smaller
smaller sizes
sizes should
should stimulate
stimulate
increasing
an increa'.
ng number of firms to
to develop
develop transistor
transistor
· equipments in the near future.
thermionic
amplifiers were
As far as thenr
i^nic amplifiers
were concerned
concerned
new to
to be seen
seen. The
there was very little
ttle new
The Chapman
Chapman
amplifier was
was new.
306 integrated stereo amplifier
new. Other
Other inteintegrated equipments by .Lowther,
Whiteley
Lowther, W1
teley and
and SymSymphony foretell that the day is5 perhaps
perhaps not
not far
far distant
distant
when the separate pre-amplifier
pre-amplifier might
might be
be aa thing
thing
of the past.

Tape Recorders
Record~rs
Tape
Following- the tremendous growth in
Following
in the
the developdeveloparid · use of tape
tape recorders over
ment aiid
over the
the past
past two
two
or three years, it
it ^s
is perhaps
perhaps natural
natural that
that few
few radicradically new models were iintroduced
this year,
year, but
itroduced this
but ·
detail refinements have
have been
been made.
made.
The Brenell STB1
STBl presented a great
great many
many fa<..
facili-ties. Essentially it is a four-speed mono/stereo
mono j stereo halfhalftrack recorder vwith
associated
pre-amplifiers. Other
th assoc
ated pre-amplifiers.
Other
facilities include mixing, superimposition,
superimposition, comEMI
head block
comEM/ Type
Type 311
311 reversible
reverstblehead
block tape
tape recorder.
recorder.
parison of recording against orig:
Lai signal,
original
signal, variable
variable
bias and an additional playback
playback head
head with
with prepre-:
replay of quarter
quarter track,
amplifiers to enable replay
track, mono,
mono, recorder
recorder for
for language
language teaching
teaching isis going
going to
to become
become
or stereo pre-recorded tapes.
tapes. Two
Two models
were
more,popular.
Stuzz
Recorders
and
Tandberg
models were
more popular. Stuzzi Recorders and Tandberg both
both
STBl/5/2 suitable for
exhibited, the STB1/5/2
1 this
on. ·
for use
use with
with spools
spools demonstrated
demonstrated their
their recorders
recorders in
this applica
application.
8;}in diameter, and the
up to S^in
Tape
the STB1/510/2
STBl/510/2 suitable
suitable
Tape recorder
recorder accessories
accessories were
were much
much in
in evidence,
evidence.
lOlin diameter spools.
for lOi-in
New
mixer
units
were
shown
by
Fi-Cord
New mixer units were shown by Fi-Cord (three
(three
recorder
A portable tape rec
rder by
by Loewe-Opta,
Loewe-Opta, the
the 414,
414, inputs,
inputs, transistor
transistor amplifier
amplifier and
and 200ohms
200ohms output
output
is a two-track, 3|in/sec
3Jin/ sec transistor
on. Included
transistor recorder
recorder. The
impedance), and
The impedance),
and Vortex
Vortexion.
Included in
in the
the VorVorspeed control circuit
circuit uses an
of
mixers
was
a
version
which
provides
an 80-100kc/s
80-lOOkc/s oscillator,
oscillator, texion
texion range
range of mixers was a version which provides
which is switched on by
by aa centrifugal
centrifugal switch
switch when
when recording
recording erase
erase and
and bias,
bias, playback
playback and,
and echo
echo
r.p.m. The
the motor speed exceeds 3,000 r.p.m.
The rectified
rectified facilities.
facilities.
oscillator is fed back
back to
output of the oscillator
The
.tor reverberation
to control
control the
the
The Grampian
Grampian trans'
transistor
reverberation unit
unit (dry(drymotor speed. The Planet
for
the
improvement
Planet demonstration
demonstration of
of deck
deck battery
battery operated)
operated) isis intended
intended for the improvement
remote control by radio
dead" conradio and multi-core
multi-core cable
cable of
of the
the quality
quality of
of recorded
recorded sounds
sounds in
in ""dead"
conThe use
attracted much attention. The
provided,
use of
of the
the tape
tape ditions.
ditions. Two
Two input
input channels
channels are
are provided, one
one for
for

Sherwood Model XP I prototype
all transistor, f.m. stereo multiplex fa.m. . receiver.
(200W.
output.)

Pye transistor amplifier Model
HFS 30TC.

..

--·--~--~

A.K.G.
directional
charact.eristic plotter.

---

· ~

Q

I
I.

recorder
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and Smith tuner unit
unit Type
Type 658
658 (a.m.
(a.m. 525-1520kc/s
525-1520k c/s
I S0-265kc/ s; f.m. 87.5-108.5Mc/s).
150-265kc/s;
87.5-lOKS Mc/s).

....

/

-~

I

Miscella neous
Miscellaneous
1

'

. /

Lowther audio test
test set
set Type ATU.
ATU.

a 600Q
6000 .·micropho
microphone
ne input
input and
and the
the other,
other, aa highhighimpedance channel, for
for signals
signals from
from other
other types
types of
of
· equipment
·
equipment,. ·
··
E:M.I., in
in order to cater
cater for
for tapes
tapes wound
Wound .to
to
Anglo-Am
erican and European
Anglo-American
European standards
standards (oxide
(oxide
surface wound . inside
inside or
or .outside)
outside) introduced
introduced their
their
reversible head block
block tape
tape recorder
recorder Type
Type 311,
311, aa
profession al unit. The
professional
The mechanical
mechanica l unit
unit can
can be
be supsupplied separately from
from the
the electronic
electronic equipment.
equipment .

_Tuners
.

.

A number
nuinbe~ of new
ne\¥ a.m./f.m..
a.m./f.m . .tuner
tuner units
units were
were shown.
shbwn.
The f.m.
all boasted
for
f.m: tuners ·all
boasted provision
provision for multiplex
·m11ltiplex
adaptors if and when
when stereo
stereo broadcasting
broadcasti ng becomes
becomes aa
. reality. · At
room
At the Sherwood
Sherwood · demonstration
demonstra tion room f.m.
f.m.
stereo transmissions
were broadcast
trimsinissions .were
broadcast (G.P.O.-licensed
(G.P.O.:-licensed
at ImW).
lm W). . The programme
programm e source
source was
was aa stereo
stereo disc.
disc.
.·A
A Sherwood encoder
a
Marconi
TF1066B
encoder fed
fed a Marconi TF1066B f,m.
f.m.
signal generator,
which was
generator; the
the output
output of
of .which
was transmitted
transmitte d
to a Sherwood F.M.
F.M. receiver
receiver in
in the
the same-room.
same ' room.
Other new tuners
tuners included
included the
the Chapman
Chapman Type
Type
FM 1005 (a.m. 16-50m,
16-SOm, 50-195m,
S0-195m, 195-550m,
195-SSOrn, 800800·ZOOOm;
2000m; f.m. 87.5-108Mc/s),
87.5-108M c/s), the
the Trio
Trio Type
Type AFX-210
AFX:.210
(a.m. 535-16()5kc/s;
535-160Skc/s; f.m.
f.m. 80-108Mc/s),
80-108Mc /s), and
and the
the Clarke
Clarke .

R.
C.A.
R.C.A.

Switchable~standards

Switchable-standards

A NEW transistorized
transistoriz ed switchable-standards
switchable- standards video
video rerecorder-the
corder—the TR-22—which
TR-22-wh ich has
has been
been recently
recently introduced
introduced
by R.C.A. is compatible
compatible with
with other
other rotating
rotating head
head transtransverse-track recorders.
An unusual method is,
is, however,
however, adopted
adopted for
for standards
standards
switching in this recorder.
recorder. Normally
Normally the
the various
various circuit
circuit
charge (or discharge)
discharge) times
times are
are altered
altered by
by adding
adding addiaddicomponen ts-either by
tional components—either
by laboriously
laboriously plugging
plugging them
them
in or by a complicated
complicate d relay
relay switching
switching system
system (with
(with its
its
attendant contact resistance
resistance and
a.n d reliability
reliability problems).
problems): In
In
the TR-22
capacitms ";which
TR-22 the capacitors
which are
are charged
charged in
in the
the
various circuits are permanently
permanent ly connected
connected by
by resistances
resistances
to one of four busbars;
busbars; these
these are
are .switched
switched to
to either
either ·00
or 20V in various combinations.
combinatio ns. The,
The ,busbar
busbar potentials
potentials
determine the capacitor
capacitor charging
cb.arging currents
currents and
and thus
thus the
the
times. These
circuit charging times.
These busbars
busbars are
are also
also used
used to
to
change inverting
inverting amplifiers
amplifiers to
to non-inverting
non-inverti ng amplifiers,
amplifiers,
to switch
switch potentiometers
potentiome ters in
in and
and out
out of
of circuit
circuit and,
and, by
_by
bias to
to the
the input
altering the bias
input transistors,
transistors, to
to allow
·allow signal
signal
flow in
in either the S5 :or
or ·s.SMc/s
5.5Mc/s bandwidth
bandwidth demodulation
demodulati on
filter (for 60- or
or 50-field
SO-field standards
standards respectively).
:respectively).
this recorder
Another feature of this
recorder isis the
the multistage
multistage servo
servo
control system
system adopted on
on replay
replay (called
(called Pixlock)
Pix.lock) to
to proprovide a video signal
signal exactly
exactly synchronous
synchronou s with
wnh aa locallylocallysignal. The
The capstan
generated sync signal.
capstan isis locked
locked to
to this
this
sync signal by comparison
comparison first
first with
with aa tape
tape control
control track
track
signal and then with
with aa tape
tape frame
frame pulse
p~lse signal.
signa!. The
T~e
headwheel servo
servo is
is then
then locked
locked to
to this
th1s sync
sync signal
stgnal in
m
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The A.K.G.
A.K.G ~ directional
directiona l characteristic
characteris tic plotter
plotter used
used
for the measurement
measurem ent of
of microphone
microphon e characteristics
.c haracterist ics
was demonstrated.
demonstra ted. The
The equipment
equipmen t consists
consists of
of three
three
units, a turntable complete
complete with
with amplifier,
amplifier, remote
remote
control unit and
and - a~ cathode-ray
cathode-ra y oscilloscope.
oscilloscope. The
The
microphon
under test
microphonee under
test is
is placed
placed on
on the
the turntable
turntable
in the open
open or in
in an
an anechoic
anechoic chamber.
chamber. The
The remote
remote
controller and oscilloscope
oscilloscop e can
can be
be some
some 50
50 meters
meters
distant.
Signals
Signals generated
generated in
in the
the microphone
microphon e
emanating from aa fixed
fixed loudspeaker
loudspeak er are
ate rectified
.rectified and
and
fed via the turntable
amplifier
to
a
potentiometer,
turntable amplifier to a . potentiom eter,
whiCh is mechanically
which
coupled to
mechanica lly ·coupled
to the
the turntable
turntable by
by
a magnetic dutch.
clutch. The
The output
output of
of the
the potentiometer
potentiom eter
consists of . two varying
varying· voltages
voltages 90°
90° out
out of
of phase
phase
·with
with each other. ·These
are
fed
to
the
vertical
These are fed to the vertical and
and
horizontal amplifiers of
of the
the oscilloscope.
oscilloscope. A
A standstanding picture of the
the directional
directiona l characteristics
characteris tics of
of the
the
microphon e is thus
microphone
produced.
thus produced.
.
A small low-priced
low-priced transistor
transistor oscillator
oscillator test
test unit
uriit
manufactu
red
by Lowther
Lowther fulfills
manufactured by
fulfills the
the need
need of
of test
test
signals for the home
home constructor
constructo r and
and for
for setting
setting up
up
stereo amplifiers.
amplifiers·. On
On the
the standard
standard instrument,
instrumen t, test
test
frequencie
frequenciess of
of 100,
100, 1000,
1000, 5000
5000 and
and 8000c/s
8000c/s are
are
available. · There are
outputs
both
are two
two outputs both at
at the
the same
same
level. · It is
is claimed
claimed that
that the
the above
above facilities
facilities are
are
sufficient · for checking
determining
checking and
and determinin g .azimuth
azimuth
(tape recorder heads),
heads), speaker
speaker location
location ·and
and phasing
phasing
and channel balancing
balancing (stereo).
(stereo) .
A display combining
combining the
the audio
audio and
and visual
visuaJ arts
arts
·attracted
attracted much ·attention.
attention. This
the
This · was
was the ChromoChromosanies
somes demonstration
demonstra tion arranged
arranged by
by Amateur
Amateur Tape
Tape
Recording and Stuzzi
Stuzzi Tape
Tape Recorders.
Recorders . The
The display
display
consisted of colour
colour screens
screens illuminated
illuminate d by
by electric
electric
lamps triggered on
on by
by impulses
impulses recorded
recorded on
on magnetic
magnetic
tape.

Video Recorder
Recorder

Video

three stages; by comparison
comparison first
first with
with aa signal
signal generated
generated
by a magnetic tonewheel
tonewheel on
on the
the motor
motor shaft,
shaft, secondly
secondly
with the tape sync
sync vertical
vertical signal
signal and
and finally
finally with
with the
the
tape horizontal
sync signal.
signal.
.

.. '

.~

""Servicing
Servicing Transistor
Transistor

Receivers"
Receivers . '.~
THE ubiquitous transistor
transistor portable
and its
portable receiver
receiver ·and
its
printed circuit
circuit has
has presented
presented servicemen,
servic~men .all
all over
over the
th~
world with new problems
problems requiring
many cases
requiring ·in
in 'many
cases aa
different approach from that
that with
with which
which they
they have
have been
been
accustomed to tackle larger
larger valve
valve receivers.
receivers~
. A well known practical
practical manual
manual by
by Leonard
Leonard Lane,
Lane,
an American author,
author, has
has been
been edited
edited by
by E.
E. A.
A. W.
W.
Spreadbury
M.Brit.I.R. E. (Technical
Spreadbury,, M.Brit.I.R.E.
(Technical Editor
Editor · of
of
Wireless and Electrical
Electrical Trader)
Trader) and
and translated
translated into
into an
an
idiom (both text and
and drawings)
drawings) which
which can
can be
be more
more easily
easily
the British
British reader
assimilated by the
reader and
and isis now
now published
published
Iliffe Books
Books Ltd.,
Ltd., price
by Uiffe
price 42s.
42s.
··
It is written in aa style
style eminently
eminently suited
suited to
to the
the pracpracand after
after aa description
description of
tical man and
of how
how transistors
transistors work
work
of circuits
circuits in
and : of the kind of
in which
which they
they are
~re used,
used, itit
gets down to servicing
servicing methods
methods and
and how
ho": these
these should
shoul_d
be conducted to avoid
avoid damage.
damage. The
be
The tracing
tracmg and
and repair
repatr
of faults in the printed
printed circuit
circuit boards
boards isis given
of
given aa separate
separate
chapter and the book concludes
concludes with
with aa quick
quick reference
reference
faults and
service guide to faults
and their
their causes.
causes.
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.Transistor High-quality A11plifiers
Transistor

High-quality

Amplifiers

2
......:...10-WA TT AMPLIFIER
AMPLIFIER OPERATING
OPERATING IN
IN "tt-MODE"
"7T-MODE" CLASS-AB
CLASS-AB
2.—10-WATT
By
R; OSBORNE,*
OSBORNE,*
By R.

*

e .sc. and
and P.
P. THARMA,*
THARMA, B.sc.(Hons.)
e.sc.(Hons .)
b.sc.

(Concluded from p. 225
2 2 5 of the previous
pre-vious issue)

THE

T
J. HE Class-AB circuit discussed previously is
re-arranged as a transformerless circuit
circuit with capacicapaci6. The output
output
tance-coupled load, as shown in Fig. 6.
transistors require to be driven from a low-impedance
source and
arid hence the driver transistors are used in
emitter-follower configuration to simplify the design
of the preceding phase splitter (otherwise aa highhighpower phase splitter will be required).
In Fig. 6 resistor R16
C5
16 decoupled by capacitor C5
together with potential divider resistors R^
R 10 and
R
define the
the emitter
emitter current
current and
and collector-tocollector-toRn
11 ·· define
. emitter voltage . of the output transistor Tr5
TrS so as

INPUT.1
INPUT.l

l

c)

~

14

Ri->

T!?*

INPUT
NPUT 2

Cs
Rifi* ±C5

TR6

£C7

R|7> ■=? <5

.

.

r
· fig.
Fig.
6.

. ,
, , , ,
load.
Class-AB output stage with capacitance-coupled load.

OUTPUT

INPUT

Fig. 7.
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Conventional phase splitter.

to give
give "" -7T mode"
mode " operation
operation - and
and similarly
similarly - for
for
to
output transistor
transistor Tr6.
Tr6. Resistor
Resistor R
R14
and
R
are
output
and
R
are
]rj
15
14
current to
to flow
flow in
in
necessary to
to allow
allow reverse
reverse base
base current
necessary
the output
output transistors
transistors for
for reasons
reasons discussed
discussed in
in an
an
the
earlier section.
section.
earlier
A long-tailed
the phase
phase splitter
splitter
long-tailed pair
pair is
is used
used as
as the
because
of its
its symmetry
symmetry of
of output
output and
and its
its low
low disdisbecause of
tortion.
Other forms
forms of
of phase
phase splitters
splitters such
such as
as
tortion. Other
p-n-p/n-p-n
p-n-p/n-p-n combinations
combinations or
or aa single
single transistor
transistor
with
emitter and
and collector
collector loads,
loads, have
have unequal
unequal
with equal
equal emitter
output
output impedances
impedances resulting
resulting in
in dissimilar
dissimilar frequency
frequency
response
of the
the two
two halves
halves of
of the
the system.
system.
response of
A conventional long-tailed pair is shown in
iri Fig. 7.
7.
The disadvantage with this arrangement is that
that
the collector currents can vary due to transistor
variations. This disadspreads and temperature variations.
vantage is overcome by having separate emitter
emitters,
resistors and by capacitance-coupling the emitters,
stability of the
the
as in the final circuit, Fig. 8. · Also stability
coll~ctor
the
collector currents is ensured by direct-coupling the
stage and by overall
overall .
phase splitter to the output stage
d.c. negative feedback. Thus the quiescent current
through the output transistors is defined by
by .one
one
feedback loop and the mid-point voltage by the other
feedback loop.
The collector resistors R12
R u in Fig.
Fig. 88 are
12 and R^
chosen to give the low impedance necessary for
to within
Class-AB operation. They must _be matched to
5% in order to minimize even-harmonic distortion.
distortion.
The voltages across these resistors are such that
that the
the
tranemitter-to-collector voltages of the output transistors are slightly higher than that required for aa
maximum output of 10 watts. This is to ensure that
the phase splitter is not cut off when the output
output stage
stage
phase
is driven to 10 watts. Hence at this power the phase
low-current
splitter is not working in the non-linear low-current
region.
In the
the final
final circuit
circuit of
of Fig.
Fig. 88 the
the load
load isis in
in the
the
In
itter circuit
em
emitter
circuit of
of transistor
transistor Tr7
Tr7 and
and the
the drive
drive isis
TrS and a.c. earth.
earth.
applied between the base of Tr5
This is necessary for the Class-AB operation.
operation.
this
Similar conditions exist for transistor Tr8 as in this
case the drive is applied between the base of Tr6
and the live end of the load.
Overall negative feedback of 44dB is applied from
the output to the base of the input transistor of the
the
within the loop
loop
phase splitter. As the three stages within
are directly coupled, except for the emitters of the
the
,are
phase splitter, low-frequency instability cannot
cannot
three
occur. The high-frequency stability of the three
stages is no problem as the phase splitter uses alloy
frequencies .
diffused transistors with very high cut-off frequencies.
*Mullard Applications Research Laboratory.
*1\1ullard
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TRS
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3·3k

TR7
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I

Cs
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4oV
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TR3
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R3
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IO SRRn
22
p,200^>
3,200jJ 15
10V
IOV
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Cz

SOJJ-
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r and (below) components list.

amplifie and (below) components list.
transistor amplifier
high-quality transistor
AB high-quality
Class AB
10-watt Class
of 10-watt
diagram of
circuit diagram
Complete
Complete circuit

RESISTORS
TORS
RESIS
Rl
12k0 fso;10
Ri . 12kO
R
1.5kO
R22 l.SkQ
~'
Ra 2.7kO
Ra
"
4.7kO
R4 4.7k^
R"'
"
R
Rs5 4.7kO
"
680
R
68
O
RGg
·
"
R
220
2200
R77
"
680
R8
68
Q
Ra
"
R
1.8kO
R99 1.8kn
"
18kQ !5%
Rxo . 18kf2
R10
n 2.7kO
Rn
.R
3.3k0 . "
RR]»
12 ' 3.3kn
"
3.3k0
Ril 3.3kO
R14
"
O
5600
R 13
13 · 560
"
3900
Rjs 390O
R1s
"
1.5k0.
R16 1.5kO
R16
"
_,
R17 1.5k
£2
1.5kO
R11
3.3k 1'10 %
R18
R1s
6800
R
680
£2
R19
19
"
R2o
R20
^10
^
"
10
R,!
If!
R21
150.
R
15£2
5"%
R22
22
220
Rno
22
£2
5%
R22

i
t watt

"

"
"

"
"

"•»

" .
:watt
!i watt
w~it
iI watt
.,

~0
· 55%
· hm
M ateh e d to within
watt
ii.1.I watt
Wit
watt }| Matched
.
4 watt.
t| watt

"
"
i watt
t£ watt
watt
!4 watt

.. 1

1,1

" (For normal loading)
loading)
.33 watt
loading)
2 watt (For low loading)

R9
by R9
applie d by
feedba ck isis applied
negativ e feedback
The overall negative
give
to
oot
oversh
ing
remov
latter
the
C66,~
and C
latter removing overshoot to give aa
se.
respon
good pulse response.
curren t
two-sta ge current
by aa two-stage
driven by
is driven
splitte
phase
The
splitterr is
this
over
d
applie
is
ck
feedba
ve
Negati
amplifier.
Negative
feedback
is
applied
over
this
ier.
amplif
to
and
ion
distort
ize
minim
to
ier
amplif
two-stage
amplifier
to
minimize
distortion
and
to
ge
two-sta
the ·
of the
sensiti vity of
T he sensitivity
sensiti vity. The
correc t sensitivity.
obtain the correct
watts.
10 watts.
for 10
r .m.s. for
140fLA r.m.s.
is 140/uA
amplif ier is
te amplifier
complete
comple
the
of the
being of
low, being
very low,
is very
imped ance is
The input impedance
ohms.
order of 20 ohms.
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CAPACITORS
CITOR S
CAPA
ElectrolytiC
·
cl
Ci
25
fiF Electrolytic
251LF
C
80/uF
33
801LF
C22
Cerami c
Tubula"r Ceramic
C3
820pF Tubular
Ca
lytic
Electro
1601LF Electrolytic
C4
160^F
c4
641LF
C5
bifiF
3,
Cs
Ceram ic
Tubula"r Ceramic
C6
560pF Tubular
c6
lytic
Electro
C7
32^F
321LF Electrolytic
c7
4001LF
C
„
Cs8 400/xF
C9
SO^tF
3,"
80fLF
c9
"
C]0 3200p.F
3200/xF
33
C1o
"
12501LF
Cn 1250/xF
"
TRANSISTORS
SISTO RS
TRAN
Mullar d OC71
T1 Mullard
OC81
,„
T2
AF118
,
T3
AF118
,
T4
OC81Z
TS
OC
:;
T6
OC81Z
81 z
AD140
T7
AD 140
:;
TS
AD

25V
6.4V
10V
40V
40V
6.4V
6.4V
10V
40V

}

.

}

.

air
Matche d Ppair
) Matched
air
Matche d Ppair
} Matched

Ampl ifier
the Amplifier
of the
Performance
Perfo rtnan ce of
upper
the upper
determ ines the
C 6 determines
capaci tor Ce
ck capacitor
The .feedba
feedback
amplithe
of the amplitime of
rise time
the rise
and the
respon se and
frequency
ncy response
freque
of
margin s of
adequa te margins
give adequate
to give
chosen to
is chosen
If this is
fier. If
and
tive,
capaci
and capacitive,
resistiv e and
resistive, resistive
y with resistive,
stability
and
stabilit
repulse rethe pulse
then the
loads, then
capacitive loads,
inductive
induct ive and capacitive
The
ed.
obtain
be obtained. The
will be
Fig. 99 will
in Fig.
sponsess shown in
sponse
shown
are shown
respon se are
power response
and power
respon se and
frequency
ncy response
freque
about
is
ier
amplif
the amplifier is about
of the
time of
rise time
The rise
in Fig. 10. The
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The low-frequency stabil-

. The low-frequency stabildriving
ity was checked by driving
square .
the amplifier with square
duration.
waves of 1 second duration.
The output appeared as
indicating
shown in IFig.
.g. 12, ind:
ating a

TRANSISTQRS
OUTPUT TRANSISTORS

gL

good low-frequency stability.
The output impedance is
less than 0.2 ohms over the
frequency range 30 c/s to
10 kc/s.

&

Dissipations of
the Transistors
The nominal collector dissipations for the output
transistors is 9.2 watts per
transistor. Allowing for this
Qt8U
OC 812
OC 812
AFU6
OC&I'l
AfUS
to increase by 33% due to
Arm
ocm
^
^
^
t©*iiKrease
resistor
mains variations, resi
stor tolmaximum
·
the
etc.,
erances
an\ showing
l *
*"
etc., the maximum
J ,, ^,
the erances
AB)
Class A*)
mode"
amplifier (("1r
/OW+ /OW stereo amplifier
Two views of aa prototype I0W+I0W
v mode
Class
showing tne
^jggjp^jj^
12 2
becomes 12.2
dissipation becomes
positions of the principal components.
The heat
watts
shown
sink shown
heat sink
watts.. The
in
—
in Fig.
Fig. 13(a)
13(a) has
has a thermal
thermal
o
SUPPlY
SUPPLY
POWER
.
Pft£-AMPLiFI£R
.
2.0°C/watt.
-AMPlifiER
of
PRE
resistance
OUTPUT
POWER SUPPLY
PRE-AMPUFIER
.
resistance of 2.0 C/wat:. If
If
oyipyr
CAPACITORS
CI TOR
CAPACiTOR
POWER
iUPPLV
transistor
output transistor
·
CAPAtiTQRS
CAPACITORS
'OWER SUPPlY
.UPPLV (CAPaCITOR
the AD 140 output
\
\
is mounted directly on to the
CURRENT AMPLlFfERS
heat sink with silicone grease
'lt
then
conductivity,
to improve condvic'
ivity, then
the total thermal resistance
from junction to ambient exr
pressed as the rise in junction
■
i
▲
'
temperature for unit power
dissipation, is 3. 7° C /watt.
The AD 140 transistor has
two maximum junction tems" perature ratings: the maxir- i
mum continuous junction
ltf2H
temperature is 90°C, whilst
intermittent operation (total
duration 200 hrs.) up to
100°C is permissible.
normal
tor
Hence
dissipation-.
Junction temperature T i
MAINS
■hC.,,
90°C corresponds to
of
TRANSFORMER
TRANSFQRHEft
temperature
am b i en t
Ta of 56°C
EHITIER
OECOUFUNG CAPACITORS
EHiTfEp'oECOUFUNO
Tj
TC corresponds
corresponds
of 100°C
Ti of
T a"
to ambient temperature T
0
·
66°C
of 66
• ■
of
C
unfavourable)
spreads
(all sp
dissipation (all
maximum dissipation
With maximum
to With
preferable to
iss preferable
itt is
Sftsec.
As mentioned before, it
8p.sec.
S^sec.
ea
nfavourable)
0
45°C
of
a
T
to
corresponds
90°C
of
Ti
about
to
amplifier
the
of
restrict the h.f. response
to about
Tj of 90° 1 corresponds to Ta of 45 C
o
0
.
55°C
of 55
Taa of
to T
corresponds to
100°C
of 100
Ti of
-3dB
upper —
the upper
4700pF then the
CG6 is made 4700pF
' 20 kc/s. If C
3dB
C corresponds
C
should
temperature
ambient
the
cases
above
the
In
becomes
time
rise
the
and
kc/s
point becomes 20
rise me becomes
In the above cases the ambient temperature should
allowable
maximum allowable
the maximum
e;xceed 55°C
never exceed
con- never
course, conof course,
is, of
margin is,
20ftsec.
55"0€ ·whilst
whils the
20p.sec. The stability marg'n
20^sec.
0
45°C.
is
ambient
sustained
increased.
. siderably
sustained ambient is 45 C,
low loading
under low
work under
to work
made to
be made
can be
circuit can
T4e circuit
comdistortion comThe second- and third-harmonic (.istortion
The
oading
through
current
quiescent
the
reducing
by
conditions
kc/s
1
at
distortion
harmonic
total
the
ponents and
d storti
tortion
n at 1 kc/s
conditions by reducing the quie! :enl :urrent thro
|b
that the
advantage that
the advantage
has the
this has
and this
stages, and
output stages,
the output
The the
11. The
Fig.;. 11.
in F
are plotted against output power in
Fig.
he
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dissipation makes
collector dissipatic
reduction ini collector
resulting
0.06%.
is 0.06%.
watts is
total harmonic distortion at 10 watts
result
ig reduction
this
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sinks.
heat sir
of smaller
use of
the use
possible the
gain possible
the gain
by the
*na] :r heat
.s. With
Intermodulation distortion measured by
output
watts output
give 10
still give
will sti
amplifier will
the amplifier
condition the
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to be
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earlier was
deviation
10 watts
deviation, method mentioned earlier
current
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music power."
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will be maintained for constant sine-wave drive.
drive.
Under
U
rider these conditions the nominal collector
dissipation is 6.2 watts whilst the maximum dissipation is 8.3 watts. The heat sink shown in Fig.
0
C/watt per
13(b) has a thermal resistance of 4.2
4.2°C/watt
transistor as it allows two transistors to be mounted
provided they are electrically insulated by mica
washers. The resulting thermal resistance from
0
junction to ambient is 6.2
C/watt.
6.2°C/watt.
Hence for nominal dissipation
o
0
Tj of 90
C ·corresponds
C
Ti
90°C
c orresponds to T
Taa of 52
52°C
o
0
Tj of 100
C corresponds to T
C
Ti
100°C
T aa of 62
62°C
With maximum dissipation
o
0
Tj
C corresponds to T
C
TJ of 90
90°C
Taa of 39
39°C
o
0
Tj
C corresponds to
Ta of 49
C
Ti of 100
100°C
toT"
49°C
Hence in this case the ambient temperature should
0
never exceed 49
C whilst the maximum allowable
49°C
0
sustained ambient is 39
C.
39°C.
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10 . . Frequency response of amplifier (a)
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high level.
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the OC81Z
OC81Z driver
dr:iver
The nominal dissipation of the
transistors is 500mW
500mW and hence
hence these
these must
must be
be
mounted on heat sinks of at least
least 35
35 sq
sq cm.
em. The
The
nominal dissipation of the AF118 phase
phase splitter
splitter
160mW. This
This transistor
transistor should
transistor Tr3 is 160mW.
should
fin. Because
Because of
of its
its lower
lower
be used with a cooling fin.
voltage, transistor Tr4 has aa lower
collector-emitter voltage^
lower
20mW and need
need not
dissipation of the order of 20mW
not have
have
a cooling fin.
power supply
For the normal loading condition the power
supply
0.4 amps
amps at
must be capable of supplying 0.4
at 52
52 volts.
volts.

and for the low-loading condition^
condition, 0.27
0.27 amps
amps at
at
52 volts. If
If a stereo version is
is required^
required, in
ip. either
either
case the current requirement is doubled.
In order that the hum level may not
not exceed
exceed 75dB
75dB
below full output power, the smoothing
smoothing of
of the
the supply
supply
should be such that the ripple level on
on the
the 52
52 volt
volt
line is not greater than lOOmV peak-to-peak.
peak-to-peak.
C 11 feeding the loudspeaker
The capacitor Qj
loudspeaker should
should
have an adequate ripple rating
rating and
and aa low equivalent
equivalent
series resistance (e.g. Mullard Tvpe
Type C431BE/
C431BE/
G1250).

Commercial Literature
Literature

Commercial
Hi-Fi," contains
Imhof's 1963 catalogue, ""This
This year of Hi-Fi,"
contains
44 pages and in addition to listing record
record turntables,
turntables, ampliamplifiers, pickups, speakers, tuners, etc., there
there are
are separate
separate secsecradiograms, record
record players
tions on tape recorders, radiograms,
players and
and
Imhof's range of hi-fi cabinets. It
It also
also contains
contains clear
clear introintroeach section
section has
ductions to hi-fi and stereo, and each
has notes
notes on
on
various items.
items. This
what to look for when choosing various
This catacatalogue is available from Imhof's (Retail) Ltd.,
Ltd., 112-116
112-116 New
New
Oxford Street, London, W.C.I.
(751)
W .C.l.
(751)
Quartz crystal units are described, including
including physical
physical
and operating details, in a brochure
brochure issued by
by Brush
Brush Crystal
Crystal
Co. Ltd., Hythe, .Southampton,
Southampton, Hants.
(752)
Hants.
(752)
An information sheet on Foliac conductive
conductive cement,
cement, aa ceraceramic adhesive containing a dispersed metal filler,
filler, is
is now
now
available from Graphite Products
Pleasant,
Products ·· Ltd.,
Ltd., Point
Point ·Pleasant,
(753)
. Wandsworth, London, S.W.18.
(753)
Internation~l Nickel Company (Mond)
The International
(Mood) have
have introintroduced a new booklet giving details of some
some of
of their
their technical
technical
publications referred
referred to
publications. One of the publications
to deals
deals with
with
the properties and applications of nickel-containing
nickel-containing magnetic
magnetic
materials (No. 2144). Copies of the
the booklet
booklet are
are obtainable
obtainable
from the Publicity Department, The
The International
International Nickel
Nickel
Company (Mond) Limited, 20 Albert Embankment, London,
Lon<;lon,
S.E.l.
(754)
(754)
Revised copies of the Fry's
Fry's 16-page
16-page booklet "Fluxes
"Fluxes for
for
Electrical Work" are now available from Fry's
Fry's Metal
Metal
Ltd., London, S.W.19.
Foundries Ltd.,
(755)
S.W.19.
(755)

An application
applicati on report on silicon controlled
controlled rectifiers
rectifiers . has
has
been released by A.E.I.
A.E:I. It covers
covers the basic
basic theory
theory of
of operaoperation, general application considerations and
and their
their use
use in
in a.c.
a.c.
and d.c. power circuits.
available from
circuits . The 36-page
36-page report is
is .available
from
Associated Electrical Industries Ltd.,
Ltd., Electronic
Elect-r onic Apparatus
Apparatus
Division, Valve and Semiconductor
Semiconductor Sales, Carholme
Carholme Road,
Road,
(756)
Lincoln.
(756)
Italian Industry Directory.—A
Dircctory.-A 762-page
762-page catalogue,
catalogue, covercoverdomesti.c sound and television receivers,
ing domestic
receivers, audio
audio equipment,
equipment,
componenls, and measuring instruments, has
components,
has been
been prepared
prepared
by the (ANIE) Associazione Nazionale Industrie
Industrie ElettrotecElettrotecniche, Via Donizetti 30, Milan.
Milan. Trade names
names and
and addresses
addresses
are listed.
057)
·
(7 57)
A leaflet describing the Hudson FM113
FM113 one-watt
one-watt "hand
~ 'hand
portable" v.h.f. radiotelephone equipment is
is available
available . from
from
Hudson Electronic Devices Ltd., 4 Sydenham Hill,
Hill, London,
London,
S.E.26. It gives the technical specification
specification Of
of this
this Post
Post
Office approved f.m.
f.m . 71-175 Mc/s
Me / s transmitter-receiver.
transmitter'-receiver. (758)
(758)
A photomultiplier tube booklet giving full
full characteristics,
characteristics,
both in graphical and tabular form, and
and the
the applications
applications of
of .
various types of tubes, is available from
from the
the Valve
Valve .Division,
Division,
E.M.I.
(759)
E .M.I. Electronics Ltd., Hayes, Middlesex.
(759)
Home
H~me Constructors.—A
Constructors.-A 173-page catalogue
catalogue containing
containing
details
the home
detalls on most of the needs of .the
home constructor
constructor .is
is
available from Home Radio (Mitcham)
(Mitcham) Limited,
Limited, 187 London
London
Road, Mitcham, Surrey, at a cost of 2s
2s 6d.
6d.
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THE prediction curves now show the median
median standard
standard
A4UF, optimum traffic frequency and the
1\1UF,
the lowest
lowest usable
usable
high frequency (LUF) for reception
reception in
in this
this country.
country.
Unlike the standard MUF, the LUF is
is closely
closely dependent
dependent
upon such factors as transmitter power,
power, aerials,
aerials, local
local noise
noise
level and the type of modulation:
modulatiou : it
it should
should generally
generally
be regarded with more diffidence than
than the
the MUF.
MUF. The
The
LUF curves shown are those drawn by Cable
Cable and
and WireWireless, Ltd., for commercial telegraphy
telegraphy and
and they
they serve
serve
to give some idea of the period of the day
day for
for which
which
communication can be expected. The
The LUF
LUF curve
curve for
for
Montreal takes account of auroral absorption.
absorption.
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During the summer months in the
the minimum
mm1mum of
of the
the
solar cycle past
p8st experience has shown that
that frequencies
frequencies
considerably higher than the predicted
predicted standard
standard MUF
MUF
can at times be received. This
This effect is
is mainly
mainly confined
confined
· to daytime on the radio path and has
has been
been especially
especially
noted on reception in the U.K. from the
the Far
Far East.
East. The
The
cause is thought to be associated with
with sporadic-E
sporadic-E ionization.
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NON-L IN EAR~ ITY.
NON-LINEARITY
.
'

By "CATHODE
" CATHODE RAY"
RAY "

A

.Al THING I have had for many years on my
list of subjects to explore is the meaning of the
term " inductance " as applied to iron-cored coils.
But whenever I have started thereon it has always
encouraged me to turn to something else.
else. I suspect
that this goes for most other people too, judging from
the lack of clear published guidance on the subject.
There are not lacking those who, for a considerable
sum of money, will provide you with a bridge or other
apparatus for measuring the inductance of iron-cored
coils, but do they explain precisely what it is that you
are measuring?
The basic difficulty, however, is not really innon-linearity. That is difficult enough,
ductance but non-linearity.
so for a first approach the sensible thing would seem
to be to study it in its simplest manifestation.
manifestation. Inductance involves the rate of change of current, and
(as the chemist would say) is never found in the pure
state, ·being invariably ·combined
combined with resistance.
resistance.
So we really would be sticking our necks out if we
those inductance
induct?nce as a first · exercise in non-linearity.
chose
non-linearity.
Resistance is far safer, because its relationship
to current and voltage is simpler, and it commonly
occurs in a state that can be regarded for practical
purposes as pure. And so far as we are concerned
occm;s in non-linear states. In fact,
it commonly occurs
electronics could almost be defined as those parts of
electrical engineering that involve non-linear resistance. Yet except in post-graduate works of a
forbidding character, non-linearity is dodged. For
example what is called the anode resistance of a valve,
raa', is referred to as a " constant," although it is plainly
no such thing. And calculations concerning amplifiers
and oscillators are .based
based on the false assumption that
all the circuit parameters —
- resistance, inductance
and capacitance —
- are constant over the ranges
of current considered. If this really were so there
would be no distortion. The existence of distortion
denied-in fact, it is one of the most
cannot be denied—in
discussed subjects in Wireless World circles—but
circles-but it
rarely emerges quantitatively from circuit calcularions.
_
tions.
The reason for this, of course, is that non-linearity
drcuit calculations far more difficult.
makes all circuit
We relatively-moderate-brows
relatively-moderate-brow s (as I venture to
assume) are so used to taking linearity for granted
that we find ourselves at a loss to know how to
it-like arriving in a place where
proceed without it—like
we can
can no longer get ·along
we
along on the comfortable
assumption that everybody understands English.
English.
stand-by, Ohm's law, for example, fails us.
Our old stand-by.
So do many of the other circuit laws.
laws. And we are
whirled relentlessly about in vicious circles, unable to
find the current because we need it as one of the data.
data.
And the very meanings of familiar terms such as
" resistance"
resistance " become veiled by · doubts.
doubts.
A certain French reviewer was once kind enough
A
to credit me with an ability to show how complicated
and difficult even the most familiar subjects are.
are,
WIRELESS World,
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and then to wave a magic wand and make everything
clear. In case any easily-influenced readers are alclear.
ready beginning to look forward eagerly to such a
.denouement
denouement in the present instance, I must say at
once that this part of the performance is unlikely
unlikely
to take place.
place. It
I t would be quite wrong of me to
encourage anyone to expect a quick and easy solution
to the problem of non-linearity.
non-linearity.
In elementary books we first come across resistance
in connection with d.c.
d .c. It then appears as the ratio
of voltage across to current through the part of the
concerned. And it is constant with respect to
circuit concerned.
current or voltage, as Ohm demonstrated in his most
work. So if one knows two of the three
celebrated work.
things-current, voltage and resistance—the
things—current,
resistance-the third
can be calculated with the greatest of ease.
When we get on to a.c.
a.c. the situation is
is complicated by inductance and capacitance, and resistance
can only be calculated in the same way as for d.c.
d .c.
in those exceptional circuits where these other two
features are negligible or cancel one another out.
out.

Fig. I.
I. At any instant, the rate at which any
Fig.
R carries away energy from
resistance R
from the circuit
£1. This is so, whether .R
is equal to EL
R is linear or not,
if EE and II are instantaneous values.

r

j
j
£E
|

L

Moreover, a.c. resistance in general is not the same as
dd.c.
.c. resistance. In any circuit, resistance is essentially
characteristk of it that takes away energy " for
that characteristic
I nductance and capacitance accept energy
keeps." · Inductance
too, but only on loan; they pay it back in full. In a
d.c. · circuit the only permanent remover of energy
is resistance (in its narrower sense)*, but in an a.c.
a.c.
circuit there are other ways in .which energy
eriergy can
depart-'as radiation,
radiation! and in hysteresis losses and
depart—as
dielectric losses, for example. · · These
~hese can all be
expressed as resistance in ohms, the number of ohms
depending on the frequency of the a.c. and on where
these equivalent resistances are supposed to be in the
circuit; For instance, the radiation resistance of an
circuit.
aerial is usually expressed as the resistance that would
take away energy at the same rate if it were in series
with the aerial at the input and radiation could be
eliminated:
eliminated.
The general principle for evaluating any kind of
resistance should now be clear. Find the average,
over a representative period, of the rate at which
energy is being carried away by it, and calculate the
number of ohms that would carry it away at the
same rate if connected in a suitable part of the circuit.
circuit.
Rate of energy removal (or power) is usually

in an

be argued that a motor also removes
** It could 1)6
r emoves energy permanently
from the circuit, but on the other hand it
i t could be argued that it is capit .
able of returning it.
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reckoned in watts, which in a pure resistance are
are
volt-amperes. In Fig. 1, for example, the
the power,
power,
P, is equal to El.
EI. And we know that E =
= IR, so
so

E2

p
= Ip2 R=
R= P =
.
R

••

..

r<>,iANDp
e,
iANDp
Emax
^max OR IImc~x
max

. e AND I

(1)

. ~,_,-- . . , p
·,

and so

- - -. 7

''

. ;
/

------~

' .... ,
t

(2)

If then we have a part of a circuit, represented
represented in
Fig. 2 by a box, which we know is carrying away
energy at a certain rate, theh the energy-removing
energy-removing
c~rrying the
the
part of it can be represented by a resistor carrying
same current (I) or bearing the same e.m.f. across it
it
(E), and having resistance calculated by (2).
Don't miss the point about averaging over a "re" re- .
would
presentative " period of time. A quarter cycle would
clearly not be representative, because inductance
inductance
and capacitance both remove energy for half
half a cycle
cycle
at a time, and we don't want to find ourselves
ourselves
reckoning
it should be
be one
one
reckoning them as resistance. No; it
whole cycle, or any whole number of
of whole
whole cycles,
cycles,
covering the period for which we are interested in the
the
resistance.
It is by making use of this principle in reverse that
that .
we arrive at the root-mean-square (r.m.s.) value
value of
of
current or voltage. There is no difficulty, of
of course,
course,
with a perfectly square
square waveform, because
because the
the
voltage is, say, E throughout the positive
positive half-cycle,
half-cycle,
and —E
- E throughout the negative (Fig. 3).
3). The
The
current is, say, I; so P is El
EI during the positive
positive half
half
and (thanks to—1
to -1 X —
-11 =
= 1)
1) El
EI during the neganegative half. So far as power dissipation is concerned,
concerned,
it is the same as if there were no reversal—the
reversal-the same,
in fact, as with d.c. So E and I are the correct
correct values
values
of voltage and current for calculating P, given R;
R;
or R, given P.
The most important waveform in practice is the
the
sinusoid (Fig. 4). Since the values of current
current and
and
voltage are varying all the time, it is important
important to
to
define clearly what we mean by any number of volts
volts
or amps we may quote in connection with
with such
such aa
as aa
waveform. There is the voltage or current as
which the small
small
continuously variable quantity, for which
letters v or e and i are commonly used when there
there is
is
need to distinguish them. But
But obviously
obviously these
instantaneous values are useless for answering such
such
a question as " What is the voltage of
of your
your supply?"
Then there are peak values, .usually
denoted by
by
usually denoted
E
These would do, because once they
Em~:x;
Im""'
they
max, I
m„x, etc.
and the
the waveform are specified, the values of ee and ii
.

-

.

'.

j[J

Fig. 2:
2. If energy is being carried
from
carrfed away,
away(rom
part of
of a circuit (represented here by
by aa
box) at rate P, the equivalent resistance
is Pfl
a.c. system, II is the r.m.s.
P//22.• In an a.c.
theaverage
power dissipacurrent, and PP the
average power
tion over a whole cycle.

· Fig 4. AA sine wave is aa little more difficult. . One way of
of finding
finding
the r.m.s. value is graphically, as here.
i

(b)

(a)

Fig. 5. The difference between
between linear and non-linear resistance
is most clearly
clearfy seen by looking
Fooking at graphs of ii against
against e (or
(or 2e
2e
against i).
i).

at every other phase of the cycle are known. They
They ·
or expressed
can be shown graphically, as in Fig. 4, .or
expressed
. mathematically, as i =
= IIm~>:x
2TTjt. But they
they suffer
suffer
max sin Inft.
the disadvantage that they cannot be used as II .and
and
' E in equations (1) and (2).
.
1;tsed in these equations
equations
To find values that can be used
we follow our general principle and find the average
wa:y of
of
power dissiptaion over a whole cycle. One way
doing this is by multiplying i by
by ee at intervals
intervals in
in
order to plot a curve of " instantaneous " power,
power, p,
p,
as in Fig. 4. This turns out to be a double-frequency
double-frequency
sine wave standing on the base line. It is not
not hard
hard
to see that its average is half its maximum P
Pmax•
maj.
We have seen that the average is the
the significant
significaQ.t
figure, so we can denote it by the symbol P.
P. Similarly
Similarly
it is customary to denote by simple E and I those
those
values of current and voltage which, if constant,
constant,
. would dissipate the same power as the alternating
alternating
quantities we actually have.
2
Because P=P
P=Prn,
" j2=Emax
Imaxf2=J2nun.R/2=J2R
miJ2=E
m„ I
inaJ2=I maiR/2 = PR
22

I2=
max
J2 JI mas
2
and
and II =

e OR i
Fig. 3. The r.m.s.
value of a square
wave is easy enough
to calculate; it is the
same as for d.c.

tOR I --r------,

Similarly E =
or-~-----+-----.r---

t

-EoR-I _________ ...__ _...,.
-Eor-I
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I max

v2

(3)

~;ax
v2

The more adult method of doing the averaging is
any textbook
textbook
by the integral calculus, as shown in any
on electrical engineering. The same method can be
he
(Continued
{Continued on page 307)
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0/2 00 WATT
120/200
WATT AM
AMPUFIER
PLl FI ER
•

(puauta

0

suyuLpfnMtt

Will deliver 120 watts
watts continuous
continuous signal
signal and
and over
over 200
200 watts
watts peak
peak
Audio. It is
i: completely
completely stable
stable with
with any
any type
type of
of load
load and
and may
may be
be
used to drive motors · or
or other
other devices
devices to
to over
over 120
120 watts
watts atat fre~
frequencies from
from 20,000 down
down to
to 30
30 cps
cps in
in standard
standard form
form or
or other
other
frequencies
requencies to order. The
The distortion
distortion isis less
less than
than 0.2%
0.2% and
and the
the noise
noise
— 95 dB. A
A floating
floating series
series parallel
parallel output
output isis provided
provided for
for
level -95
I 0~-120 V.
100-120
V, or 200-250 V.
V. and
and this
this cool
cool running
running amplifier
amplifier occupies
occupies
12^ inches of standard rack
rack space
space by
by II
11 inches
inches deep.
deep. Weight
Weight 601b.
601b.
12t

30/50 WATT
WATT AMPLIFIER
AMPLIFIER

ELECT
R0 NI C .M
ELECTRONIC
MIXER/AMPLIFIER
I XER/AM PLI FI ER

30/50

This high fidelity
fidelity 10/15
10/15 watt
watt Ultra
Ultra Linear
Linear Amplifier
Amplifier
has a built-in
luilt-in mixer
mixer and
and Baxandall
Baxandall tone
tone controls.
controls.
The standard model has 44 inputs,
inputs, two
two for
for balanced
balanced
30 ohm microphones, one
one for
for pick-up
pick-up C.C.I.R.
C.C.I.R.
compensated and one for
for tape
tape or
or radio
radio input.'
input.'
Alternative or additional
addi ional inputs
inputs are
are available
available to
to
special order. A feed
feed direct
direct out
out from
from the
the mixer
mixer isis
. standard
sta~dard and output impedance
impedance of
of 4-8-16
4-8-16 ohms
ohms or
or
to choice.
choice. All
Alt inputs
inputs and
and outputs
outputs
100 volt line are to
are at the
the rear and
an j it
it has
has beel'l
been designed
designed for
for cool
cool
continUOUS operation either
continuous
either on
on 19
19 Xx 7in.
7in. rack
rack panel
panel
form or in standard ventilated
ventilated steel-case.
steel-case.

Gives 30 watts continuous
continuous signal
signal and
and 50
50 watts
watts peak
peak Audio.
Audio, With
voice coil feedback disdis^
tortion is under 0.1
0.1%
%
and when arranged for
for
tertiary feedback
feedback and
and
—
100 volt line itit is under
under
^bI
0. 15%. ihe
0.15%.
The hum and
and
J|
noise is better than
than
B .|
-85 dB referred to
—85
to
30 watts.
It is available in
in our
bur
^
standard steel case with
with
Baxandall tone controls
up to 4 mixed inputs,
and up
inputs, which
which may
may be
be balanced
balanced line
line 30
30 ohm
microphones or equalised P.U.s
P.U.s to
to choice.
choice.
·
Price with 4 mixed inputs
inputs £59.0.0d.
£59.0.0d.

The 12-way electronic
electronic mixer
mixer has
has facilities
facilities for
for mixing
mixing....
12 balanced line microphones.
microphones. Each
Each of
of the
the 12
12 lines
lines
has its own potted mumetal
mumetal shielded
shielded microphone
microphone
transformer and input
input valve,
valve, each
each control
control isis
hermetically sealed. Muting
Muting switches
switches are
are normally
normally
fitted on each channel anq
and the
he unit
unit isis fed
fed from
from its
its ·
mumetal shielded
own mumetai
shielded mains
mains transformer
transformer and
and
metal rectifier.

Zj xx 9!in.
9^in. deep.
deep.
Size 18 x 7!
Price of standard model
model £49.
£49.

12-WAY
12-WAY ELECTRONIC
ELECTRONIC MIXER
MIXER

•

•

Also 3-way mixers
mixers and
and Peak
Peak Programme
Programme Meters.
Meters.
Price £60.0.0d.
4-way Mixers from
from £40.8.6d.
£40.8.6d.
2 x 5-way stereo mixers
mixers with
with outputs
outputs for
for echo
echo
chambers, etc. available.

Price of standard model
model £98.0.0d.
£98.0.0d.

Full
ull details
details and
and pnces
prices of
of the
the above
above on
on request
request

VORTEX ION LIMITED, 257-263 The
"he Broadway,
Broadway, Wimbledon
Wimbledon,
London,S.W.19
S.W.19
, London,

VORTEXION LIMITED. 257-j 63
Telephones: LIBerty 2814
Telephones;
2814 and
and 6242-3
6242-3

Telegrams: "Vortexion,
" Vortexion, Wimble,
Wimble, London"
London'
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fypt TTIS
TRANSISTOR TESTER

fc

THE NEW TRANSISTOR
TRANSISTOR TESTER
TESTER TTIS
TT1S (CT472)
(CT4?2)
"PHE
portable battery-operated
battery-operated -"strument
instrument isis an
an invaluable
invaluable
This jiioFtable
lab6ratory and servicing
servicing tool
tool for
for engineers
engineers working
working on
on
laboratory
tran~istor circuits.
circuits. A
A bridge
bridge circuit
circuit and
and spe
special
transistor
al cclip-on
p-on ·
in-circuit
testing, avoiding
avoiding possibility
possibility
probes allow in-c
cuit testing,
components and
and printed
printed circuit
circuit ·
of damage to components
Facilities allow
allow for
for balancing
balancing out
out the
the ■ ■
boards. Facilities
shunting
the collector
co1lector of
of the
the
standing currents shunt
ig the
,, • J
test.TheTTlS
will measure
measure
transistor under test.
The TTIS will
^m /
the Beta
Beta of
of transistors
transistors (n.p.n.
(n.p.n. or
or
in circuit the
y' § /.
p.n.p.) in the range
range 10-500,
10-500, and
and out
out of
of
characteristics of
of transistors
transistors
circuit other characteristics
11 I ^
The drum
drum type
type meter
meter
and diodes. The
W ^ IL
enables measurements
measurements to
to be
be made
made
ouickly and accurately.
accurately.
Quickly

)

%

ENSEAND.

Full technical details
details and
and specifications
specifications are
are
available on request.
request. •
e Tests
Tests n.p.n.
n.p.n. or
or p.n.p.
p.n.p.
L
.ypes •
types
e Measurement of
of diode
diode characteristics
characteristics
e• Beta range 10-500
10-500 •
e Leakage
Leakage current
current
NETT PRICE
PRICE IN
measurements. NETT
IN U.K.
U.K. £47
£47.

. .··

ADVANCE COMPONENTS
COMPONENTS LIMITED
LIMITED

ADVANCE

INSTRUMENT DIVISION
DIVISION
HAINAULT, ILFORD,
ILFORD, ESSEX.
ROEBUCK ROAD, HAINAULT,
ESSEX. TELEPHONE;
TELEPHONE: HAINAULT
HAINAULT 4444
4444

£l

e

graphical method
method of
offinding
finding the
the current
current inin nonnonFig. 6. Familiar graphical
linear resistive circuits
circuits under
under specified
specified conditions.
conditions . .

.
·

characteristic curves.
curves. Fig.
Fig. 66 is
is just
just aa reminder
reminder of
of it.
it.
Suppose E is the
the known
known constant
constant voltage
voltage applied
applied to
to ·
in series
series with
with the
the non-linear
non-linear
a known resistance R
R in
resistance R
RNN represented
represented by
by the
the curve.
curve. From
From the
the
point on the e scale
scale representing
representing E,
E, draw
draw aa straight
straight
representing ·R
R to
to the
the same
same scale
scale as
as the
the curve
curve
line representing
,
but
backwards
towards
the
origin
represents R
RN,
but
backwards
towards
the
origin
N
because it shows voltage
voltage deducted
deducted .from
from EE by
by R.
R.
Where this line meets
meets the
the curve,
curve, at
at X,
X, we
we can
can read
read
the current (I) through
through R
RN
and R
R and
and the
the voltage
voltage
N and
(V) across R
RN.
iN.
of this
The great advantage ·of
this method,
method, besides
besides its
its
it works
works with
with all
all ije
ije characteristics,
characteristics,
simplicity, is that it
not only those that
that can
can be
be expressed
expressed mathematically.
mathematically.
There is no difficulty
difficulty in
in calculating
calculating the
the power
power
· dissipated in
in-R:N;
it is
is IV.
IV .
RN; it
getting on
• If you think we are getting·
on· splendidly
splendidly in
in spite
spite
prognostications, allow
allow me
me to
to point
point
. of my gloomy prognostications,
out that so far we have
have only
only had
had to
to deal
deal with
with d.c.,
d.c.,
serious writer
writer dismisses
dismisses as
as "" trivial
trivial ".
which the serious
Our first example of a.e.,
a.c;·, the
the square
square wave
wave of
of Fig.
Fig. 3,
3,
near-trivial class,
class, because
because itit isis merely
merely aa
is in the near-trivial
Even so,
so, with
with an
an unsymunsymreversed d.c.
d.c. Even
periodically reversed
. metrical or partially-rectifying
partially-rectifying characteristic
characteristic such
such as
as
that of Fig. 5(b) there
there are
are slight
slight complications
complications because
because
one half-cycle
half-cycle are
are not
not just
just the
the
conditions during one
of the
the negative
negative half.
half. ·If
squarereverse of those of
If aa squarewith no
no internal
internal impedance
impedance ·
wave voltage generator
generator with
the non-linear
non--linear resistor
resistor in
in
is applied
applied· directly across
across the
question, there is merely
merely the
the fact
fact that
that the
the current
current
half--cycles
unequal. In
In this
this particular
particular example
examplethe
the
half-cycles are unequal.
: negative ·half
be smaller
smaller · than
than the
the positive
positive
half will be

applied to finding the
the r.m.s.
r.m.s. value
value of
of any
any waveform
waveform
that can be expressed
expressed mathematically.
mathematically. Theoretically,
Th.e oretkally,
that includes any
any waveform.
waveform. But
But except
except in
in fairly
fairly
the graphical
graphical method
method isis likely
likely
straightforward cases
cases the
to be less tedious, especially
especially if
if one
one has
has aa planimeter
planimeter
area under
under the
the pp curve.
curve.
for measuring the area
Now at last we are ready
ready to
to take
take aa cautious
cautious look
look at
at
non-linear resistance.
non--linear
resistance. Just
Just in
in case
case anyone
anyone isis not
not
quite sure what " linear
linear "" and
and "" non-linear
non-linear "" mean
mean
in this context, Fig.
Fig. 55 shows
shows two
two graphs
graphs of
of .current
current
through resistance against
against voltage
voltage across
across it.
it. Graph
Graph
(a) is a straight line,
line, so
so is
is described
described as
as linear.
linear. No
No
matter what point one
one chooses
chooses on
on it,
it, the
the ratio
ratio of
of
voltage to current
current represented
represented there,
there, which
which isis the
the
resistance to that particular
particular current,
current, is
is the
the same.
same.
This graph, in fact,
fact, exemplifies
exemplifies Ohm's
Ohm's law.
law. Graph
Graph
(b), on the contrary,
contrary, is
is not
not straight,
straight, so
so isis called
called non·nonlinear. It indicates aa resistance
resistance that
that varies
varies according
according
current passing
passing through
through it.
it.
to the amount of current
resulting
t
Fig. 7.
Current resulting
And here we get involved
iqvolved at
at once
once in
in two
two kinds
kinds of
of from applying aa voltage
voltage
resistance: the · kind denoted
denoted as
as hitherto
hitherto by
by the
the ratio
ratio square wave directly across
across
the curve,
curve, and
and the
the slope
slope or
or increincre- a non-linear resistor of
·eji
e'ti at any point on the
of the
the
.....
There is
is aa
by Se/Sz"
SejSi at
at that
that point.
point. Fig. 5(b) type. There
derioted by
mental resistance denoted
shown
component,
shown
The latter is the kind
kind usually
usually considered
considered ·in
valves · d.c.
in valves
and transistors when
when we
we are
are interested
interested in
in relatively
relatively dotted.
current and
and voltage
voltage (i.e.,
(i.e., signals)
signals)
small variations in current
around a fixed point
point established
established by
by bias.
bias. Restricting
Restricting
such small
small ·variations
that the
the part
part (Fig. 7) this inequality
the inquiry to such
variations that
inequality being
being more
more marked
marked the
the
of the graph covered
covered by
by them
them can
can be
be assumed
assumed to
to be
be greater the value of
of E.
E. The
The average
average of
of the
the two
two
straight is a favourite technique
technique for
for dodging
dodging the
the currents can be
be taken
taken as
as the
the value
value to
to multiply
multiply by
by EE
difficulties of non-linearity.
non-linearity. But
But itit .isis self-defeating
self-defeating to give the power loss.
loss. But
But of
of course
course itit can
can not
not be
be
want to
to calculate
calculate the
the distortion
distortion used in Fig. 5(b)
if, for example,
example, we
we want
5(b) for
for reading
reading off
off "'' the
the "" resistance,
resistance,
in an amplifier. And
And it
it can
can hardly
hardly avail
avail with
with largelarge- nor is it an r.m.s.
r.m.s. value,
value, either
either by
by definition
definition or
or for
for
multiplying by
by the
the resistance
resistance (which?!)
(which?!)
signal amplification,
amplification, which
which involves
involves us
us inescapably
inescapably squaring and multiplying
in non-linear incremental
incremental resistance.
resistance. But
But for
for the
the to get the power.
continue to
to consider
consider currents
currents and
and
incidentally, that
that although
although the
the voltage
voltage isis
Note, incidentally,
present let · us continue
voltages reckoned from zero.
zero.
the current
current can
can be
be regarded
regarded as
as aa
purely ,alternating,
alternating, the
We note first of all that
that whereas
whereas both
both (a)
(a) and
and (b)
(b) . pure a.c.
a.c. (the average
average value
value just
just mentioned)
mentioned) plus
plus
in Fig. 55 represent
represent resistances,
resistances, value
value efi
eji ohms,
ohms, d.c. equal to the difference
difference between
between this
this average
average and
and
and ii in
in (a)
(a) would
would enable
enable one
one either " peak
peak ".
". This
This d.c.
d.c. is
is marked
marked by
by aa dotted
dotted
numerical scales of ee and
in Fig.
Fig. 7.
7.
·
at once to answer the
the question
question"
Yes; but
but how
how many
many line in
"Yes;
ohms?", whereas
wh(.!reas this question
question could
could not,
not, even
even with
with
The zero generator
generator impedance
impedance is
is an
an unlikely
unlikely
d.c., be answered from
from (b)
(b) until
until the
the current
current or
or condition in practice,
practice, and
and when
when itit is
is not
not zero
zero we
we have
have
voltage was
was· specified—and,
specified-and, as
as it
it happens
happens in
in this
this the same difficulty as
as with
with d.c.
d.c. in
in calculating
calculating the
the
case, its direction as
as well
well as
as its
its magnitude.
magnitude. And
And ifif current, only twice over.
over. The
The method
method of
of Fig.
Fig. 66
can be applied to
to the
the negative
negative half
half too,
too, as
as shown
shown in
in
what we know is,
is, say,
say, the
the total
total voltage
voltage applied
applied to
to aa
8. Note
Note that
that the
the voltage
voltage across
across the
the non-linear
non-linear
this non-linear
non-linear resistance
resistance isis aa part,
part, Fig. 8.
circuit of which this
undirectional component
component too;
too; its
its
and the
the other
other resistances,
resistances, we
we are
are in
in resistor now has a undirectional
the values of the
is the
the smaller
smaller one.
one.
one of those vicious circles
circles II mentioned—unable
mentioned-unable to
to positive half-cycle is
voltage of
of pure
pure sine
sine waveform.
waveform.
calculate the current
current until
until we
we know
know the
the resistance,
resistance,
Next we consider voltage
to aa non-linear
non-linear resistance,
resistance, the
the
and unable to find the
the resistance
resistance until
until we
we know
know the
the When we apply it to
result is a distorted
distorted current,
current, which
which can
can be
be analysed
analysed
current.
into aa fundamental
fundamental and
and harmonics.
harmonics.
There is, fortunately, aa graphical
graphical way
way out
out of
of this
this Fourier-wise into
almost any
any book
book on
on the
the calculus
calculus
to users
users of
of valve
valve and
and transistor
transistor Now it is proved in almost
impasse, familiar to
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of the method
Fig. 8. Extension of
method of
ofFig.
Fig. 66 to
to deal
deal with
with square-wave
square-wave
a.c. ·
that.the average, over
over aa combined
combined cycle,
cycle, of
of. two
that
two sine
.sine
together is
is zero,
zero, unless
unless they
waves multiplied together
they both
·both
Ip. symbols,
symbols,
have the same frequency. · In
27T
f27r
.
mO sin nd
nO dd
dO =
= 0
0 ..
J osin
. .(4)
(4)
0 sin md
(n 4=
=!= m)
(:n
(Either or both of the
the sines
sines can
can be
be replaced
replaced by
by cos
cos
without affecting the result.)
result.) So
So when
when the
the pure
pure
voltage is multiplied by
by the
the composite
composite current
current to
to
give the power,
power, only
only the
the fundamental
fundamental component
component
of the current yields anything;
anything; the
the harmonics
harmonics are
are
not associated with
with any power.
power.
Does this surprise you?
you? Frankly,
Frankly, itit did
did me.
me.
To think of alternating currents
through
currents flowing
flowing through aa
resistance without any more
more power
power being
being dissipated
dissipated
than if they were not
not there,
there, seems
seems wrong.
wrong. A
A reacreacduring half
half of
of each
each cycle
tance stores energy during
cycle and
and
returns it all during the
the other
other half,
half, but
but aa resistance
resistance
electrical energy.
can't store electrical
energy.
If you are not surprised
surprised by
by this
this news,
news, then
then it
it must
must
(quite rightly)
rightly) that
that while
be because you reckon (quite
while the
the
harmonic currents augment the
the fundamental
fundamental current
current
at times,
times; they equally reduce
at
reduce it
it at
at other
other times,
times, so
so the
the
·effects
That may
may seem
seem obvious,
obvious, so
so long
long
effects cancel out. That
as you have never read
read"
Values"*
or its
its equivalent
equivalent
" Values
"* or
that when
when you
you have
have currents
elsewhere, which shows that
currents
of different frequencies in the
the same
same circuit,
circuit, the
the total
total
is contributed
contributed to
to by
by all,
all, thus:
thus:
r.m.s. current is
1
I =
= Vlx
VI 122 + I2222 + I3
I 322 + etc
etc...
. (5)
. (5)
And I went on to
to dispose
dispose of
of the
the objection
objection that
that
though they
they .would
would cancel
harmonic currents look as though
cancel
out over aa complete fundamental cycle
out
cycle because
because aa bit
bit
added here is offset by
by an equal
equal bit
bit subtracted
subtracted there.
there.
Actually a bit added near
a fundamental
near ·a
fundamental peak
peak adds
adds
more to the r.m.s. value
value than
than an
an equal
equal bit
bit elsewhere
elsewhere
subtracts from it, and things
things work
work out
out that
that harmonics
harmonics
manner expressed
expressed by
by (5).
(5).
always add, in the manner
contradiction is
The contradiction
is only
only apparent,
apparent, of
of course.
course .
. The explanation is that
that in
in the
the latter
latter case
case linearity
linearity was
was
assumed (as it
it usually
usually is), so
so aa harmonic
harmonic current
current
necessitated a corresponding
corresponding harmonic
harmonic voltage,
voltage, and
and
therefore harmonic power.
harmonic
power. But
But harmonic currents
currents
can be generated by
by a sinusoidal
sinusoidal voltage
voltage only
only when
when
is non-linear.
non-linear. That
the resistance is
That is
is the
the essential
essential
difference. While it is
is true
true that
that the
the average
average value
value of
of
any sine wave—current,
wave-current, voltage
voltage or
or what
what have
have you—
youcomplete cycle,
cycle, in
in the
the special
special (but
is zero over a complete
(but
almost always assumed) condition
condition of
of linearity,
linearity, every
every
current implies a voltage
voltage of
of the
the same
sa.me waveform,
waveform,
and as power is calculated
calculated by
by multiplying
multiplying the
the two
two
also be
together it can also
be calculated
calculated from
from the
the square
square
of the current at
at every
every instant
instant (equation
(equation (1)),
(1)), and
and

J

+

+

r.m.s. values
values and
and the
the tightness
rightness of
of
hence the use of r.m.s.
(~.
.
(5).
catch in
in all
all this.
this. It
It comes
comes when
when
There is another catch
consider the
the relationship
relationship between
one begins to consider
between the
the
non--linearity of a resistor
resistor and
and the
the current
non-linearity
current harmonics
harmonics ·
produced therein by
by aa sinusoidal
sinusoidal voltage.
voltage. (Every(Everything about this applies equally,
equally, of
of course,
course, to
to the
the
distorted voltage produced
produced across
across itit by
by aa sinusoidal
sinusoidal
current.)
If
If there
there is
is aa first-power
first-power relationship
relationship
voltage, as
as graphed
graphed in
between current and voltage,
in Fig.
Fig. 5(a),
5(a),
the result is a first-order or
That
or fundamental
fundamental only.
only. That
is linearity. Suppose
Suppose however
however .that
that ii was
was proporproportional to ee22,, as in Fig.
Fig. 9. (I
(I can't
can't think
think of
of any
any actual
actual
like this,
this, but
but one
one does
type of resistor like
does .come
come across
across
Fig. 5(a).
5(a). II am
mixtures of Fig. 99 and Fig.
am just
just showing
showing
the square-law part separately
separately for
for clarity.)
clarity.) Then
Then
the resulting current
current consists
consists exclusively
exclusively of
of second
second
power would
would be
be nil,
harmonic. The power
nil, because
.because whatwhatever was
was dissipated during
during the
the positive
positive half-cycle
half-cycle
ever
of ee would , be recovered during
during the
the negative
negative half,
half,
when i would be flowing against
e. (I
against ·e.
(I said
said this
this kind
kind
of resistor wasn't found
found in
in nature.)
nature.) Calculating
Calculating
the resistance in the
basic way
the ·basic
way already
already explained,
explained, as
as
P/
P, one is bound to
P/P,
to conclude
conclude it
it is
is zero*—notwithzero*-notwith.standing that at
at any point
point on
on the
the curve
curve there
there is
is aa
which is
is finite
finite resistance.
resistance. The
ratio of ee to i which
The positive
positive
are cancelled
cancelled by
values on the right are
by the
the negative
negative
values on the left.
In the more practical
practical .situations
situations where
where linear
linear and
and
square-law are mixed,
mixed, so
so ··that
the equation
equation of
of the
the
that the
.
·
graph can be written
2
ii =
= ae + be 2
.
we find that R is 1/a just
just as
as if
if the
the bend
bend in
in the
the curve
curve
didn't exist.
We might easily assume that
that the
the same
same principle
principle
held for other types of
of non-linearity,
non-linearity, expressed
expressed by
by

+

2
** If on the other hand
/P we
hand we calculate
calculate it
it from
from E
E'/P
we find
find the
the resistance
resistance
is infinitely large. There is no
no real
real contradiction
contradiction between
between·these
these two
two
rather widely different estimates.
estimates. Which
Which of
ofthem
them is
is appropriate
appropriatedepends
depends
on the circuit configuration
configuration assumed;
assumed; i.e.,
i.e., whether
whether the
the resistance
resistance in
in
question is in series or parallel
parallel with
with any
any others.
others.

+

Fig. 9. Pure
Pure square-law ·
characteristic, often
often
characteristic,
found in combination
with linearity, as in
Fig. 5(b)
S(b) for
for example.
example.

e

/0.
Pure cube-law
cube-law
Fig. 10.
Pure
is
characteristic. This too is
often · combined with other
laws, but differs in
in aa funfundamental respect from
from even
powers.

* Originally published in the October
October 1946
1946 issue,
issue, and
and now
now appearing
appearingas
as
Chapter 37 in Second Thoughts on
on Radio
Radio Theory.
Theory.
.
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other powers of e. However, if we take
take the
the trouble
trouble
to work out the results for a cube-law
cube-law characteristic,
characteristic,
3
i —
= ce 3,, as in Fig. 10
10 (which incidentally
incidentally is
is not
not so
so
far off some actual types of
of commercially
commercially available
available
figure for
for resistance.
resistance.
resistor) we find that it yields aa figure
The actual value is 4/3cE22,max'
where E
Ema:x
is the
the
n.lx, where
in.lx is
peak value of the sinusoidal e. If
If we
we go
go to
to aa fourth
fourth
power law,
law; however, the
the resistance
resistance is
is again
again zero.
zero.
And so on, alternately.
Looking at Fig. 10 we can guess
guess the
the explanation.
explanation.
Notwithstanding that this is a pure
pure cube-law
cube-law curve,
curve,
the current resulting therefrom is
is not
not aa pure
pure third
third
component as
as
harmonic. There is a fundamental component
times as
as large
large as
as the
the third
third
well. It is, in fact, three times
harmonic itself. · The shape of Fig.
Fig. 10
10 shows
shows that
that
this is bound to be so, because ei
ei is
is always
always positive;
positive;
of e, that
whatever the polarity ·of
that of
of ii is
is the
the same.
same.
Therefore there is power
power dissipation,
dissipation, and
and therefore
therefore
resistance.
Any kind of non-linearity (barring discontinuities)
discontinuities)
can be expressed as a power
power series,
series,
(6)
i — ae + he
be22 + ce33 + de44 +
(6)
but only the odd-power coefficients
coefficients (a, c,
c, etc.)
etc.) have
have
any influence on the resistance. And
And except
except for
for the
the
linear component, 1/a,
1/a, the resistance
resistance depends
depends on
on the
the
amplitude of e.
From.
foregofng we can now
now extract
extract aa rule
rule
From all the foregoing
for reckoning the resistance in any
any situation
situation where
where
current or ·voltage is purely sinusoidal,
sinusoidal, i.e.,
i.e., consists
consists
of fundamental only. Because any voltage
voltage or
or current
current
harmonics due to non-linearity of
of resistance
resistance are
are

=

+

+

+

+

..

accompanied by no currents or voltages
voltages of
of the
the same
same
frequency, they are powerless and
and can
can be
be ignored
ignored
that all odd
(though we must remember ·that
odd harmonics
harmonics
large extra
are accompanied by relatively
relatively ·large
extra fundafundamental components). So the
the power
power in
in aa pure
pure
resistance is EI, where E and II are
are the
the r.m.s.
r.m.s. values
values
offundamental voltage and current;
current; and
and the
the resistance,
resistance,
according to eqn. (2), is

R = EI = E
.
p
I
1.
just as in any Chapter 1.
To allow for the possible
possible presence
presence of
of reactance
reactance
in series, we must note the
the phase
phase difference,
difference, </>,
cf>,
between E and I. The power
power then is,
is, in
in the
the familiar
familiar
a.c. formula, EI cos <£,
c/>, and
·
E
cos
<f>
R . ~cos!_
. ==
II
That seems a natural point
point for breaking
breaking off.
off. The
The
relationships between types of non-linearity,
non-linearity, harharmonic distortion, and effective resistance
resistance are
are now,
now, II
hope, quite clear. Of course we have only
only considered
considered
one " signal " at a time,
time, and the
the great
great importance
importance
of non-linearity in radio and other
other pursuits
pursuits is
is the
the
(intermodula:tion)
production of sum and difference (intermodulation)
frequencies, desirably in radio receivers
receivers and
and undeundesirably in audio amplifiers. But
But all
all that
that is
is well
well
covered at various levels in
in the
the literature.
literature. It
It ought
ought
to be easier to follow after considering
considering the
the foregoing
foregoing
introductory points, which are too
too often
often omitted.
omitted.
non-linear inductance.
inductance.
Next time we shall tackle lion-linear
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TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER OU·TPUT. STAGES

TRANSISTOR

6.-HIGH
6—HIGH

By
By

0.
O.

POWER
POWER

AMPLIFIER

OUTPUTS
OUTPUTS

FROM
FROM

THE
THE

CASCODE
CASCODE

OUTPUT

STAGES

CIRCUIT
CIRCUIT

GREITER
GREITER

is
month is
discussed last
circuit discussed
of circuit
type of
THE
J. HE type
last month
common
the common
become the
will become
which will
type .which
the type
probably the
probably
short
with short
dass. Readers
watt class.
the 10-20 watt
in the
form in
Readers with
used
this used aa
that this
reminded that
be reminded
to be
care to
may care
memories may
n-p-n/p-n-p
an n-p-n/p-n-p
and an
compound p-n-p/p-n-p pair and
circuit.
output-transformerless circuit.
half-bridge output-transformerless
in aa half-bridge
pair in
its
has its
circuit
this
Mitcham this circuit has
to Mitcham
Monica to
Santa Monica
From Santa
consider
can
we
levels we can consider
power levels
higher power
adherents. For higher
parallel
by parallel
provided· by
brutal solution provided
rather brutal
the rather
shown
form
striking
particularly
operation, and one
form shown
OC28s
thirty-two
used
Exhibition used thirty-two OC28s
I.E.A. Exhibition
at the 1962 I.E.A.
500
give 500
to give
stage to
push-pull stage
traditional class-B push-pull
in a traditional
we
but
much,
bit
a
is
say,
might
we
This,
watts.
say, is a bit much, but we
of
practice
American
the
that
fact
the
accept
must accept
the American practice of
spread.
to
bound
is
watts
50-100
of
terms
in
talking
to spread.
our
in our
stand in
still stand
Knut* still
The descendants · of King Knut*
take
Knut. take
exhibition halls, although they, unlike Knut.
themselves seriously.
pracis aa practransistors is
parallel transistors
of parallel
use of
Although the use
in
OC36s in
two OC36s
level two
lower level
tical solution, and at a lower
Orthophase
the Orthophase
of the
arm of
parallel are used .for each arm
the
find the
designers find
most designers
circuit; most
half-bridge output circuit,
general
The general
embarrassment. The
an embarrassment.
demand an
current demand
high current
to
been to
always been
has always
circuits, has
valve circuits,
for valve
even for
practice, even
risen.
has risen.
demand has
power demand
the power
as the
voltage as
the voltage
up the
push up
is
freedom is
our freedom
circuits our
OTL circuits
using OTL
are using
we are
When we
which
impedances which
loudspeaker impedances
the loudspeaker
rather limited by the
there
that there
to feel
pleasant to
very pleasant
is very
are available, but it is
feel that
which
type which
circuit type
One circuit
manoeuvre. One
to manoeuvre.
is some freedom to
has
which has
circuit, which
cascode circuit,
the cascode
is the
consider is
we must consider
amplifiers.
high-power amplifiers.
some high-power
in some
appeared in
already appeared
in
shown in
is shown
stage is
cascode stage
of aa cascode
circuit of
basic circuit
The basic
V1

=

Fig. 28.

cascade configuration.
Basic cascode

that
so that
6.1, so
Fig. 6.1,
on Fig.
srown on
Let us use the notation shown
V,
I, + h'
V
v2
h'12
= h'u 11
v1 =
12
2
Va
l1 + ^h'22
h'21
= ^
I2 —
21 Ii
22 Va

+
+

and
v
Vs
h"12
+ h"
h"u II22 +
= h"^
V22 =
12 V3
/
Va
h"22
+
l2
h"21
=
Ia
I3 = AVI, +^ 22V3
are the
nm terms are
In this set of equations the h'nm
transistor,
common-emitter parameters for the first transistor,
para...
common-base paranm terms are the common-base
while the h"nni
meters for the second.
form · ·
the form
to the
equations to
these equations
transform these
We can transform
-I2)]
h'n ((-1,)]
+ h'n
V2s +
V, =
[-Llh'. V
h~ l-M'
= tL
V1
21
A'n
.
.
11
T
-I2)J
c
[ -h22 v2 + (■
= -h, [-A»V,+
I1 =
E
h 2!
21
relating
nm relating
h"nm
the h"
of the
and a similar equation in terms of
subhave subV 2 12 to Va3 1 3 • In these equations we have
the
in the
insert in
now insert
We now
-h12 h21
hn
Llh for k
2 —h
stituted Ah
21.. We
11 h222
terms
in terms
v2, I122 in
expressions' for V2,
pair given above the expressions
After
nm·. After
h''nm
in h"
V 3 1133 from the similar equations in
of V3
have
we have
that we
sorting out we find that
1

1

' 11 )( -Ia)]
h"11x +h 'uX.-I3)]
(-Llh' h'\
[(Ah' Ah"
+_(-Ah'
V3 +
h'11t h'22
- h\
Llh" h, [(Llh'
22) V3

h'

21

21

1

//
/
-Ia)]
+ 1)(
h"11
22)V3
U +
DC-IR)]
+ (-h'222A'
Va +(-^2
h"22)
h"7~ [(h'22Llh"- A
= nh'
l1
^ =
h'—w
21 " 21

folstage fol28.. It consists of a common-emitter stage
Fig. 28.
sometimes
is sometimes
and is
stage, and
lowed by a common-base stage,
the
shows the
which shows
29, which
Fig. 29,
drawn in the form shown in Fig.
We
biasing arrangements ,for
for the two transistors. We

transforming
of transforming
matter of
merely aa matter
becomes merely
it becomes
Now it
Now
achieve, for
to achieve,
form to
hybrid form
into hybrid
back into
equations back
the equations
the
for
structure,
composite structure,
the composite
of the
parameters of
the hybrid
the
hybrid parameters
below: · · ·
results below:
the results
the

H 11 = (h' 11-Llh' h"11)/(1-h'22 h" 11)
f
Jh" - h"22)
)(h'n
h"111^h'
) - (h' ux-Ah'
h"
h" 22)(1 - h' 22 h
22Ah"-h"^
- Llh' h"
„ _{Ah'Ah"-h\
\111)-ih\
_ . (Llh' Jh" -h' u1 ^22X1-^22
H
12 .
h"221,
) h' 21lh"
h"11i)h'2
(1-h'
i\-h\222h'\
u)
h"n)
21/Cl-h'
h" 21/(1
21 h
= -h'
H21
H2x =
h 21
h 22 h
u))
h"xl
22 h"
22)/(1-h'
.-h"
Jh''
22
(h'
=
H22
H22 = (h'22 Ah" —h"22)/(l —h'22
the
of the
parameters of
overall parameters
the overall
derive the
profitably derive
may profitably
No
so. No
done so.
to have done
seems to
else seems
stage, since no one else
author
the author
and the
elsewhere, and
done elsewhere,
doubt this has been done
any
of any
know of
to know
glad to
and some readers would be glad
reference.
—
:—r
77.
7T—r
rr author's
r r
of the author
* Knut, not Canute is the spelling used by those ot
s
friends who actually bear this name.
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and
energy and
such energy
of such
readers of
doubt, readers
no doubt,
are, no
There are,
There
to
onwards to
proceed · onwards
will proceed
they will
that they
determination that
determination
commonthe commonof the
funCtions of
into functions
these into
translate these
translate
content
shall content
We shall
throughout. We
parameters throughout.
emitter parameters
emitter
results.
simpler results.
some simpler
of some
examination of
an examination
with an
ourselves with
ourselves
have
We have
H 2l
at H
look at
first look
Let us first
.. We
21
rj
,,
'fti,, v
h"u)
h"21/(l-h'22
H21 = -h'21
^21
n ^ .n
21/a* ^ 22 ^
11/
JuNE 1963 ·
Wireless
WORLD, June
WIRELESS World,

'7'' . :: '

+
Fig. 29. Cascade circuit
circuit with
with bias
bias resistors,
resistors, as
as usually
usually drawn.
drawn .

which, for the OC71,
OC71, selected
selected only
only because
because all
all its
its
given, gives
gives us
us
parameters are given,
H21 =
H21
= +A'
+h'21
0.976/(1 ----"- 42 xX lO"
I0-66 xX 35)
35)
21 .• 0.976/(1-42
=
21 (0.977)
(0.977)
= h'sl
The current gain term
term is
is thus
thus almost
almost the
the same
same as
as
that of the first transistor
transistor in
in the
the common-emitter
common-emitter
mode.
mode.
The reduction of the feedback
feedback term,
term, H
H 12
to aa form
form
12,, to
which can be managed involves
involves aa great
great deal
deal of
of heavy
heavy
slogging which would be
be quite
quite out
out of
of place
place here.
here.
we shall
shall find
find that
that the
the approximation
approximation of
of
In fact we
approximations is
is H
H 12
= h'
h'12
h"l2
which for
for the
the
12 =
12 h"
1 2 which
-88
OC7l
giyes us H
H l2
= 7
7 xx 7.6
7.6 xx 10
I0OC71 gives
12 =
We can see why this
this is
is so.
so. The
The first
first transistor
transistor isis
working into the relatively
relatively low
low input
input impedance
impedance of
of
the second, common
common base,
base, transistor
transistor and
and thus
thus the
the
voltage Va
V 2 will
wiij be
be very
very small.
small. Only
Only this
this very
very small
small
to feed
feed· back
back through
through the
the first
first
voltage is
is available
available to
the voltage
voltage produced
produced by
by feedback
feedback
transistor so that the
at the base must
must be
be correspondingly
correspondingly reduced.
reduced.
The cascode
cascade system
thus gives
gives very
very. good
good isolation
isolation
system thus
output.
between input and output.
The input
input impedance
impedance will
will be
be very
very close
close to
to h'^,
h' w
for the emitter input
input impedance
impedance of
of the
the second
second trantransistor
is, for
for practical
practiCal purposes,
purposes, aa zero
zero impedance
impedance load
load
sistor is,
on the first transistor.
transistor. The
The output
output impedance
impedance will
will
be high, for the second
second transistor
transistor has
has aa high
high imimpedance, the
the collector
collector impedance
impedance of
of the
the first
first trantranpedance,
sistor, in its
its emitter
emitter lead,
lead, giving
giving the
the characteristic
characteristic
of aa current
current feedback
feedback circuit.
circuit. .
high impedance
impedance of
The reader
reader who
who is
is considering
considering carrying
carrying through
through
the algebra
algebra should,
should, perhaps,
perhaps, be
be warned
warned that
that he
he isis
on the
the pin-tables,
pin-tables, for
for amuseamusedoing this,
this, as
as they
they say
say on
doing
ment only.
only. An
An associate
associate of
of considerable
considerable pertinacity
pertinacity
that he
he expects
expects to
to have
have guard
guard dogs
dogs set
set on
on
. reports that
him the
the next
next time
time he
he asks
asks for
for the
the hybrid
hybrid parameters
parameters
of power transistors. Whether
Whether these
these figures
fig~res will.ever
will.s:ver
the light
light of
of day,
day, who
who can
can tell?
teJl? It
It isis hard
hard to
to
reach the
see how
how they
they have
have achieved
achieved the
th~ status
status of
of the
the GonGoncourt Journal, ""The
Mint," or
or Casement's
Casement's Diaries.
Diaries.
The Mint,"
must be
be satisfied
satisfied to
to
While this secrecy persists
persists we
we must
and to
to accept
accept qualitative
qualitative
abbreviate our analysis and
results.
The significant result given
given by
by the
the analysis
analysis isis the
the
·very
substantial
reduction
in
feedback,
H
•
It
very
reduction in feedback, Hl2
It isis
12.
will be
be of
of value
value in
in the
the design
design of
of
rare that this effect will
audio frequency power amplifiers
amplifiers using
using the
the transistors
transistors
With
which we should normally
normally find
find convenient.
convenient. · With
transformer input and output
output to
to the
the power
power stage
stage and
and
with transistors having
having better
better frequency
frequency charactericharacteritransformers one
one can
can envisage
envisage the
the
stics than .the transformers
amplifier operating
operating as an
an oscillator.
oscillator. Certainly
Certainly the
the
cascade
circuit is
is.useful
useful as
as aa high-frequency
high-frequency amplifier
amplifier
cascode circuit
WIRELESS
WoRLD, June
}UNE 1963
1963
Wireless World,

but to use it
it .for achieving
achieving stability
stability in
in an
an audioaudiowould indicate
indicate aa rather
rather mismisfrequency amplifier would
placed sophistication.
Itt is when we come to
I.
to consider
consider the
the operating
operating concon-ditions of the transistor
transistor that
that the
the cascode
cascade circuit
circuit isis
seen to have advantages.
advantages. A
A simple
simple way
way of
of looking
looking
at what the cascode
cascade stage
stage can
can do
do for
for us
us isis to
to consider
consider
that we have two transistors
that
transistors in
in series
series in
in each
each arm
arm of
of .
the bridge and we can
can therefore
therefore safely
safely operate
operate at
at
twice the normal
tw_ice
normal working
workihg voltage.
voltage. It
It isis aa pity
pity that
that
this is completely misleading.
misleading.
Let us begin by considering
considering the
the operating
operating condiconditions which must
must be
be established
established for
for the
the lower
lower trantransistor, operating in
in the
the common-emitter
common-emitter mode.
mode.
The maximum current
current which
which can
can flow
flow must
must be
be
V
/R
,
where
V
is
the
supply
voltage
and
R
Ycc/RL,
Vcc
cc is the supply . voltage and RL
cc
l
L
is the load. The
IS
The correction
correction for
for .bottoming
bottoming voltage
voltage
can be neglected at this
this stage.
stage. This
This current
current fixes
fixes aa
the transistor
transistor characteristic,
characteristic, the
the
working point on the
pqint P in Fig. 30,
30, if
if we
we assume
assume that
that minimum
minimum
point
dissipation is our aim.
aim.
common-emitter mode
mode transistor
transistor isis operating
operating
This common-emitter
into a load equal to
to the
the common-base
common-base input
input impedance
impedance
of the second transistor.
transistor. We
We know
know that
that there
there isis aa
beyond this
this transistor
transistor but
but all
all
load resistance RLL beyond
that can be seen
seen from
from the
the collector
collector of
of the
the first
first
emitter-base diode
diode of
of the
the second,
second,
transistor is the emitter-base
which we
we know
know how
how to
to
effects which
plus some feedback effects
account. We
We can
can therefore
therefore draw
draw aa leadline
lo~dline
take into account.
PQ having, typically, aa slope
slope of
of about
about 1/10
1/ 10 ohm.
ohm. It
It
will be apparent that
that we
we . shall
shall not
not get
get more
more than
than
volts appearing
appearing at
at the
the collector
collector of
of this
this
a very few volts
shall need
need to
td know
know the
the voltage
voltage at
at the
the
transistor. We shall
nominal working
working point.
point.
point R, the nominal
At R we have aa small
small current,
current, the
the quiescent
quiescent
current, IIq.
Much
of
the
reasoning
will
apply,
.
Much
of
the
reasoning
will
apply,
g
indeed, even if the ·stage
stage is
is operated
operated in
in class-A,
class-A, but
but
language of
of class-B.
class- B. We
We must
must now
now
we shall use the language
turn our attention
attention to
to the
the second
second transistor,
transistor, the
the
is operating
operating in
in the
the common-base
common-base
transistor which is
emitter of
of this
this transistor
transistor is
is to
to be
be held
held at
at
mode.
mode. The emitter
when aa current
current Ig
l q isis flowing,
flowing,
Vu1t when
some voltage V
and thus the base must
must be
be fixed
fixed by
by the
the bias
bias system
system:
at (Vbbe
VKR)) negative
negative with
with respect
respect to
to the
the positive
positive
e + V
will be
be only
only 22 to
to 33 volts.
volts. Clearly
Clearly almost
almost
line. This will
the whole of the supply
supply voltage
voltage will
will appear
appear across
across
the collector-base diode
diode of
of the
the second
second transistor.
transistor.
Before going on
on we
we may
may just
just note
note that
that the
the first
first
us current
current gain
gain into
into what
what isis
transistor operates to
to give
give us
pumping current
current into
into
virtually a short-circuit
short-circuit load,
load, pumping
the impedance-converting
impedance-converting action
action of
of the
the second
second

+

Rl

Q

If

ZjL
vc

30. Fixing the working
working point
point for
for the
the first
first (lower)
(/ower) transistor.
transistor.
Fig. 30.
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vc '
31 .
Fig. 31.
Fig.

transistor.
(upper) transistor.
second (upper)
the second
in the
Operating conditions in

drive
voltage drive
small voltage
transistor. Since we need a very small
common""emitter
the
transistor
common""base
for a common-base
common-emitter
small
correspondingly small
driver can operate with a correspondingly
·
·
collector voltage.
low
The low
life. The
easy life.
The first transistor has a very easy
high
get high
to get
impossible to
voltage operation makes it impossible
cool.
run cool.
to run
likely to
is likely
transistor is
this transistor
dissipation so that this
on
transistor on
the transistor
operating the
of operating
The effect of this way of
the
When
terms.
general
in
IIc
is
difficult
to
assess
in
general
terms.
When
the
co0
the
effects the
surface effects
by surface
produced by
is produced
leakage current is
voltage.
supply voltage.
on supply
current will be very dependent on
Ebersthe Ebersmultiplication the
When it is due to avalanche multiplication
and IIc
voltages and
low voltages
at low
Miller factor is nearly unity at
coo
from
taken from
conclusion, taken
This conclusion,
constant. This
tends to be constant.
much
too much
make too
not make
does not
papers, does
one of the standard papers,
low
at low
that at
assume that
to assume
sense and it seems reasonable to
The
current. The
leakage current.
little leakage
voltages we shall get very little
leakage
quoting leakage
confusing, quoting
sheets· are confusing,
transistor data sheets
voltages.
as voltages.
well as
as well
temperatures as
currents at different temperatures
in
problem in
of aa problem
much of
be much
to. be
ncit likely to
But there is not
stable.
transistor stable.
holding the common-emitter transistor
really
which really
one which
the one
The second transistor is the
apvoltage apsupply voltage
full supply
the full
does ·the work. Almost the
the
course, the
of course,
and, of
currents and,
pears across it at low currents
adWhat adit. What
through it.
full load current must flow through
transistors
two transistors
introducing two
vantage have we gained by introducing
job?
the job?
do the
would do
one would
where we might think that one
transistor
second transistor
the second
that the
We find the key in the fact that
conus conLet us
mode. Let
is operated in the common-base mode.
shown
characteristics shown
output characteristics
sider the transistor output
characusual flat-topped characin Fig. 31. These show the usual
apvoltage apsupply voltage
the supply
teristics on the left, but as the
collector
that ·the
see that
we .see
V x we
proaches some value V,,.
the .collector
avalanche
of avalanche
result of
the result
This is the
current begins to rise. This
between
layer between
depletion layer
- multiplication in the carrier depletion
base and collector.
we
Vxx we
above V
taken above
When the collector voltage is taken
factor alf.
gain factor
current gain
the current
have a situation in which the
with
experience with
had experience
unity. Readers who have had
exceeds unity.
inthat inremember that
point contact transistors will remember
resistance
any resistance
by any
produced by
stability could easily be produced
stability
trancontrol aa tranto control
attempt to
If we attempt
in the base circuit. If
that,
find
shall
we
region we shall find that,
sistor by a base signal in this region
the
to
up
runs
just
as the curves indicate, the current just runs up to the
limitthe
is
x
V
Thus Vx is the limitcircuit. Thus
limit set by the external circuit.
between
ing voltage which can be allowed to appear between
the
in the
is
transistor
the
if
transistor is in
collector and emitter
open-ciris open-ciremitter is
the emitter
If the
mode. If
common-emitter mode.
better.
much better.
very much
is very
situation is
cuited, however, the situation
back
driven back
gets driven
The avalanche current no longer gets
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commonthe commonby the
multiplied by
into the base to be multiplied
voltage
limiting voltage
the limiting
so the
and so
emitter current .. gain and
fact,
in fact,
can, in
We can,
becomes some higher value V y11.• We
p-n-p
for p-n-p
3 for
= 3
where nn =
i 11 , where
V 11 (1-lf.)
= Vj/1
Vxx =
show that y
— a)11/",
transistors.
alloy germanium transistors.
this
with this
associated with
We see the practical values associated
see
we see
OC35 we
the OC35
for the
where for
effect in the data sheets, where
while
volts, while
- 48 volts,
is —48
(max) at Icc =
500mA
SOOmA is
=
VccgeCmax)
that V
the
volts. Operation in the
60 volts.
I e = 0 is - -60
Vc {/max)
Vc
0 (max) at I,
%
25 %
of aa 25
possibility of
common-base mode offers us the possibility
increase
% increase
25 %
thus aa 25
and thus
voltage and
increase in supply voltage
at
50 % ·at
over 50%
just over
or just
current, or
in power at constant current,
crucial
the crucial
be the
can be
factor can
last factor
load. This last
constant load.
wish
we wish
if we
varied if
easily varied
one, for our load is usually not easily
transformers .
to avoid using transformers.
the
that the
reveal that
will reveal
more detail will
. An · analysis in more
emitter
of emitter
ratio of
the ratio
on the
limiting voltage depends on
worry
not worry
need not
we need
but we
resistance to base resistance but
transistor
this transistor
of this
emitter of
this. The emitter
over-much about this.
common
the common
of the
impedance of
sees as its source the output impedance
base
The base
high. The
be high.
will be
emitter transistor, which will
diodes
using diodes
by using
low by
very low
resistance can be made very
quasi-Zener
as quasi-Zener
act as
to act
biased in the forward direction to
current
of current
changes of
to changes
diodes giving a low resistance to
reasonable
at aa reasonable
needed at
but providing the few volts needed
drain.
current drain.
frequency
the frequency
of the
problem of
Turning now to the problem
the
in the
transistor, in
first transistor,
the first
characteristic, we see that the
limiting
our limiting
be our
could well be
common-emitter mode, , could
which
jn which
the way in
examined the
factor. We have already examined
impedance
source impedance
low source
emitter resistance feedback and low
towards
response towards
can be used to extend the frequency response
an
have an
also have
We also
frequency. We
the common-base cut-off frequency.
very
use .a
can use
we can
that we
in that
extra degree of freedom in
a very
to
us to
enables us
This enables
low voltage type of transistor here. This
looking
eye, looking
critical eye,
less critical
search the catalogues with a less
The
price. The
and _price.
only at current, cut-off frequency and
the
to the
up to
operating up
is operating
course, is
second transistor, of course,
raise
not raise
will not
and will
common-base cut-off frequency and
common-'base
audio-frequency
problems .in an audio-frequency
any awkward problems
attention
our attention
concentrate our
amplifier. Here, then, we concentrate
can
you can
As you
rating. As
almost entirely on the voltage rating.
requirespecification requiresee the two transistors split the specification
there
example there
giv~ an example
them. Just to give
ments between them.
of 11
current of
peak current
pass a peak
is the ACY22, which will pass
15
to 15
limit to
to limit
wise to
be wise
amp. but which we should be
the
in the
frequency .in
cut-off frequency
volts V
Vcc ee', which has a cut-off
kc/s
20 kc/s
above 20
common emitter mode which is
is above
can
however, can
OC36, however,
The OC36,
(/x1 =1.1
50). The
= 50).
lf.' =
= 1.1 Mc/s, a'
(!
casin caspair in
the pair
that the
so that
be used with V
volts, so
80 volts,
= 80
Vce bb =

p

Vc
Fig.
Fig. 32.

points.
Alternative working points.
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Fig. 33. Example of a practical amplifier using cascades in
the output stage.
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0·51
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390

2N408

150
$470

4
70>
470

2N2I48

100

J3-3k <180

a~
code would give us a peak current of 1
1 amp. into an
80-ohm load. This example is not necessarily the
2N2I47
80-'ohrn.
of
best we could · find, for the current limit of
the ACY22 is low. The OC122,
00122, peaking to 2
.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.__ t4oV
is
amps, and limited to · -24V
—24V is better. The reader is
amps.
A circuit which is actually in use is shown in Fig.
left to explore the catalogues himself. The principle
it
33. This is believed to originate from RCA and it
is clear.
has several features of interest. We have seen that
We have an alternative method of design, however.
basic design conditions for the lower transistor
can the ·basic
Fig. 30 we can
P in Fig.
Instead of choosing the point P
and here
choose the point Q in Fig. 32. The slope of the · are just those for a common emitter stage and
still we see . the use of 0.51 ohm emitter feedback releadline to be considered for the first transistor is still
loadline
useful in
so useful
sistances to give the negative feedback so
very nearly that of a short-circuit, the input resistance
by keeping the working point at a low quiescent current.
to a common-base stage. Q is now determined by
The drive comes from a power transistor, RC-coupled
criteria which the author finds difficult to assess.
to a phase-splitting transformer and there is negative
Clearly VQ<.i must be safely below the transistor
limiting collector-emitter voltage. The dissipation feedback from the output to the emitter of this driver
it really drives current into
in the transistor will, in fact, be the real limitation transistor to ensure that it
·
frequencies.
high
user those bases at
and here we really need a crystal ball. Will the user
some interest is
of
is
which
A detail of this circuit
apply a square wave input, so that the average dissiof the upper
each
of
base
the
which
the way in
tVQIP;
pation is iV
QIp; will he even apply a really low
earthy"
"
the
to
decoupled
not
earthy " end
20 transistors is
frequency square wave, so that averaged over 20
in Figs. 29
PQ
loadline
the
drawing
In
good of the pair.
VQIP? A good
milliseconds the dissipation can be V^Ij,?
even
and
32
we
have
used
a
straight
line,
although
even
to
going to
is going
user is
many designers assume that all the user
e'
the
most
cursory
glance
at
the
shape
of
a
V
1 ee
amplify is music and they base their dissipation
e, I
emitter
the
at
the·
shows
characteristic
that
the
resistance
the
requirementS on this assumption.
requirements
varied. The
is, is far from constant as the current is varied.
The maintenance of the supply at the point VQQ. is,
Rn
undecoupled
term
R
will
appear
as
an
additional
as
acts as
transistor acts
B
of course, very simple. The upper transistor
something
do
will
oc)
(1Rn
resistance
R
(1
—a)
and
do
something
series
at
emitte.r just about at
an emitter follower to keep its emitter
B
the
thus · the
and thus
characteristiC and
and to linearize the input characteristic
R 1 and
resistors R.!
the voltage chosen for the base. The resistors
used
the
Lacking
loadline
PQ.
Lacking
data
on
transistors
used
the
R22 in Fig. 29 will fix, neglecting the V be
b e term, the
the overall
collector voltage of the lower transistor. We may, we cannot say whether it will also affect the
suggests
although
the
rating
of
the
resistors
slope
diode.
Zener
of course, wish to make R22 aa Zener
this
of this
~my
that
it
will
not
do
so.
Indeed,
any
action
of
real
the
into
are
With this design philosophy we
load.
the
in
power
of
at
he
kind
would
be
the
expense
of
power
in
the
load.
of
problem
the
to
power class. Shutting our eyes
we
With this examination of the cascade
cascode circuit we
dissipation we see that we might use two OC28s
techniques
the
of
survey
.present
must
conclude
this
present
of
the
techniques
a
making
volts,
80
at
other
the
the one at 60 volts and
frequency power
audio frequency
power
m0vi11r; down conservatively available for the design of audio
140 volt supply in all and moving
in
struggles
stages.
Looking
back
to
our
struggles
in
amplifier
watts
300
have
should
we
to 120 volts and 5 amps wc
have
we
that
see
we
the
thirties
with
valve
amplifiers
we
see
that
we
have
indicated
The
pair.
doubk
push-pull
a
output from
double
then,
had then,
we had
than we
now than
detail now
in detail
more problems in
load impedance is 24 ohms. With a 15 ohm. load,
with
·deal
to
equipped
we
but
are
probably
better
equipped
to
deal
with
270
gives
current
peak
amps.
6
and
90 volts supply
amps,
realise
to realise
is to
then, is
as then,
now as
The essential step, now
this them. ·The
watts nominal power. One interesting feature of this
and
soluble and
be soluble
to be
shown to
the that the problems have been shown
towards the
step towards
sort of design is that it carries us a step
for
information, for
and information,
the therefore require only skill, and
is the
which is
of which
a.c.-d.c.
a.c.~d.c. amplifier, the chief feature of
new solutions to be found.
absence of any transformers at all.
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MANUFACTUR 'RS

7

p ODUCTS

NEW ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT AflD
A.ND. ACCESSORIES
ACCESSORIES

Valve
Valve Voltmeter
Voltmeter
voltages
MEASUREMENTS of alternating and direct voi
agee
up to 1,500V
0.20 to 1000M^
lOOOMO to
1.500V ·and
and resistance from O.Zfi
+ 0.2% of indicated value ar
are possible
possible with the
within
w
thin +0.2%
· GR
frequency
GR Electronic Voltmeter Type 1806A. The ft
que cy
range extends to 1,500 -Mc/s.
for d.v.
Ac/s. Input impedance fo
measurement is lOOMfl,
lOOM!J, ano
and that foi
for a.v. is 25Mfi
25MO in

current is 11 mA
rnA at full load. An automatic overload protection device protects both "tie
the circuunder
circuit under test and
the power supply
supply itself. In operation, the voltage output
is selected by one of two front panel variable controls,
the other is adjusted to
:o the maximum current requirement of the circuit under test. .. When the maximum
indicated current is . exceeded the voltage falls rapidly,
limiting the current drawn by the ccircuit
cuit under test to
a safe value. The power unit is manufactured 'by the
Nombrex Instrument Division, Estuary House, Camperdown Terrace, Exmouth, Devon. Price £5 17s.
For further information circle 761 on Service Card.

· Illuminated
Illuminated Magnifier
M agn~fier
INTENDED for inspection of printed circuit boards and
small components, the Dazor Floating Magnifier has
irtany other uses in the electronics industry. Basically
many
the equipment consists of a head containing a Sin diameter, double convex lens and thr
three: 6W fluorescent
lamps, a muln-.oint
multi-joint ,arm
arm allowing wide manoeuvring of

General Radio electronic voltmeter Type I806A.
/806A.
parallel with 2pF on all ranges but the highest. Here,
the
lSpF in parallel vwith
2SM0. A
he impedance is 15pF
ith 25Mti.
compact probe is provided. The' instrument is available
for rack mount
mounting
modeL
g or as a bench mc
el. The GR agents
in the U.K. are Claude Lyons
Lyo.ns Ltd., Valley Works,
Hoddesdon, Herts.
·
For further
furth er information circle 760 on Service Card.

Transistor
Pm,oer Unit
Transistor Power
Unit
DESIGNED primarily for the testing of tran,
transistor
stor
receivers, the Nombrex Type 61 power unit provides a
regulated d.c, source continuously variable from 11 to 15V.
lSV.
Dependent on voltage setting
setting the
t tie maximum power outSOmW to 1.5W.
LSW. The maximum ripple
put varies from 50mW

,. ·Nombrex transistor power supply Type 61.
61,
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Dazor bench mounting
illuminated magnifier.

option,
the head and a base which, at the buyer's op
an, can be
a clamp fitting or a heavy weight for desk use. The
Fhe
the head
mechanics of the magnifier allow the
liead to be guided
. ·With
with one hand to the desired position where it will
remain without locking. The units will operate from a
supply.
The magnifiers can be
220-240V a.c. mains supp
y. Tue
from Severn Lighting Limited, 51
obtained in the U.K. fron
Crawford Street, London, W.l.
W.L The basic price is £23.
For further information circle 762 on.Service
on Service Card.

Logarithmic
Logar
thmic Voltmeter
Voltmeter
the plotting of response curves
PRIMARILY intended for th
the Houston Instrument
Ins{rument Corporation Model KLVC-150
HLVC-150
voltmeter covers the range ImV
lmV to 316V. A 14in
14 i
logarithmic scale is used, with a movable decibel scale
adjacent to it, whose reference point can be adjusted over
a ±75 dB range. D.c. or a.c.
a.c. (10c/s-50kc/s) inputs are
provided, and the input impedance on all ranges is
liMO. Only linear
over HMfl.
linea: elements are used to obtain
the logarithmic scale shape with,
. th, it is claimed,
cla- ned, a corresWIRELESS
JUNE 1963
Wireless WORLD,
World, June
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Houston logarithmic voltmeter. The
The pointer
pointer isis servo-operated.
servo-operated.
ponding increase in
n accuracy
accuracy and
and frequency
frequency response
response
over circmi
circuitss using diodes
diodes and
and non-linear
non-linear potentiometers.
potentiometers.
A 'mV
1mV output is
is available for
for recording
re:ording purposes.
purposes. The
The
availa':Jle from
from the
the British
British distributors,
distributors,
instruments are available
Furnishings Limited,
Limited, Poynton,
Poynton, Cheshire.
Cheshire.
Scientific Furnishings
For further information
information circle
circle 763
763 on
on Service
Service Card.
Card. .

High-power Microwave
Microwave Terminations
Terminations
High-power
THE Morganite Resistor
Resistor Company
Company have
have produced
produced aa
de load
range of silicon carl
carbide
load resistors
resistors for
for use
use during
during
;
■h-power radar
. testing and adjustment
adjustment of
of hhigh-power
radar transmitters.
transmitters.
Designated " Termilodes
Termilodes " by
by the
the manufacturers
manufacturers they
they
are available in a range
range of
of waveguide
waveguide sizes
si:z;es from
from WG10
WGlO

IL*

•

_ ^

ceil is.
is . a bonded strr'n
strain gauge
gauge type
type with
with aa rdiaphragm
cell
aphragm
s·
t ress member. P-type
P-type silicon
silicon ^pi~zo-resistive
gaug.es
stress
iezo-resistive gauges
bonded to the diaphragm
diaphragm are
are connected
connected as
as aa 4-arm
4-arm
strain induced
induced by
by loading.
loading.
bridge to sense the strain
the iindicator
unit iss aa calibration
calibration check
check
"Included in the
dicator unit
Applications include
include weighing,
weighing, monitoring
monitoring the
the
circuit. _ Applications
bearing-:-pressures
in calender
calender machine?
machines and
and measuring
measuring
beai
ng-pressures in
the force applied to
to aa die
die during
during aa drawing
drawing process.
process. The
The
equipment may be used over
over aa temperature
temperature range
range of
of
- 20°
20 o to 60
60 "C
C. The,
The .load
load range
range extends
extends to
to 5001b
SOOlb with
with
—
an overall sens.avity
sensitivity of
of better
better than
than 1%.
1%.
For further information
information circle
circle 765
765 on
on Service
Service Card.
Card.
Air-Stable
Air-stable Arsenic
Arsenic

AMORPHOUS lumps of 99.9999%
99.9999 % pure
pure arsenic
arsenic are
are
the Pure
Pure Elements
Elements Division
Division of
of
now available from the
L. Light & Co. Ltd.
Ltd. Expensive
Expensive handling
handling techniques
techniques
are avoided as th..
this 13f3 form
form of
of arsenic
arsenic isis not
not affected
affected by
by air
air
even after several hours
hours exposure.
exposure. The
The lumps
lumps are
are easily
easily
broken by 1light
percussion. At
At room
room temperature
temperature the
the
jht percussion.
untarnished after
after several
several weeks'
weeks' exexsurface remains untarnished
type of
of arsenic
arsenic transforms
transforms to
>to metallic
metallic form
form
posure. This type
at 280
280oC.
ampoules are
are required
required this
this form
form isis
"C. Since no ampoules
than the
the metallic
metallic variety.
variety.
considerably cheaper than
For further information
information circle
circle 766
766 on
on Service
Service Card.
Card.

Tra1tsistor
ransistor

S~ngle-sideband · Equipment
Equipment
Single-sideband

LABGEAR Ltd., of
of Cambridge,
Cambridge, announce
announce that
that they
they are
are
manufacturing a range
range of
of transistor
transistor single-sideband
single-sideband
transmission and reception equipment.
equipment. The
The first
first models
models
thi$ new range are aa 100W
lOOW fixec
fixed station
station and
and aa 100W
lOOW
in this
mobile
Both use
use identical
"plug-in" rect
receiver/
moU'e station. Both
der .xal "plug-in"
/er/
exciter units,.
units, . providing
providing selectable
selectable sideband.
sideband. operation
operation
on four channels located
located anywhere
anywhere in
the range
range 22 to
to
n the
15 Mc/s'.
Mc/s'.
For further information
information circle
circle 767
767 on
on Service
Service Card.
Card .

Radio
Receiver Kit
J(it
Radio Receiver
Type WGIO
WG/0 i• Term//ode
Termilode"
" ..„ t
en- ·
microwave termination
te(rilination enfinned. aluminium
cased in aa fmned
aluminium
casting.
. .·.
casting
'

.•
\ • "T

., . ·

to WG18.
WG18. . During the
the development
development of
of the
the Goonhilly
Goonhilly
Downs :tracking
" Termilode " successfully
successfully
racking station, aa "Termilode"
absorbed .the
.th~ 4kW continuous
continuous output
output of
of the
the transmitter.
transmitter.
For further*information
further -~ information circle
circle 764
764 on
on Service
Service Card,
Card .

ONE of the newest additions
additions to
to the
the Heathkit/Daystrom
Heathkit/Daystrom
catalogue is their
their Model
Model RA-1
RA-1 basic
basic amateur
amateur bands
bands
receiver.
Frequency coverage
coverage is
is provided
provided for
for all
all the
the
rece rer Frequency
amateur bands from 160
160 to
to 10
10 metres,
metres, each
each band
band bbeing
ng
calibrated on a separate scale.
scale. Tun"
Tuning
facilitated by
by
ig is
s facilitated
a two-speed dn
drive.
This permits
permits fast
fast coverage
coverage of
of aa
e. This
band but allows a small
small section
section to
to be
be tuned
tuned at
at aa very
very
slow rate.
Special features include
include aa ready
ready assembled
assembled and
and aligned
aligned
r.f. and mixer
mixer section,
section, aa variable
variable noise
noise limiter
limiter circuit
circuit and
and
r.f.
provision for an external
external power
power supply
supply for
for field,
field use.
use. An
An

Load Cell
Cell and
and Indicator
I ndicator Unit
Unit
Load
THE high sensitivity of
of silicon
silicon strain
strain gauges
gauges isis exploited
exploited
]. Langham Thompson
Thompson semi-conductor
semi-conductor load
load cell
cell
in the J.
Type BCL2 and indicator
indicator unit.
unit. This
This equipment
equipment isis
and portable.
portable. The
The compression
compression load
load
battery-powered and
"' ) .

'

receiver Model
Model RA-I.
RA-1.
Heathkit basic amateur receiver

}.Langham
Thompsonsemi-conductorloadcellandindicatorunit.
}.
Langham Thompson
semi-conductor load cell and indicator unit.
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optional crystal calibrator
calibrator can
cau be
be fitted.
fitted. , . The
The interintermediate frequency is 1,621
1,621 kc/s.
kc/s. Sensitivity
Sensitivity isis quoted
quoted
at 2/tV
2/'V for lOdB
lOdE S/N ratio."
ratio. · The
The input
input impedance
impedance is
s
75~2
output impedances
impedances are
are 311
30 for
for speaker
speaker
750 while the output
·■ and 60011
6000 for phones. For
For an
an input
input signal
signal of
of 8/xV
8p.V the
the .
output is 2W.
2W.
For further information circle
circle 768
768 on
on Service
Service Card.
Card.
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By
By

A
Prophecy Fulfilled
Fulfilled
A · Prophecy

"'FREE
"FREE

GRID"
GRID"

with the aid of oscillators,
oscillators, amplifiers,
amplifiers;
filter networks
networks and
and tape
tape recorders.
recorders.
to anticipate
anticipate hearing
hearing
He even seems to
aids.

EVERYBODY has heard
heard of
of Francis
Francis
only because,
because, accordaccordBacon even if only
ing to some
some schools
schools of
of thought,
thought, he
he
lot of time
time doing
doing -Shakespent · a lot
Shakespeare's · homework for
for him.
him. NowaNowa- Etymological
Etymological Exactitude
Exactitude
days, however, most
most people
people .are
are·
inclined to
think itit was
was Marlowe
Marlowe THE Editor has asked me
me to
to step
step in
in
inclined
to think
.rather
than Bacon
Bacon who
who ""ghosted
ang~ls fear
fear to
to tread
tread by
by trying
trying
rather . than
ghosted "" where angels
little consistency
for Shakespeare.
Shakespeare. If
If this
this be
be . true
true to get a 'little
consistency in
in the
the
for
· Bacon
Bacon had
had more
more time
time to
to do
do his
his own
own names we give
giye to
i:o certain
certain pieces
pieces of
of
writing.
apparatus and · even
even in
in the
the way
way we
we
writing.
have just
just been
been reading
reading an
an spell them. This
This is
is aa · job
job which
which
II have
extract from
from his
his ""New
Atlantis" should rightly be
be assigned
assigned to
to aa comcomextract
New Atlantis"
. written
written in
in 1624
1624 and
and published
published in
in mission of learned
learned men
men who
who could
could
1627'
year after
after his
his death,
death, sent
sent to
to bring to bear on the
the matter
matter vast
vast rere1627, a year
me by
by the
the Eciitor.
He tells
tells me
me that
that sources of
of philological
philological lore,
lore, and
and hear
hear
me
Editor. · He
• he
he is
is indebted
indebted to
to the
the secretary
secretary of
of the
the evidence from witnesses of
of extensive
extensive
Dartford Tape
Tape Recording
Recordil}g Society
Society (of
(of electrical and radio
radio engineering
engineering exexDartford
. which Miss Daphne
Daphrie.Oram,
Oram, aa pioneer
pioneer perience.
The whole matter arose through
· of
of ""radiophonic
music, is
is president)
president)
through aa
radiophonic "" music,
letter received from
for reminding
reminding him
him of
of it.
it.
from the
the managing
managing
for
In this
this imaginative
imaginative work
work Bacon
Bacon · director of aa well-known
well-known firm
firm who
who
In
envisaged aa kind
kind of
of research
research college
college · informed the Editor
Editor that
that he
he had
had
envisaged
(he called
called it
it Solomon's
Solomon's House)
House) which
which written to . the British
British Standards
Standards InIn(he
was to
to have
have many
many chambers
chambers in
in which
which stitution drawing attention
attention to
to the
the
was
experiments were
were made
made to
to uncover
t.;mcover · crying need for some
some sort
sort of
of verbal
verbal
experiments
the laws
laws of
of Nature
Nature ·and
and to
to exploit
exploit reform in this matter.
matter. He
He pointed
pointed
the
them
for the
the benefit
benefit of
of the
the commucomrim- out ,to the Institution
Institution that
that among
among
them for
other
things
the
term
rotary
connity.
.
The
passage
dealing
with
.
term
rotary
connity.
The passage dealing with
verter · seemed to
acoustics reads:
reads :—
to be
be used
used indisindisacoustics
. ""Wee
have ·also Sound-houses; criminately
criminately for
for d.c.-d.c.
d.c.-d.c. and
and d.c.-a.c.
d.c.-a.c.
·Wee have also Sound-houses, · types of machine,
maGhjne, and
and that
that the
the B.S.I,
B.S.I.
wher wee practise
and
demonstrate
practise and demonstrate . itself,
itself, in
in one
one of
of its
its publications,
publications, used
used
all Sounds, .. and
and .··their
their Generation.
Generation. . the
the word
weird ."" invertor"
invertor" although
although most
most
Wee have Harmonies :whiCh
which you
you have
have people,
people . seemed
seemed to
to favour
favour ""inverter."
inverter."
not, of Quarter-Sounds,
QmirteP-Sourids, and
and lesser
lesser
Let
us first
first take
take the
the terminations
terminations
Let us
Slides · of Sounds.
Sounds. Diverse
Diverse InstruInstru- "er"
and "or."
"or." The
The ""er"
suffix isis
"er" and
er" suffix
ments of Musick likewise
likewise to
to you
you unun- the
the English
English or
or Anglo-Saxon
Anglo-Saxon one,
one, and
and
knowne, some sweeter then
then any
any you
you II always
always resent
resent the
the high-falutin
high-falutin
have; Together
Together with
with Bells
Bells and
and Rings
Rings efforts
efforts that
that are
are so
so common
common nowadays
nowadays
that are dainty and
and sweet.
sweet. Wee
Wee reprerepre- to
to alter
alter it
it to
to one
one of
of Latin
Latin or
or Greek
Greek
Sounds as
as Great
Great and
and origin. The most irritating
sent Small Sounds
irritating example
example
Deepe; Likewise Great
Great Sounds,
Sounds, of
of this
this is
is surely
surely the
the spoliation
spoliation of
of the
the
Extenuate and Sharpe;
Sharpe; Wee
Wee make
make good
good old
old word
word "harper,"
"harper," which
which isis
diverse Tremblings
Tremblings and
arid Warblings
Warblings of
of rendered
rendered as
as such
such in
in the
the magnificent
magnificent
Sounds, which in
in their
their Originall
Originall are
are English
English of
of the
the authorized
authorized version
version of
of
Entire. Wee represent
represent and
and imitate
imitate the
the Bible
Bible (Rev.
(Rev. xiv,
XIV, 22 and
and xvin,
xvm, 22),
22),
all Articulate .Sounds
Sounds and
and Letters,
Letters, but
but is
is nowadays
nowadays debased
debased into
into
and Notes
and the Voices and
Notes of
of Beasts
Beasts "harpist."
·
" harpist."
and Birds. Wee have
have certaine
certaine Helps,
Helps,
This ""ist,"
of course,
course, comes
comes to
to us
us
This
ist," of
which sett to the
the Eare
Bare ·doe
doe further
further ultimately from Greek, and so is
the
Hearing greatly.
!!featly. Wee
Wee have
have also
also ultimately from Greek, and so . is
the Hearing
~
eminently suitable for
for words
words of
of purely
purely
diverse
Strange
and
Artificial!
Strange and Artificiall Greek
Greek origin,
origin, such
such as
as psychiatrist.
psychiatrist.
Eccho's, Reflecting
the Voice
Reflecting 'the
Voice· many
many It
It is,
is, however,
however, aa striking
striking instance
instance of
of
times, and as it
it were
were Tossing
Tossing it:
it: our
our perverse
perverse etymological
etymological habits
habits that
that
And some that give
give back
back the
the Voice
Voice we
we incorrectly
incorrectly use
use the
the English
English suffix
suffix
Lowder then it came,
came, some
some Shriller,
Shriller, . "er"
when we
we wish
wish to
to describe
describe somesome"er " when
and some Deeper; Yea
Yea some
some rendrend- body
body who
who is
is learned
learned in
in philosophy,
philosophy,
ring the Voice,
Voice, Differing
Differing in
in the
the another
another word
word of
of purely
purely Greek
Greek origin.
origin.
Letters or Articulate
Articulate Sound,
Sound, from
from
. The
The Latin
Latin suffix
suffix "or"
"or" has
has even
even
that they receyve.
receyve. Wee
Wee have
have also
also become
become falsely
falsely attached
attached to
to those
those who
who
meanes to convey Sounds
Sounds in
in Trunks
J'runks man
man our
our ships,
ships, who
who in
in the
the days
days when
when
and Pipes, in strange
strange Lines,
Lines, and
and they
they took
took Henry
Henry V and
and his
his army
army
Distances."
to Agincourt
Agincourt were
were
across the channel to
more colourful
colourful known as "sailers,"
Could there be a more
"sailers," but
but later
later became
became
anticipation of
of the
the science
science of
of synsyn- called by the hotch-potch
hotch-potch name
name of
of
sound as it is
is now
now practised
practised sailors. When we come
thetic sound
come to
to converconver-
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tors, inverters
invertors and
and suchlike,
suchlike, however,
however,
ters,
seen that
that as
as they
they are
are dedeit will be seen
Latin verb
verb vertere,
vertere,
rived from the Latin
or to
to change,
change, the
the
meaning to turn or
termination is
is obviously
obviously
Latin "or" termination
the correct one.
to' what
what word
word to
to ememWith regard .to
describe an
an a.c.-d.c.
a.c.-d.c. machine
r;nachine
ploy to describe
the Latin-derived
Latin-derived
we might use the
"vertor,"
change to
to the
the Greek
Greek
" vertor," and change
"tropitron"
" tropitron " for aa d.c.-a.c.
d.c.-a.c. one.
one. We
We
also · be
be guided
guided by
by the
the proprocould also*
o.f the
the decimal
decimal system
system and
and
genitors of
use a Greek prefix
prefix to
to indicate
indicate aa
machine ·in which the
the output
output voltage
voltage
was greater than
than the
the input
input one
one and
and
Latin prefix for the
a Latin
the reverse
reverse condicondirough suggestions
dition. These rough
suggestions are,
are,
only made
made to
of course, only
to be
be sat
sat upon*
upon*
learned commission
commission which
which
by · the learned
sincerely hope,
will, I sincerely
hope, eventually
eventually be
be
appointed.
[* " Pondered at length,"
length," not
not "" quashed,"
quashed,"
hope !-En.]
we hope!—Ed.]

Psicymatics
Psicymatics
I MUST take this
this earliest
earliest opporopportunity of .publicly
publicly apologizing
apologizing to
to
" Cathode Ray " for misrepresenting
misrepresenting
what he said when II wrote
wrote in
in the
the
April issue under the
the heading
heading of
of
Agnoia Waves. What
What he
he says
says about
about
Letters," May
it ("
("Letters,"
May issue)
issue) has
has made
made
me feel like aa nervous
nervous curate
curate who
who
sermon, mistakenly
has, in .his sermon,
mistakenly attriattriviews to
to his
his ·vicar.
vicar. 1 ·
buted heretical views
As for my age which
C. R."
which ""C.
R." calls
calls
into account, my
my only
only comment
comment' is
is to
to
recall ' the fact that
that when
when aa small
small
child I once attended
attended aa church
church in
in
which during the prayer
prayer for
for · the
the
Royal family, following
our
following.that
that for
for ""our
sovereign Lady Queen Victoria,"
Victoria," the
the
rector included the words
words "" Adelaide
Adelaide
Dowager."
the Queen Dowager."
" Cathode Ray's " reminder
reminder in
in his
his
letter that in November
November 1958,
1958, he
he said
said
that ""electrons
electrons were
were waves
waves of
of what
what
nobody
nob.ody knows," gives
gives me
me the
the opporopportunity
tumty to accept his
his implied
implied invitation
invitation
to suggest aa tidying-up
tidying-up in
in our
our
nomenclature.
Everybody knows that
that nowadays
nowadays
we have not only
only electrical
electrical engineers
engineers
electronics engineers
but also electronics
engineers in
in our
our
midst. It has often
often struck
struck me
me that
that
the latter term has
has aa rather
rather unsatisunsatisfactory sound
sound about
about itit and
and that
that itit isis
with the
not yet in line with
the dignity
dignity with
with
which ·the
the term electrical
electrical engineer
engineer
itself. ·
has invested itself.
What we need is a dignified
dignified desigdesignation for a highly-skilled
highly-skilled electronics
electronics
engineer such as
as "" Cathode
Cathode Ray"
Ray"
us see
himself. Let us
see if
if we
we can
can find
find
a title which carries
carries the
the same
same status
status
instance, the
as, for instance,
the word
word physicist.
physicist.
what " Cathode
Surely after what
Cathode Ray"
Ray"
ideal word
has said, the ideal
word is
is psicymapsicymaderivation is
tist. The derivation
is simple
simple and
and
sound. We know that
that electrons
electrons are
are
ip
1/J waves, or in other
other words
words psi-waves.
psi-waves.
only
Now the word ""electron"
electron" only
or thing
thing by
by means
means
means an agency or
shining or
of which shining
or glittering
glittering isis
brought about. It was
was used
used by
by the
the
to denote
denote other
other glitglit.:.
ancient Greeks to
WIRELESS World,
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tering • things apart from amber.
Homer in
in particular used the word
in the Odyssey to describe an alloy
alloy·of
goldapd
gold
and silver.
.
Obviously we ' want a name which
specifically means only that sort of
electrons with which we deal. What
better word could there be than psicymata . which simply means psiwaves. · This would allow us to use
the word psicymatist as already suggested. It would sound fully as dignified as physicist. But the word
"psicymics" as the ·equivalent, in its
own sphere as " physics " would have
to be " psicymatics"
psicymatics " unless we are
to bring down on ·our
our heads the
wrath of the etymologists.
etymologists.'
We could also have psicymatician
to describe the ""other
other ranks " who
also earn their living by means of
psiCymatics . .. We could even
psicymatics...
even· speak
of a psicymatic
psicyniatic engineer instead of a
· psicymatist but please not psicymatronic engineer or psicymatronics.

Cable
Cable Complex
Complex
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HAVE you noticed the growing tendency of
of people to use the word
.""cablegram,"
cablegram," or its recognized abbreviation "cable" when referring
to a message received from, or sent
to, a ship
sh1p in
in midocean?
It seems such an obvious and
foolish misnomer, and is on a par
par
with speaking of a car radiator as a
boiler, whereas its normal function is
exactly the opposite. There is, perhaps, some slight excuse for the latter
misnomer, inasmuch as a radiator
in a furred-up condition does occasionally act as . a boiler when the car
is ascending a steep hill. In the case
of a ship, however, the word
"cable"
" cable" is absurdly wrong at all
times-except, of course, for the
times—except,
-anchor
anchor rope or chain.
A correspondent who has written
t·o me about the matter reminds me
to
of the fierce competition between
between
wire and wireless in the early days of
the latter, when, of course, it would
certainly have been a feather in the
cap of the advertisement manager of
any one of the cable companies if he
could have got . the word " cablegram"" or ""cable"
gram
cable" used on shipboard.
·
The correct word to use nowadays
for all telegraph communication is
."telegram"
,, telegram" because · in
iri the case of
a long distance message it may be
routed partly by cable and partly by
wireless. Unfortunately ""telegram"
telegram "
is · rather a long word, and I don't
word"
much fancy the naval word
" signal
signal";
the abbreviation ""gram"
gram" suggests
itself because it does mean a message. But, whatever is done, let us
get rid of the word " cable"
cable " for
marine messages. It only tends to
confuse the simple minded who may
imagine ·that
that a ship trails . a telegraphiC cable after her, or picks up
graphic
an undersea cable with a grappling
grappling
iron and taps into it in order to send
"cables."
" cables."
WIRELESS
WoRLD, June
JUNE
Wireless World,
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YM'PIA, MAY
MAY 21-24
OLYMPIA,
21-24
To Buyers,
Buye~s, Technicians,
Ted:1nicians, Engineers
and Designers looking for advanced,
high quality Electrical and Electronic
Components we ..extend
extend a cordial
invitation to visit us at this exhibition. ·
Our Technical Staff will be in atten•, dance and many new and unique
component ·designs
designs displayed, together with a wide selection from our
range of
OVER 10,000 VARIETIES
Send now for our new .
comprehensive . catalogue which provides
illustrations and full
technical details of our
entire range.
Now
available at price 2/6 .
post free or FREE to
Trade Letterhead or
Order.
Quote Ref.
R~f. 203/C.

A.
F. BULGIN
BULGIN &C0.
&CO. LTD.,
LTD., BYE-PASS
BYE-PASS ROAD,
ROAD,
A. F.
BARKING, ESSEX.
ESSEX. TELEPHONE:RIPpleway5588
TELEPHONE: RIPpleway5588
BARKING,
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TELEVISED
CARRIER .LANDINGS
TELEVISED

CARRIER

LANDINGS

Sequ
ence of photographs
Sequenct
photographs
taken
taken/; from aa · television
television
morii
torf recorder showing
tponitorjrecorder
showing aQ
jet aaircr
rc -aft
iking
aft rmaki
ng aa deck
deck
landi
ng as recorded
landing
recorded by
by the
the
AmpexfMarconi Pilot Landing
Anp^x/Marconi
Land
ing
Aid
A!d Telev
Television
ision (PLAT).
(PLAT).
MU LTI CHA NNE L te'
A MULTICHANNEL
vision
telev
ision monitoring/recordmon itciri ngfr ecor dirig
system, called
ing system,
lot Landing
PLAT),
called Pilot
Land ing Aid
Aid Television
Tele visio n (PLA
T),
has been desxg,
oth
desig ned to| improve
impr ove the
the proficiency
proficiency of
of
both
pilots and landing
pilots
nell -conc
concerned
land ing control
cont rol p<
perssconne
erne d iiin ca
catrin
e.r
land
ings. After
landings.
completed,
j
ts
Afte r each operation
oper ation is
is com plete d, pilots and
and
land ing 001
landing
can
watch
every
ail
of
the
control personnel
pers onne l can watc h every detail of the
com
plete landing
land ing within
complete
with in aa matter
matt er of
of minutes
minu tes aafterr touchtouc hdow n, enabh
enab ling
down,
g any errors
,judg
idgm at to
error s of
of procedure
proc edur e or
or
men
t to
be assessed while the events are still fresh
in
868
their
mind
mindss.
events are still fresh in their
Fourr Mar coni television cameras are used
F
in the
r>T y?^
* m.mi television cameras are used in
PLA
T syste
Two 4-!in imag e orthi con cameras the
are .
k
system
Two
4iin
image
orthicon
cameras
are.
buri
ed in modif
buried
ad lighting
touchmodified
light ing wells
wells near
near to
to the
the
toucto
hdow na point
dc
angled
flight
de^
vith
mirrors
poin t in.-the
in.. the 15angl ed iligh t deck , with mirr ors ·w
align the
the optic
aptical
of the
al ax*
axis ·of
the camera
camera w^h
with correct
corre ct aircraft
aircr aft
appr oach path
. 1Both off tthese
3
es<
aare
e remo te cont rolle d
j?
. ^
r h<
remote
controUed
and they
ey have
cross ed
camera
cross
ed °hairhnes
hairl
ines ·in
in the
camera ooptic. il
al
syste
ms to.
to help define
systems
line
of
approach
define the correct
corre ct line of approach. A
a
i
anual'y
contro
ad
4|fh
image
orthicon
third camera,
camera, a man ually cont rolle d 4-!in image orthi
con
with a zot
zoom lens, is; sited
some
sited· on
on the
the islanc
islan d bridge,
bridg
e,
some
40 feet above
How
above the flight
:flight deck,
deck, and
and is
is used
used to follo
w the

aircr
aft throughout
aircraft
ig run
estabthro ugho ut the land,
landing
run and
and then
then to
to up
estab lish whic
b-dih of the four
.ress was
picked
four arreste
arres ter vwire
was picked up bv
by
the ar
It
can
also
be
used
to
follow-through
aircrraft.
aft. It can also be used to follo w-th roug h an
an
over
The
ve shoo t.
h
u th
h came ra, a mini
four
ature
vidic
?
J
?
"
camera,
a
miniature
vidicon,
on,
n
is perm
anen
pe tnai
:ntl;
tly focused
focus-e d on
on aa data
data display
display board
boarQ. .in
in the
the
cont rol r00m
room to
to reco rd the date, time, wind ' veloCity,
SSt
, record
tii picture
wi from
velocity,
aircr
aft approach
appr oach
aircraft
speed,
etc.
Ihe
is
spee d,the
etc;date,
The
pictu
re from this
came
ra is; cor
camera
th · aany
y one
e
other
three
com bine d W1
with
one of
of the othe r three
camerasS ir1
in aa S1
simu
1 ltane ous displ ay, and the com posit e
n^r!
?
j
OUs
display,
and
:he composite
pictu re is record*
picture
leotape
reco rded on
on an
an Ampex
Amp ex Vide
otap e .recorder.
reco rder.
Conv ersat ion betw
betw een
er the pilot and landin:g oper ation
® t th
operation
pers onne l T
personnel
is reco
recorded
simultaneously
rded
simupilot
ltaneand
ouslylanding
- on
on oneone . of
ofauttwo
tw:o
audio channels
chan nels on the same
audio
The
s<
ad
same tape.
tape. The seco nd audioo
chan nel 18
is
kept
" cue " track
track fo
for addi
tiona l comjmen
^ tary. ke
Pt aass ·a
a "cue"
id< itional
com·
This^tc™
syste m was
Tb)
was fifirst
dem onst rated in
in 1960,
1960, on
rst der-onstrated
on board
boar d
t.
the U.S.
S.
Rang
5
ge
U81r
er
usin
g Amp
ex/M arco ni equipment,
equi
pme
!and is
Jf-J,u
j:
"
'ex/Marconi
nt,
s now to ·be
be fittec
:en ·A
fitted ito ten
American
rican aircraft
aircr aft carriers
carri
ers
by
Amp ex Corp
by the Ampex
mporauon
orati on who
who are
are the
the sole; distribudistr ibutors oof Marconi
levisr
ti and
Mar coni ttelev
ision
and sound
soun d broadcasting
broa dcas ting equipequi pmen t in the United
ment,
, - . ,
Unit ed States.
States.

M
icrominiature .· Integrator
In te gr at or
Microminiature

THI
integ rator ; ^· forming
' H S integrator,
rocket
form ing part
part cf
of aa ·rock
et guidance
guid
ance
syste
m, has
system
lias been <deve
:vc lope
opedd and
the
Sps
and produced
prod uced for
for
the
Spac
e
Dep
artm ent of the Rc
Departma
al;
Roya
l Airc
raft EEstablishi ent >
Mul lard Limi ted. It cont ains some 3,438blish men t by
C
3 438 com pone nts
of
whic
Jf vwhich
h,lh Yr?Tt
^
' aeand
components
1,221
Z2.A. are semiconductors,
fir
y
s·e mico
nduc tors,
and' is
is the
the
first fully

A threepenny
A
threepenny
jpiece
'ece is included
included
this· picture
in this
picture
of the Mullard
Mul/ard
microminiatute
microminiature
integ
rator for
integrator
for
size comparison.
comparison.

engi
engi.neer
aered
nicrominiature
ed item of
of micr
omin iatur e equipment
equi pme nt to
to be
be proproduce
d in this country.
duced
.
.
,
coun try.
.
Ther
e aare 164 micro-circuits
micro-circuits in
in tthe
There
ie integrator
integ rator and
and
each micro-circuit
micr o-cir cuit is carried
aa thin
carri ed on
on
thin glass
glass substrate
subs
trate
v
meas uring 1.18 X 0.78
measuring
.78x0.039ir
X 0,039in. The
The passive
passive elements
elements
of the nucro-c
xs—resistors,
interconmicr o-cir cuits
-resi stors , capacit.
capacitors and
and
inter
connect ions -are formed
form ed by
nections—are
thin
by ·vacuum
vacu um deposition
deposition of
of
thin
metals and ddiele
metals
dectnes
ctrics on to
to the
the glass
glass substrates.
subs trate s. Common
Com mon
materials
als in thi
this pi
proccess
ess are
are copper,
copp er, nickel,
nickel, gok
gold,
nich rome aand silicon
nichrome
ictivee elements
silicon monoxide.
monoxide. The
The activ
elem
ents
trans
istor s and diodes—are
transistors
diod es-a re then
then soft
soft soldered
sold ered to
to the
the
depo sited film on the glass subs trate to
011 the S aSS substrate to com plete the
. proces
process.
^
complete the
rr
The mic
micro-cir
circuits
and
encapsulated,
cuits are stac
stackad,
ed, and encapsulated, in
in
four hermetically
herm etica lly sealed
seale d blocks.
blocks. Interconnections
Inter conn ectio ns are
are
mad e usin
made
ising
tandard
g stan
dard wiring
wirin g techniques
tech niqu es and
and external
exte rnalconconnections are mai
mad e via glass-sealed
nections
glass-sealed pins.
pins . ·
Dim
ensio
ns off tlois
this small
mensions
6 XX
small unit
unit aare aa mere
mere 3.8
3.8XX 22.6
1.8in
a., n and it we
ricaUy
weighss a little
little over
over l^lb.
1-!lb. An elm
elec.t
rical
ly
simi
lar ui
unitt using
similar
usin g conventional
conv entio nal printed
prin ted wiring
wirin g tecr
tech niqu
es vwou
mques
uld
100
times
larger
ana
considerld be about
abou t 100 times large r and cons iderheav ier.
ably heavier.
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